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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

 
This text is meant for Ethiopian students studying public international law under 

Ethiopia‘s new curriculum.  The first question for students may be, Do I really have to 

read this entire text in order to understand international law?  The answer is, no.  The 

instructor most likely will not be able to cover all the material in the span of one 

semester.  It is recommended rather that the instructor use his or her discretion and give 

readings and assignments to suit his or her needs.  The extra material is there, however, in 

the case that the student has a particular interest in some area of international law or 

needs some help starting research in some area. 

 

The next question for the student might be, What is public international law?  The short 

answer to this question is that public international law is the law that applies to 

international actions, whether committed by States, international organizations, or even 

individuals.  To start simply, however, the student may think of international law as the 

law that governs inter-State relations.  (This is to focus on States, the primary 

international actors, rather than secondary international actors like international 

organizations and individuals.)  As Brierly puts it in his celebrated book, international 

law is ―the body of rules and principles of action which are binding upon civilized states 

in their relations with one another.‖  (J.L. Brierly, The Law of Nations, 1963.)  Public 

international law may be distinguished from private international law (otherwise known 

as ―conflict of laws‖), which concerns the situation in a nation‘s domestic courts when 

another nation is involved.  Thus, a concern of private international law would be 

whether the law of Ethiopia or Kenya is more appropriate for a private lawsuit arising out 

of a contract entered into by two Kenyans living in Ethiopia.  Public international law 

involves a super-legal system that operates between States and exists separate from 

domestic laws.  

 

International laws are not written down in one book like the Civil Code of Ethiopia.  

There is no international government that has authority to pass such laws.  Rather, 
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international laws are the byproduct of actions – the actions of States and other 

international actors like the United Nations.  If the majority of powerful States in the 

world decided to cancel all their international commitments, then international law would 

cease to exist and the rules in this text would be meaningless.  This is not to say that 

international laws are weak; States are bound together rather tightly by good will and 

mutual interest.  The point here is that international laws depend almost entirely on the 

States that create these laws. 

 

For this reason, public international law has a political aspect that is lacking in other legal 

subjects.  It is unwise to think of international law as a list of rules that can be identified 

and written out and discussed.  The rules are built on shifting ground; they change form 

as the ground underneath them moves, as nations push up against one another and 

attempt to negotiate for a better position.  There are rules in the international system of 

course, but they are rules of a different type.  

 

The text is organized in such a way as to give the student a proper appreciation for the 

nature of rules in the international system.  International law textbooks tend to be written 

in one of two ways.  Either the text starts with the rules – the so-called ―sources‖ of 

international law – and downplays the role of international politics, or the text starts with 

some discussion of the activities of the rulemakers themselves – the States – and brings 

out their political interests.  This text adopts the latter approach and starts with a 

discussion of the State system.  In the first place this is more true to history, because the 

State system came first before the development of modern international laws and their 

―sources.‖  More importantly, though, this approach will reveal the core structure of 

international relations first – in other words, the way States are constituted and the way 

States treat one another.  This gives the student an idea of how the game of international 

politics is played.  Only then will the student be introduced to the ―sources‖ of 

international law which often are subject to political pressure and negotiation. 

 

There are certain other basic concepts that the student should know from the beginning.  

First, the student should know what a treaty is.  The student may think of a treaty as a 
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―source‖ of international law generally, but in fact most treaties are not written to codify 

generally applicable law.  Rather, like contracts, most treaties are agreements in which 

State parties give up something of value in exchange for something else.  It is enough to 

know at this point that treaties are agreements between two or more State parties.  Thus, 

if two States go to war over a border and, at the end of the war, negotiate a settlement to 

decide the border, the settlement will be in the form of a treaty between the two States.  

International ―custom‖ is another source of international law that the student should know 

about.  Unlike treaties, international custom is almost always generally applicable.  That 

is, customs are rules that apply to all States in the world.  Customs usually are not the 

product of express and conscious rulemaking by States (like treaties) but rather solidify 

out of the patterns of State behavior.  If all States gave protection to foreign emissaries as 

a matter of right, this act of protecting such emissaries would become an international 

custom and thus an international law. 

 

Also, the student should know the difference between international law applied at the 

international level and international law applied in domestic courts.  Really, the student 

should think of these as two different systems of law.  The first seven chapters of this text 

will focus almost exclusively on international law as it is applied at the international level 

in international tribunals.  The domestic laws of Ethiopia – including the FDRE 

Constitution – are, for the most part, not relevant in deciding Ethiopia‘s international 

obligations in disputes before international tribunals.  (This is true because a nation in an 

international court generally may not use its domestic laws as an excuse to alter its 

international obligations.  Another way of putting this is to say that a State‘s domestic 

laws simply are not a source of international law.)  If Egypt brings a suit against Ethiopia 

in the International Court of Justice concerning Ethiopia‘s use of the Nile River, Ethiopia 

most probably will not refer to its constitution to support its arguments.   

 

On the other hand, the domestic laws of Ethiopia are extremely important in determining 

how international laws will apply in the domestic courts of Ethiopia.  Domestic courts 

often refer to treaties (and international customs) when deciding disputes between the 

individual litigants before them.  The Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of 
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Ethiopia incorporates international treaties into the domestic law of Ethiopia as ―an 

integral part of the law of the land.‖   Thus, when dealing with a domestic case involving 

the search of a diplomat‘s bags at the Addis Ababa Airport, an Ethiopian court may refer 

to international treaties on diplomatic immunity, as well as domestic laws, for authority.  

(The position of international customs in Ethiopian domestic law is somewhat more 

complicated and will be taken up later.)  International laws in domestic courts technically 

are the same as those applied in international tribunals.  In reality, however, the domestic 

court will have to ―translate‖ international rules for use in the context of its domestic 

system.  The international rule may conflict with some domestic rule.  Which rule will 

prevail?  In fact, it is possible for the domestic court to give priority to the domestic rule 

and, in effect, breach the international obligation that Ethiopia owes to some other State.  

Such a decision by a domestic court would be a valid decision for all of Ethiopia and, at 

the same time, a violation of international law as it is applied in international tribunals. 
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CHAPTER 2:  THE STATE SYSTEM 
 

The basic unit of the international legal system is the State.  One may think of the State as 

a legal ―person‖ that has a status in international law similar to the status of a real person 

in national law.  The State has a will or ―personality‖ by which it expresses itself; it is 

equal with other States before the law; and it is seen as an indivisible whole. 

 

It is important to notice from the beginning the difference between the State and that 

State‘s government.  The State is an idea that has a great deal of meaning to its citizens 

and incredible endurance over the long term despite whatever internal divisions and 

tensions it may suffer.  The stability of the State System rests on the stability of States, 

and for this reason international law places a great deal of emphasis on a State‘s 

continued legal existence and relative permanence of its borders.  The government of a 

State may change, through normal constitutional processes or otherwise, and the State 

itself will continue to exist.  As will be seen, even a total change in the structure of 

government – for example, by rewriting the constitution – will not change a State‘s legal 

obligations to other States at the international level.  

To get a better idea of how States operate under international law, it helps to compare the 

activities of individuals in the national arena with the activities of States in the 

international arena.  Unlike the national legal system, the international legal system is 

incredibly decentralized and loosely bound together, leading some scholars to the 

conclusion that the international system is not a ―legal‖ system at all but rather a 

changing network of moral bonds between largely autonomous State actors.  Consider 

this issue as you look at the following chart. 

 

National Legal System International Legal System 

Individual people have rights and duties 

under the law. 

States have rights and duties under the law. 

The government makes the laws (typically 

the legislature). 

There is no international government or 

legislature that makes laws applicable to all 

States.  Rather, States have to consent to 
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the laws individually, either by entering 

into treaties with other States or by creating 

customs through their behavior.   

The judiciary decides on the rights and 

duties of individual people.  

Although there are many international 

tribunals, for example the International 

Court of Justice, none of them has 

compulsory jurisdiction to decide on the 

rights and duties of States.  Rather, States 

must first consent to the jurisdiction of an 

international court before the court can 

make a decision about those States‘ rights 

and duties. 

The government enforces the law (typically 

the executive branch). 

Again, there is no international government 

with the authority to command States.  This 

has led some scholars to argue that there 

are no real enforcement mechanisms at the 

international level.  Individual States, 

acting alone or through the United Nations 

or some regional organization like NATO, 

must enforce their own rights.  This results 

in uneven enforcement of international 

laws.  Is this a problem?  Is enforcement a 

matter of politics, that is, at the discretion 

of powerful States? 

Individuals have formal equality before the 

law.  Thus, the law applies the same to the 

weak and the powerful, the poor and the 

rich. 

States also have formal equality before the 

law in the international system.  When 

States go before the International Court of 

Justice, for example, there are no special 

privileges accorded to more powerful 

States.  Still, because enforcement is only 

possible with the backing of a powerful 
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State, the law in practice may be applied 

unequally.  

 

 The State system came into being with the birth of the so-called ―nation-state‖ in 

Europe in the 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries.  Of course, certain international principles such as 

the binding nature of peace treaties and the exchange of diplomats date back to ancient 

times.  Nonetheless, modern international law is based almost entirely on the State 

system and, as the student will see, is derived in the first instance from the principle of 

State sovereignty that establishes the State as the relevant unit that is to be ordered by 

international laws.  In a sense, then, the first international law is the law that established 

the State as the subject of international law.   

 

The next question for theorists has been, What form will these international laws take 

that are to order State relations?  Roman law and Christian ―Canon‖ law have had some 

influence here but mostly through their expression of the so-called ―natural law.‖  This 

natural law envisions some natural ordering of the relations among nations according to a 

rational principle, for example the desire for peace and harmony.  One early theorist of 

natural law was Hugo Grotius, a Dutchman of the late 16
th

 century who is known as the 

―father‖ of modern international law.  Later on – predominantly in the 19
th

 century – the 

theory of positivism came to dominate the field of legal theory and had a strong influence 

on this question about the form that international laws should take.  As will be discussed 

extensively in subsequent chapters, positivism emphasized not some abstract ―natural‖ 

order of States but rather the consent of States as the basis for all the international rules 

that bind States in their relations with one another. 

 

It is positivists who raise the point that international law should not be called ―law.‖  The 

argument is that law, by definition, requires some centralized enforcing power.  At the 

national level, the government (particularly the executive) enforces the laws.  In 

international relations there is no centralized enforcing power.  Rather, there is a loose 

amalgamation of individual sovereign States who may or may not follow their own rules.  

Looking at the above chart, it is clear that enforcement at the international level will be 
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less consistent and law-like than enforcement at the national level.  Nonetheless, this 

theoretical prediction is not borne out in practice to the extent that positivist scholars 

might predict.  It has been noted that most States obey most international laws most of 

the time.  Other reasons have been given for State obedience to international laws aside 

from the threat of enforcement, as will be made clear in the section on State behavior.  As 

the student will see, this text expressly rejects the positivist criticism of international law.  

The student of course is advised to consider the arguments on both sides of this issue as 

they are presented in subsequent chapters and come to his or her own conclusions. 

 

The traditional State system has suffered more recent changes from globalization and 

improved technologies that force more expansive areas of international cooperation.  In 

the traditional State system, international laws at the international level applied only to 

States.  That is, only States had international ―legal personality‖ – the ability to sue and 

be sued in international tribunals.  Only a State could commit international wrongs, and 

only a State had international rights which, when violated, could form the basis for an 

international claim.  The modern international system is still a ―State System,‖ composed 

of States, but many new actors now play a role in international relations.  Principal 

among these new actors are international organizations like the United Nations and the 

World Trade Organization.  Such organizations are composed of Member States and act 

like States – like ―super-states‖ in fact – entering into treaties with States and other 

international organizations and taking on an international personality of their own with a 

corresponding set of rights and duties under international law.  International 

organizations thus have gained international ―legal personality‖; they can sue and be sued 

in international tribunals. 

 

Interestingly, in some international tribunals even individuals may assert rights against 

States.  A set of human rights laws has emerged that imposes obligations on States in 

respect of their citizens.  Through the work of international human rights tribunals, these 

laws increasingly intrude beyond a State‘s borders to redeem the rights of individual 

citizen-victims.   
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Hugo Grotius 

 

There is no state so powerful that it may not some time need the help of others outside 

itself, either for purposes of trade, or even to ward off the forces of many foreign nations 

united against it.  In consequence we see that even the most powerful peoples and 

sovereigns seek alliances… 

 

Virginia Black, A Normative Critique of State Personality, 1983 

 

Hugo Grotius held to a doctrine sometimes called ―parallelism.‖  Since individual 

persons can be virtuous and just, reasonable, dutiful and sociable, keep contracts and 

obey laws, then corporate organizations like the state can also be virtuous, reasonable and 

just, can be sociable, obey laws, conform to the same duties as individuals, etc.  It seems 

that Grotius thought such analogous predication an exemplary condition for international 

peace.  As civil law regards and regulates the rights and interests of persons, so should 

international law regard and regulate the rights and interests of nations. 

 

Hans Kelsen, The Pure Theory of Law, 1967  

 

…The state is a relatively centralized legal order.   

This centralization distinguishes the state as a legal order from the primitive pre-state 

order and the super-state order of general international law.  In neither order are the 

general legal norms created by a central legislative organ but by way of custom, which 

means that the creation of general legal norms is decentralized.  Neither the pre-state nor 

the super-state legal order establishes courts authorized to apply the general norms to 

concrete cases, but authorizes the individuals subjected to the legal order themselves to 

render this function and, particularly, to execute, by way of self-help, the sanctions 

prescribed by the legal order.  According to primitive law, it is the members of the 

murdered man‘s family who take blood revenge against the murderer and his family, 

which means, they are authorized to carry out the primitive punishment; it is the creditor 

himself who can satisfy this claim against the debtor by taking some property of the 
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debtor and holding it in pawn.  It is the government of the individual state which, 

according to general international law, is authorized to resort to war or take reprisals 

against a law-violating state, which means:  against the subjects of the state whose 

government has violated the law.  True, the individuals who in the pre-state and in the 

super-state community create (by custom) or apply the law and execute the sanctions, are 

legal organs and thus organs of the legal community; but they are not functioning in the 

manner of division of labor and therefore not centralized organs like a government, a 

legislature, and courts under a national legal order.  The legal order of primitive society 

and the general inter-national law order are entirely decentralized coercive orders and 

therefore not states. 

 

John R. Bolton, Is There Really „Law‟ in International Affairs?  2000 

 

Treaties are often analogized to contracts, agreements between people, businesses, or 

other kinds of associations.  This analogy is fundamentally wrong…  [With contracts], 

the promises take place within a system, where if one party breaches its promise, there is 

a defined way to get remedies.  There is a process to decide which promises are 

legitimate and a procedure to enforce a court order that a party has breached a promise.  

The very concept of a contract, in other words, takes place within a coherent universe.  

 

Compare this to a treaty.  A treaty is an exchange of promises – period.  It is a flat 

misunderstanding of reality to believe that there are enforcement mechanisms ‗out there‘ 

internationally that conform to the kind of legal system that exists in the United States… 

 

A treaty is primarily a compact between independent nations.  It depends for the 

enforcement of its provisions on the interest and the honor of the governments which are 

party to it.  If these fail, its infraction becomes the subject of international negotiations 

and reclamations, so far as the injured party chooses to seek redress, which may in the 

end be enforced by actual war… 
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International law is not law; it is a series of political and moral arrangements that stand or 

fall on their own merits, and anything else is simply theology and superstition 

masquerading as law. 

 

Jonathan Baert Wiener, Global Environmental Regulation, 1999 

 

…National legislation, at least in democracies, employs a version of Majority 

rule…  By contrast, the voting rule for international treaty law is Voluntary Assent:  

Treaties bind only those who consent to be bound…  The fundamental difference 

between [domestic voting rules] on the one hand, and [international voting rules] on the 

other, is thus the ability to coerce dissenters.  Under [domestic majoritarian processes]… 

losing dissenters never have the option to refuse to be bound by the law.  Under a 

Voluntary Assent paradigm, dissenters cannot be coerced; rules are binding only on those 

who agree to be bound… 

 

As the number of participants who must be consulted increases, the cost of multiple 

negotiations and the chance that a nation will act as a holdout, insisting on satisfaction of 

its interests as the price for its assent, rise as well.  Even if all countries would reap net 

benefits from the treaty, uncertainty about others‘ likely cooperation may induce strategic 

noncooperation (free riding).  Each party‘s perception of its own gain in turn depends 

partially on its perception of whether other parties are likely to keep their end of the deal; 

cooperation is thus endogenous, delicate, and potentially difficult to arrange.  Even after 

becoming parties to the treaty, nation-states can withdraw or decide not to comply.  

Although such withdrawal or noncompliance might be made illegal under the terms of a 

treaty, the practical question is whether any enforceable sanctions could be brought to 

bear against the defector.  The threat of withdrawal or noncompliance gives the nation a 

continuing ability to exact concessions from other parties to the treaty. 

 

The costs to the entire group of negotiating a consensus treaty can be high in terms of the 

time and effort needed to craft a successful consensus, the side payments extracted by 
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dissenters, and the collective gains forgone when individual countries delay or block 

action on parochial strategic grounds… 

 

Questions: 

1. Why do we say that a State has a ―personality,‖ that it can act, that it can give its 

assent, that it continues in its life even after a revolution and after new leaders take 

control over it?  Virginia Black has pointed out in ―A Normative Critique of State 

Personality‖ (1983) that a State is not at all like a person because a State does not 

have unity of mind or purpose; a State is not ―motivated‖ like an individual; a State 

does not need other States in the same way that an individual needs social interaction 

with other individuals; and a State does not respond to social pressure from other 

States.  Do you agree?  Is the ―State‖ then a fictional concept, behind which is a 

whole range of dissenting voices and changing officials?  Is it nonetheless a useful 

concept in international relations? 

2. Is it better to say that international law is a ―decentralized legal order,‖ or is it better 

to say that it is not a legal order at all but rather something else?  If we do not call 

international rules ―law,‖ does that take away from the authority of these rules and 

make it less likely in the future that States will conform to them? 

3. Is it true that States are independent of one another?  One may argue that States, like 

individuals, have many ways to exert pressure on other States and, in essence, 

―coerce‖ dissenters.  There are a number of organs through which a majority of States 

may exert pressure, most obviously through the international press and by granting or 

denying foreign aid.  Also, because States depend on international trade, international 

communications, and international travel, they are willing to bend to international 

rules in order to be able to participate in these international activities.   

 

 2.1   State Sovereignty 

  Part A:  Definition of Sovereignty and History 

 

A State‘s sovereignty is its independence.  The word ―sovereign‖ implies some ultimate 

authority, a master with no master above him, a free and autonomous entity.  The concept 
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of State sovereignty has two core elements.  First, the State has exclusive control over its 

territory and its internal affairs.  Other States cannot go into Ethiopian territory without 

Ethiopia‘s permission.  Second, States are autonomous entities and, in principle, cannot 

be bound to an obligation without their consent.  Treaties are not imposed on Ethiopia but 

rather entered into upon Ethiopia‘s free consent. 

 

The concept of State sovereignty has many implications for interstate relations.  The first 

implication is that the State must speak with one voice at the international level.  This is 

important because, in reality, a State has many voices, dissenting political parties, and 

even groups within its territory that oppose the central government.  Other States, out of 

respect for State sovereignty, are not supposed to engage in dealings with these sub-state 

groups at all.  Another point is that other States should not concern themselves with 

certain internal matters of a sovereign State like the type of government a State adopts – 

whether monarchial, tyrannical, democratic, socialist, or otherwise – or the State‘s 

religion or the way a State treats its citizens.  In fact, other States should not concern 

themselves with anything that the State does within its territory that does not affect other 

States. 

 

The principle of State sovereignty is based on international customary law but it is often 

confirmed in international treaties.  For example, the UN Charter states in Article 2, 

Section 7:  ―Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations 

to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any 

state…‖  This is an affirmation of the first aspect of sovereignty, that a State should have 

exclusive control over its internal affairs.  Notably, it is an affirmation of State 

sovereignty vis-à-vis the UN, not vis-à-vis other States.  (The Charter in this article goes 

on to make an exception to the principle of sovereignty for certain actions undertaken by 

the UN Security Council and so confirms sovereignty and erodes it at the same time.)  

Another expression of State sovereignty is found in the Declaration on Principles of 

International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States (a UN 

General Assembly resolution adopted in 1970, not a treaty):  
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[n]o state or group of states has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for 

any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other state.  

Consequently, armed intervention and all other forms of interference or 

attempted threats against the personality of the state or against its political, 

economic and cultural elements, are in violation of international law. 

 

State sovereignty and the modern nation-state really came into being in 1648 with the 

Treaty of Westphalia that ended the 30 Years War in Europe. The War arose in part out 

of tensions between Catholics and Protestants and fears of civil strife between these two 

religious groups.  Disputes between Catholic and Protestant communities in the same 

State came to involve Catholic and Protestant rulers.  As a result, nations were 

destabilized, rulers were afraid of certain sections of the populace, and all of Europe was 

plagued by incessant scheming and mistrust.  

 

The Treaty of Westphalia resolved religious tensions by giving each State the power to 

determine religious affairs within its own territory.  The idea was to block interstate 

alliances based on religious affiliation – for example, block Catholics in England from 

uniting with Catholics in France – and force States to come to terms with different 

religious groups in their territory within the framework of a single national identity.  To 

put this point more broadly, the Treaty recognized independent territorial States and gave 

State governments exclusive authority to deal with their internal affairs.  With the State 

government usurping religion as the ultimate ―sovereign‖ in domestic affairs, it can be 

said that the end of the 30 Years War saw the birth of the modern secular state.  (Note 

that Jean Bodin in his Republic had already elaborated the idea of sovereignty in 1576.) 

 

This gives us some history on the development of the first aspect of sovereignty – the 

exclusive control by the sovereign over internal affairs – but what about the second 

aspect of sovereignty relating to the freedom of States in their relations with other States?  

If States are truly independent of one another, then their relations must be based on their 

free consent.  A treaty is binding on a State only so long as that State agrees to be bound 

by it.  International customs apply only so long as States continue to act in the customary 

way.   
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This is a logic that did not develop out of the Treaty of Westphalia.  Rather, the concern 

with State consent to international obligations came in the 19
th

 century with the 

emergence of the theory of legal positivism.  According to this theory, ―law‖ properly 

defined includes only the law posited by a sovereign and obeyed by subjects.  The 

international system is not a system of law at all because there is no international body to 

enforce obligations, hence no fear of punishment on the part of States, hence no 

obedience by States.  Once we accept the notion that international law is not ―law,‖ we 

fall back on the idea of complete and total autonomy for each State.  A sovereign State is 

a free State, and a free State does not abide by the will of other States.  Such arguments 

contribute to the idea that States are free even to the extent that their consent will bind 

them only temporarily, until they consent to something else. 

 

Whether or not one supports this second aspect of sovereignty – for policy reasons or 

otherwise – is a separate issue.  It is enough to note here that the second aspect of 

sovereignty is a recent development and, seemingly, is not a necessary aspect of the State 

system.  That is, the State system functioned for many years without this emphasis on the 

complete independence of States in their relations with one another. 

 

Corfu Channel Case (U.K. v. Albania), individual opinion by Judge Alvarez, 1949. 

 

By sovereignty, we understand the whole body of rights and attributes which a State 

possesses in its territory, to the exclusion of all other States, and also in its relations with 

other States. 

 

Sovereignty confers rights upon States and imposes obligations on them…. 

Some jurists have proposed to abolish the notion of the sovereignty of States, considering 

it obsolete.  That is an error.  This notion has its foundation in national sentiment and in 

the psychology of the peoples, in fact it is very deeply rooted… 

 

…We can no longer regard sovereignty as an absolute and individual right of every State, 

as used to be done under the old law founded on the individualist regime, according to 
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which States were only bound by the rules which they had accepted.  Today, owing to 

social interdependence and to the predominance of the general interest, the States are 

bound by many rules which have not been ordered by their will.   

 

Werner Levi, Contemporary International Law, 1991 

 

Mainly as a result of new economic forces, the Holy Roman Empire broke down, which 

brought about the collapse of the at least nominally centralized order of Europe and 

foreshadowed the need for a different legal system… 

 

As new centers of independent power arose, laws regulating their coexistence and 

relations were needed…  Gradually, the relationships of subordination and 

superordination under the universalist reign of one emperor and pope were replaced by a 

system of coordination among sovereign rulers.  The feudalistic entities with their 

relatively uncertain borders gave way to states based upon sharply defined territory…  

The preeminent role of territory in international law began… 

 

Once the multitude of specific limited jurisdictions… was replaced by the principle of 

territoriality with one sovereign ruler as the basis of the state, a number of legal 

consequences followed.  One was the absolute power and exclusive jurisdiction of one 

ruler in his or her territory.  The second was the prohibition of interference by other 

monarchs in a state‘s internal affairs.  The third was the rise of immunity.  The fourth was 

the gradual elaboration of equality among states in diplomatic practice and of the 

principles regulating this practice…  

 

 

Stephen C. McCaffrey, Understanding International Law, 2006 

 

The ―modern‖ system of international law is generally regarded as having emerged in the 

aftermath of the Thirty Years War, which ended with the Peace of Westphalia in 1648.  

With the conclusion of this conflict came the end of the Holy Roman Empire…, the 
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recognition of the sovereign independence of its member states, and the consequent rise 

of the modern secular state. 

 

But with the disappearance of the unifying influence of the Empire, the question arose as 

to whether anything would take its place; whether, that is, the very sovereignty of states – 

a doctrine elaborated in Jean Bodin‘s Republic in 1576 – meant that there was nothing 

binding them together, no order governing their relations.  It might be thought that the 

sovereignty of nations is a negation of the notion that they are subject to law.  A 

country‘s sovereignty, so the argument might go, means that it alone determines what it 

does or refrains from doing.  ―Sovereignty,‖ wrote Philip Jessup in 1948, ―in its meaning 

of an absolute, uncontrolled state will, ultimately free to resort to the final arbitrament of 

war, is the quicksand upon which the foundations of traditional international law are 

built.‖  If this is the true meaning of sovereignty, there would seem to be little room for 

international law. 

Yet Bodin himself never conceived of sovereignty in this way.  As Brierly points out, for 

Bodin, sovereignty ―was an essential principle of internal political order, and he would 

certainly have been surprised if he could have foreseen that later writers would distort it 

into a principle of international disorder, and use it to prove that by their very nature 

states are above the law.‖  Bodin‘s sovereign, or supreme power, was an essential 

attribute of statehood.  Bodin believed that such a single source of authority, rather than a 

chaotic mass of independent ones, was the defining characteristic of a state.  However, he 

also held that the sovereign did not have absolute discretion to act in any way he or she 

wished.  Instead, Bodin‘s sovereign was subject to certain laws:  ―the divine law, the law 

of nature or reason, the law that is common to all nations, and… the laws of 

government.‖  The latter are what we would call today constitutional law.  Even Bodin‘s 

―supreme power,‖ therefore, was subject to the fundamental law of the state, as well as 

other kinds of law. 

 

Thus, the doctrine of sovereignty, as originally conceived, did not imply absolute, 

unbridled power, even on the domestic level; and, it was never intended to apply to the 

relations of states inter se, much less to imply that those relations were not governed by a 
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body of law.  Unfortunately, however, it has subsequently been invoked as proof that 

international law is not really binding on states, since they are ―sovereign‖ and may do as 

they wish.  Yet simple observation of the way in which states relate to each other does 

not support such an anarchic theory.  Humans prefer order to chaos, and states, which are 

merely groups of humans organized to serve certain purposes, do as well.  While there is 

doctrinal debate about the basis, or source, of international legal obligation, there is not 

significant disagreement about the general tendency of states to observe international law.   

 

Questions: 

1. The Treaty of Westphalia was an agreement between European countries.  Is State 

sovereignty then a Euro-centric doctrine?  How have other countries been 

incorporated into such an international system of sovereign States?  Does it make 

sense to impose one model of the State (in other words, the sovereign Nation-State) 

on the rest of the world?  Are there other possibilities for international order? 

2. Do you agree that State consent is the basis for all international law and thus the 

―quicksand‖ on which international law is built?  Or do you think that there are 

certain ―constitutional principles‖ in international law – such as the obligation to 

observe treaties – that do not depend on the consent of States?  How does 

international law come into being?  Is it really about conscious agreement between 

autonomous entities, or is it rather a system of order that arises out of the ―habits‖ of 

States, repeated behaviors over a period of time?  

 

 Part B:  Erosion of State Sovereignty 

 

State sovereignty is a background concept in international law.  In fact, State sovereignty 

is an international custom, established through the behavior of States, but it is a custom 

so fundamental that it is not necessary to prove it when arguing before an international 

court.  In a sense, State sovereignty is a constituting principle in international law, 

somewhat analogous to a constitutional provision in a particular State.   
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That said, it is not clear how this constituting principle relates to the body of international 

laws that have been built up around it.  Many people have argued that States are no 

longer free and sovereign; that sovereignty has been eroded by international laws and 

international bodies; that such laws and such bodies tend to restrain the activities of 

States from the outside.  This argument has been made numerous times in the Congress 

of the United States, for example, and has led certain U.S. politicians to hold back 

support from international organizations like the United Nations and the International 

Criminal Court for fear that the U.S. is giving up its sovereignty.  Imagine, for example, 

that the Dispute Settlement Body of the World Trade Organization decides a case that in 

effect strikes down a domestic law of a Member State.  The WTO is saying to that State‘s 

government, ―You cannot have this law.‖  Must a State change its laws to conform to the 

opinions of some panelists sitting at the WTO? 

 

Imagine how you might raise a State sovereignty argument in an international case.  Let 

us say that Egypt is trying to prevent Ethiopia from building a hydro-electric dam on the 

Nile river.  As representative for Ethiopia, you might say the following:   ―This portion of 

the Nile is in Ethiopian territory.  According to the principle of State sovereignty, the 

Ethiopian government has exclusive control over its own territory.   Therefore it is our 

sovereign discretion whether to build the dam or not.‖  On the other hand, Egypt may 

assert various treaty rights to the water that flows from Ethiopia into Egypt and 

furthermore may remind Ethiopia of its obligation under international custom to use its 

water resources in such a way as to not bring harm to downstream neighbors.  How do we 

resolve such a conflict between State sovereignty and other international laws?  Consider 

this problem as you go through the readings. 

 

Jessica Matthews, Power Shift, 1997. 

 

The absolutes of the Westphalian system – territorially fixed states where everything of 

value lies within some states‘ borders; a single, secular authority governing each territory 

and representing it outside its borders; and no authority above states – are all dissolving.  

Increasingly, resources and threats that matter, including money, information, pollution, 
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and popular culture, circulate and shape lives and economies with little regard for 

political boundaries….  Even the most powerful states find the marketplace and 

international public opinion compelling them more often to follow a particular course… 

 

Lieutenant Colonel Jeffrey K. Walker,  SPEECH AND COMMENT: The Demise of 

the Nation-State, the Dawn of New Paradigm Warfare, and a Future for the Profession 

of Arms, 2001. 

 

It has become somewhat trendy within international law and political science circles over 

the last few years to speak of the post-modern or "Post-Westphalian" international order.  

The argument usually runs something like this. The international system has, since the 

Peace of Westphalia in 1648, contained only one type of relevant actor – the sovereign 

state run by a government in exclusive charge of a geographically defined territory and 

people. This resulted from the horrible depravations wrought by the religion-charged 

Thirty Years' War – that final and tragic denouement of the Reformation. Although it 

took thirty bloody years to figure out, the European powers came to the realization that 

trying to impose one's own ideas of what was spiritually correct – like Lutheranism or 

Calvinism or Catholicism – on someone else's subjects was a formula for producing 

unspeakable violence. The theory therefore ran for 350-odd years, based on the original 

1555 Peace of Augsburg rule that the religion of the sovereign determined the religion of 

the state, that within their own borders, sovereigns could do as they pleased.  Admittedly, 

this rule was as often honored in the breach as in the observance, but that is what we had 

as a basic international system for the better part of four centuries. 

In contrast, the post-Westpahalian idea is that: 1) what a sovereign does to his own 

people isn't necessarily his own business – and other states may rightfully intervene 

under certain conditions; 2) non-state entities such as international organizations, 

regional alliances, and non-governmental organizations have a place at the international 

table; and 3) there are some universally applicable ideas that no one gets to reject, such 

as the inherent right of persons to fundamental human rights, the right of peoples to self-

determination, and perhaps the right of everyone to democratic governance and 

environmental protection. 
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It is simply incorrect – and getting less correct every day – to say that sovereign states are 

the only relevant actors within the international system. Today, there are many forces that 

pull mightily at the fabric of this time-worn monopoly of individual states. First and 

foremost among these forces is a rapidly broadening and deepening global economic 

interdependence. The paradigm example of a surrender of state sovereignty in the 

economic arena is, of course, the European Union…  Today, the EU is moving almost 

inexorably toward deeper social and political union, with only a few self-selected and 

self-marginalized laggards like the United Kingdom and Denmark resisting. Soon, even 

one of the most emotional and tangible symbols of state sovereignty – national currency 

and coinage – will either disappear or undergo a radical transformation within the Euro 

monetary area. Even the brass in your pocket will no longer identify you as a Frenchman 

or a Spaniard or a German. 

… 

Economic interdependence runs much deeper, however, than just these formal regional 

arrangements. Literally scores of international bodies have made significant and at least 

tacitly consensual inroads on individual state sovereignty: the WTO, where trade disputes 

are authoritatively adjudicated and effectively enforced; the World Intellectual Property 

Organization, where international patent and trademark policy is set and enforced; 

meetings of the world's major central bankers, where interest rate and inflation targets are 

set; the G-8, where much international economic policy is hammered out; the association 

of the world's stock markets, where international trading and settlement rules are 

determined; transnational anti-trust enforcement, that makes it increasingly impossible 

for state governments to coddle and protect national corporate darlings; the domination of 

world investment flows by a handful of multinational banking conglomerates, whose 

allegiance is to shareholders and bottom lines, not sovereigns; or development and 

marketing of drugs by just a few multinational pharmaceutical companies, with enormous 

impact on everything from the worldwide price of aspirin to the availability of anti-AIDS 

drugs in Africa. These are just a few examples of bodies or organizations or informal 

groupings that wield significant influence over large swaths of the world economy.  Each 

and every one represents a whittling away of traditional notions of state sovereignty… 
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… 

Related to but separate from economic interdependence, the movement of people and 

ideas has also accelerated since the end of the Cold War. Borders of every state – with the 

exception of only the most autarkic countries like North Korea--have become remarkably 

permeable… 

… 

This frenetic and almost frictionless movement of people combines with another new 

development in the international system, the free and rapid movement of ideas and 

information, with the result that there just are not too many secrets any more. Every 

corner of the globe is subject to the 24-hour news cycle – today even in the most remote 

reaches of the world, one can find a hotel with CNN. The internet and the world wide 

web have, at least as far as information and ideas are concerned, completely eliminated 

borders as well as distance. 

This revolution – and it is undeniably a revolutionary development – in the movement of 

people, information, and ideas has had, in my opinion, two significant effects. First, state 

governments, even those controlling the most closed or authoritarian societies, can no 

longer escape notice. Be it interethnic genocide in Rwanda or Bosnia, deliberate famine 

in Somalia, the desecration of ancient Buddhist carvings in Afghanistan, or government 

corruption in the Philippines, it makes it to the television screens and newspapers of a 

global audience near real-time. Some states have tried to resist – China, for example, 

persists in attempting to regulate access to the internet, but with remarkably poor results. 

An instructive example of the futility of fighting the tide of information technology was 

the Tiannamen Square debacle in 1988. In that long-ago, pre-internet day, dissent groups 

kept the world apprised of events in Beijing through the use of fax machines. So the first 

major impact on sovereignty is the plain fact that would-be bad actors can no longer do 

dirty deeds in the dark. 

The second, and I think more important effect of this revolution in the movement of 

people, information, and ideas is that what we are now beginning to witness is the 

capability for the formation of instantaneous transnational  communities of interest 

around almost any issue – big or small. It's simply no longer necessary to have a state 
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sponsor for an interested group of people to effect changes within the international 

community. Anthony Lake, former national security advisor to President Clinton, 

described this phenomenon as "technology enabling local groups to forge vast alliances 

across borders, and . . . a whole host of new actors challenging, confronting, and 

sometimes competing with governments on turf that was once their exclusive domain."  

… 

So our beleaguered nation-state…has essentially lost control over its economy and can no 

longer effectively control the movement of information and ideas through and within its 

borders. 

Could it get any worse for our nation-state? Well, yes it could. 

Quick on the heels of the end of the Cold War, the rapid growth in economic 

interdependence, and the revolutionary expansion in the movement of information came 

the resurgence of group identification below the state level. When physical or political or 

economic survival had been in question, people were more or less willing to sacrifice 

smaller group impulses for effective membership in a militarily and economically viable 

nation-state – it was just the price that had to be paid to keep a hostile neighbor or would-

be hegemon from dominating significant parts of the world. In short, grudging 

acquiescence to domination by people kind of like us was preferred to subjugation to 

people very alien to us. This really began in response to Napoleon – Germany is a prime 

example of 'kind of' similar peoples – and continued more or less unabated until the end 

of the Cold War. 

… 

Interestingly, economic interdependence has actually hastened the centrifugal forces of 

self-determining nationalism – and in some very interesting places. Italy, from unification 

in the 19th century of a country patched together on vaguely linguistic and cultural 

grounds, has seen the rise of an influential northern separatist party, the Lega Nord, that 

has held the balance in government on one occasion and may well do so again. A 

powerful and – unlike the Basques in the north – non-violent Catalan separatist 

movement has sprung up in the area of northeast Spain centered on Barcelona. Most 
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interestingly, the government of Tony Blair in the UK has delivered on an election 

promise to devolve powers from the center to regional assemblies in Wales, Scotland, 

and Northern Ireland. The success of these efforts in Scotland is manifested by the fact 

that the avowedly separatist Scottish National Party is now the official opposition in the 

Edinburgh Assembly. As a  result, it is not an unreasonable possibility that we may see 

the end of the United Kingdom in our lifetimes. 

One characteristic these European nationalist-separatist movements have in common is 

an appeal that runs something like this. "We're all in the EU now. Tiny Denmark and 

tinier Luxembourg are in the EU as well. Our would-be independent country has a 

population and economy equal to or greater than Denmark or Luxembourg, so why can't 

we go it alone within the EU, too?" Coupled with the fact that more and more of the 

traditional functions of the central state government are now performed in Brussels – 

labor and monetary policy, safety and health regulation, environmental and business 

standards – this idea of finding one's own way within the EU framework is attractive to 

many.  

So the supposed sovereignty of our beleaguered nation-states continues to be undermined 

by increasing economic interdependence, the instantaneous and unimpedable flow of 

information and ideas, and the centrifugal forces of separatism. Of course, this is not to 

gainsay any future role for the state as we know it--just a greatly changed and vastly 

reduced role. 

 

James Crawford, International Law as an Open System, 2002 

 

…[I]nternational lawyers have developed some strategies for dealing with [the power of 

sovereignty], an attempt to produce a system of limitations on power when faced with the 

assertion of an ostensibly unlimited or at least fundamentally uncontrolled power.  

Without entering into details, it may be helpful if I catalogue six of the basic strategies: 
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(a)  Limits on sovereignty as the result of the exercise of sovereignty (the 

principle of consent) 

 

The Wimbledon was a case decided in 1923, the very first interstate case to come before 

the Permanent Court of International Justice, the predecessor of the International Court of 

Justice.  It was argued there that a treaty provision should be restrictively interpreted 

because otherwise it would amount to an infringement on Germany‘s sovereignty.  The 

Court, in a passage echoed many times since: 

 

decline[d] to see in the conclusion of any Treaty by which a State… 

undertakes to perform… a particular act an abandonment of its 

sovereignty.  No doubt any convention creating an obligation of this kind 

places a restriction upon the exercise of the sovereign rights of the State, 

in the sense that it requires them to be exercised in a certain way.  But the 

right of entering into international engagements is an attribute of State 

sovereignty. 

 

Thus an argument from sovereignty is evaded by an appeal to sovereignty:  if states could 

not enter into binding international obligations, they would lack an attribute of 

sovereignty.  The problem shifts to the interpretation of the commitment actually made, 

which can then be treated as a more narrowly legal and technical issue. 

 

 

(b)   Sovereign claims presumed to be conceded to other sovereignties (the 

principle of equality) 

 

Thus a claim made by a powerful state – for example, the United States‘ claim to a 

continental shelf adjacent to its coast, first made in 1945 – is accepted on the footing that 

the entitlement to a continental shelf extends to all coastal states, irrespective of their 

power to enforce that claim.  The process of acknowledging a special right vested only in 

the most powerful states would require much more by way of justification and 

acceptance…  
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(c)  Limits on sovereignty derived from the coexistence of sovereignties (the 

principle of coexistence) 

 

Thus a state should not carry out activities on its territory which cause substantial damage 

to the territory of other states.  To quote the formulation contained in Principle 21 of the 

Stockholm Declaration: 

 

States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the 

principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own 

resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, and the 

responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control 

do not cause damage to the environment of other states or of areas beyond 

the limits of national jurisdiction. 

… 

(d)   The tolerability of limited sovereignty because sovereignty includes the 

capacity to exceed those limits (sovereignty as non-subjection to the legal authority 

of another) 

 

The idea that intrinsic limits on sovereignty exist but escape external enforcement goes 

back to Vattel.  In his Le Droit des Gens, the single most influential international law 

work of the period before 1914, Vattel did not reject the idea that natural law and moral 

requirements bound the state, but he denied that other states could do much about it:  ‗If it 

[the state] abuse its liberty it acts wrongfully; but other nations cannot complain, since 

they have no right to dictate to it.‘  Sovereignty, although in principle limited, is defined 

as non-subjection to the rule of another, and thus – short of war – the decision as to 

compliance becomes an essentially internal one, a matter for the (‗subjective‘) conscience 

of governments and public opinion. 

… 
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(e) The tolerability of limited sovereignty because the existence of legal 

constraints is not equated with their application in a given case (the principle of 

choice of means) 

 

The principle of choice of means obviously applies in negotiation.  It also applies to 

dispute settlement, i.e. to controversies about the implementation of negotiated norms.  It 

is classically expressed, for example, in Article 33(1) of the United Nations Charter, 

which says that: 

 

The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger 

the maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all, seek 

a solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 

judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other 

peaceful means of their own choice. 

 

As the last phrase indicates, this is a menu and not a hierarchy.  In consequence, even 

when there is agreement on the content of a negotiated norm, the modalities of 

implementation may have to be further negotiated, and the parties to any disagreement 

remain on an equal footing in that regard. 

… 

 

(f) Sixthly, the cumulation of these strategies (the principle of a system of 

international legal relations) 

 

The five strategies listed here are obviously related to each other....  [T]hey are 

consequences of the absence at the international level of a centralized authority of the 

kind we are used to imagining as controlling each state… 

Over time, the five strategies have combined with real societal needs and exhaustive 

diplomacy to produce not a system governed by the rule of law but one that might be 

described as in a pre-legal condition, one which is moving towards a relative state of 

order, although still decentralized and highly differentiated.  This description is not 

intended to deny the existence of law or of a legal system at the international level.  What 

it does suggest is that certain basic legal values are not yet systematic, and given the 
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iniquities daily reported and unreported, this is certainly the case.  We are still in a 

situation where international justice resides in enclaves… 

 

Questions: 

1. Is it true that State sovereignty as a concept has been eroded?  Or, is it better to say 

that sovereign States have limited themselves – bound their own hands – through 

their actions and through their consent?   

2. Individuals retain a residual freedom as individuals even when living in a community.  

For example, on entering a community governed by law, an individual gives up his 

freedom to steal.  Nonetheless, that individual retains so many other freedoms, for 

example the freedom to use his own property as he sees fit.  Does the same logic 

apply to States?  That is, States retain a residual freedom to act, even though the 

community of States has forbidden certain actions? 

3. Imagine a world in which States no longer exist.  There is one international 

government, with an international legislature, executive, and judiciary.  Do you think 

it would be possible for this international government uniformly to manage 

population groups from London, Shanghai, and Addis Ababa to rural towns in Siberia 

and Mongolia?  If not, then won‘t it be necessary for this international government to 

have regional administrative units?  And what would be the difference between such 

a regional administrative unit and a State operating under international laws? 

 

  Part C:  Theories of State Behavior 

 

International lawyers tend to see in the international relations among States a web of legal 

obligations that guide States‘ behavior.  That is, lawyers argue that States will perform 

treaties and continue to follow international customs out of a sense of legal obligation on 

the part of the officials in those States‘ governments.  Certainly it is true that most 

international laws are obeyed most of the time. 

 

The student should be aware, however, that, more so than in other legal subjects, there is 

a strong political dimension to international legal relations.  That means that international 
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law is not about memorizing a set of laws that will be applied uniformly to each and 

every State and situation.  The ―laws‖ are more flexible, more subject to power relations, 

and therefore more elusive and harder to grasp.  The black-letter law still has important 

meaning for States, but it is not as clear what this meaning is.   

 

If students are asked to create international laws on their own, for example by drafting a 

treaty, they usually place too much emphasis on objective fairness and legal consistency.  

They forget that the overall quality of their laws as judged by the legal profession will not 

matter if most States do not agree to these laws.  International laws must incorporate 

previously established claims that are defended by strongly interested States, whether fair 

or not (one thinks immediately of Egypt‘s claims to Nile waters); and, sadly, the ideal, 

objective law must give way, in some cases, to the present interests of more powerful 

States.  These are the necessary sacrifices for consensus among States.  

 

Many theorists argue that lawful behavior by States is merely a coincidence that arises 

out of a mixture of other motives on the part of States.  You can imagine the various 

concerns of a State official – to satisfy the citizens of the State, to satisfy other officials, 

to work against enemy States and help friends, to leave some lasting imprint on world 

affairs.  The State is an aggregate of State officials, and it does not obey the law because 

it has to obey the law but rather because it is in its self-interest to do so at any given 

moment.  Such theorists are quick to point out that international laws are not enforced 

consistently.  In fact, as mentioned already, there is no central body in international 

relations with the ability to enforce international obligations – especially not against 

powerful States.  International laws that cannot be enforced are not ―laws‖ at all but 

rather more like suggestions.  If this is true, then it is unlikely that the fear of punishment 

prevents States from breaking international obligations, and again unlikely that a concern 

with legality really motivates State officials to follow international norms. 

 

Even theories based on self-interest, however, admit that it may be in a State‘s self-

interest at least to give the impression of following international laws most of the time.  

Officials tend to prefer predictability in State relations that only a legal system can 
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provide.  International violations by these officials tend to be strategic and only on 

particular points rather than systemic and against all of international law.  In a cost-

benefit analysis, it is apparent that breaking rules to the point of undermining them has 

too great a cost.  It is better to break rules occasionally and attempt to hide this action 

than it is to break the rules openly and flaunt it. 

 

The main problem with any theory of State behavior is that it is difficult to define what 

the controlling interests of the State are.  For example, a theory based on the State‘s self-

interest merely begs the question, What is the State‘s self-interest?  How do we connect 

the individual interests of State officials with the interests of the State?  Are we talking 

about long-term interests or short-term interests?  Even if State officials are motivated by 

a concern with morals or legality rather than self-interest, moral choices are not always 

clear and laws often conflict with one another.  We can hardly expect a State‘s behavior 

to be consistent and predictable through this maze of hard choices.  Is it possible then to 

devise a theory of State behavior at all?  Perhaps States are inherently unpredictable.  

  

Contemporary theories of State behavior can be divided broadly into (1) interest-based 

theories including realism, institutionalism, and liberal theory; and (2) norm-based 

theories including constructivism and legal process theories.  The student should not be 

concerned so much with memorizing the different schools of thought.  Rather, the student 

should be careful to identify the unexplained assumptions of some of these theories.   

 

The student can contrast more modern theories of State behavior with the approach taken 

in Thucydides‘ History of the Peloponnesian War.  While modern theories seek to turn 

the State into a creature of predictable and mathematical movements, the Greek men in 

Thucydides‘ History seem to assume that the State may be swayed at any given moment 

by the advice of its councilors.  Is the State‘s behavior pre-determined, or may it be 

changed by advice from theorists and law scholars?  This is a question of free will. 
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Peter J. Katzenstein, Robert O. Keohane, and Stephen D. Krasner, International 

Organization and The Study of World Politics, 1998. 

 

Realism‘s core assumptions can be variously classified, but four are particularly 

important:  (1) states are key actors in world politics; (2) states can be treated as 

homogeneous units acting on the basis of self-interest; (3) analysis can proceed on the 

basis of the assumption that states act as if they were rational; and (4) international 

anarchy – the absence of any legitimate authority in the international system – means that 

conflict between self-interested states entails the danger of war and the possibility of 

coercion… 

 

The development of neoliberal institutionalism posed a serious challenge for realist 

analysis… Drawing an analogy to problems of market failure in economics, [Keohane] 

argued that high transaction costs and asymmetrical uncertainty could lead, under 

conditions such as those modeled by Prisoners‘ Dilemma (PD) games, to suboptimal 

outcomes.  Chiefly by providing information to actors (not by enforcing rules in a 

centralized manner), institutions could enable states to achieve their own objectives more 

efficiently.  Institutions would alter state strategies by changing the costs of alternatives; 

institutionalization could thus promote cooperation.  Keohane argued that institutions 

mattered because they could provide information, monitor compliance, increase 

iterations, facilitate issue linkages, define cheating, and offer salient solutions.  Keohane 

did not deny the importance of power, but within the constraints imposed by the absence 

of hierarchical global governance, states could reap gains from cooperation by designing 

appropriate institutions… 

 

…For realism, power and conflict are inherent aspects of international politics.  The 

interests of states will differ.  Force and coercion are always available options.  The 

astonishingly peaceful end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union are not 

what a realist would have expected… 
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Neoliberal institutionalism correctly anticipated that the end of the Cold War would not 

undermine such institutions as NATO and the European Union, so it did not go through 

an ―agonizing reappraisal‖ such as that experienced by some realists.  Indeed, 

institutionalists began to apply their theory to security institutions such as alliances and to 

interpret post-Cold War politics in institutionalist terms… 

 

Claire R. Kelly, Realist Theory and Real Constraints, 2004. 

 

The United States balks at the International Criminal Court (ICC).  The European Union 

(EU) bristles at relinquishing its ban on beef hormones. Argentina and the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) struggle to negotiate Argentina's rescue from a fiscal freeze.  The 

United States and its coalition of the willing enter Iraq, despite the opposition of other 

members of the United Nations Security Council.  The contentiousness of these events 

undermines the notion that "international law" makes a real difference in state behavior. 

These are the hard cases, where the resolution of a dispute is subject to factors other than 

the application of law or rules to the facts of the dispute. Arguably, these cases support 

the realist premise that nations pursue power, and thus, the realist critique that power 

matters more than law.  According to the realist critique, hard cases arise because states 

seek power and because states exercise their power to achieve relative gains in power, 

despite international institutions, rules or norms… 

 

These hard cases are symptomatic of international institutions achieving a greater degree 

of "legalization" and "enmeshment." "Legalization" refers to the degree of obligation, 

precision, and delegation achieved by regime rules.  Enmeshment reflects nations' 

entanglement with the regime and its rules. Hard cases arise from the evolution of 

"highly-legalized institutions" in which nations become "enmeshed" because these 

regimes produce discernable obligations and offer significant benefits for compliance. 

 

Jack L. Goldsmith and Eric A. Posner, The Limits of International Law, 2005 

 

The assumption that states act rationally to further their interests is not self-evident.  All 
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components of this assumption – that the state is the relevant agent, that a state has an 

identifiable interest, and that states act rationally to further these interests – are open to 

question… 

 

The existence of the state depends on the psychology of its citizens.  If all U.S. citizens 

stopped believing that the United States was a state, and instead began to believe that 

they were citizens of Indiana or Texas or some other subunit, then the United States 

would cease to exist and numerous new states would come into existence…  Moreover, 

―the state‖ is an abstraction.  Although the identity of the state is intuitively clear, the 

distinction between the state and the influences on it sometimes blurs.  Relatedly, the 

state itself does not act except in a metaphorical sense.  Individual leaders negotiate 

treaties and decide whether to comply with or breach them.  Because the existence of a 

state and state action ultimately depend on individuals‘ beliefs and actions, one could 

reject the assumption that states have agency and insist that any theory about the behavior 

of states must have micro-foundations in a theory of individual choice. 

 

Despite these considerations, we give the state the starring role in our drama.  The main 

reason for doing so is that international law addresses itself to states and, for the most 

part, not to individuals or other entities such as governments.  NAFTA did not confer 

international legal obligations on President Clinton or the Clinton administration, but 

rather on the United States.  The United States remains bound by these obligations until a 

future government withdraws the United States from the treaty.  Moreover, although 

states are collectivities, they arrange themselves to act like agents, just as corporations 

do… 

… 

 

By state interest, we mean the state‘s preferences about outcomes…  [A] state… can 

make coherent decisions based upon identifiable preferences, or interests, and it is natural 

and common to explain state action on the international plane in terms of the primary 

goal or goals the state seeks to achieve. 
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We generally identify state interests in connection with particular legal regimes by 

looking, based on many types of evidence, to the preferences of the state‘s political 

leadership…  

 

We avoid strong assumptions about the content of state interests and assume that they can 

vary by context.  This distinguishes our work from the work of some realists, who 

assume that a state‘s interests are limited to security and (perhaps) wealth… 

 

The concept of state interest used in this book must not be confused with the policy that 

promotes state welfare.  In every state, certain individuals or groups – elites, 

corporations, the military, relatives of dictators – have disproportionate influence on 

leaders‘ conduct of state policy…  The inevitable presence of these distorting 

mechanisms means that the ―state interest‖ as we use the term is not necessarily, or even 

usually, the policy that would maximize the public good within the state… 

… 

Our theory of international law assumes that states act rationally to maximize their 

interests.  This assumption incorporates standard premises of rational choice theory:  the 

preferences about outcomes embedded in the state interest are consistent, complete, and 

transitive…  And we do not deny that states sometimes act irrationally because their 

leaders make mistakes, because of institutional failures, and so forth.  Our claim is only 

that our assumptions lead to better and more nuanced explanations of state behavior 

…As understood by economics, rationality is primarily an attribute of individuals, and 

even then only as an approximation.  The term‘s application to collectivities such as 

corporations, governments, and states must be performed with care…  [W]hen states 

exist, people have adopted institutions that ensure that governments choose generally 

consistent policies over time – policies that at a broad level can be said to reflect the 

state‘s interest as we understand the term. 

… 

…As is usual…in rational choice theory, we take state interests at any particular time to 

be an unexplained given.  Constructivists challenge this assumption.  They seek to show 

that the preferences of individuals, and therefore state interests, can be influenced by 
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international law and institutions…  [But] constructivists have not shown that 

international law transforms individual and state interests… 

… 

The relations between the two states at any time can be described as a set of rules.  But 

here care must be used, for several very different things might be going on.  Consider a 

border between A and B.  The border is a rule that delineates the territory of each state, 

where it is understood that neither state can send individuals or objects across the border 

without the permission of the other state.  Territorial borders are generally thought to be 

constituted and governed by international law.  Assume that states A and B respect the 

border.  Our theory of international law posits that one of four things might explain this 

behavioral regularity.  

 

First, it is possible that neither of the two states has an interest in projecting power across 

the border.  State A does not seek resources in state B‘s territory and would not seek them 

even if B were unable to resist encroachment.  A is barely able to control its own territory 

and wants to have nothing to do with B‘s.  State B has the same attitude to state A.  When 

a pattern of behavior – here, not violating the border – results from each state acting in its 

self-interest without any regard to the action of the other state, we call it a coincidence of 

interest. 

 

There is a second possible explanation for the border.  State A might be indifferent 

between one border and another border deeper in what is now state B‘s territory.  The 

additional territory might benefit state A, but it would also bring with it costs.  The main 

concern for the states is to clarify the point at which state A‘s control ends and state B‘s 

begins, so that the two states can plan accordingly and avoid conflict.  State B has the 

same set of interests and capacities.  Once the two states settle on a border, neither 

violates the border because if either did, conflict would result.  This state of affairs is 

called coordination.  In cases of coordination, states receive higher payoffs if they engage 

in identical or symmetrical actions than if they do not.  A classic coordination game from 

domestic life is driving:  all parties do better if they coordinate on driving on the right, or 

driving on the left, than if they choose different actions. 
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A third possible explanation for the border is cooperation.  States A and B would each 

benefit by having some of the other‘s territory, all things being equal.  But each knows 

that if it tried to obtain more territory, the other state would resist, and a costly 

breakdown in relations, and possibly war, would result, making both states worse off.  

Thus, the states agree (implicitly or explicitly) on a border that reflects their interests and 

capacities, and the border is maintained by mutual threats to retaliate if the other state 

violates the border.  In such cases of cooperation, states reciprocally refrain from 

activities (here, invasion or incursion) that would otherwise be in their immediate self-

interest in order to reap larger medium- or long-term benefits. 

 

The final possibility is coercion.  State A is satisfied with the existing border, but state B 

seeks to expand its territory at A‘s expense.  If B is sufficiently powerful, it can dictate 

the new border.  Because state A is weaker and state B benefits from the extra territory 

whether or not state A resists, state A yields (either before or after military conflict) and a 

new border is created.  Other states might or might not object:  they also might benefit 

from the new border or be powerless to resist it.  Coercion results when a powerful state 

(or coalition of states with convergent interests) forces weaker states to engage in acts 

that are contrary to their interests (defined independently of the coercion). 

 

This book argues that some combination of these four models explains the state behaviors 

associated with international law… 

 

Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, 431-404 BC 

 

[The following was a debate in Athens over what to do about the city of Mytilene.  This 

city had been an ally of Athens in the war against the Peloponnesians but had betrayed 

Athens and rebelled from Athens‘ influence.  The Athenians decided to put to death the 

whole adult male population of Mytilene and to make slaves of the women and children.  

They sent a ship to communicate this decree to the Athenian commander in Mytilene for 

him to carry out the order.] 
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Next day, however, there was a sudden change of feeling and people began to think how 

cruel and how unprecedented such a decision was – to destroy not only the guilty, but the 

entire population of a state.  Observing this, the deputation from Mytilene which was in 

Athens and the Athenians who were supporting them approached the authorities with a 

view to having the question debated again…  [A]n assembly was called at once.  Various 

opinions were expressed on both sides, and Cleon… spoke again.  It was he who had 

been responsible for passing the original motion for putting the Mytilenians to death.  He 

was remarkable among the Athenians for the violence of his character… 

 

―Personally I have had occasion often enough already to observe that a democracy is 

incapable of governing others, and I am all the more convinced of this when I see how 

you are now changing your minds about the Mytilenians.  Because fear and conspiracy 

play no part in your daily relations with each other, you imagine that the same thing is 

true of your allies, and you fail to see that when you allow them to persuade you to make 

a mistaken decision and when you give way to your own feelings of compassion you are 

being guilty of a kind of weakness which is dangerous to you and which will not make 

them love you any more.  What you do not realize is that your empire is a tyranny 

exercised over subjects who do not like it and who are always plotting against you; you 

will not make them obey you by injuring your own interests in order to do them a favor; 

your leadership depends on superior strength and not on any goodwill of theirs.  And this 

is the very worst thing – to pass measures and then not to abide by them.  We should 

realize that a city is better off with bad laws, so long as they remain fixed, than with good 

laws that are constantly being altered… 

 

―As for me, I have not altered my opinion, and I am amazed at those who have proposed 

a reconsideration of the question of Mytilene, thus causing a delay which is all to the 

advantage of the guilty party.  After a lapse of time the injured party will lose the edge of 

his anger when he comes to act against those who have wronged him; whereas the best 

punishment and the one most fitted to the crime is when reprisals follow immediately… 
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―…I say that no single city has ever done you the harm that Mytilene has done.  

Personally I can make allowances for those who revolt because they find your rule 

intolerable or because they have been forced into it by enemy action.  Here, however, we 

have the case of people living on an island, behind their own fortifications, with nothing 

to fear from our enemies except an attack by sea against which they were adequately 

protected by the their own force of triremes [ships]; they had their own independent 

government and they were treated by us with the greatest consideration.  Now, to act as 

they acted is not what I should call a revolt (for people only revolt when they have been 

badly treated); it is a case of calculated aggression, of deliberately taking sides with our 

bitterest enemies in order to destroy us.  And this is far worse than if they had made war 

against us simply to increase their own power.  They learned nothing from the fate of 

those of their neighbors who had already revolted and been subdued; the prosperity 

which they enjoyed did not make them hesitate before running into danger; confident in 

the future, they declared war on us, with hopes that indeed extended beyond their means, 

though still fell short of their desires.  They made up their minds to put might first and 

right second, choosing the moment when they thought they would win, and then making 

their unprovoked attack upon us. 

 

―…What we should have done long ago with the Mytilenians was to treat them in exactly 

the same way as all the rest; then they would never have grown so arrogant; for it is a 

general rule of human nature that people despise those who treat them well and look up to 

those who make no concessions.  Let them now therefore have the punishment which 

their crime deserves.  Do not put the blame on the aristocracy and say that the people 

were innocent.  The fact is that the whole lot of them attacked you together… 

 

―Now think of your allies.  If you are going to give the same punishment to those who are 

forced to revolt by your enemies and those who do so of their own accord, can you not 

see that they will all revolt upon the slightest pretext, when success means freedom and 

failure brings no very dreadful consequences?... 
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―…To feel pity, to be carried away by the pleasure of hearing a clever argument, to listen 

to the claims of decency are three things that are entirely against the interests of an 

imperial power…‖ 

 

So Cleon spoke.  After him Diodotus…came forward…and spoke as follows: 

  

―I do not blame those who have proposed a new debate on the subject of Mytilene, and I 

do not share the view which we have heard expressed, that it is a bad thing to have 

frequent discussions on matters of importance.  Haste and anger are, to my mind, the two 

greatest obstacles to wise counsel – haste, that usually goes with folly, anger, that is the 

mark of primitive and narrow minds.  And anyone who maintains that words cannot be a 

guide to action must be either a fool or one with some personal interest at stake;  he is a 

fool, if he imagines that it is possible to deal with the uncertainties of the future by any 

other medium, and he is personally interested if his aim is to persuade you into some 

disgraceful action, and, knowing that he cannot make a good speech in a bad cause, he 

tries to frighten his opponents and his hearers by some good-sized pieces of 

misrepresentation… 

… 

―…If we are sensible people, we shall see that the question is not so much whether they 

are guilty as whether we are making the right decision for ourselves.  I might prove that 

they are the most guilty people in the world, but it does not follow that I shall propose the 

death penalty, unless that is in your interests; I might argue that they deserve to be 

forgiven, but should not recommend forgiveness unless that seemed to me the best thing 

for the state. 

 

―In my view our discussion concerns the future rather than the present.  One of Cleon‘s 

chief points is that to inflict the death penalty will be useful to us in the future as a means 

for deterring other cities from revolt; but I, who am just as concerned as he is with the 

future, am quite convinced that this is not so…  You may well find [Cleon‘s] speech 

attractive, because it fits better with your present angry feelings about the Mytilenians; 
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but this is not a law-court, where we have to consider what is fit and just; it is a political 

assembly, and the question is how Mytiliene can be most useful to Athens. 

 

―Now, in human societies the death penalty has been laid down for many offences less 

serious than this one.  Yet people still take risks when they feel sufficiently confident.  

No one has ever yet risked committing a crime which he thought he could not carry out 

successfully.  The same is true of states.  None has ever yet rebelled in the belief that it 

had insufficient resources…to make the attempt.  Cities and individuals alike, all are by 

nature disposed to do wrong, and there is no law that will prevent it, as is shown by the 

fact that men have tried every kind of punishment, constantly adding to the list, in the 

attempt to find greater security from criminals…  Either, therefore, we must discover 

some fear more potent than the fear of death, or we must admit that here certainly we 

have not got an adequate deterrent.  So long as poverty forces men to be bold, so long as 

the insolence and pride of wealth nourish their ambitions, and in the other accidents of 

life they are continually dominated by some incurable master passion or another, so long 

will their impulses continue to drive them into danger…  In a word it is impossible…for 

human nature, when once seriously set upon a certain course, to be prevented from 

following that course by the force of law or by any other means of intimidation whatever. 

 

―We must not, therefore, come to the wrong conclusions through having too much 

confidence in the effectiveness of capital punishment, and we must not make the 

condition of rebels desperate by depriving them of the possibility of repentance and of a 

chance of atoning as quickly as they can for what they did.  Consider this now:  at the 

moment, if a city has revolted and realizes that the revolt cannot succeed, it will come to 

terms while it is still capable of paying an indemnity and continuing to pay tribute 

afterwards.  But if Cleon‘s method is adopted, can you not see that every city will not 

only make much more careful preparations for revolt, but will also hold out against siege 

to the very end, since to surrender early or late means just the same thing?  This is, 

unquestionably, against our interests – to spend money on a siege because of the 

impossibility of coming to terms, and, if we capture the place, to take over a city that is in 
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ruins so that we lose the future revenue from it.  And it is just on this revenue that our 

strength in war depends. 

 

―…[W]e should recognize that the proper basis of our security is in good administration 

rather than in the fear of legal penalties.  As it is, we do just the opposite:  when we 

subdue a free city, which was held down by force and has, as we might have expected, 

tried to assert its independence by revolting, we think that we ought to punish it with the 

utmost severity.  But the right way to deal with free people is this – not to inflict 

tremendous punishments on them after they have revolted, but to take tremendous care of 

them before this point is reached… 

 

―Consider what a mistake you would be making on this very point, if you took Cleon‘s 

advice.  As things are now, in all the cities the democracy is friendly to you; either it does 

not join in with the oligarchies in revolting, or, if it is forced to do so, it remains all the 

time hostile to the rebels, so that when you go to war with them, you have the people on 

your side.  But if you destroy the democratic party at Mytilene, who never took any hand 

in the revolt and who, as soon as they got arms, voluntarily gave the city up to you, you 

will first of all be guilty of killing those who have helped you, and, secondly, you will be 

doing exactly what the reactionary classes want most.  For now, when they start a revolt, 

they will have the people on their side from the beginning, because you have already 

made it clear that the same punishment is laid down both for the guilty and the 

innocent… 

 

This was the speech of Diodotus.  And now, when these two motions, each so opposed to 

each, had been put forward, the Athenians…still held conflicting opinions, and at the 

show of hands the votes were nearly equal.  However, the motion of Diodotus was 

passed. 

 

Questions: 

1. What do you think the ―self-interest‖ of a State is in international politics?  Do you 

agree with the realists that the main goal of a State is to increase its power and 
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wealth?  Or is this an oversimplification?  Is it a simple thing for a State to increase 

its relative power and wealth by the way the State treats other States in particular 

cases, for example in a dispute over diplomatic immunities, or a dispute over the 

interpretation of a particular treaty?   

2. Do you think that a State is concerned with its international image, that is, how other 

States view its activities?  One method of enforcing human rights norms in a 

particular State is by reporting breaches of human rights in that State to all other 

States.  The idea is that such a report will ―mobilize shame‖ and cause the offending 

State to change its behavior.  Is it likely that a State will feel shame before the 

international community for its bad actions? 

3. Do international laws merely normalize pre-existing power relations?  For example, 

an international institution like the United Nations concentrates coercive power in the 

five permanent members of the Security Council (U.S., Britain, France, China, and 

Russia).  Although all States may become ―enmeshed‖ in the institution (the UN) and 

its rules, the permanent members of the Security Council have retained some control 

over what the rules are.  Therefore, it is not the rules that are influencing the five 

permanent members but rather the five permanent members who are influencing the 

rules. 

4. Many realists, like Goldsmith and Posner in their book, reject the idea that 

international law and institutions can affect State interests and State behaviors.  In this 

respect, they are limiting the options for State policymakers.  It is one thing to advise 

policymakers that a State should not follow international institutions and laws as a 

matter of good policy, and quite another thing to tell policymakers that a State cannot 

follow international laws for their own sake because a State always acts in its self-

interest.  Notably, the speakers in Thucydides‘ History focus on giving the State 

advice rather than telling the State inevitably what the State will do. 
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 2.2   State Formation and the Self-Determination of Peoples 

  Part A:  Legal and Political Issues of Statehood 

 

States come into existence in many different ways.  A former colony may gain its 

independence; a part of a State may split off to form a new State; an old State may die 

and dissolve into several new States; or two States may merge to form a single new State.  

In these situations, the international community must decide the question, When does an 

emerging entity become a legal State with all the rights and duties of a State under 

international law?  

  

One might expect that an international body like the United Nations would decide this 

question.  Unfortunately, this is not the case.  International bodies may be influential in 

directing the opinion of the international community, as we will see in a moment, but 

ultimately the decision of how to treat an emerging entity – or indeed a long-existing 

entity – is left to the discretion of each existing State.  In other words, Ethiopia will 

decide for itself whether to recognize Israel as a State or not, or indeed whether to 

recognize the U.S. as a State or not.  Kenya likewise will make a decision as to whether 

or not Israel and the U.S. are States.  There are, of course, legal criteria that tell us when 

an emerging entity has become a legal State (see below).  Some scholars have argued 

that, for example, Ethiopia has a duty under international law to recognize an emerging 

entity as a State once that entity has met the legal criteria for statehood.  This does not 

change the fact that each State has a great deal of discretion in regard to its foreign 

relations and there is little opportunity for the international community to force a State 

like Ethiopia to recognize an emerging entity as a legal State.  (The student should note 

that recognition of States and recognition of governments are two entirely different 

issues.  Recognition of governments will be dealt with shortly.)  More than just 

recognition, existing States will decide on an individual basis whether or not to confer the 

benefits of Statehood on an emerging entity, for example whether or not to enter into 

treaties with the emerging entity, whether or not to accept embassies, and whether to 

entertain diplomatic representatives from the emerging entity in international forums.   
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The purely legal question of when a State becomes a State is a different matter.  The 1933 

Convention on the Rights and Duties of States (known as the Montevideo Convention), 

sets out four simple criteria for statehood.  ―The state as a person of international law 

should possess the following qualifications:  a) a permanent population; b) a defined 

territory; c) government; d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states.‖  

Seemingly, if an entity has these four things, it is a legal State. 

  

The four criteria have been interpreted rather liberally in application.  In regard to the 

first criterion, there is no minimum number of inhabitants necessary to make a State.  The 

Pacific Island State of Nauru has roughly 10,000 inhabitants; Lichtenstein in Europe has 

roughly 30,000 inhabitants.  The fact that the population must be ―permanent‖ means that 

Antarctica cannot be a State because no one lives there year-round.  (One might well ask, 

what will be the rights of nomads in international law?)  Second, an entity‘s territory may 

qualify as a ―defined territory‖ even though its borders are disputed, as for example with 

Israel.  Third, States have been recognized in the midst of civil war when the States are 

seemingly without effective governments.  This was the case in Burundi and Rwanda 

which emerged from colonialism in a state of virtual anarchy but nonetheless were 

recognized as States.  (Notably, the requirement of ―effective government‖ may be more 

stringent when a new State is trying to assert its independence against the will of a 

predecessor State, as when a part of a State wages a war of secession in order to form a 

new State.  At the same time, this requirement may be loosened in cases of the legitimate 

expression of the right to self-determination – see below.)  Finally, in regard to the fourth 

and last criterion, there are many cases in which all or part of the foreign relations of a 

State is undertaken by another State.  The national defense of Liechtenstein is managed 

by Switzerland; the defense of Monaco is managed by France.  The emphasis here should 

be on the capacity to enter into relations with other States; whether or not a State actually 

takes up management of all of its foreign relations is not important for the question of 

Statehood. 

  

As with other aspects of international law, the criteria of Statehood differ in theory and in 

practice.  In practice, even after new States have met the four legal criteria of Statehood, 
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they are not automatically recognized as States by other States.  This is not to say that 

there are additional legal criteria for Statehood but rather to point out that there is a strong 

political dimension to this issue.  After all, State formation usually involves taking away 

territory that previously belonged to another State and for this reason is politically very 

sensitive.  

 

There has been some debate in the scholarship about the role that recognition of States 

plays in deciding whether an emerging entity is a State.  As mentioned before, the 

benefits of Statehood only come with recognition by other States.  In theory, however, 

the weight of legal authority rests with the so-called ―declaratory‖ view that a State exists 

once it has met the four legal criteria, whether or not it has been recognized by any other 

State.  According to the Institut de Droit International:  ―The existence of a new State 

with all the legal consequences attaching to this existence is not affected by the refusal of 

recognition by one or more states.‖  (1936).  The other view is the ―constitutive‖ view, 

holding that other States ―constitute‖ or create a new State by recognizing it.  Although 

this theory gives proper deference to international politics, it does not provide a clear 

point at which a State becomes a State and in fact may misrepresent the way that States 

make recognition decisions.  How many States must recognize an emerging entity as a 

State before it can be a legal State?  A majority of 100?  Or what?  And how should 

States make this decision whether or not to recognize? 

 

Similar problems arise when determining whether a State is no longer a legal State.  In 

other words, it is just as difficult to say when a State has died as to say when a State has 

been born.  Logically, it would make sense to apply the four criteria again and say that, 

when an existing State can no longer satisfy all four criteria, it ceases to exist.  In 

practice, this is not done.  International law places a great deal of emphasis on stability in 

international relations and thus resists any sudden withdrawal of Statehood status.  In 

short, a State may lose its government for a time and still remain a State.  A State may 

lose control over its relations with other States and likewise remain a State, etc.  For 

example, the collapse of the central government in Somalia during most of the 1990s did 
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not change Somalia‘s status as a State in international law.  Neither did Iraq‘s occupation 

of Kuwait for nine months alter Kuwait‘s status as a State. 

 

Philip C. Jessup (as U.S. Representative to the UN Security Council), Comments on 

the Admission of Israel to the United Nations, 1948 

 

 The consideration of the application requires an examination of…the question of 

whether Israel is a State duly qualified for membership.  Article 4 of the Charter of the 

United Nations specifies the following: 

 

Membership in the United Nations is open to…peace-loving States which accept 

the obligations contained in the present Charter and, in the judgment of the 

Organization, are able and willing to carry out these obligations. 

 

…My Government considers that the State of Israel meets these Charter requirements. 

 

The first question which may be raised in analyzing Article 4 of the Charter and its 

applicability to the membership of the State of Israel, is the question of whether Israel is a 

State, as that term is used in Article 4 of the Charter.  It is common knowledge that, while 

there are traditional definitions of a State in international law, the term has been used in 

many different ways.  We are all aware that, under the traditional definition of a State in 

international law, all the great writers have pointed to four qualifications:  first, there 

must be a people; second, there must be a territory; third, there must be a government; 

and, fourth, there must be capacity to enter into relations with other States of the world. 

  

In so far as the question of capacity to enter into relations with other States of the world is 

concerned,… I believe that there would be unanimity that Israel exercises complete 

independence of judgment and of will in forming and in executing its foreign policy… 

 

When we look at the other classic attributes of a State, we find insistence that it must also 

have a Government.  No one doubts that Israel has a Government… 
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According to the same classic definition, we are told that a State must have a people and 

a territory.  Nobody questions the facts that the State of Israel has a people… 

 

The argument seems chiefly to arise in connection with territory.  One does not find in 

the general classic treatment of this subject any insistence that the territory of a State 

must be exactly fixed by definite frontiers.  We all know that, historically, many States 

have begun their existence with their frontiers unsettled.  Let me take as one example, my 

own country, the United States of America.  Like the State of Israel in its origin, it had 

certain territory along the seacoast.  It had various indeterminate claims to an extended 

territory westward.  But, in the case of the United States, that land had not even been 

explored, and no one knew just where the American claims ended and where French and 

British and Spanish claims began.  To the North, the exact delimitation of the frontier 

with the territories of Great Britain was not settled until many years later.  And yet, I 

maintain that, in the light of history and in the light of the practice and acceptance by 

other States, the existence of the United States of America was not in question before its 

final boundaries were determined. 

  

…The reason for the rule that one of the necessary attributes of a State is that it shall 

possess territory is that one cannot contemplate a State as a kind of disembodied spirit.  

Historically, the concept is one of insistence that there must be some portion of the 

earth‘s surface which its people inhabit and over which its Government exercises 

authority.  No one can deny that the State of Israel responds to this requirement… 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Questions of Statehood are particularly tricky when dealing with a rebel group that is 

trying to secede from an existing State.  The State that is losing territory (predecessor) 

almost always will oppose the creation of the new State, and recognition of the new State 

by other States will be perceived as an aggressive move or as interference with the 

internal affairs (sovereignty) of the predecessor State.  In fact, early recognition of a rebel 

group by another State is illegal – a violation of the predecessor State‘s sovereignty.  It 

would seem that the international community must wait until most of the fighting 
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between the rebels and the central government has stopped.  As mentioned before, the 

four legal criteria will be applied more strictly, especially the criterion of an effective 

government.  The rebels will have to show to the international community that they, 

rather than the central government of the predecessor State, have effective control over 

their territory. 

 

A rebel group usually begins its campaign for a new State with a ―unilateral declaration 

of independence.‖  Such a declaration of itself does not achieve a new State, but, without 

such a declaration, an otherwise independent entity might not obtain Statehood.  This is 

the case with Taiwan, an entity of questionable status in international law that for a long 

time claimed to be the rightful government of all of China.  Taiwan did not declare its 

independence from China as a separate State (even though Taiwan has every intention 

now of preserving its actual independence from China).  Taiwan‘s appeal in the past has 

been for the recognition of its government as the rightful government of all China rather 

than the recognition of its independent Statehood.  Many people in Taiwan now support 

Taiwanese independence, but China strongly opposes the creation of a separate State of 

Taiwan.  So Taiwan‘s status remains uncertain.  

  

Eritrea provides an interesting example of secession and State formation in Africa.  

Eritrea was able to form an independent State in part because its request for Statehood 

came at the end of civil war in Ethiopia and the fall of the ―Derg‖ regime in 1991.  

Eritrean rebel forces were part of the coalition that defeated the Derg, and, at the 1991 

peace conference that established Ethiopia‘s transitional government, Eritrea was given 

permission to hold a referendum on independence.  The President of the transitional 

government informed the UN Secretary General of this and requested that the Secretary 

General ―make the necessary arrangements with the Provisional Government of Eritrea to 

facilitate . . . United Nations supervision of the referendum.‖  Eritrea did not declare 

independence at this time but rather waited for the referendum.  The referendum took 

place in 1993 and a majority of Eritreans voted for independence. 
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Eritrean independence has been characterized in different ways – as a case of deferred 

decolonization from the Italians, as an illegal act in violation of international law, and as 

a consensual arrangement with the transitional government of Ethiopia.  What makes the 

Eritrean case different is that, when Eritrea made its formal move towards independence 

in 1991, it did not appear to act unilaterally.  Eritrea did not make an immediate 

declaration of independence in 1991.  Rather, Eritrea made a request to the transitional 

government and to the UN for a referendum on independence.  Whether this was a 

―request‖ or a ―demand‖ is another matter.  To the international community, it appeared 

that Eritrea was following a fair procedure to achieve its independence.  After the 

referendum, other States did not have to worry about the perils of ―early recognition‖ of 

Eritrea as a State, and the UN, which had helped organize the referendum, was ready to 

admit Eritrea as a member State. 

 

David A. Ijalaye, Was Biafra at Any time a State in International Law?  1971. 

 

[Biafra was a territory of Nigeria that attempted to secede from Nigeria during the 

Nigerian civil war of 1967-1970 and ultimately failed.  Five countries recognized Biafra:  

Tanzania, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Zambia, and Haiti.  Nigeria objected that such recognition 

was a violation of its sovereignty and was contrary to the Charter of the Organization of 

African Unity.] 

 

…Although Biafra had a government, it was very difficult to say that it had a permanent 

population or a defined territory.  These were the very things that the civil war had to 

decide…  Whenever part of an existing state breaks away to form another independent 

state, recognition is always controversial; perhaps that was why no country came forward 

to recognize Biafra until eleven months after secession [from Nigeria]… 

… 

The Organization of African Unity took a strong stand in favor of Nigeria…  [As] 

Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia said: 
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The Organization of African Unity is both in word and deed committed to the 

principle of unity and territorial integrity of its member states.  And when this 

Mission was established by our organization its cardinal objective was none 

other than exploring and discussing ways and means together with and the help 

of the Federal Government, whereby Nigerian national integrity is to be 

preserved and innocent Nigerian blood saved from flowing needlessly.  The 

national unity and territorial integrity of member states is not negotiable.  It must 

be fully respected and preserved.  It is our firm belief that the national unity of 

individual African states is an essential ingredient for the realization of the 

larger and greater objective of African Unity. 

 

It is interesting to note that, despite this strong statement in favor of Nigeria, the O.A.U. 

did not at any of its subsequent meetings consider the grants of recognition accorded 

Biafra by the four African states. 

… 

According to the declaratory theory, statehood or the authority of a new government 

exists as such prior to, and independently of, recognition… 

 

The act of recognition is thus a formal acknowledgment of an established situation…  If 

an entity does not fulfill all the factual conditions of statehood as required by 

international law, a declaration of recognition by a state is invalid, and any consequential 

participation by the new entity in international relations cannot be on the footing of 

international law.  A clear example of an illegal and thus invalid recognition is where the 

act of recognition is premature and thus an unwarranted interference in the affairs of 

another state.  In this connection, Brierly has laid down these guiding principles: 

 

It is impossible to determine by fixed rules the moment at which other states 

may justly grant recognition of independence to a new state; it can only be said 

that so long as a real struggle is proceeding, recognition is premature, whilst, on 

the other hand, mere persistence by the old state in a struggle which has 

obviously become hopeless is not a sufficient cause for withholding it. 

… 

 

[By the declaratory theory], the recognition of Biafra by Tanzania, Gabon, Ivory Coast, 

Haiti, and Zambia would appear to be unjustifiable and illegal in that at the time of 

recognition ―a real struggle‖ was still proceeding, and it was not ―abundantly clear that 

the lawful government has lost all hope or abandoned all effort to assert its dominion.‖  
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In other words, the recognition given to Biafra was, in the circumstances, premature, thus 

―constituting a tortuous act against the lawful government [of Nigeria] and thus a breach 

of international law.‖ 

 

According to the constitutive theory, it is the act of recognition alone which creates 

statehood.  This theory has some inherent difficulties.  First, it is capable of creating an 

international monster in that ―the status of a state recognized by state A, but not 

recognized by state B, and therefore apparently both ‗an international person‘ and ‗not an 

international person‘ at the same time would be a legal curiosity.‖  The second difficulty 

is more substantial.  How many recognitions will be sufficient to constitute an entity a 

state in international law?  …[I]t would be difficult under this theory to conclude that 

recognition by only five small states was sufficient to constitute Biafra an independent 

nation. 

 

As it has been shown above, it is very difficult to justify the existence of Biafra as a state 

under either theory, as it would appear that it received only premature recognition 

―which an international tribunal would declare not only to constitute a wrong but 

probably also be in itself invalid.‖  It is conceded that there are no clearly established 

customary or conventional rules of international law governing premature recognition; 

but, as shown above, it seems that the preponderance of juristic opinion is that premature 

recognition is wrong and illegal in international law…  

 

James Crawford, International Law as an Open System, 2002 

  

…It has… always been possible for a group to separate from a state and to achieve 

independence by achieving exclusive control over its territory – if necessary, by winning 

a war of independence.  The Spanish American colonies did so in the early nineteenth 

century, and the Confederacy attempted to do so in the American Civil War.  Secession 

of this kind was a process, which could take years and which might or might not lead to a 

successful outcome.  From the perspective of different participants it might be seen either 

as an expression of an inherent right to be free from oppression or as an act of treason.  
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But, however described by the participants, unilateral secession did not involve the 

exercise of any right conferred by international law.  International law has always 

favoured the territorial integrity of states, and correspondingly, the government of a state 

was entitled to oppose the unilateral secession of part of the state by all lawful means.  

Third states were expected to remain neutral during such a conflict, in the sense that 

assistance to a group which had not succeeded in establishing its independence could be 

treated as intervention in the internal affairs of the state in question, or as a violation of 

neutrality… 

  

But on the other hand international law has been prepared to acknowledge political 

realities once the independence of a seceding entity was firmly established and in relation 

to the territory effectively controlled by it.  This had, and has, nothing to do with any pre-

existing right in international law on the part of any group or territory to secede.  In 

international law before 1945, there was no such right.  The only arguable basis in 

modern international law by which a right to secession might exist would be by virtue of 

the principle of self-determination… 

… 

Since 1945, the only new states, emerging from situations which were not formally 

recognized as colonial…, have been: 

 Senegal (1960); 

 Singapore (1965); 

 Bangladesh (1971); 

 the three Baltic States, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia (all 1991); 

 the eleven successor states of the former Soviet Union, Armenia, Azerbaijan; 

Belarus; Georgia; Kazakhstan; Kirgizstan; Moldova; Tajikistan; Turkmenistan; 

Ukraine, Uzbekistan (all 1991); 

 the five successor states of the former Yugoslavia, Slovania, Macedonia, Croatia, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) 

(1991-2) 

 Czech Republic and Slovakia (1993), and 

 Eritrea (1993) 
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________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

 Increasingly, States and international organizations like the European Union and 

the United Nations are making express demands that must be met by new States before 

these States will be recognized.  It is not that existing States are adding to the four criteria 

for Statehood.  Rather, existing States are offering recognition in exchange for promises 

by the new States to support human rights, prevent nuclear arms proliferation, etc.  

Recognition is being used as political leverage to further certain policy goals at the 

international level. 

  

One might take as an early example of such practice the response of the United Nations 

to Rhodesia‘s declaration of independence from Britain in 1965.  The UN seemingly 

ignored the four legal criteria of Statehood and ―[c]condemn[ed] the usurpation of power 

by  a racist settler minority in Southern Rhodesia and regard[ed] the declaration of 

independence by it as having no legal validity.‖  S.C. Res. 217.  In fact, Rhodesia met all 

four criteria of Statehood.  Rather, the UN Security Council seemed to be asserting that 

Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) was racist and therefore not a State.  The UN cannot force the 

non-recognition of a State by other States, but the practical effect of the resolution was 

that other States would not conclude treaties with Rhodesia.  (This problem was not 

resolved until 1978 when a peace accord led to a majority government in Zimbabwe.) 

 

Roland Rich, Recognition of States:  The Collapse of Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union, 

1993. 

 

The political need to take action in both the Yugoslav and the Soviet Union situations 

was mounting. It was becoming clear that the application of the traditional criteria for 

statehood would not provide the European Community, the principal mediator in the 

Balkan crisis, with a sufficient choice of diplomatic tools with which to work. 

Recognition as a simple declaration of an ascertainable fact did not provide sufficient 

means to allow the EC to influence the situation.  
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On 16 December 1991, the EC Foreign Ministers meeting in Brussels issued a 

‗Declaration on the Guidelines on the Recognition of the New States in Eastern Europe 

and in the Soviet Union‘29. Accompanying this Declaration was a ‗Declaration on 

Yugoslavia‘30. These two documents were significantly to influence international 

reactions on the issue of recognition of the newly emerging states of Eastern Europe and, 

arguably, transform recognition law.  

 

At the time the Declarations were issued, the EC countries had welcomed the return of 

the three Baltic states into the community of nations but had not extended recognition to 

any ‗new States‘ in Eastern Europe. Yet the use of this term in the title of the Guidelines 

document clearly foreshadowed that they would. The Declaration begins by referring to 

the Helsinki Final Act and the Charter of Paris, ‗in particular the principle of self-

determination‘. It then affirms the readiness of the EC countries to recognize new states 

‗subject to the normal standards of international practice and the political realities in each 

case.‘  

 

The rider concerning political realities is a stark reminder of Lauterpacht‘s comment that 

recognition of states is a matter of policy but rarely has it been expressed in such a direct 

way. The Guidelines describe the candidates for recognition as those new states which 

‗have constituted themselves on a democratic basis, have accepted the appropriate 

international obligations and have committed themselves in good faith to a peaceful 

process and to negotiations‘. The Guidelines then list the following requirements:  

 respect for the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and the 

commitments subscribed to in the Final Act of Helsinki and in the Charter of 

Paris, especially with regard to the rule of law, democracy and human rights  

 guarantees for the rights of ethnic and national groups and minorities in 

accordance with the commitments subscribed to in the framework of the CSCE  

 respect for the inviolability of all frontiers which can only be changed by peaceful 

means and by common agreement  
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 acceptance of all relevant commitments with regard to disarmament and nuclear 

non-proliferation as well as to security and regional stability  

 commitment to settle by agreement, including where appropriate by recourse to 

arbitration, all questions concerning state succession and regional disputes.  

 

The Guidelines conclude with the warning that the EC countries ‗will not recognize 

entities which are the result of aggression‘ and, cryptically, that ‗they would take account 

of the effects of recognition on neighbouring states.‘  

 

It could be argued that the Guidelines make the process of recognition more difficult 

because they purport to retain the ‗normal standards of international practice‘ while 

adding a series of new requirements. In fact, however, the new requirements have tended 

to supplant the previous practice which was largely based on meeting the traditional 

criteria for statehood.  

 

Having set a new regime for recognition of states in ‗Eastern Europe and the Soviet 

Union‘, the EC then added further tests with regard to the situation in Yugoslavia. The 

Declaration on Yugoslavia introduced a process for applying the Guidelines which 

required any Republic of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) to apply 

for recognition by 23 December 1991 stating whether:  

 they wish to be recognized as independent states  

 they accept the commitments contained in the above-mentioned Guidelines  

 they accept the provisions laid down in the draft Convention under consideration 

by the Conference on Yugoslavia – especially those in Chapter II on human rights 

and rights of national or ethnic groups  

 they continue to support  

 the efforts of the Secretary General and the Security Council of the United 

Nations, and  

 the continuation of the Conference on Yugoslavia. 
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The written applications would then be submitted to the Arbitration Commission 

established in parallel with the Conference on Yugoslavia for advice, and a decision 

would be taken and implemented by 15 January 1992. The Declaration included an 

interesting final paragraph which will be considered in relation to the SFRY‘s Republic 

of Macedonia. 

 

This method of requiring an application for recognition which is examined by an 

arbitrator and then decided upon according to a set timetable is virtually unprecedented in 

recognition practice. The invitation by the EC was thus extended to all six Republics of 

the SFRY but there was to be no uniformity in the responses or the results. 

… 

 

All six Yugoslav republics responded to the invitation extended in the EC‘s Declaration 

on Yugoslavia but only four sought recognition. In his reply to the EC on 23 December 

1991, Serbia‘s Foreign Minister recalled that Serbia acquired ‗internationally recognized 

statehood‘ as early as the Berlin Congress of 1878 and on that basis had participated in 

the establishment in 1918 of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes which became 

Yugoslavia. He concluded that Serbia ‗is not interested in secession.‘ 

 

The reply of the Montenegrin Foreign Minister of 24 December 1991 was also in terms 

of declining the EC offer to recognize Montenegro on the grounds that his country 

retained potential international personality. ‗By the decision of the Berlin Congress of 

1878 the then great powers unanimously recognized the independence and sovereignty of 

Montenegro… When Montenegro, upon unification became part of Yugoslavia, the 

sovereignty and international personality of Montenegro did not cease to exist, but 

became part of the sovereignty of the new state. In case Yugoslavia disunited and ceased 

to exist as an international entity, the independence and sovereignty of Montenegro 

continue their existence in their original form and substance.‘ 
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The other four republics of Yugoslavia requested recognition and undertook to comply 

with the requirements listed in the EC‘s Guidelines… 

… 

…Recognition has been a major political question for centuries. Britain declared war on 

France for its action in recognizing the independence of the American colonies in 1778 

and in 1816 Spain protested the recognition by Britain and others of the independence of 

the former Spanish colonies in Latin America. 

… 

There have always been exceptions to the rule, but the international community had 

generally come to accept the traditional criteria for statehood as the proper means for 

taking decisions on recognition. The reason for this is that these criteria provide a way of 

maintaining consistency as well as a defence against doubtful claims. They were found to 

be useful tools. But in the break-up of the USSR and Yugoslavia, their utility came under 

question and the EC countries took the view that recognition should be used more as an 

instrument of foreign policy rather than a formal declaration of an ascertainable fact.  

 

The formulation by the EC of the new criterion of ‗the political realities in each case‘ 

introduces a new level of ad hoc decision making that will, if this precedent is followed, 

make the issue of recognition more uncertain and unpredictable than hitherto.  

… 

 

While the EC Guidelines are stated to be ‗subject to the normal standards of international 

practice,‘ their application in fact has thrown doubt on the relevance of the traditional 

criteria for statehood. There has been widespread recognition of a state which has no 

control over one third of its territory (Croatia). A country has been admitted to the UN 

while it was clear that its government had no effective control over any areas including 

the capital city (Bosnia and Herzegovina). A putative country (Macedonia) is being 

denied recognition because a neighbouring country objects to its name even though it 

meets all traditional criteria and appears to meet the conditions set by the EC.  
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Part B:  The Right of Self-Determination 

 

No principle has been as important to the formation of new States as the so-called ―right 

of peoples to self-determination.‖  This principle was articulated first as a right of 

colonized people to self-government, but it has since been used to justify the creation of 

States in other ways, as by secession.  U.S. President Wilson was one of the first to 

advocate the right of self-determination, following World War I.  (Notably, the idea of 

the right of self-determination goes back at least to the time of the American and French 

Revolutions, and Lenin also expressed this idea in his revolutionary theses published in 

1916.  Wilson‘s idea, however, as it was later incorporated into the UN Charter, is the 

beginning of the history of the modern international law right of self-determination.)  

Wilson envisioned ―a post-war order informed by the notion that ethnically identifiable 

peoples or nations would govern themselves.‖  Of course, in 1920 the right of self-

determination was not yet international law.  As explained by a Committee report of the 

League of Nations, ―The recognition of this principle [of self-determination of peoples] 

in a certain number of international treaties cannot be considered as sufficient to put it 

upon the same footing as a positive rule of the Law of Nations.‖ 

 

Whatever Wilson‘s intentions, European powers continued to have colonies after World 

War I and carefully ignored any right of these colonized peoples to self-determination.  

The League of Nations, begun after World War I, included the ―Mandates System‖ for 

the administration of the colonies of the losing European powers (Germany, Austria-

Hungry, and the Ottoman Empire).  Certain States were given ―Mandates‖ to govern 

these colonies (for example, South Africa had a Mandate to govern Namibia, a former 

German colony).  The Mandates System did not provide for independence of the 

colonies, but it did require the new rulers (Mandatory Powers) to treat inhabitants better, 

for example duties ―to endeavour to secure and maintain fair and humane conditions of 

labour.‖  The League was responsible for oversight. 

 

The right of self-determination, even at this time, was not exclusively a matter of 

decolonization.  Sadly, in the time leading up to World War II, Hitler invoked the right of 
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self-determination to unite German speaking peoples from other nations in Europe into 

one Reich. 

 

The right of self-determination was affirmed as an international law when it was written 

into the Charter of the United Nations in 1945.  The right was included in Article 1 as one 

of the major purposes of the United Nations:  ―To develop friendly relations among 

nations based on the respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of 

peoples…‖  Notably, many of the victorious Allied Powers like France, Britain, and the 

Netherlands still had their colonies.  For this reason perhaps the Charter did not call 

specifically for decolonization, nor did it explain exactly what was meant by the self-

determination of peoples.  Seemingly, the right of self-determination was not to redraw 

political boundaries according to ―ethnically identifiable peoples,‖ as Wilson would have 

had it, but rather to provide a basis for claims for better treatment against an existing 

government.   

 

Nowhere does the Charter specifically call for freedom for colonized territories.  Apart 

from the undefined ―right of self-determination,‖ the UN Charter in Article 73 laid out 

some specific duties of colonizing countries, ―to promote to the utmost… the well-being 

of the inhabitants of these [colonial] territories, and, to this end… to develop self-

government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist 

them in the progressive development of their free political institutions…‖  These are ideal 

goals for political freedom, not specific requirements that can be measured.  The Charter 

continued the policies of the League of Nations in stronger form, placing even greater 

responsibilities on the colonizers as part of their ―sacred trust‖ to promote the well-being 

of colonized people.  The Charter set up a ―Trusteeship System,‖ similar to the Mandates 

System under the League, to administer colonies of the losing powers.  (Decolonization 

nonetheless took place after World War II and was more-or-less completed by the mid 

1970s.) 

 

From the beginning, then, the right of self-determination is not clearly explained or 

defined.  Is this merely a right to a good (and maybe democratic) government?  Or is this 
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a right to have a State of one‘s own?  If so, who are the ―peoples‖ who have this right to 

their own State?  May ―peoples‖ use violent means to form their new State (i.e. 

secession)?  What about State sovereignty and the State‘s right to control its own 

territory?  The biggest problem with the right of self-determination is written into the UN 

Charter.  That is, the UN Charter both guarantees the right of peoples to self-

determination and the right of States to territorial integrity.  If self-determination is to 

mean anything as a political right – with some real method of enforcement – then it will 

pose a threat to a State‘s territorial integrity.  What will a politically oppressed minority 

group do otherwise?  Take a petition for self-determination passively to the central 

government and be denied?  The history of self-determination bears this point out.  The 

right of self-determination became the justification for decolonization, and forceful 

decolonization inherently goes against a State‘s right to territorial integrity.  The 

guarantee of territorial integrity seemingly would include all of a State‘s territory, colony 

or otherwise. 

 

Sadly, as the student will see, the right of self-determination has not become clearer with 

time.  Most of the international instruments that include the right of self-determination 

gloss over its various contradictions and leave its definition vague.  The International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), two of the most important international 

treaties on human rights, contain identical statements affirming the right of peoples to 

self-determination.  (The student should note that Ethiopia is a signatory to both of these 

treaties.)  The Covenants begin in Article 1 with ―All peoples have the right of self-

determination.  By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and 

freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.‖  As with the UN Charter, 

the Covenants do not go on to explain what is meant by the right of self-determination or 

who the ―peoples‖ are. 

 

Interestingly, the ICCPR contains a separate article dealing with minority rights.  Article 

27 explains that ―persons belonging to… minorities shall not be denied the right… to 

enjoy their own culture, to profess their own religion, or to use their own language.‖  
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Some scholars have argued that Article 27 should be interpreted as the exclusive article 

on minority rights, meaning that minorities only have the right to culture, religion, and 

language, and not, as under one interpretation of the right of self-determination, the right 

to their own State.  If ―peoples‖ was meant to include ―minorities‖ why did not the 

ICCPR specify ―peoples and minority groups‖ in Article 1?  At the same time, why limit 

the rights in Article 27 to the right to culture, religion, and language?  Why not include 

self-determination in Art 27?  These scholars argue that ―peoples‖ means the entire 

populace of a State.  If the entire populace together has the right of self-determination, 

then this can only mean the democratic right to have some say in government, not the 

right to secede or form separate States. 

 

The right of self-determination is contained also in the African Charter on Human and 

People‘s Rights.  According to the African Charter, ―[all peoples] shall have the 

unquestionable and inalienable right to self-determination…‖  Again, the right is not 

clearly defined.  (As will be seen below, the African Commission on Human and 

People‘s Rights has attempted to interpret this right to self-determination in its opinions.) 

  

The UN General Assembly has passed several resolutions concerning the right of self-

determination.  (In fact, the General Assembly currently – 2007 – is considering the 

adoption of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples which would define 

―peoples‖ and explain in detail what the right of self-determination means.)  General 

Assembly resolutions, as will be explained later in this text, are not of themselves binding 

as international laws.  They are, nonetheless, definitive expressions of the opinions of the 

international community and can become binding through time if complemented by the 

subsequent practice of States.  In short, these resolutions are important.   

 

Two very important General Assembly resolutions make reference to the right of peoples 

to self-determination.  The first, passed in 1960, is the Declaration on the Granting of 

Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples.  The resolution repeats the language of 

the ICCPR and ICESCR in paragraph 2:  ―All peoples have the right to self-

determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely 
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pursue their economic, social and cultural development.‖  More importantly, the 

resolution in paragraph 6 seems to resolve the conflict between self-determination and 

territorial integrity in favor of territorial integrity:  ―Any attempt aimed at the partial or 

total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is 

incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations…‖  

The second resolution, passed in 1970, is the Declaration on Principles of International 

Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation Among States in Accordance with 

the Charter of the United Nations.  This resolution seems to reinstate the tension between 

self-determination and territorial integrity.  It first explains that, ―The establishment of a 

sovereign and independent State, the free association or integration with an independent 

State or the emergence into any other political status freely determined by a people 

constitute modes of implementing the right of self-determination by that people.‖  Thus, 

the right to establish a new State (which implies the right to secede at least in certain 

situations) is expressly confirmed.  The resolution goes on to restate the right to territorial 

integrity, with an added twist:  ―Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed 

as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in 

part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States 

conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-

determination…‖ (emphasis added).  How do we read this?  The last part might imply 

that a State that does not comply with the principle of equal rights and self-determination 

(presumably a State that denies certain political rights to minorities) has forfeited its right 

to territorial integrity.  So, it is okay for a minority group to secede when the government 

has denied political rights to this group?  The Canadian Supreme Court took up the exact 

issue, as will be seen. 

 

Interestingly, Ethiopia deals with these same problems regarding the right of self-

determination in its constitution.  Unlike the international instruments, Ethiopia‘s 

Constitution is quite clear about what the right of self-determination means, who the 

―people‖ are who can claim this right, and how this right can be lawfully exercised.  The 

Constitution states in Article 39 that, ―Every Nation, Nationality and People in Ethiopia 

has an unconditional right to self-determination, including the right to secession.‖  So, at 
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the beginning we know that self-determination includes the right to secession.  The 

Constitution goes on in the same Article to define ―Nations, Nationalities, and peoples‖ 

as ―a group of people who have or share a large measure of a common culture or similar 

customs, mutual intelligibility of language, belief in a common or related identities, a 

common psychological make-up, and who inhabit an identifiable, predominantly 

contiguous territory.‖  Finally, constitutional procedures are established by which a 

people may secede.  First, a demand for secession must be made by the people and 

approved by two-thirds of the legislature of the people.  Then the federal government will 

organize a referendum on secession which must be approved by a majority vote. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

The following is an excerpt from a decision by the Canadian Supreme Court on the issue 

of the right of the people of Quebec (a province of Canada) to secede from Canada.  The 

student should note that this is not a decision by an international tribunal and therefore 

bears less authority as a definitive statement of international law.  The Canadian Supreme 

Court takes an interesting approach in its analysis however, and the case helps to clarify 

some of the issues involved in the right of self-determination. 

 

This is the first case presented in this text, and for this reason some explanation is 

necessary to show the student how to read such cases.  Many of the subsequent cases in 

the text will be cases before international tribunals like the International Court of Justice, 

but the student‘s reading of all these cases will be in essence the same.   

 

First, the student should make a note of where the case is being adjudicated, whether in a 

national court, before the ICJ, or before some other international tribunal.  The student 

should know that international tribunals like the ICJ are not bound by their previous 

decisions.  There is no stare decisis, no slow development of common law in the 

international system.  A decision of the ICJ is a non-binding source of international law – 

it is binding on the parties before it in the particular case but not generally binding on 

future parties in future cases.  Decisions of international tribunals are extremely 
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persuasive, however, and, with international laws often being unclear, ―the imprimatur of 

a court attests to [international law‘s] jural quality.‖  (from a case decided by U.S. Justice 

Cardozo).  In other words, a strong statement by an international tribunal may mark a 

previously unclear principle with the authority of law. 

 

The student should read cases in this text very carefully.  Cases are models of legal 

analysis that the student may follow.  Also, in order to criticize cases, the student needs to 

know more than just the general conclusions of the Court but how the Court reasoned.  

There are many ways a student may organize his or her notes on a particular case.  One 

particular method is suggested here.  The student should write down the basic facts of the 

case (what the dispute is about), the procedural posture of the case (what court is hearing 

the case and how the case got there), the main issues that the Court is considering, the 

main points that the Court makes in its analysis of each issue, and finally the holding of 

the Court (the answer that the Court gives for the issue raised).  This method will be 

demonstrated here, but, with the rest of the cases in this text, the student should do this 

him or herself. 

 

Reference re Secession of Quebec, Supreme Court of Canada, 1998. 

 

The recognized sources of international law establish that the right to self-determination 

of a people is normally fulfilled through internal self-determination – a people's pursuit 

of its political, economic, social and cultural development within the framework of an 

existing state. A right to external self-determination (which in this case potentially takes 

the form of the assertion of a right to unilateral secession) arises in only the most extreme 

of cases and, even then, under carefully defined circumstances.  External self-

determination can be defined as in the following statement from the Declaration on 

Friendly Relations as 

 

[t]he establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the free association or 

integration with an independent State or the emergence into any other political 

status freely determined by a people constitute modes of implementing the right 

of self-determination by that people. [Emphasis added.] 
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The international law principle of self-determination has evolved within a framework of 

respect for the territorial integrity of existing states. The various international documents 

that support the existence of a people's right to self-determination also contain parallel 

statements supportive of the conclusion that the exercise of such a right must be 

sufficiently limited to prevent threats to an existing state's territorial integrity or the 

stability of relations between sovereign states. 

 

The Declaration on Friendly Relations, the Vienna Declaration and the Declaration on 

the Occasion of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations are specific. They state, 

immediately after affirming a people's right to determine political, economic, social and 

cultural issues, that such rights are not to  

 

be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action that would dismember or 

impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign 

and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle 

of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and thus possessed of a 

Government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without 

distinction. . . . [Emphasis added.] 

 

Similarly, while the concluding document of the Vienna Meeting in 1989 of the 

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe on the follow-up to the Helsinki 

Final Act again refers to peoples having the right to determine "their internal and external 

political status" (emphasis added), that statement is immediately followed by express 

recognition that the participating states will at all times act, as stated in the Helsinki Final 

Act, "in conformity with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations 

and with the relevant norms of international law, including those relating to territorial 

integrity of States" (emphasis added). Principle 5 of the concluding document states that 

the participating states (including Canada): 

 

. . . confirm their commitment strictly and effectively to observe the principle of 

the territorial integrity of States. They will refrain from any violation of this 

principle and thus from any action aimed by direct or indirect means, in 

contravention of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 
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Nations, other obligations under international law or the provisions of the 

[Helsinki] Final Act, at violating the territorial integrity, political independence 

or the unity of a State. No actions or situations in contravention of this principle 

will be recognized as legal by 

the participating States. [Emphasis added.]  

 

Accordingly, the reference in the Helsinki Final Act to a people determining its external 

political status is interpreted to mean the expression of a people's external political status 

through the government of the existing state, save in the exceptional circumstances 

discussed below. As noted by Cassese, supra, at p. 287, given the history and textual 

structure of this document, its reference to external self-determination simply means that 

"no territorial or other change can be brought about by the central authorities of a State 

that is contrary to the will of the whole people of that State". 

 

While the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights do not specifically refer to the 

protection of territorial integrity, they both define the ambit of the right to self-

determination in terms that are normally attainable within the framework of an existing 

state. There is no necessary incompatibility between the maintenance of the territorial 

integrity of existing states, including Canada, and the right of a "people" to achieve a full 

measure of self-determination. A state whose government represents the whole of the 

people or peoples resident within its territory, on a basis of equality and without 

discrimination, and respects the principles of self-determination in its own internal 

arrangements, is entitled to the protection under international law of its territorial 

integrity. 

 

Accordingly, the general state of international law with respect to the right to self-

determination is that the right operates within the overriding protection granted to the 

territorial integrity of "parent" states.  However…, there are certain defined contexts 

within which the right to the self-determination of peoples does allow that right to be 

exercised "externally", which, in the context of this Reference, would potentially mean 

secession… 
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The right of colonial peoples to exercise their right to self-determination by breaking 

away from the "imperial" power is now undisputed, but is irrelevant to this Reference. 

 

The other clear case where a right to external self-determination accrues is where a 

people is subject to alien subjugation, domination or exploitation outside a colonial 

context… 

 

A number of commentators have further asserted that the right to self-determination may 

ground a right to unilateral secession in a third circumstance.  Although this third 

circumstance has been described in several ways, the underlying proposition is that, when 

a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right to self-determination 

internally, it is entitled, as a last resort, to exercise it by secession.  The Vienna 

Declaration requirement that governments represent "the whole people belonging to the 

territory without distinction of any kind" adds credence to the assertion that such a 

complete blockage may potentially give rise to a right of secession. 

 

Clearly, such a circumstance parallels the other two recognized situations in that the 

ability of a people to exercise its right to self-determination internally is somehow being 

totally frustrated. While it remains unclear whether this third proposition actually reflects 

an established international law standard, it is unnecessary for present purposes to make 

that determination. Even assuming that the third circumstance is sufficient to create a 

right to unilateral secession under international law, the current Quebec context cannot be 

said to approach such a threshold. As stated by the amicus curiae, Addendum to the 

factum of the amicus curiae, at paras. 15-16: 

 

[TRANSLATION] 15. The Quebec people is not the victim of attacks on its 

physical existence or integrity, or of a massive violation of its fundamental 

rights. The Quebec people is manifestly not, in the opinion of the amicus curiae, 

an oppressed people. 

For close to 40 of the last 50 years, the Prime Minister of Canada has 

been a Quebecer. During this period, Quebecers have held from time to time all 

the most important positions in the federal Cabinet. During the 8 years prior to 

June 1997, the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Official Opposition in the 

House of Commons were both Quebecers. At present, the Prime Minister of 
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Canada, the Right Honourable Chief Justice and two other members of the 

Court, the Chief of Staff of the Canadian Armed Forces and the Canadian 

ambassador to the United States, not to mention the Deputy Secretary-General 

of the United Nations, are all Quebecers…  

 

The population of Quebec cannot plausibly be said to be denied access to government. 

Quebecers occupy prominent positions within the government of Canada. Residents of 

the province freely make political choices and pursue economic, social and cultural 

development within Quebec, across Canada, and throughout the world. The population of 

Quebec is equitably represented in legislative, executive and judicial institutions. In short, 

to reflect the phraseology of the international documents that address the right to self-

determination of peoples, Canada is a "sovereign and independent state conducting itself 

in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples and 

thus possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to the territory 

without distinction". 

 

The continuing failure to reach agreement on amendments to the Constitution, while a 

matter of concern, does not amount to a denial of self-determination.  In the absence of 

amendments to the Canadian Constitution, we must look at the constitutional 

arrangements presently in effect, and we cannot conclude under current circumstances 

that those arrangements place Quebecers in a disadvantaged position within the scope of 

the international law rule. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

  

 

Facts: 

1. Quebecers, French-speaking people of Canada, want to secede from Quebec.  

2. They have petitioned the Supreme Court of Canada to confirm their right to secede 

based on the self-determination of peoples. 
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Procedural Posture (note, this information was not included in the excerpt above):  The 

Canadian Parliament asked the Supreme Court to assess the legality of unilateral 

secession under the Canadian Constitution and international law. 

Issues: 

1. Does a minority people have the right to unilateral secession from the parent State?  

(If so, in what circumstances?) 

2. Have Quebecers been denied their ―internal‖ right of self-determination such that 

they have a basis for their claim for external self-determination? 

Analysis: 

1. As to the first issue, the Court considered whether secession is legal under 

international law: 

a. Secession is ―external‖ self-determination and is allowed only in carefully 

defined circumstances. 

b. A State has a right to territorial integrity and, as such, self-determination 

should be exercised in such a way as to not conflict with this right. 

c. There are three circumstances in which interference with a State‘s 

territorial integrity (by unilateral secession) may be justified:  colonialism; 

alien subjugation outside colonial context; and when internal self-

determination has been denied. 

2. As to the second issue, the Court considered whether Quebecers were given internal 

self-determination by the government of Canada 

a. What criteria must be met to have internal self-determination?  Access to 

government (voting, ability run as a candidate); actual representation in 

the organs of government (legislative, executive, and judicial); and maybe 

actual representation in the military. 

b. Quebecers have been granted their right to internal self-determination.  

Quebecers are not ―oppressed‖; presumably, they can vote and participate 

in government like any other Canadian citizen.  Quebecers have filled the 

positions of Prime Minister of Canada, members of the federal Cabinet, 

leaders in the House of Commons, justices of the Supreme Court, and 

Chief of Staff of the Canadian Armed Forces. 
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Holding:  A minority group may have a right to secession when the right to internal self-

determination has been denied, but in this case the Quebecers have failed to show that 

they have been denied their right to internal self-determination and so they cannot secede 

from Canada. 

 

Questions: 

1. Who will determine whether a minority group has been denied the right of internal 

self-determination and as such can proceed with its movement for secession?  If this 

determination is made by the minority group itself, won‘t every group claim that it is 

being oppressed to some degree?  Is there any secessionist movement that claims that 

it would like to secede despite the good treatment it has received at the hands of the 

government? 

2. Is the right to vote enough for internal self-determination?  Or must a minority group 

have actual representation in all branches of government?  Must the number of 

representatives correspond exactly to the overall percentage of the minority in the 

population of the country?  If the U.S. is 5% African-American, then must at least 5% 

of the U.S. Congress be composed of African-Americans if the U.S. is to claim that it 

has granted African-Americans the right of internal self-determination?  

3. Do minority groups have a right to a degree of autonomy in their local government?  

If a minority group has a great deal of local autonomy, would it matter less that this 

minority is not as well represented in the central government? 

4. What do we do with social and economic data indicating that a particular minority 

group has a lower literacy rate when compared with the majority, or has lower 

average income than the majority, or has lower life expectancy?  Do these things 

indicate a lack of political representation and a denial of the right to internal self-

determination?  Remember the definition of self-determination from the ICCPR, that 

peoples have a right ―to freely pursue their economic, social and cultural 

development.‖ 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 
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Alfred Rubin, Secession and Self-Determination, 2000. 

 

It would thus seem that despite various treaties, there is no positive law right to secession.  

The general multilateral treaty terms referring to national self-determination as a right 

represent agreement as to moral or political principle, not legal entitlement…  For 

example, if there is universal acceptance of a right to reasonable compensation for work 

done as well as to self-determination, and the price of self-determination is 

unemployment until a degree of economic stability is achieved, there are two inconsistent 

rights, and which right dominates will depend on the analyst‘s own preferences. 

 

Kristin Henrard and Stefaan Smis, Recent Experiences in South Africa and Ethiopia 

to Accommodate Cultural Diversity:  A Regained Interest in the Right of Self-

Determination, Journal of African Law, 2000. 

 

…Plural societies and their difficulties inevitably raise the issue of what is the best way 

to accommodate the population diversity they are faced with.  In view of the fact that, on 

the one hand, states basically want to avoid disintegration at all costs while, on the other 

hand, the distinctive population groups in the state want their right to identity recognized, 

it appears crucial to find ways to achieve unity in diversity in its most optimal balance. 

… 

 …States are generally reluctant to recognize a right to self-determination to 

population groups within a state, which can often be qualified as ―minorities.‖  This 

reluctance is mainly related to their fear that such a grant might lead to the territorial 

break-up of the state because it would amount to a right to secession for these groups, 

contrary to the right to territorial integrity, considered as a cornerstone of international 

law… 

… 

 …[T]here is no generally accepted let alone firm legal definition of ―people.‖  

This concept is characterized by a certain indefiniteness as it seems doubtful that 

objective criteria can be determined to describe it.  Brownlie recognizes the continuing 

doubts and uncertainties about the definition of the concept ―people‖ but argues that the 
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references to nationalities, peoples, minorities and indigenous peoples in the debates on 

the right to self-determination would appear to be inspired by the same idea.  It can, 

however, not be denied that there are very divergent opinions as regards the question 

whether or not and to what extent minorities could be considered peoples with a right to 

self-determination… 

… 

Although the nations, nationalities and peoples have pursuant to the [Ethiopian] 

Constitution an ―unconditional‖ right to self-determination, it was the will of the drafters 

of the Constitution that the right to self-determination would be exercised through 

constitutionally established procedures.  It seems that the drafters found their inspiration 

in the ICCPR and the African Charter on Human and Peoples‘ Rights…  Regarding self-

determination, the Constitution taken as a whole is a very progressive document 

recognizing almost all aspects of the principle, even those which are still controversial in 

international law… 

 

……[T]he Constitution uses a mixture of subjective and objective criteria to define the 

beneficiaries.  In fact, according to the Constitution, a nation, nationality or people is ―a 

group of people who have or share large measure of a common culture or similar 

customs, mutual intelligibility of language, belief in a common or related identities, a 

common psychological make-up, and who inhabit an identifiable, predominantly 

contiguous territory.‖  Although there is room for self-identification on other grounds, the 

core aspect used by the drafters of the constitution to define the rightholders is a 

linguistic criterion… 

… 

…[I]f one compares the definition of the beneficiaries of self-determination in the 

Constitution with the term ―people‖ under international law, one must again conclude 

that the Constitution of Ethiopia is representative of a progressive school of thought…  If 

there is consensus in international law… the term ―people‖ refers to the inhabitants of a 

territorial unit… The international community is generally reluctant to recognize that 

people themselves decide upon their peoplehood for fear of being confronted with 

secessionary demands.  As the Constitution of Ethiopia explicitly recognizes a right of 
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secession as an expression of self-determination, this fear for secessionary self-

determination is presumably less present in the case of Ethiopia. 

 

Buchanan, The Morality of Secession, 1995. 

 

―…among the strongest arguments and most widely applicable arguments for a right to 

secede are the argument for rectificatory justice and the argument from discriminatory 

redistribution.  Under extreme conditions, secession may also be justified on grounds of 

self defense, and perhaps more controversially in some cases where it is necessary for the 

preservation of a culture…‖ 

 

Lea Brilmayer, Commentaries on Lea Brilmayer, Secession and Self-Determination:  

A Territorial Interpretation,  2000. 

  

―…Secession…is correctly understood as an appropriate remedy for prior illegal 

annexation.‖ 

… 

―…What matters is not that it is a ―people‖ who are seeking to be free.  What matters is 

that this group – whether a homogenous ―people‖ or not – has a right to a particular 

parcel of land, a right that was wrongfully taken from them by a powerful neighbor.‖ 

 

Paul Szasz, The Irresistible Forces of Self-Determination Meets the Impregnable 

Fortress of Territorial Integrity, 1999. 

 

When the Territorial Integrity of a State is threatened anywhere in the world, other 

countries instinctively come to its defense.  This is what has happened in respect of 

Cyprus, which has been effectively divided between a Northern (Turkish) sector and a 

Southern (Greek) one since 1974, when both sectors were ethnically cleansed; it is clear 

that the twenty percent Turks will not live in a state with a massive Greek majority, but 

nevertheless the international community is insisting there can be only one Cyprus – even 

if the United Nations must patrol the boundary between the two sectors indefinitely. 
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…―…My proposition is that when Terrorism becomes so strong that it can no longer be 

suppressed without an unacceptable level of State-Terrorism, then the state concerned 

has, either as a victim of Violence or as its perpetrator, lost the legitimacy that enables it 

to insist on its Territorial Integrity…‖ 

 

Questions: 

1. What if the struggle for self-determination, though justified, will necessarily involve a 

temporary stoppage of economic activity and thus a lowering of standards of living in 

the entire State?  What if the territory that is attempting to secede contains resources 

which are vital to the economy of the entire State?  In such cases the right of self-

determination may conflict with some other human right, like the right to an adequate 

standard of living.  How do we choose between two equally authoritative human 

rights?  Can we strike a balance between the two rights? 

2. If ―peoples‖ is defined to include minority groups, how will we determine whether a 

group qualifies as a legitimate ―minority‖?  Just because all the members of your 

Public International Law class have something in common, can you all be a minority 

group?  Can you all attempt to secede from the State of Ethiopia?  No…  Note that 

the Ethiopian Constitution deals with this problem by defining minorities largely by 

language.  If you speak a different language, then you are a minority.  But aren‘t other 

types of groups equally vulnerable to oppression by the central government?  What 

about a religious group or a political group or even a civil society organization?  Then 

again, why should such minorities be entitled to their own land and government? 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

African States in particular are sensitive to the issue of self-determination.  This is so 

because many of the African States are composed of multiple ethnic groups – ―peoples‖ 

who might make a claim for self-determination.  Consider the following decisions by the 

African Commission on Human and Peoples‘ Rights.  Has Africa taken a different 

approach to this issue? 
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Katangese Peoples‟ Congress vs. Zaire, African Commission on Human and Peoples‟ 

Rights, 1995. 

The Facts 

1.         The communication was submitted in 1992 by Mr. Gerard Moke, President of the 

Katangese Peoples‘ Congress requesting the African Commission on Human and 

Peoples‘ Rights to: recognize the Katangese Peoples‘ Congress as a liberation movement 

entitled to support in the achievement of independence for Katanga; recognize the 

independence of Katanga; help secure the evacuation of Zaire from Katanga. 

 

The Law 

2.         The claim is brought under Article 20(1) of the African Charter on Human 

Rights‘. There are no allegations of specific breaches of other human rights apart from 

the claim of the denial of self-determination. 

3.         All peoples have a right to self-determination.  There may however be 

controversy as to the definition of peoples and the content of the right. The issue in the 

case is not self-determination for all Zaireoise as a people but specifically for the 

Katangese.  Whether The Katangese consist of one or more ethnic groups is, for this 

purpose immaterial and no evidence has been adduced to that effect. 

4.         The Commission believes that self-determination may be exercised in any of the 

following ways: independence, self-government, local government, federalism, 

confederalism, unitarism or any other form of relations that accords with the wishes of 

the people but fully cognizant of other recognized principles such as sovereignty and 

territorial integrity.   

5.         The Commission is obligated to uphold the sovereignty and territorial integrity of 

Zaire, member of the OAU and a party to the African Charter on Human and Peoples‘ 

Rights. 

6.         In the absence of concrete evidence of violations of human rights to the point that 

the territorial integrity of Zaire should be called to question and in the absence of 

evidence that the people of Katanga are denied the right to participate in Government as 

guaranteed by Article 13(1) of the African Charter, the Commission holds the view that 
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Katanga is obliged to exercise a variant of self-determination that is compatible with the 

sovereignty and territorial integrity of Zaire… 

 

Advisory Opinion of the African Commission on Human and Peoples‟ Rights on the 

United Nations Declaration on the Rights on Indigenous Peoples, 2007. 

 

…the ACHPR [African Commission on Human and Peoples‘ Rights] is of the view that, 

a definition [of indigenous populations] is not necessary or useful as there is no 

universally agreed definition of the term and no single definition can capture the 

characteristics of indigenous populations. Rather, it is much more relevant and 

constructive to try to bring out the main characteristics allowing the identification of the 

indigenous populations and communities in Africa. 

… 

The concept [used to identify indigenous populations] in effect embodies the following 

constitutive elements or characteristics, among others…: 

a) Self-identification; 

b) A special attachment to and use of their traditional land whereby their ancestral land 

and territory have a fundamental importance for their collective physical and cultural 

survival as peoples; 

c) A state of subjugation, marginalization, dispossession, exclusion, or discrimination 

because these peoples have different cultures, ways of life or mode of production than the 

national hegemonic and dominant model; 

 

Moreover, in Africa, the term indigenous populations does not mean “first 

inhabitants” in reference to aboriginality as opposed to non-African communities or 

those having come from elsewhere.  This peculiarity distinguishes Africa from the other 

Continents where native communities have been almost annihilated by non-native 

populations. Therefore, the ACHPR considers that any African can legitimately consider 

him/herself as indigene to the Continent. 

… 
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Article 3 of the [Draft UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples] specifies that 

Indigenous Peoples “freely determine their political status and freely pursue their 

economic, social and cultural development.” Article 4 states that ”in the exercise of their 

right to self-determination, the indigenous peoples have the right to autonomy or self-

government in everything that concerns their internal and local affairs as well as ways 

and means to finance their autonomous activities.” 

… 

The ACHPR advises that articles 3 and 4 of the Declaration should be read together with 

Article 46 of the Declaration, which guarantees the inviolability of the integrity of Nation 

states. Article 46 of the Declaration specifies “that nothing in this Declaration may be 

interpreted as implying for any State, people, group or person any right to engage in any 

activity or to perform any act contrary to the Charter of the UN”. 

 

In the opinion of the ACHPR, Articles 3 and 4 of the Declaration can be exercised only in 

the context of Article 46 of the Declaration which is in conformity with the African 

Commission‟s jurisprudence on the promotion and protection of the rights of 

indigenous populations based on respect of sovereignty, the inviolability of the borders 

acquired at independence of the member states and respect for their territorial 

integrity. 

 

In Africa, the term indigenous populations or communities is not aimed at 

protecting the rights of a certain category of citizens over and above others. This 

notion does not also create a hierarchy between national communities, but rather tries to 

guarantee the equal enjoyment of the rights and freedoms on behalf of groups, which 

have been historically marginalized. 

 

In this context, Article 20(1) of the African Charter is drafted in similar terms: “all 

peoples shall have the right to existence. They shall have the unquestionable and 

inalienable right to self-determination. They shall freely determine their political status 

and shall pursue their economic and social development according to the policy they 

have freely chosen”. 
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… 

In its jurisprudence on the rights of peoples to self-determination, the ACHPR, seized of 

Communications/Complaints claiming for the enjoyment of this right within State 

Parties, has constantly emphasized that these populations could exercise their right to 

self-determination in accordance with all the forms and variations which are compatible 

with the territorial integrity of State Parties… 

… 

…[I]f it is taken from the political perspective, the right of Indigenous Populations to 

self-determination refers mainly to the management of their ―internal and local affairs‖ 

and to their participation as citizens in national affairs on an equal footing with their 

fellow citizens without it leading to a total territorial break up which would happen 

should there be violation of the territorial integrity of the State Parties. Therefore this 

mode of attaining the right to self-determination should not at all be confused with that 

which issued from the Resolution 1514(XV) of the 14th December 1960 which is 

applicable to the populations and territories under colonial dominance or foreign 

occupation and to which the UN Declaration, which is the objective of this Advisory 

opinion, does not refer to at all. 

 

In consequence, the ACHPR is of the view that the right to self-determination in its 

application to indigenous populations and communities, both at the UN and regional 

levels, should be understood as encompassing a series of rights relative to the full 

participation in national affairs, the right to local self-government, the right to recognition 

so as to be consulted in the drafting of laws and programs concerning them, to a 

recognition of their structures and traditional ways of living as well as the freedom to 

preserve and promote their culture. It is therefore a collection of variations in the exercise 

of the right to self-determination, which are entirely compatible with the unity, and 

territorial integrity of State Parties. 

… 

On the basis of this Advisory Opinion, the ACHPR recommends that African States 

should promote an African common position that will inform the United Nations 
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Declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples with this African perspective so as to 

consolidate the overall consensus achieved by the international community on the issue. 

 

Questions: 

1. Did the ACHPR in these two cases decide the issue of self-determination differently 

from the Supreme Court of Canada?  Does the ACHPR recognize the right to secede 

in cases in which the right to so-called ―internal‖ self-determination has been denied 

to indigenous populations? 

2. Note that the ACHPR considers that discrimination or marginalization of a group 

helps us to know that the group is in fact an ―indigenous population.‖  The ACHPR 

goes on to explain that indigenous populations do not have the right to secede outside 

of the colonial context.  By implication, if indigenous populations do not have the 

right to secede, then mere ―marginalization‖ or ―discrimination‖ cannot be the basis 

for seceding from a State.  How will indigenous populations enforce their rights? 

3. Note also that the decision by the ACHPR in the Zaire case is somewhat at odds with 

its advisory opinion on the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  The 

ACHPR implied in the Zaire case that, had the Katangese brought evidence of severe 

human rights abuses by the government of Zaire, then maybe they could have proven 

their right to secede:  ―In the absence of concrete evidence of violations of human 

rights to the point that the territorial integrity of Zaire should be called to question 

and in the absence of evidence that the people of Katanga are denied the right to 

participate in Government as guaranteed by Article 13(1) of the African Charter, the 

Commission holds the view that Katanga is obliged to exercise a variant of self-

determination that is compatible with the sovereignty and territorial integrity of 

Zaire…‖ 

 

  Part C:  State Territory and Borders 

 

The formation of a new State inevitably brings with it the question of where the new 

State‘s boundaries will be.  This problem is well known to Ethiopia, which has an 

ongoing dispute with Eritrea (formed in 1993) over their shared border.  Such disputes in 
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Africa have been decided by the principle of uti possidetis, ita possidetis (or just uti 

possidetis for short), a Latin phrase which means literally, ―[you may] keep what you 

had.‖  By this is meant that former colonies, on gaining independence, will keep the 

borders established previously by the colonizing power.  The principle applies both to 

administrative boundaries in territories controlled by one sovereign (e.g. Italy has two 

colonies that border one another) and boundaries established by treaty between two 

sovereigns (e.g. Italy enters into a treaty with Ethiopia establishing the border between 

Italy‘s colony and the Ethiopian State).  The borders of the new States will be determined 

by looking at maps showing the administrative divisions of the colony or by treaties 

entered into with the previous colonial power.  To give a specific example, the border 

between Chad and Niger was determined by the French administrative line that ran 

between these two French colonies.  The border between Niger and Nigeria, on the other 

hand, was determined by a treaty between the French and the British. 

 

That the principle of uti possidetis is still recognized in modern times may be offensive to 

the student.  After all, what business does France or England have establishing borders 

for African States, splitting up previous African political units and ethnic groups?  This is 

not a question of rights or justice, however.  The main problem is that there is no other 

peaceful way to determine the territory and borders of States in previously colonized 

territories.  Most people fear that any alternative to the uti possidetis principle simply 

would result in endless wars over land.  The Organization of African Unity itself issued 

an opinion on this crucial matter.  ―Recognizing the… necessity of settling, by peaceful 

means and within a strictly African framework, all disputes between African States…,‖ 

the OAU declared ―that all Member States pledge themselves to respect the frontiers 

existing on their achievement of national independence.‖ 

 

The real alternative to uti possidetis would have been to allow each particular ethnic 

group and ―people‖ to form a new State at the time of decolonization based on the right 

of self-determination.  As mentioned before, this is exactly what President Wilson had in 

mind when he first articulated the principle of self-determination.  For good or for bad, 

this is not what happened during decolonization.  Presumably, if decolonization had gone 
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this way, there would have been a lot more fighting in Africa and South America and 

Asia and a lot more States formed. 

 

Case Concerning the Frontier Dispute (Burkina Faso v. Mali), ICJ, 1986. 

 

…[T]he principle of uti possidetis seems to have been first invoked and applied in 

Spanish America, inasmuch as this was the continent which first witnessed the 

phenomenon of decolonization involving the formation of a number of sovereign States 

on territory formerly belonging to a single…State.  Nevertheless the principle is not a 

special rule which pertains solely to one specific system of international law.  It is a 

general principle, which is logically connected with the phenomenon of the obtaining of 

independence, wherever it occurs.  Its obvious purpose is to prevent the independence 

and stability of new States being endangered by fratricidal struggles provoked by the 

challenging of frontiers following the withdrawal of the administering power. 

 

It was for this reason that, as soon as the phenomenon of decolonization characteristic of 

the situation in Spanish America in the 19
th

 century subsequently appeared in Africa in 

the 20
th

 century, the principle of uti possidetis, in the sense described above, fell to be 

applied… 

 

There are several different aspects to this principle [of uti possidetis]…  The first 

aspect…is found in the pre-eminence accorded to legal title over effective possession as a 

basis of sovereignty…  The essence of the principle lies in its primary aim of securing 

respect for the territorial boundaries at the moment when independence is achieved.  Such 

territorial boundaries might be no more than delimitations between different 

administrative divisions or colonies all subject to the same sovereign… [as with] the 

States Parties to the present case, which took shape within the vast territories of French 

West Africa.  Uti possidetis…upgraded former administrative delimitations, established 

during the colonial period, to international frontiers… 

… 
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…[I]t may be wondered how the time-hallowed principle has been able to withstand the 

new approaches to international law as expressed in Africa, where the successive 

attainment of independence and the emergence of new States have been accompanied by 

a certain questioning of traditional international law.  At first sight this principle [of uti 

possidetis] conflicts outright with another one, the right of peoples to self-determination.  

In fact, however, the maintenance of the territorial status quo in Africa is often seen as 

the wisest course, to preserve what has been achieved by peoples who have struggled for 

their independence, and to avoid a disruption which would deprive the continent of the 

gains achieved by much sacrifice.  The essential requirement of stability in order to 

survive, to develop and gradually to consolidate their independence in all fields, has 

induced African States judiciously to consent to the respecting of colonial frontiers, and 

to take account of it in the interpretation of the principle of self-determination of peoples. 

 

Obiora Chinedu Okafor, After Martyrdom:  International Law, Sub-State Groups, 

and the Construction of Legitimate Statehood in Africa, 2000. 

 

…The structural crises currently facing these post-colonial states stem from their 

structural illegitimacy.  Such illegitimacy has derived…from their lack of affinity with 

constituent sub-state groups and their origins as external impositions rather than organic 

entities created through an internal process of consensus-building… 

… 

…The [post-colonial African] leaders generally realized that the borders were far from 

ideal… Having only just won their independence, [however,] they considered their most 

urgent mission to be the construction of cohesive nation-states… 

… 

…According to Jeffrey Herbst, ―…there is widespread agreement that the boundaries [in 

Africa] are arbitrary, yet the vast majority of them have remained virtually untouched 

since the late 1800s, when they were first demarcated.‖ 

… 
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…Despite this remarkable record [of no conflict between African states]…the post 

colonial African state has faced internal crises virtually since the very moment of its 

independence… 

… 

Peer review, as used here, is the process of determining state legitimacy…according to 

the… ―say so‖ of pre-existing states…Infra-review [on the other hand] requires that the 

decision-making process regarding state legitimacy pay significant attention to the say-so 

of sub-state groups… 

… 

…Other states, the so-called peers of the would-be or established state, have traditionally 

decided whether to admit a candidate to membership in the family of nations.  A would-

be or established state that failed peer review was deemed illegitimate while a state that 

passed was automatically legitimate…In the same vein, it did not matter how the 

candidate state treated its sub-state groups or any other section of its population… 

… 

…The type of peer review that traditional international law mandated at least before the 

era of the League of Nations, was Eurocentric in nature since it was conducted almost 

entirely by European countries who decided amongst themselves which polities qualified 

as legitimate states…These European states, influenced by their own historical 

experiences, ineluctably based their peer review on a particular set of criteria that were 

not generally applicable.  For example, they assumed that all states ought to resemble the 

relatively homogenous European nation-state, a disposition that formed the basis for 

launching the nation-building project in most African and Asian states during the colonial 

era. 

… 

…Stabilizing norms of international law, such as uti possidetis and… territorial integrity 

of established states, are important expressions of the law‘s desire to upwardly 

homogenize state populations.  Both norms forbid the breakup of socio-culturally 

fragmented states into smaller separate states… 

… 
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…Under the contemporary law of the United Nations, threats to national unity and the 

territorial integrity of established states still outrank protection of the rights of minority 

populations… 

… 

 …Strict peer review has allowed many African states to avoid addressing 

minority rights and sub-state group autonomy, contributing to the violence that often 

results from the processes of state formation, survival and reconfiguration on the 

continent. 

… 

…internal legitimacy among a state‘s citizenry has mattered far less to those in power 

than did the opinion of the pre-existing states. 

 

Questions: 

1. Do you think that ―legal title‖ should take precedence over ―effective possession‖ in 

the determination of sovereignty, as the ICJ posited in the Burkina Faso case above?  

Is this consistent with other international law principles?  As we saw previously, 

having an effective government is one of the four legal criteria for Statehood.  If the 

central government of a newly decolonized State has effective control over only part 

of its territory, then should not the State consist of only that part of territory? 

2. Do you agree with Obiora Okafor that States formed on the basis of colonial 

boundaries (according to the principle of uti possidetis) are structurally illegitimate?  

Does that mean that ―internal crises‖ are inevitable for post-colonial African States?  

Why can‘t such a State work to build its legitimacy for all the people in its assigned 

territory? 

3. What is ―peer review‖ according to Okafor?  It is true that the criteria for Statehood – 

and indeed the continued practice of State recognition – are Eurocentric, i.e. under the 

predominant control of Western countries.  But what are the alternatives for 

determining that a new entity is a State?  Okafor seemingly wants ―infra-review,‖ but 

this would be to turn the question of Statehood over to the populace of the newly 

formed entity.  How can we expect to find a unified voice in the populace?  Will there 
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be a vote on whether Statehood has been achieved for a particular stretch of territory, 

with the majority prevailing?  Seen this way, infra-review seems rather impractical.  

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Case Concerning the Territorial Dispute (Libya/Chad), ICJ, 1994. 

 

[The Court looked at the 1955 Treaty between Libya and France to determine whether the 

Treaty was meant to settle all border questions or whether the Treaty was somehow 

inconclusive as to the Aouzou Strip.    The Court then looked at the colonial agreements 

that were incorporated into the 1955 Treaty and determined the exact boundary line.  The 

Court continued:] 

 

66.  Having concluded that a frontier resulted from the 1955 Treaty, and having 

established where that frontier lay, the Court is in a position to consider the subsequent 

attitudes of the Parties to the question of frontiers. No subsequent agreement, either 

between France and Libya, or between Chad and Libya, has called in question the frontier 

in this region deriving from the 1955 Treaty. On the contrary, if one considers treaties 

subsequent to the entry into force of the 1955 Treaty, there is support for the proposition 

that after 1955, the existence of a determined frontier was accepted and acted upon by the 

Parties. The Treaty between Libya and Chad of 2 March 1966, like the Treaty of 1955, 

refers to friendship and neighbourly relations between the Parties, and deals with frontier 

questions. Articles 1 and 2 mention "the frontier" between the two countries, with no 

suggestion of there being any uncertainty about it. Article 1 deals with order and security 

"along the frontier" and Article 2 with the movement of people living "on each side of the 

frontier". Article 4 deals with frontier permits and Article 7 with frontier authorities. If a 

serious dispute had indeed existed regarding frontiers, eleven years after the conclusion 

of the 1955 Treaty, one would expect it to have been reflected in the 1966 Treaty… 

 

67.  The Agreement on Friendship, Co-operation and Mutual Assistance concluded 

between Chad and Libya on 23 December 1972 again speaks in terms of good relations 
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and neighbourliness, and stresses adherence to the principles and objectives of the 

Organization of African Unity, and in Article 6 the parties undertake to make every effort 

to avoid disputes that may arise between them. They also pledge themselves to work 

towards the peaceful resolution of any problems that may arise between them, so as to 

accord with the spirit of the Charters of the Organization of African Unity and the United 

Nations. A further agreement was concluded between the two States on 12 August 1974, 

at a time when the present dispute had reached the international arena, with complaints 

having been made by Chad to the United Nations. While friendship and neighbourliness 

are again mentioned, Article 2 states that the  

 

frontiers between the two countries are a colonial conception in which the two 

peoples and nations had no hand, and this matter should not obstruct their co-

operation and fraternal relations. 

 

The Treaty of Friendship and Alliance that the Parties concluded on 15 June 1980 is one 

of mutual assistance in the event of external aggression: Libya agrees to make its 

economic potential available for the economic and military rehabilitation of Chad. The 

Accord between Libya and Chad of 6 January 1981 also implies the existence of a 

frontier between those States, since it provides in Article 11 that: 

 

The two Parties have decided that the frontiers between the Socialist People's 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Republic of Chad shall be opened to permit the 

unhindered and unimpeded freedom of movement of Libyan and Chadian 

nationals, and to weld together the two fraternal peoples. 

 

68.  The Court now turns to the attitudes of the Parties, subsequent to the 1955 Treaty, 

on occasions when matters pertinent to the frontiers came up before international fora. 

Libya achieved its independence nearly nine years before Chad; during that period. 

France submitted reports on this territory to the United Nations General Assembly. The 

report for 1955… shows the area of Chad's territory as 1,284,000 square kilometers.... 

Moreover United Nations publications from 1960 onward continued to state the area of 

Chad as 1,284,000 square kilometres … Libya did not challenge the territorial 

dimensions of Chad as set out by France. 
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69.  As for Chad, it has consistently adopted the position that it does have a boundary 

with Libya, and that the territory of Chad includes the "Aouzou strip", … In 1977 Chad 

submitted a complaint to the Organization of African Unity regarding the occupation by 

Libya of the Aouzou strip… Before the OAU, Libya's position was, inter alia, that the 

frontier defined by the Treaty of 1935 was valid. 

70.  In 1971, Chad complained in a statement to the United Nations General Assembly 

that Libya was interfering in its internal and external affairs. In 1977 it complained that 

the Aouzou strip had been under Libyan occupation since 1973. At the General 

Assembly's thirty-third session, in 1978, Chad complained to the Assembly of "the 

occupation by Libya of Aouzou, an integral part of our territory". In 1977 and 1978, and 

in each year from 1982 to 1987, Chad protested to the General Assembly about the 

encroachment which it alleged that Libya had made into its territory. 

 

71.  By a communication of 9 February 1978, the Head of State of Chad informed the 

Security Council that Libya had "to this day supplied no documentation to the OAU to 

justify its claims to Aouzou" and had in January 1978 failed to participate at the 

Committee of Experts (the Ad Hoc Committee) set up by the OAU. The Permanent 

Representative of Chad requested the President of the Security Council to convene a 

meeting as a matter of urgency to consider the extremely serious situation then 

prevailing. Chad repeated its complaints to the Security Council in 1983, 1985 and 1986. 

Libya has explained that, since it considered that the Security Council, being a political 

forum, was not in a position to judge the merits of the legal problems surrounding the 

territorial dispute, it did not attempt to plead its case before the Council. All of these 

instances indicate the consistency of Chad's conduct in relation to the location of its 

boundary. 

72.  Article 11 of the 1955 Treaty provides that: 

"The present Treaty is concluded for a period of 20 years.   

 

The High Contracting Parties shall be able at all times to enter into consultations 

with a view to its revision.  

 

Such consultations shall be compulsory at the end of the ten-year period 

following its entry into force.  
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The present Treaty can be terminated by either Party 20 years after its entry into 

force, or at any later time, provided that one year's notice is given to the other 

Party." 

 

These provisions notwithstanding, the Treaty must, in the view of the Court, be taken to 

have determined a permanent frontier. There is nothing in the 1955 Treaty to indicate that 

the boundary agreed was to be provisional or temporary; on the contrary it bears all the 

hallmarks of finality. The establishment of this boundary is a fact which, from the outset, 

has had a legal life of its own, independently of the fate of the 1955 Treaty. Once agreed, 

the boundary stands, for any other approach would vitiate the fundamental principle of 

the stability of boundaries, the importance of which has been repeatedly emphasized by 

the Court (Temple of Preah Vihear, I.C.J. Reports 1962, p. 34; Aegean Sea Continental 

Shelf, I.C.J. Reports 1978, p. 36). 

 

73.  A boundary established by treaty thus achieves a permanence which the treaty 

itself does not necessarily enjoy. The treaty can cease to be in force without in any way 

affecting the continuance of the boundary. In this instance the Parties have not exercised 

their option to terminate the Treaty, but whether or not the option be exercised, the 

boundary remains. This is not to say that two States may not by mutual agreement vary 

the border between them; such a result can of course be achieved by mutual consent, but 

when a boundary has been the subject of agreement, the continued existence of that 

boundary is not dependent upon the continuing life of the treaty under which the 

boundary is agreed… 

 

75.  It will be evident from the preceding discussion that the dispute before the Court, 

whether described as a territorial dispute or a boundary dispute, is conclusively 

determined by a Treaty to which Libya is an original party and Chad a party in succession 

to France. The Court's conclusion that the Treaty contains an agreed boundary renders it 

unnecessary to consider the history of the "Borderlands" claimed by Libya on the basis of 

title inherited from the indigenous people, the Senoussi Order, the Ottoman Empire and 

Italy. Moreover, in this case, it is Libya, an original party to the Treaty, rather than a 

successor State, that contests its resolution of the territorial or boundary question… 
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Conference on Yugoslavia Arbitration Commission Opinion No. 3 

 

[The following question was posed to the Arbitration Commission:  Can the internal 

boundaries between Croatia and Serbia and between Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia be 

regarded as frontiers in terms of public international law?] 

 

The Committee… takes the view that once the process in the SFRY [Socialist federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia] leads to the creation of one or more independent states, the issue 

of frontiers, in particular those of the Republics referred to in the question before it, must 

be resolved in accordance with the following principles: 

 

First - All external frontiers must be respected in line with the principles stated in the 

United Nations Charter, in the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning 

Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the 

United Nations… and in the Helsinki Final Act… 

Second - The boundaries between Croatia and Serbia, between Bosnia-Herzegovina and 

Serbia, and possibly other adjacent independent states may not be altered except by 

agreement freely arrived at. 

Third - Except where otherwise agreed, the former boundaries become frontiers protected 

by international law. This conclusion follows from the principle of respect for the 

territorial status quo and, in particular, from the principle of uti possidetis. Uti possidetis, 

though initially applied in settling decolonisation issues in America and Africa, is today 

recognized as a general principle, as stated by the International Court of Justice in its 

Judgment of 22 December 1986 in the case between Burkina Faso and Mali…: 

 

Nevertheless the principle is not a special rule which pertains solely to one 

specific system of international law. It is a general principle, which is logically 

connected with the phenomenon of the obtaining of independence, wherever it 

occurs. Its obvious purpose is to prevent the independence and stability of new 

states being endangered by fratricidal struggles... 
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The principle applies all the more readily to the Republic since the second and fourth 

paragraphs of Article 5 of the Constitution of the SFRY stipulated that the Republics' 

territories and boundaries could not be altered without their consent. 

Fourth - According to a well-established principle of international law the alteration of 

existing frontiers or boundaries by force is not capable of producing any legal effect. This 

principle is to be found, for instance, in the Declaration on Principles of International 

Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the 

Charter of the United Nations… and in the Helsinki Final Act; it was cited by the Hague 

Conference on 7 September 1991 and is enshrined in the draft Convention of 4 November 

1991 drawn up by the Conference on Yugoslavia… 

 

Question: 

1. There is so much emphasis on the stability of borders in international law that it 

seems that international tribunals are willing to go out of their way to find a basis for 

upholding any clearly demarcated border even if its legal grounding is questionable.  

In the case of the dissolution of Yugoslavia, the Arbitration Commission applied the 

principle of uti possidetis and analogized Yugoslavia to the colonial situation.  The 

argument was that the administrative borders within the SFRY were similar to the 

administrative borders between former colonies under the same sovereign.  Does this 

make sense?  Why should new States emerging from Yugoslav territory respect 

boundaries established by the federal Yugoslav government?  Would this not make a 

federal government somewhat hesitant to provide a minority group with a strong local 

government and a great deal of local autonomy?  The stronger the administrative 

boundary surrounding the locality, the better the claim this locality will have to 

Statehood. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 
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Problem 1:  State formation. 

 

The student should attempt to identify all relevant issues of international law in the 

problems.  For each issue the student should: (1) identify the issue, (2) state the rule, (3) 

apply the rule to the facts, and (4) give a brief conclusion.  This is the so-called “IRAC” 

method. 

 

The imaginary State of ―Ibex‖ is composed of two territories, ―Fox‖ territory and ―Zebra‖ 

territory.  The majority ethnic group in Ibex is the ―Horns‖ who occupy most of the Fox 

territory.  Zebra‘s inhabitants are mostly from the ethnic group the ―Stripes‖ who form a 

small but vocal minority in Ibex. 

 

Zebra recently declared its independence from the State of Ibex.  Although fighting 

continues between the government of Ibex and the Stripes rebels, the people of Zebra 

have set up a functioning government complete with a constitution, a governing council, 

a court system, policemen, and even a postal service.  Unfortunately, the borders of Zebra 

on all sides are uncertain, as neighboring States took advantage of the fighting to claim 

some of Zebra‘s territory.  Nonetheless, diplomats from Zebra have been negotiating with 

these neighboring States to resolve the border issues, and a solution to some of the 

problems is likely.  Zebra is now petitioning the international community for recognition 

as a State.  

 

Ibex stated before the United Nations General Assembly that any recognition of Zebra as 

a State would be an illegal interference in the internal affairs of Ibex in violation of the 

UN Charter.  The Stripes of Zebra responded that they are engaged in a legitimate war of 

secession based on their right of self-determination.  The Stripes pointed out that their 

ethnic group has a far lower average income than that of the majority Horns.  The Stripes 

admitted that they are allowed to vote in the general elections of Ibex and run for office, 

but they emphasized that they only managed to elect a Stripe to national political office 

one time, as a legislator in a Congress of 200 people.  The Stripes said that they have no 

way to voice their concerns to the Ibex government and no way to get legislation passed 
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in their favor.  They claimed that this was one explanation for their lower average 

incomes.  Ibex responded that the territory of Zebra has a strong local government with a 

great deal of freedom to govern itself.  In fact, it was for this reason that Zebra was 

capable of starting its rebellion.  Ibex argued that it should not be punished for allowing 

the Stripes so many political rights and that the Stripes had no right to secede. 

 

Answer to Problem 1 

 

Generally, answers to the problems will not be provided in the text.  Instructors may 

work on the problems with the students in class.  The answers to the first problem are 

provided here in order to give the student a better idea of how to answer. 

 

1. Issue:  Does Zebra fulfill the four requirements of Statehood?  Rule:  The 

requirements of Statehood are (a) a permanent population, (b) a defined territory, (c) 

government, and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states.  Analysis:  

Zebra definitely has a population.  It also appears to have a functioning government – 

although the government continues its war of secession with Ibex, the government 

clearly has administrative control over its territory and performs the normal functions 

of a government in respect of its territory.  Zebra has demonstrated its capacity to 

enter into relations with other states by negotiating with neighbors over their shared 

borders.  The fact that Zebra‘s borders are uncertain does not prevent Zebra from 

having a defined territory.  Conclusion:  Zebra has met the criteria for Statehood. 

 

2. Issue:  Is it unlawful for other States to recognize Zebra as a State?  Rule:  Whether 

or not to recognize a new State is at the sovereign discretion of every State.  

Nonetheless, early recognition would be unlawful as an illegal interference in the 

sovereignty of Ibex.  In such a case, the legal criteria of Statehood will be applied 

more strictly.  Analysis:  As explained above, Zebra has satisfied the legal criteria of 

Statehood.  Although fighting between Zebra and Ibex is on-going, it is clear that it is 

Zebra and not Ibex that controls all of the ordinary functions of government in Zebra 

territory.  Conclusion:  Other State may recognize Zebra at their discretion. 
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3. Issue:  Is Zebra right in claiming that the former borders of Ibex should apply as 

between Zebra and its neighbors?  Rule:  The stability of interstate borders is 

recognized as a general principle of international law.  When a country gains 

independence, either from colonial domination or, as in the case of Yugoslavia, from 

the dissolution of another State, the borders will be those established by treaty of the 

predecessor State or those following the internal administrative units of the 

predecessor.  This is known as the principle of uti possidetis.  Notably, international 

law will recognize a border jointly agreed upon by neighboring States even if the 

border is a change from that previously established. Analysis:  There is no legal basis 

given in the problem that would justify the claims of Zebra‘s neighbors to the former 

territory of Ibex.  Presumably, there are colonial treaties that establish the borders of 

Ibex conclusively, and, at any rate, it is unlikely that these borders will be upset in 

contradiction of the principle of the stability of international borders.  In any case, 

once Zebra settles its borders by negotiation, this will be recognized by international 

law.  The border between Ibex and Zebra will correspond to the former administrative 

border between Fox territory and Zebra territory.  Conclusion:  Zebra‘s neighbors 

have no basis in law for disputing their border with Zebra. 

4. Issue:  Are the Stripes of Zebra engaged in a legitimate war of self-determination?  

Rule:  The right of self-determination may include a right to secession, but only 

under specified conditions such as colonial domination, other foreign conquest, or 

denial of certain basic political rights by the government.  Analysis:  There is no 

question of colonial domination or foreign conquest here.  The only justification for 

secession would be if Ibex denied the political rights of Stripes peoples living in Ibex.  

(This issue will be analyzed below.)  Conclusion:  Whether or not Zebra‘s rebellion 

was legitimate when it started, it is clear now that Zebra has become a State.  Thus, 

the rebellion has become a war between States and self-determination has become an 

issue of political rhetoric rather than a issue of legal consequence. 

5. Issue:  Were the Stripes of Zebra denied their right to internal self-determination?  

Rule:  At least according to the Canadian Supreme Court, the right to internal self-
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determination includes the right to participate meaningfully in politics and the right to 

actual representation in the organs of government.  The right of self-determination 

includes also the right to freely pursue economic development.  Analysis:  Stripes 

were allowed to vote and run for office in Ibex.  Whether this constitutes meaningful 

participation in politics is another matter.  The Stripes were not really a presence at all 

in Ibex‘s Congress.  Nonetheless, the Stripes had significant autonomy in their local 

government.  This may be enough to satisfy the criteria of meaningful participation.  

Actual representation in the organs of government by Stripes may be extremely 

limited, but the extent of representation actually required by law has never been 

clearly established.  Finally, the Stripes‘ lower level of economic development may 

indicate that Stripes have not been able to get the government of Ibex to address their 

concerns.  This would show a lack of internal self-determination.  On the other hand, 

the Stripes‘ lower income may be explained by historical inequalities.  So long as 

Ibex is continuing to work to end inequalities, its territorial sovereignty should be 

respected.  Conclusion:  The Stripes‘ had significant involvement in the government 

of Ibex and therefore were not denied their right of internal self-determination. 

 

 

 2.3   State Succession 

 

There are additional legal issues involved when the political map changes and control 

over territory shifts from one State to another.  Even if the international community 

unanimously recognizes a new State, there remain certain ―succession‖ issues, or in other 

words issues over how property and rights will be transferred from the predecessor State 

to successor States.  Will the new State inherit the treaty obligations of its predecessor?  

Will the new State inherit membership in international organizations?  Will the new State 

inherit assets and debts of the predecessor?  Will the new State be responsible for wrongs 

committed by the predecessor State? 

 

First, a note on vocabulary:  ―Succession of States‖ means the replacement of one State 

by another in the responsibility for the international relations of territory; a ―predecessor‖ 
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State is the parent State from which the new State is formed or territory transferred; and a 

―successor‖ State is the new State, the ―child‖ of the predecessor (or the State that 

inherits territory).  To give a concrete example, the dissolution of the Soviet Union 

resulted in a Succession of States.  The Soviet Union was the predecessor State; and 

Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, etc. were the successor States.  The student should note that 

succession issues arise basically in the same situations that we dealt with before when 

considering recognition of States:  decolonization, secession of part of a State, dissolution 

of an entire State, and merger of two States to form one State.  An additional situation is 

relevant for succession:  the transfer of territory from one State to another (no new State 

is formed). 

 

The first point to be made is that a succession of States should not be confused with a 

succession of governments.  For new governments, there is a simple rule.  The new 

government will inherit all the rights and obligations of its predecessor government.  

Some scholars have argued that this does not make sense, considering that a change in 

government may be as dramatic, as violent, as world-altering as a change in States.  Why 

should a communist government that came to power through a revolution be forced to 

respect the treaties of the very government it overthrew?  Well, according to international 

law, that is the way it is. 

 

Unfortunately, international law in relation to succession of States is not clear.  In theory, 

there are two extreme positions, and in practice there is everything in-between.  On the 

one hand is the ―clean slate‖ position, which holds that the successor State should assume 

none of the rights and obligations of the predecessor State.  The successor State starts its 

life with a ―clean slate,‖ or in other words with none of the baggage from the predecessor 

State.  On the other hand is the ―continuity‖ position, which holds that the successor State 

should assume all the rights and obligations of the predecessor State.  Most of the time 

our answer to succession issues will fall somewhere between these two extreme 

positions. 

Even though international law in this area is hopelessly confusing, there is a relatively 

simple method that the student can use to analyze succession problems.  First, the student 
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must know some basic principles of contract law.  In general, if two parties come to an 

agreement, the terms of their agreement will govern any dispute that may arise.  On the 

other hand, if the two parties have not explained all terms in their agreement, as happens 

frequently, a domestic Court likely will apply certain default rules to fill in the gaps.  For 

example, the agreement may be for the delivery of 100 kilos of mangos to a certain 

location in Addis Ababa.  If the parties forget to specify the delivery date, the Court may 

decide to enforce a ―reasonable‖ delivery date, i.e. one that accords with the business 

practices of people in this particular business and takes into account the season for this 

type of mango, etc. 

 

On the whole, the same is true for succession issues.  The student should first look for an 

agreement among the affected parties.  If for example all the successor States of the 

Soviet Union get together and enter into an agreement that clearly distributes the property 

of the Soviet Union among all of them, then the student can rely on the terms of this 

agreement for the purposes of determining State property for each successor State.  If on 

the other hand there is no agreement among the successor States, or the agreement is 

incomplete, then the student should apply the default rules (which will be explained 

momentarily), just as in contract cases a Court will fill in where the parties failed to 

specify terms. 

 

Another principle of contract law is important here.  The parties to a contract cannot 

make terms that harm a ―third party‖ who is not part of the agreement.  There can be no 

―third-party detriment.‖  The same is true for succession issues.  Two successor States 

cannot get together and distribute property and debt between them in such a way that 

harms the interests of another successor State.  Along the same lines, all successor States 

cannot get together and alter treaty obligations in such a way that harms the interests of 

other State parties to the treaty.  Obviously, all successor States cannot get together and 

agree to cancel all debts of the predecessor.  This would harm third parties – the creditors 

that loaned the money. 

So the objective is to bring all the interested parties to the table and have them conclude 

an agreement.  This is in reality how most succession issues are resolved.  The student 
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should consider all the possible types of agreement.  Predecessor States may negotiate 

among themselves and with successors to determine the rights and duties of successors.  

Such an agreement is called a devolution agreement.  East and West Germany entered 

into three devolution agreements to determine the rights and duties of their successor, 

unified Germany.  Also, in dissolution situations in which the predecessor ceases to exist, 

all successors may get together and form an agreement.  In cases of treaties successor 

States may negotiate with other parties to the treaty on a case-by-case basis.  For 

example, if there is a bilateral treaty between the predecessor state and the U.S., the 

successor state and the U.S. can negotiate as to whether the treaty will apply between 

them. 

 

In the absence of agreement, the student must look to the default rules for State 

succession.  In truth, there are few default rules in State succession that have attained the 

status of international law.  Two important treaties on succession have been created, but 

few States have joined these treaties.  The first, the Vienna Convention on Succession of 

States in Respect of Treaties, was completed in 1978.  It has some seventeen members 

(including Ethiopia) and has entered into force for these members. The second, the 

Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of State Property, Archives, and 

Debts, was completed in 1983.  It is not yet in force for lack of State signatories.  (This 

means that, even for those States that have signed this treaty, the treaty is not yet binding 

on them.)  More than anything, the rules in these two treaties are persuasive authority – 

the rules will be used to the extent that they provide logical solutions to practical 

problems.  Nonetheless, the student should note that (1) some scholars think that many of 

the rules in these treaties are already binding as international customary laws, and (2) the 

rules are in the background of negotiations over succession issues and may tell the parties 

what to ask for and create expectations of what they deserve in their agreements.  In this 

way the default rules in these two treaties can be rather influential.  

 

Let us look now first at the default rules for State succession in respect of treaties.  The 

rules vary depending on the type of situation.  Nonetheless, certain general principles 

apply.  First, the student should remember that the treaties in question are between a State 
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involved in State succession (a predecessor State) and other State parties that are 

―innocent,‖ i.e. not involved in this succession.  The rules are intended to avoid 

prejudicing the rights of these innocent parties to the treaty.  Second, and along the same 

lines, the rules will not be applied if applying them would somehow go against the 

underlying object and purpose of the treaty. 

 

If the State is newly independent from foreign domination (for example a former colony 

that gains independence), the State generally begins its life with a ―clean-slate.‖  That is, 

the new State inherits none of the treaty obligations of its predecessor.  Of course, the 

principle of uti possidetis still applies, so the new State will be bound by colonial treaties 

establishing borders. 

 

If the new State is a product of dissolution (for example, successor States to the former 

Yugoslavia), default rules for succession in respect of treaties will be more complex.  

According to the Vienna Convention, most treaties will pass to the successor States.  The 

question here is whether the treaty concerns the territory of the successor State.  Any 

treaty that deals with the entire territory of the predecessor State will apply to all of the 

successor States.  On the other hand, if the treaty concerns the territory of only one or two 

successor States, then only those successor States will be bound by this treaty.  For 

example, the treaty might concern a dam on a river that flows through only one of five 

successor States.  In this case, only one successor State will be bound by the treaty terms 

and the other four successor States will not be bound.  Notably, there are competing rules 

on this particular point.  The U.S. Restatement, for example, says that the treaties of the 

predecessor State will not apply to successor States unless the successor State and the 

other parties to the treaty agree to be bound.  (When faced with competing default rules, 

the student simply should make note that international law in this area is not clear and 

that there are different options.) 

 

If the situation is not complete dissolution but rather partial dissolution (only part of the 

predecessor State breaks off to form a new State, just as Eritrea broke off from Ethiopia), 

then very similar rules apply as in a complete dissolution situation.  The concern is how 
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to deal with the predecessor State which continues to exist after the formation of the new 

State or States.  According to the Vienna Convention, all treaties will continue to apply to 

the predecessor State unless it can be shown that ―the treaty related only to the territory 

which has separated from the predecessor State.‖  

 

What if two or more States merge to form one State?  The Vienna Convention says, apply 

all treaties of the two predecessor States to the successor State, but only in the territory 

that was controlled by the particular predecessor that entered into that treaty.  According 

to this rule, the treaties of East Germany would apply to the unified Germany but only in 

the territory of the former East Germany.  

 

Finally, when territory is transferred from one State to another, as for example when 

Britain transferred Hong Kong to China, the Vienna Convention‘s default rule is to 

cancel old treaty obligations for the territory in question and apply the treaties of the 

acquiring State.  

As with treaties, the default rules for property and debt are applied in the absence of an 

agreement among the affected parties.  For property the main question is, What type of 

property is this?  According to the Vienna Convention, immovable property will go to the 

successor State in which the property is found.  An example would be a building or a well 

or a communications tower.  The successor State that has the land under the building will 

get the building as well.  This is a logical rule; otherwise, buildings and other structures 

would have to be removed or sold.  A second category of property is moveable property, 

but ―connected with the activity of the predecessor State in respect of the territory to 

which the succession of States relates.‖  Any property that we can connect to territory, 

including currency and state public funds located in the territory of the successor, 

probably will stay in the territory where the moveable property is found.  Finally, 

moveable property not connected to territory (for example, any property outside the 

territory or intangibles like bank accounts) will be distributed in some equitable fashion.  

If the predecessor State continues to exist after succession, then it will take all moveable 

property.  (The justification is that this was the State that originally earned the money.)  If 

the predecessor State ceases to exist, moveable property is distributed equitably (for 
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example, in proportion with the distribution of debt and considering such factors as the 

population of the successor, national income, etc.). 

 

For debt, more than for treaties or property, the parties are likely to come to an agreement 

and the default rules will not matter.  That said, there are default rules, and they stand in 

the background of negotiations.  Naturally, successor States would prefer not to pay any 

debt at all.  Creditor States and organizations generally rely on two means of coercion.  

First, there is the threat that if the successor State does not take up its portion of debt, it 

will not get any future loans from the international community.  Second, there is reliance 

on the fall-back default rules that generally preserve the creditors‘ rights.   

 

The general rule from the Vienna Convention is that ―the State debt of the predecessor 

State shall pass to the successor States in equitable proportions, taking into account…the 

property rights and interests which pass to the successor States in relation to that State 

debt.‖  (This rule will apply in cases of dissolution, secession of part of territory, and 

transfer of part of territory.)  Here, the rule is saying that, for example, if the debt is 

incurred in building a fleet of aircraft, then the successor State that gets the aircraft 

should also pay the debt.  A more general rule could be applied, however, that said that 

debt should pass to each successor in proportion to the total assets of the predecessor that 

pass to each successor.  (This is done sometimes by agreement but it is not the default 

rule – although one supposes that it could be one form of distribution ―in equitable 

proportions.‖.)   

 

The default rules are different for new States emerging from foreign domination and for 

the uniting of States.  According to the Vienna Convention, States emerging from foreign 

domination will inherit none of the debt of their predecessors, and a unified State will 

inherit all of the debt of its predecessors.  
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Paul Williams and Jennifer Harris, State Succession to Debts and Assets:  The 

modern Law and Policy, 2001.   

 

…[C]reditor states have been less obliged to follow the principles of international law, 

whereas successor states generally have been held to those principles by the creditor 

states or other successor states. 

 

International law has played an effective role in further preserving the rights of creditor 

states and in countenancing reasonable agreements reached by the successor states.  In all 

of the recent cases of state succession, the creditor states relied upon the international law 

of pacta sunt servanda and the 1983 Vienna Convention to require that the successor 

states were bound by the debt of the predecessor state and to dictate or consent to an 

allocation of that debt.  This reliance on international law naturally was coupled with a 

clear warning that if the successor states wished to participate in the financial community, 

they would have to agree to service their allocation of debt.  In the case of the former 

Czechoslovakia, the creditor states also successfully relied upon international law to 

sanction the agreement of the successor states to allocate the debt on a two-to-one basis. 

Although international law provided for the link between the allocation of the debts and 

assets of the predecessor state, this link was only established in the cases of the former 

Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia upon the initiative and for the benefit of the successor 

states.  With respect to the former Soviet Union, the creditor states ignored this link and 

pursued their own interest in joint and several liability.  In the case of the former 

Yugoslavia, the successor states were unable to establish a link between the allocation of 

debts and assets among themselves, and the creditor states showed no interest in 

establishing such a link.  The lack of interest on the part of creditor states in establishing 

a link between the allocation of debts and assets was short-sighted.  If such a link were 

created, successor states would be more willing and able to service their share of the debt.  

Not only would the successor states see the allocation as just and fair, but they would be 

able to use or convert their assets in order to generate income to pay the debt. 
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Similarly, although international law provides for an equitable allocation of debts and 

assets, it has not been able to force or dictate an allocation by the successor states in non-

consensual break-ups, nor has it been able to persuade third-party states to become 

involved in allocating or preserving the assets for future allocation… 

 

…With respect to debts, it does appear that whether or not the break-up is consensual, the 

creditor states will invoke the principles of equitable allocation and consent of creditors 

to ensure that the debt is fully allocated in a manner likely to ensure that it is properly 

serviced… 

 

The enhanced application of the role of international law with respect to succession to the 

debts and assets of predecessor states would benefit from: (1) a requirement to consider 

the allocation of assets when assigning liability for debts; (2) a detailed definition of an 

equitable allocation, with criteria such as proportion of population and economic 

indicators as employed in the cases of the former Soviet Union and former 

Czechoslovakia; (3) a greater willingness and ability of international legal bodies to 

articulate and apply the principles of international law and to reject expedited and vague 

conclusions; and (4) the rejection of inequitable principles such as joint and several 

liability for all successor states regardless of their share of the assets or actual ability to 

repay the entire debt of the predecessor state. 

 

Questions: 

1. In regard to succession of treaty obligations, should it matter what type of treaty it is?  

Will the issues be different for a bilateral treaty (treaty with only two parties) 

concerning economic development and a multilateral treaty (treaty with three or more 

parties) concerning human rights? 

2. Which debt should a successor State inherit?  According to the Vienna Convention, 

the successor State is liable only for debts owed to other States or international 

organizations like the United Nations or World Bank.  Others say that the successor 

should be liable for debts owed to private corporations as well (for example, money 

owed to a foreign corporation for the construction of highways). 
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________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Another consideration in the succession of States is, Which successor State will inherit 

the predecessor‘s membership in international organizations?  If Yugoslavia was a 

member of the UN, which of Yugoslavia‘s successor States will take Yugoslavia‘s seat?  

The simple answer is that we look to the particular rules of the organization in question.  

In case of the UN, new States must reapply for admission.  Thus, if a State dissolves, all 

the successors will have to reapply for admission to the UN.  (Notably, if only a part of a 

State secedes and the predecessor State survives – as in the case of Ethiopia and Eritrea – 

then the predecessor State will retain its membership in the UN.) 

 

The student should note, however, that, to the extent that we are dealing with a sensitive 

political issue, the rules may be bent slightly.  For example, the Soviet Union was one of 

the five permanent members of the Security Council and thus had a veto power in 

important matters of international peace and security.  What if, after the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union, Russia as a successor State had to reapply for admission to the UN?  

Presumably, as a newly joined State, Russia would not be given a permanent seat on the 

Security Council.  This would change the structure of international power relations 

dramatically.  Therefore, perhaps for this reason, the UN allowed Russia to take the place 

of the Soviet Union at the UN.  This is not the only time exceptions have been made.  

When Pakistan split off from India at the time of independence from the British, for 

example, the UN decided to allow India to keep the seat of ―British India‖ at the UN 

because India had a larger population than Pakistan.  These cases should be contrasted 

with what happened to Serbia and Montenegro who, together as the ―Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia‖ (FRY), tried to succeed to Yugoslavia‘s seat at the UN after the dissolution 

of Yugoslavia.  The UN did not permit the FRY to take Yugoslavia‘s seat.  This left the 

FRY in an indeterminate position in the UN until eight years later Slobadan Milosevic‘s 

rule ended and a new government in FRY reapplied for UN membership. 
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The last succession issue is a simple succession issue.  Successor States do not inherit 

wrongs committed by predecessor States.  Thus, if there is a case pending against a State 

before an international tribunal and that State ceases to exist, the case will be dropped.  

Successor States will not inherit liability. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Problem 2:  State succession. 

 

State P (predecessor) dissolves into States S1, S2, and S3 (successors).  State P had 

property and outstanding debt.  State P also had a treaty with neighboring State N to 

improve an existing dam on a river that passed along the border of the two States.   

 

After State P dissolves, States S1, S2, and S3 enter into a devolution agreement.  The 

three States agree to cancel all outstanding treaties of P relating to economic development 

in their territories.  The States do not agree, however, on the distribution of P‘s assets and 

debt.   

P owned a radio tower that now lies in the territory of S2, one of P‘s successors.  (A radio 

tower, like a building, is affixed to the land.)  After P dissolved, S2 sold the tower to a 

private business for one million Birr and kept the money. 

 

 

2.4 Recognition of Governments 

 

Change of government is quite common.  In democracies, elections often result in the 

formation of new governments.  For the purposes of international law, a change in 

government is not a problem.  As already discussed, the law strongly emphasizes 

continuity in international obligations from one government to the next.  The 

international obligations of a State do not change when the government changes. 
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Problems may arise when a change in government happens through unconstitutional 

means, as for example by revolution or military coup.  In such cases, other States‘ 

governments may not like the new government and may want to change their relations 

with it.  For the most part, this is a political decision and not a matter of international law.  

Other governments have various options for expressing their dissatisfaction with a new 

government.  As an expression of disapproval, other governments may refuse to 

recognize the government, cut off diplomatic contacts, suspend travel to that country, or 

cut off trade and foreign aid.  A further step may be taken, somewhat more controversial: 

other governments may refuse to recognize a new government and continue to recognize 

the previous government living in exile.  After the communist takeover in China in 1949, 

the U.S. refused to recognize the new communist government and continued to recognize 

the previous government in exile in Taiwan as the legitimate government of China.  This 

went on until 1979 when the U.S. finally recognized the communist government.  Taiwan 

even occupied China‘s seat at the UN from 1949 until 1971. 

 

Each State has discretion as to how it will conduct its foreign relations.  Recognition of 

new governments is thus a decision for each State to make on its own.  The issue of 

recognition is separate from the issue of whether to continue diplomatic relations, travel, 

and trade.  A government may decide, again at its discretion, to recognize a new 

government but nonetheless to cut off diplomatic relations and trade with a new 

government.  A State also may make no statement as to whether it recognizes or does not 

recognize a new government. 

 

To the extent that recognition practice affects the internal affairs of a State – as would be 

the case if lack of international recognition weakened a new government – it could be 

argued that recognition of governments is an interference in the sovereignty of a State.  

The U.S. for some time applied the so-called ―Tobar Doctrine‖ which said that, in order 

to promote democratic transfers of power, new governments formed by use of force or 

subversion of legitimate democracies would not be recognized.  The idea was to use 

recognition practice to promote a certain type of government in other States.  This 
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certainly comes close to interference in another State‘s internal affairs.  One aspect of 

sovereignty is the right to form whatever type of government a State wants. 

 

In the 1970s the U.S. moved away from this practice:  ―In recent years, U.S. practice has 

been to deemphasize and avoid the use of recognition in cases of changes of governments 

and to concern ourselves with the question of whether we wish to have diplomatic 

relations with the new governments.‖  (1977).  This is the prevailing view – that it is 

better not to engage in recognition practice at all.  This view was most strongly expressed 

in a statement by the Mexican foreign minister Estrada, reproduced below.  It has become 

known as the ―Estrada doctrine.‖ 

 

Despite the logic and current popularity of the Estrada Doctrine, there are situations when 

the international community must determine the legitimacy of a new government.  

Imagine that a small band of people takes over the central government of Ethiopia for a 

very brief period, say a few months.  This band of rebels never controls all the territory of 

Ethiopia but nonetheless enters into treaties with other States.  Then the legitimate 

government overthrows the rebels and comes back into power.  The legitimate 

government probably will not recognize the treaties entered into by the rebels.  But what 

about the other State parties?  Are these treaties binding on Ethiopia as a matter of 

international law or not? 

 

For such cases, there are two opposite legal positions that one can take.  First, there are 

the so-called de jure criteria of governmental legitimacy.  The question is, Does the 

government have a legal title to govern (based on internal laws)?  Going by these criteria, 

all governments formed by revolutions are out.  This presents obvious problems, 

considering the number of governments formed illegally, including the U.S. government 

which was originally the product of a revolt from Britain.  On the opposite end there are 

de facto criteria. The only question here is whether the government has effective control 

over the State‘s territory.  This is the accepted approach in international law, clearly 

explained by William Howard Taft in his decision in the Tinoco Claims Arbitration, 

reproduced below. 
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In recent years, the United Nations has taken action several times against governments 

that came to power unlawfully.  For example, in Sierra Leone in 1997 the national army 

seized power from the democratically-elected President.  The UN condemned this 

unlawful seizure of power, and the UN continued to recognize the former democratic 

government and continued to seat its delegation.  With the help of such actions, the 

former government was restored to power the following year.  The UN responded 

similarly to violent changes of government in Haiti, Afghanistan, and Somalia.  In all of 

these cases the UN refused to recognize de facto governments but rather, as the U.S. did 

in the 50s and 60s, continued its recognition of de jure governments in exile as a means 

to censure undemocratic transfers of power.  It seems as though the UN is continuing the 

Tobar Doctrine in a different form. 

 

Statement by the Mexican Foreign Minister Estrada, 1930. 

 

It is a well-known fact that some years ago Mexico suffered, as few nations have, from 

the consequences of that doctrine, which allows foreign governments to pass upon the 

legitimacy or illegitimacy of the regime existing in another country, with the result that 

situations arise in which the legal qualifications or national status of governments or 

authorities are apparently made subject to the opinion of foreigners. 

… 

…[T]he Mexican Government is issuing no declarations in the sense of grants of 

recognition, since that nation considers that such a course is an insulting practice and one 

which, in addition to the fact that it offends the sovereignty of other nations, implies that 

judgment of some sort may be passed upon the internal affairs of those nations by other 

governments, inasmuch as the latter assume, in effect, an attitude of criticism, when they 

decide, favorably or unfavorably, as to the legal qualifications of foreign regimes. 
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The Tinoco Claims Arbitration (Great Britain v. Costa Rica), Opinion of William 

Howard Taft, 1923. 

 

[The Tinoco government came to power in Costa Rica by military coup and ruled for two 

years until the previous government regained control.  During this time, the Tinoco 

government entered into some international contracts, including one with a British oil 

company.  With the return of the previous government, these contracts were nullified.  

Great Britain argued that the Tinoco government was the government of Costa Rica and 

that the contracts could not be nullified.] 

 

The non-recognition by other nations of a government claiming to be a national 

personality, is usually appropriate evidence that it has not attained the independence and 

control entitling it by international law to be classed as such.  But when recognition vel 

non of a government is by such nations determined by inquiry, not into its de facto 

sovereignty and complete governmental control, but into its illegitimacy or irregularity of 

origin, their non-recognition loses something of evidential weight on the issue with which 

those applying the rules of international law are alone concerned. What is true of the non-

recognition of the United States in its bearing upon the existence of a de facto 

government under Tinoco for thirty months is probably in a measure true of non-

recognition by her Allies in the European War.  Such non-recognition for any reason, 

however, cannot outweigh the evidence disclosed by this record before me as to the de 

facto character of Tinoco‘s government, according to the standard set by international 

law. 

 

Second.  It is ably and earnestly argued on behalf of Costa Rica that the Tinoco 

government cannot be considered a de facto government, because it was not established 

and maintained in accord with the constitution of Cost Rica of 1871.  To hold that a 

government which establishes itself and maintains a peaceful administration, with the 

acquiescence of the people for a substantial period of time, does not become a de facto 

government unless it conforms to a previous constitution would be to hold that within the 
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rules of international law a revolution contrary to the fundamental law of the existing 

government cannot establish a new government.  This cannot be, and is not, true. 

… 

…The issue is not whether the new government assumes power or conducts its 

administration under constitutional limitations established by the people during the 

incumbency of the government it has overthrown.  The question is, has it really 

established itself in such a way that all within its influence recognize its control, and that 

there is no opposing force assuming to be a government in its place?  Is it discharging its 

functions as a government usually does, respected within its own jurisdiction? 

 

Statement by UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie on the Seating of the Communist 

Government of China at the UN, 1950. 

 

The Chinese case is unique in the history of the United Nations, not because it involves a 

revolutionary change of government, but because it is the first in which two rival 

governments exist.  It is quite possible that such a situation will occur again in the future 

and it is highly desirable to see what principle can be followed in choosing between the 

rivals.  It has been demonstrated that the principle of numerical preponderance of 

recognition is inappropriate and legally incorrect.  Is any other principle possible? 

 

It is submitted that the proper principle can be derived by analogy from Article 4 of the 

Charter.  This Article requires that an applicant for membership must be able and willing 

to carry out the obligations of membership.  The obligations of membership can be 

carried out only by governments which in fact possess the power to do so.  Where a 

revolutionary government presents itself as representing a State, in rivalry to an existing 

government, the question at issue should be which of these two governments in fact is in 

a position to employ the resources and direct the people of the State in fulfillment of the 

obligations of membership.  In essence, this means an inquiry as to whether the new 

government exercises effective authority within the territory of the State and is habitually 

obeyed by the bulk of the population. 
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If so, it would seem to be appropriate for the United Nations organs, through their 

collective action, to accord it the right to represent the State in the Organization, even 

though the individual Members of the Organization refuse, and may continue to refuse, to 

accord it recognition as the lawful government for reasons which are valid under their 

national policies. 
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Chapter 3:  International Organizations and Other International Actors 

 

The prototypical international organization is the United Nations.  The UN has both more 

power and less power than the student might expect.  Undoubtedly, the UN has not met 

the expectations of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson who in 1919 encouraged the 

formation of the League of Nations, the precursor to the United Nations, and envisioned 

an era of peaceful cooperation among States.  The ineffectiveness of the League was 

proven in 1935 when Italy invaded Ethiopia in blatant violation of the Covenant of the 

League and the League failed to muster the will of its member States to oppose the 

aggressor Italy.  The UN is modeled on the League of Nations and carries forward the 

League‘s intent to prevent wars among States.  As will be seen in the chapter on use of 

force, the UN has had limited success in this area. 

 

Central to the structure of the League and subsequently the UN is the ideological balance 

between democratic proto-―World Parliament‖ representing each State equally and the 

―realpolitik‖ of the Great Powers that concedes the greater influence of certain States.  

The UN has as its proto-―World Parliament‖ the General Assembly where every State 

can participate and every State has one vote.  As for realpolitik, this is apparent in the 

structure of the Security Council which gives permanent place and greater influence to 

the five victorious powers of World War II – France, Britain, U.S., China, and Russia.  

Students are often troubled by the organization of the Security Council that allows a 

single permanent member to completely block a proposal.  Certainly this is unfair, but it 

is the price that was paid to get the Great Powers to submit to some form of international 

governance.  Power matters in international politics. The UN is helpful precisely in that it 

works to temper and mitigate the expression of raw power in favor of greater stability.  

The Great Powers would not have agreed to the UN structure, nor set up any such 

international body that had power over them, without having representation in the 

organization somewhat commensurate with their influence in world affairs when acting 

alone. 
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The UN is the chief among many international organizations that attempt to coordinate 

the actions of States in particular subject areas and particular regions.  The proliferation 

of international organizations has happened only quite recently, with the first having been 

created around 1815 after the end of Napoleon‘s conquests in Europe.  Most of these 

organizations were created to address specific problems in interstate cooperation that 

have come with modern technological developments and improved transportation.  For 

example, the coordination of international mail is accomplished through the Universal 

Postal Union, established in 1865.  Commercial airplanes can pass over international 

borders and land at airports in other countries by virtue of the coordinating efforts of the 

International Civil Aviation Organization.  Hundreds of such organizations exist, 

including the World Trade Organization, the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, 

the World Health Organization, and the International Telecommunication Union. 

 

Other international organizations are more political in nature and have a wider scope.  

This is true of the UN as well as for the many regional organizations like the 

Organization of American States and the African Union.  Many of the regional 

arrangements are now rather complex, especially the European Union which contains the 

structures for everything from economic integration to human rights litigation.  The 

detailed workings of the European Union are beyond the scope of this text, but reference 

will be made to the EU and also to the African Union – an international organization 

closer to home – when appropriate. 

 

3.1 Characteristics of International Organizations 

 

The term ―international organization‖ is meant to designate a distinct type of organization 

with particular characteristics.  This is important because international organizations have 

attained a special status in international law that other organizations like NGOs do not 

have.  So then, an international organization is an organization, typically established by 

treaty, whose members are States or other international organizations.  When the UN or 

the African Union or the World Trade Organization meets to make a decision, it is not 

individuals who sit and vote their interests there but rather representatives of States who 
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speak in favor of State interests.  The treaty that establishes an international organization 

usually acts as a constitution for that organization.  This is the case with the UN; its 

Charter sets out the fundamental structure and rules of the organization.  If someone has a 

question about what UN organs can and cannot do, the Charter is the place to go for an 

answer. 

 

International organizations have taken on many of the characteristics of States in the 

international system, as explained previously.  Like States, international organizations 

can enter into treaties.  The UN had to enter a treaty with the U.S. to establish the UN 

headquarters in New York.  Like States, international organizations can sue and be sued 

in national and international tribunals.  Like States, international organizations enjoy 

certain privileges and immunities, as for example those enjoyed by UN diplomats 

traveling abroad on UN business. 

 

This is not to say that international organizations have the same status as States in the 

international system.  International organizations are the creation of States, and their 

powers are limited to the powers that the constituting States have given them.  States 

have privileges and immunities that are general whereas international organizations have 

only such privileges and immunities as are necessary to carry out the organization‘s 

functions.  An international organization cannot invoke ―sovereign immunity‖ – 

immunity from liability in foreign courts in cases involving official acts – because an 

international organization is not a sovereign.  Also, only States can appear before the 

International Court of Justice in contentious cases.  International organizations have to 

resort to other international tribunals to resolve their disputes. 

 

In the early years of the United Nations, the status of international organizations in 

international law still was not clear.  This is the problem of ―legal personality‖ – can 

international organizations be the holders of rights and duties at the international level at 

all?  Previously, only States had legal personality in the international system.  A 

significant number of international organizations already had come into existence by the 
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time the UN was created.  In the UN‘s activities, however, it faced the question of legal 

personality early on.  An answer was given by the International Court of Justice in 1949. 

 

Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations, ICJ Advisory 

Opinion, 1949 

 

[After WWII Jewish settlers in Palestine revolted from the mandate government of 

Britain and began a war to displace the local Arab population.  The British started a 

withdrawal, and the UN dispatched a Swedish diplomat, Count Folke Bernadotte, to 

mediate between Jewish and Arab groups and obtain a cease-fire.  Neither Jews nor 

Arabs wanted a negotiated settlement.  Sadly, the UN diplomat was assassinated, most 

likely by Jewish extremists.  The UN wanted to make a claim for damages on behalf of 

its employee, but, under traditional international law principles, such a claim could be 

brought only by a State with legal personality.  The UN General Assembly forwarded the 

question to the ICJ for an advisory opinion.] 

 

Competence to bring an international claim is, for those possessing it, the capacity to 

resort to the customary methods recognized by international law for the establishment, 

the presentation and the settlement of claims.  Among these methods may be mentioned 

protest, request for an enquiry, negotiation, and request for submission to an arbitral 

tribunal or to the Court in so far as this may be authorized by the Statute. 

 

This capacity certainly belongs to the State; a State can bring an international claim 

against another State.  Such a claim takes the form of a claim between two political 

entities, equal in law, similar in form, and both the direct subjects of international law… 

… 

 

…[I]n the international sphere, has the Organization such a nature as involves the 

capacity to bring an international claim?  In order to answer this question, the Court must 

first enquire whether the Charter has given the Organization such a position that it 
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possesses, in regard to its Members, rights which it is entitled to ask them to respect.  In 

other words, does the Organization possess international personality?... 

 

To answer this question, which is not settled by the actual terms of the Charter, we must 

consider what characteristics it was intended thereby to give to the Organization. 

 

The subjects of law in any legal system are not necessarily identical in their nature or in 

the extent of their rights, and their nature depends upon the needs of the community.  

Throughout its history, the development of international law has been influenced by the 

requirements of international life, and the progressive increase in the collective activities 

of States has already given rise to instances of action upon the international plane by 

certain entities which are not States.  This development culminated in the establishment 

in June 1945 of an international organization whose purposes and principles are specified 

in the Charter of the United Nations.  But to achieve these ends the attribution of 

international personality is indispensable. 

 

The Charter has not been content to make the Organization created by it merely a centre 

‗for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends‘ (Article 

I, para. 4).  It has equipped that centre with organs, and has given it special tasks.  It has 

defined the position of the Members in relation to the Organization by requiring them to 

give it every assistance in any action undertaken by it (Article 2, para. 5), and to accept 

and carry out the decisions of the Security Council; by authorizing the General Assembly 

to make recommendations to the Members; by giving the Organization legal capacity and 

privileges and immunities in the territory of each of its Members; and by providing for 

the conclusion of agreements between the Organization and its Members.  Practice – in 

particular the conclusion of conventions to which the Organization is a party – has 

confirmed the character of the Organization, which occupies a position in certain respects 

in detachment from its Members…  It must be added that the Organization is a political 

body, charged with political tasks of an important character, and covering a wide field…  

The ―Convention of the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations‖ of 1946 creates 

rights and duties between each of the signatories and the Organization… It is difficult to 
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see how such a convention could operate except upon the international plane and as 

between parties possessing international personality. 

 

…[T]he Organization was intended to exercise and enjoy, and is in fact exercising and 

enjoying, functions and rights which can only be explained on the basis of the possession 

of a large measure of international personality and the capacity to operate upon an 

international plane.  It is at present the supreme type of international organization, and it 

could not carry out the intentions of its founders if it was devoid of international 

personality.  It must be acknowledged that its Members, by entrusting certain functions to 

it, with the attendant duties and responsibilities, have clothed it with the competence 

required to enable those functions to be effectively discharged. 

 

Accordingly, the Court has come to the conclusion that the Organization is an 

international person.  That is not the same thing as saying that it is a State, which it 

certainly is not, or that its legal personality and rights and duties are the same as those of 

a State.  Still less is it the same thing as saying that it is ―a super-State,‖ whatever that 

expression may mean.  It does not even imply that all its rights and duties must be upon 

the international plane, any more than all the rights and duties of a State must be upon 

that plane.  What it does mean is that it is a subject of international law and capable of 

possessing international rights and duties, and that it has capacity to maintain its rights by 

bringing international claims. 

 

The next question is whether the sum of the international rights of the Organization 

comprises the right to bring the kind of international claim described in the Request for 

this Opinion.  That is a claim against a State to obtain reparation in respect of the damage 

caused by the injury of an agent of the Organization in the course of the performance of 

his duties.  Whereas a State possesses the totality of international rights and duties 

recognized by international law, the rights and duties of an entity such as the 

Organization must depend upon its purposes and functions as specified or implied in its 

constituent documents and developed in practice.  The functions of the Organization are 
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of such a character that they could not be effectively discharged if they involved the 

concurrent action, on the international plane, of fifty-eight or more Foreign Offices… 

… 

When the Organization has sustained damage resulting from a breach by a Member of its 

international obligations, it is impossible to see how it can obtain reparation unless it 

possesses capacity to bring an international claim.  It cannot be supposed that in such an 

event all the Members of the Organization… must combine to bring a claim against the 

defendant for the damage suffered by the Organization. 

… 

…[The Court had also to consider whether a claim for damages could be made against 

Israel, a non-member of the UN.]  [T]he Court‘s opinion is that fifty States, representing 

the vast majority of the members of the international community, had the power… to 

bring into being an entity possessing objective international personality, and not merely 

personality recognized by them alone… 

 

Questions: 

1. It is likely that the Court had little choice but to find that the UN had legal 

personality.  As the Court itself pointed out, the Organization was already acting as a 

full-fledged legal entity at the international level, entering treaties and enforcing 

rights vis-à-vis member States.  The question remains, how much legal personality do 

international organizations like the UN have?  Is this legal personality totally 

dependent on the constituting agreement of the organization?  That is, do 

organizations have only such legal personality as their constituting States give them?  

Or is there a ―residual legal status‖ for organizations that have not been given 

personality to any extent in their constituting agreements? 

2. In another part of the opinion not produced here, the Court discussed the problems 

that would arise if a UN employee could not get legal protection from his own 

employer.  Particularly, the Court worried that such an employee, forced to look to 

his home State for protection, would have divided loyalty, or greater loyalty to his 

true protector – his home State – than his employer.  ―[H]e should not have to rely on 

the protection of his own State.  If he had to rely on that State, his independence 
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might well be compromised…‖  How will the UN ensure that its employees remain 

independent and impartial from their home States?  An employee‘s career at the UN 

may depend on political pressure exerted by his or her home State.  If your job 

depends on your home State, then your home State is in a good position to give you 

instructions as to what you should do in your job. 

 

 3.2:  The Structure of the United Nations 

 

We now turn to the internal workings of international organizations, with a focus on the 

United Nations.  As explained, the UN Charter acts as a constitution for the UN, setting 

out its separate organs, defining the roles of these organs, and clarifying the relationship 

between the UN and its Member States. 

 

The entire UN Charter must be understood ―in light of its object and purpose.‖  In many 

circumstances Member States are called on to act in a way consistent with the purposes 

of the UN.  Well then, what are the purposes of the UN?  Not surprisingly these appear at 

the beginning of the Charter in Article 1.  The first purpose is ―to maintain international 

peace and security.‖  This is a continuation of the mission of the League of Nations and is 

expressed in the first sentence of the Charter Preamble ―We the peoples of the United 

Nations determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war…‖  The 

second purpose is ―to develop friendly relations among nations…‖  This may sound a lot 

like the previous purpose, since having friendly relations would be the flip side to having 

hostile relations and fighting.  In fact, though, the statement is meant to reaffirm the 

sovereign equality of individual States and encourage States to meet one another on equal 

footing.  The third purpose, somewhat more rambling, is ―to achieve international 

cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or 

humanitarian character, and in promoting…human rights…‖  In other words, the UN will 

serve as a forum for discussing and solving international problems.  This has been done, 

in fact, and many successful international treaties, for example the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea, have been fostered under UN auspices.  The fourth 

and final purpose is ―to be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations…‖  This seems 
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to repeat the third purpose, as ―harmonizing‖ is somewhat similar to ―cooperation.‖  

Perhaps the fourth purpose merely confirms the general commitment of Member States to 

joint action in all international matters. 

 

Some general points about UN relations with Member States must be made here. The 

first and perhaps most interesting question is, Can the UN force a Member State to do 

something?  This question is really two questions, for there is first the question of 

whether the UN lawfully can bind a Member State to a course of action and then there is 

the question of whether the UN can enforce its orders.  As will be seen, the Security 

Council is really the only organ that can pass and enforce binding resolutions.  

Nonetheless, the General Assembly at least may bind Member States in regard to certain 

budgetary matters, and the decisions of the ICJ in contentious cases are binding on the 

State parties before the Court.  In practice, the UN remains a loose association of 

essentially independent States rather than a world government with control over its 

constituent Members. 

 

In general, so long as the UN is acting in accordance with the Charter, the Members 

States are supposed to cooperate.  Member States are committed to ―give the UN every 

assistance in any action it takes in accordance with the present Charter…‖  (Article 2(5)).  

At the same time, the UN has consented not to intervene ―in matters which are essentially 

within the domestic jurisdiction of any state…,‖ except for certain actions undertaken by 

the Security Council (Article 2(7)).  Thus Member States have committed to some 

international governance but with the caveat that they continue to control their domestic 

affairs.   

 

Interestingly, the UN Charter contains a ―supremacy clause‖ (Article 103) making 

Charter provisions ―supreme‖ over any other treaty obligation that a Member State may 

have.  This would prevent a Member State from using its other treaty commitments as an 

excuse to get out of obligations to the UN.  A Member State‘s UN obligations are some 

of the highest obligations that it has on the international plane. 
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The General Assembly (GA) is the Parliament of the UN, but it is a Parliament with little 

or no legislative power.  GA resolutions are like recommendations to Member States – 

the resolutions are not binding.  (As will be seen in subsequent chapters, GA resolutions 

nonetheless express the overall opinion of the international community and as such may 

form the basis for customary law.)  The student may very well wonder what the point is 

of passing non-binding resolutions, but this would be to underestimate the power of peer 

pressure in a ―community‖ of States.  It is certainly not the case that States do things only 

when forced to do them at gunpoint.   

 

As a ―legislature‖ the GA‘s scope is general – it may discuss and make recommendations 

on any matter within the scope of the Charter (Article 10).  Also, the GA may be an 

advisor to the Security Council (Article 10).  In this role the GA sometimes brings 

matters to the attention of the Security Council and makes recommendations.  Notably, if 

the Security Council has taken up a matter already, the GA cannot comment to the 

Security Council on that matter unless the Security Council asks for advice.  Actually, the 

GA is not supposed to comment at all on any matter that the Security Council ―remains 

seized of‖ (see Article 12).   

 

All States are members of the GA, and each State has one vote (see Article 18).  For 

―important questions‖ two-thirds of the members present must vote in favor.  For ―other 

questions‖ a simple majority will prevail.  There are also subsidiary bodies within the GA 

with similar procedures, for example the UN Human Rights Council, composed of 47 

member states elected by the GA.  These subsidiary bodies conduct studies and prepare 

resolutions for consideration by the GA. 

 

The Security Council (SC), compared to the GA, has more power, but it is exercised 

within a narrower scope.  In fact, the SC passes both non-binding resolutions and binding 

resolutions.  The binding resolutions may be passed only when the SC is taking action 

―for the maintenance of international peace and security.‖  (Article 24.)  Seemingly the 

SC has wider discretion in passing non-binding resolutions.  Nonetheless, international 

peace and security remains the SC‘s ―primary responsibility.‖  By ―primary‖ is meant 
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that other organs like the GA may have secondary roles in maintaining international 

peace and security.   

 

The SC is a far more exclusive body than the GA.  The SC consists of fifteen members – 

five permanent members and ten rotating members with two-year terms.  (The student 

will be reassured to know that the nonpermanent seats in the SC are distributed by region 

as follows:  three to Africa, two to Asia, two to Latin America, two to Western Europe, 

and one to Eastern Europe.)  A resolution requires nine votes to pass.  As explained 

above, however, the permanent members have a veto power over all resolutions 

concerning non-procedural matters.  The Charter states that a resolution must have ―the 

concurring votes of the permanent members.‖  (Article 27.)  This provision has been 

modified by the subsequent practice of the SC.  Now it is understood that abstentions by 

permanent members or even failure to vote due to absence from a meeting count as 

―concurring votes‖ and, as such, will not prevent a resolution from passing.  In short, 

then, it is only the casting of a vote against a resolution by a permanent member that will 

block the resolution.  Abstentions by permanent members will not matter.  Technically, a 

resolution could pass even if the five permanent members all abstain from voting. 

 

The other organs of the UN are the Secretariat, the International Court of Justice (ICJ), 

the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and the Trusteeship Council (now 

obsolete).   

 

The Secretariat is composed of all the administrative staff of the UN and headed by the 

Secretary-General.  Although the role of the Secretary-General as a spokesman for the 

UN may lend to this position an aura of power, the fact is that the Secretary-General has a 

limited ability to influence decision-making.  At best the Secretary-General may ―bring to 

the attention of the Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the 

maintenance of international peace and security.‖ (Article 99.)  The Secretary-General is 

more the head of UN employees than the head of the UN itself.  (Of course, the position 

is important enough that the SC is involved in the hiring process – the SC recommends a 
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candidate for approval by the GA thus giving permanent members of the SC an 

opportunity to veto anyone they do not like.)  

 

The International Court of Justice functions under its own statute which is ―an integral 

part‖ of the Charter and is annexed to it.  (Article 92.)  The Court has fifteen judges all 

from different States.  (The judges are elected by the GA and SC, each body voting 

separately.)  Two types of cases come before the Court – contentious cases between 

States and requests for advisory opinions from organs of the UN or from specialized 

agencies.  Although Member States under the Charter have an obligation to resolve their 

disputes by peaceful means (article 33), there is no specific obligation to use the ICJ.  

States must consent to the jurisdiction of the ICJ in contentious cases, either at the time 

the dispute arises or beforehand by a separate treaty.  States also may accept the 

jurisdiction of the ICJ generally, or for a specified category of cases, by communicating 

this in a declaration and filing it with the UN.  In fact, the ICJ has been underused by 

State parties.  From 1946 to 1996, only one hundred cases came before the Court.  The 

GA has passed several resolutions calling for greater use of the Court, but Member States 

remain reluctant. 

 

The Economic and Social Council functions like a mini GA with a special focus on 

economic, social, and humanitarian issues.  Like the GA, it has subsidiary organs, for 

example the UN Environment Program.  Each member has one vote and a simple 

majority will prevail.  ECOSOC makes studies and reports and may bring matters to the 

attention of the GA. 

 

The Trusteeship Council was created to monitor those colonies placed under the 

administrative authority of another State following World War II.  For example, Italian 

Somaliland was a trust territory that was later merged with Somalia.  As explained 

previously, the trust system was similar to the mandate system administered by the 

League of Nations.  (Indeed, the UN insisted that South Africa, which had a Mandate to 

govern Namibia, still owed obligations under the Mandate to the UN after World War II.)  

The Trusteeship Council was composed of the five permanent members of the Security 
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Council.  Originally it monitored the eleven trust territories, but it suspended its 

operations with the independence of the last trust territory in 1994. 

 

The UN has many problems in practice – most significantly the problem of preventing 

aggression and war by States – but the major structural problems are two.  First, there is 

some confusion as to the respective areas of authority of the SC and the GA.  Second, 

there is some question as to whether the ICJ can review the activities of the SC and GA 

and pass judgment on them.  The first of these two issues comes out in the following 

excerpt on the UN‘s handling of the apartheid issue in South Africa. 

 

Jeffrey Dunoff, Steven Ratner, and David Wippman, International Law, Norms 

Actors, Process:  A Problem-Oriented Approach, 2002. 

 

The UN‘s first foray into the racial system in South Africa began in response to a 

complaint by the government of India in 1946 regarding the treatment of Indians in South 

Africa.  In a mildly worded resolution at its first session, the General Assembly simply 

stated its opinion that Indians should be treated according to agreement concluded 

between the two governments and requested that the two parties consult.  G.A. Res. 44 

(1946).  Four years after the legal establishment of apartheid in South Africa, a group of 

developing states requested that the Secretary-General put apartheid per se on the agenda 

of the 1952 General Assembly.  At the debate in the Assembly, South Africa objected 

that the United Nations lacked the competence to consider the internal affairs of one of its 

members.  The Assembly nonetheless passed [Resolution 616 B which requested 

Member States to ensure that their policies promoted fundamental rights and freedoms 

such as ―equality before the law of all persons regardless of race, creed, or colour…‖]. 

… 

 

On March 21, 1960, in Sharpville, a township in northeastern South Africa, during a 

peaceful protest by blacks against the laws that restricted their movement and permissible 

habitations, government troops opened fire, killing 68 men, women, and children and 

injuring 180.  Four days after the Sharpville Massacre, a group of 29 states from Africa 
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and Asia asked the UN Security Council to hold a meeting to discuss this issue…  The 

Council‘s members agreed quickly (though Britain and France abstained) on the 

following resolution. 

 

Security Council Resolution 134 (1960) 

 

 The Security Council… 

 Recognizing that such a situation ahs been brought about by the racial 

policies of the government of the Union of South Africa and the continued 

disregard by that Government of the resolutions of the General Assembly calling 

upon it to revise its policies and bring them into conformity with its obligations 

and responsibilities under the Charter of the United Nations… 

 1.  Recognizes that the situation in the Union of South Africa is one that has 

leg to international friction and if continued might endanger international peace 

and security; 

 2.  Deplores that the recent disturbances in the Union of South Africa should 

have led to the loss of life of so many Africans and extends to the families of the 

victims its deepest sympathies;… 

 4.  Calls upon the Government of the Union of South Africa to initiate 

measures aimed at bringing about racial harmony based on equality in order to 

ensure that the present situation does not continue or recur, and to abandon its 

policies of apartheid and racial discrimination… 

… 

During the apartheid years, the United Nations and its specialized agencies utilized a 

variety of sanctioning mechanisms.  These efforts began in the General Assembly, whose 

powers under the Charter are limited to recommendations, but eventually included the 

Security Council as well.  In November 1962, the Assembly passed the following 

resolution by a vote of 67-16-23; nearly all the opposing states were wealthy Western 

states. 

 

General Assembly Resolution 1761 (1962) 

 

The General Assembly… 

 1.  Deplores the failure of the Government of the Republic of South Africa to 

comply with the repeated requests and demands of the General Assembly and of 

the Security Council and its flouting of world public opinion by refusing to 

abandon its racial policies; 

… 
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 4.  Requests Member States to take the following measures, separately or 

collectively, in conformity with the Charter, to bring about the abandonment of 

those policies: 

(a)  Breaking off diplomatic relations with the Government of the 

Republic of South Africa or refraining from establishing such relations; 

  (b)  Closing their ports to all vessels flying the South African flag; 

 (c)  Enacting legislation prohibiting their ships from entering South 

African ports; 

(d)  Boycotting all South African goods and refraining from exporting 

goods, including all arms and ammunition, to South Africa; 

(e)  Refusing landing and passage facilities to all aircraft belonging to 

the Government of South Africa and companies registered under the laws of 

South Africa; 

 5.  Decides to establish a Special Committee consisting of representatives of 

Member States [to review and report to the Assembly and Council on 

apartheid]… 

 8.  Requests the Security Council to take appropriate measures, including 

sanctions, to secure South Africa‘s compliance with the resolutions of the 

General Assembly and of the Security Council on this subject and, if necessary, 

to consider action under Article 6 of the Charter [concerning expulsion]. 

… 

In 1963, Western nations, facing pressure from the developing world to take significant 

action against apartheid, announced that they would stop arms sales to South Africa.  

United States Ambassador Adlai Stevenson announced the U.S. policy as the Security 

Council was debating the South Africa issue in August 1963.  Five days after his 

announcement, the Council passed the first arms embargo by the United Nations against a 

member state.  It was adopted with no opposition, with Britain and France again 

abstaining, the former asserting that Britain‘s military cooperation with South Africa for 

the protection of sea routes prevented support for a full arms embargo.  The resolution 

was not, however, adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter and was not considered 

at the time to be a legally binding decision. 

… 

These resolutions notwithstanding, South Africa continued to practice – and indeed 

strengthen – apartheid during the 1960s and 1970s… 

 

In the early 1970s, a coalition of states opposed to apartheid sought to devise yet a new 

sanction – removal of South Africa from the United Nations itself.  Article 6 of the 

Charter gives the General Assembly the right to expel a member that ―has persistently 
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violated the Principles‖ of the Charter, but only upon the recommendation of the Security 

Council; Article 5 allows the General Assembly to suspend any privileges of a member 

state that has been the subject of Security Council ―preventative or enforcement action,‖ 

but also only upon the Council‘s recommendation.  These anti-apartheid states began this 

process in the Credentials Committee in September 1974. 

… 

The Credentials Committee decided by a vote of 5-3-1 to accept the credentials of all 

states except South Africa.  Two days later, the General Assembly approved the report of 

the Credentials Committee, as well as a resolution asking the Security Council to ―review 

the relationship between the United Nations and South Africa in the light of the constant 

violation by South Africa of the principles of the Charter and the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights.‖  G.A. Res. 3207 (1974).  When the Council accordingly took up the 

matter in October 1974, it debated for 11 meetings whether to expel South Africa.  

Ultimately, a resolution to expel South Africa was vetoed by France, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States… 

… 

Compared to the actions in the General Assembly, the Security Council, by virtue of the 

veto power of three states with economic ties to South Africa, adopted far fewer, and 

much narrower resolutions; these urged South Africa to cease specific policies, such as 

imprisonment and execution of political opponents and indiscriminate attacks on peaceful 

protesters, and emphasized the need for dialogue between the races.  Yet in November 

1977, the Security Council unanimously, with no abstentions, tightened the arms 

embargo on South Africa.  Its new embargo was taken under Chapter VII of the Charter, 

the first time the Council had imposed such sanctions against a UN member state.  (The 

Council had acted under Chapter VII in authorizing the United States and its allies to use 

military force against North Korea in 1950 and in imposing economic sanctions against 

Rhodesia in 1962, but those states were not UN members.) 
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Security Council Resolution 418 (1977) 

 

The Security Council,… 

 Recognizing that the military build-up by South Africa and its persistent acts 

of aggression against the neighboring States seriously disturb the security of 

those States… 

 Acting therefore under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, 

 1.  Determines, having regard to the policies and acts of the South African 

Government, that the acquisition by South Africa of arms and related materiel 

constitutes a threat to the maintenance of international peace and security; 

 2.  Decides that all States shall cease forthwith any provision to South Africa 

of arms and related materiel of all types, including the sale or transfer of 

weapons and ammunition, military vehicles and equipment, paramilitary police 

equipment… 

… 

 Ultimately, domestic and international pressure led the Nationalist Party to select 

F. W. DeKlerk, a moderate party member, as President of South Africa in 1989.  DeKlerk 

began a four-year process that would lead to the end of apartheid.  Following free and 

open elections in April 1994, a nonracial government, led by Nelson Mandela, took office 

on May 10, 1994… 

 

Questions: 

1. Are GA and SC playing their proper roles?  Article 12 of the UN Charter bars the GA 

from making recommendations on an issue ―while the SC is exercising…the 

functions assigned to it‖ with respect to that issue.  Did the GA and the SC not act at 

the same time (and with different opinions) on the issue of apartheid?  

2. Did South Africa‘s policy of apartheid really threaten international peace and 

security?  If not, how can the SC pass resolutions in response to apartheid that are 

binding on Member States?  Does the SC have an obligation to explain why a certain 

situation presents a threat to international peace and security?  

3. Was South Africa right that the UN was interfering with matters within its domestic 

jurisdiction, in violation of Charter Article 2(7)?  (Presumably, if right, then all UN 

actions against South Africa would be unlawful, except for certain SC actions under 

Chapter VII which are exempted from the prohibition in Article 2(7).)  
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In theory, the SC is a body whose powers are limited by the Charter.  In practice, 

however, the SC has incredible discretion when deciding (1) whether a situation poses a 

threat to international peace and security, and (2) what actions it will take in response to 

the threat.   

 

The SC has identified many ―threats‖ to international peace and security that do not seem 

like threats as such.  As noted above, the SC called South Africa‘s policy of apartheid a 

threat to peace.  The SC identified civil wars in Liberia, Somalia, and Rwanda as threats, 

even though at the time the violence was localized and not at all international.  The SC 

has said generally that ―widespread violations of international humanitarian law‖ are 

threats to international peace.  In another situation, the SC determined that Libya 

presented a threat for failing to renounce terrorism and failing to extradite suspects in the 

bombing of an airplane over Lockerbie, Scotland.  Most extreme, the SC found a threat to 

exist when the democratically elected President of Haiti was ousted in a military coup.  

Such changes in government are internal, rather than international, issues.   

 

Of greater concern are the wide-ranging actions taken by the SC in response to threats to 

international peace and security.  Typically, the SC will act inside the collective security 

framework of Chapter VII.  (As the ICJ noted in the 1971 Namibia case, the SC may pass 

binding resolutions outside the framework of Chapter VII so long as there is a threat to 

peace. The normal process, however, is to go through Chapter VII every time the SC 

wants to bind Member States.  Most resolutions that are intended to be binding will state 

specifically that the SC is acting under Chapter VII.)  Chapter VII outlines a rather 

specific series of actions that the SC may take, including economic sanctions and use of 

armed force.  The language of Chapter VII is broad, however, and, as explained in the 

case Prosecutor v. Tadic (1996), the possible actions listed in Chapter VII are illustrative 

and do not exclude other possible actions. 

 

Recently the SC has begun to make greater use of its broad discretion to take action under 

Chapter VII.  After the Iraq-Kuwait conflict, the SC acting under Chapter VII set an 

inviolable border between the two States, established a regime of weapons inspections, 
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and determined that Iraq had to pay back certain debts to other States.  In short, the SC 

made determinations about the legal responsibility of Iraq on a number of issues.  The SC 

also established international tribunals to prosecute war criminals in Rwanda and the 

former Yugoslavia and set out the procedures for these tribunals.  Again under Chapter 

VII, the SC adopted resolutions requiring Member States to take action against terrorists, 

for example by stopping the transfer of funds to terrorist organizations. 

 

These actions by the SC have not gone unnoticed.  One of the defendants on trial before 

the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia alleged that the SC did not 

have authority under Chapter VII to establish the Tribunal itself which the defendant 

described as ―of a different nature‖ from the actions contemplated in Chapter VII.  (See 

Prosecutor v. Tadic, 1996.)  Indeed, some scholars worry that the SC is beginning to 

create international law through the use of Chapter VII.  The Charter intended the SC to 

resolve specific conflicts, not pass generally-applicable international legislation.  SC 

resolutions are not listed as binding sources of international law under the ICJ statute.  It 

is the GA that legislates on general matters, only without the powers of coercion.  This is 

a hard line to draw, however.  For example, the SC needs to deal with terrorism, which is 

a very specific threat to international peace and security.  Can the SC declare that 

terrorism is illegal and require Member States to take responsibility for terrorists groups 

within their territory?  Seemingly, international laws regarding terrorism are not to be set 

by the SC.  Must the SC then go after specific groups and specific States rather than try to 

deal with terrorism in general?   

 

Michael Fremuth and Jörn Griebel, On the Security Council as a Legislator:  A 

Blessing or a Curse for the International Community?  2007. 

 

…[An] interesting key topic concerns resolution 1373 (2001) of the [UN SC] and the 

question as to whether the SC has the power to ‗legislate‘ on the topic of terrorism, that 

is, to enact abstract and general rules on the State-community irrespective of a concrete 

threat to international peace and security… 

… 
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…[O]ne can only speak of legislation where a unilaterally established act is of an abstract 

and general character with binding force for the future.  An abstract character is at hand 

if the rule is directed towards an unlimited number of cases. The rule is of a general 

nature if it is addressed to an unlimited number of subjects… 

… 

…[Resolution 1373 addresses terrorism as an abstract phenomenon and declares it to be a 

threat to international peace and security… 

 

A brief overview of the rules adopted [in resolution 1373] should be presented.  Firstly, 

the SC decides that all States have to prevent and suppress the financing of terrorist acts.  

This includes the duty to freeze financial assets as well as the obligation to prevent and to 

criminalize such activities in their territory…  Secondly, States are obliged to refrain 

from any form of support to terrorists and are to suppress their recruitment and the supply 

of weapons to terrorists.  States generally have to prevent the commission of terrorist 

acts.  They have to deny safe haven to persons involved in terrorist acts, to prevent their 

territory from being used for terrorist purposes and to prevent the free movement of 

terrorists… 

 

In conclusion, responding to the finding of an abstract situation constituting a threat to 

peace and security, resolution 1373 (2001) provides for an abstract rule that addresses all 

States and thus is also general in nature.  Accordingly, the requirements of legislation as 

defined above are met. 

… 

…[Resolution 1540 (2004)] decides in a similarly abstract and general terms invoking 

Chapter VII of the UN Charter that all States have to refrain from providing any form of 

support to non-State actors concerning their exposure to [nuclear, chemical, and 

biological] weapons and their means of delivery…, and that they have to enforce 

effective laws prohibiting non-State actors in their dealings with such weapons and their 

means of delivery…   

… 
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Resolution 1540 (2004) is, similar to resolution 1373 (2001), of an abstract and general 

nature in response to an abstract threat to peace.  Accordingly, the SC acted for a second 

time as a legislator. 

… 

…[A]ny activity of an international organization depends on a title of competence 

granted to it by its member States, and that the organization accordingly is restricted to 

given competencies.  Accordingly, it has to be proven that an existing competence 

entitles the SC to legislative action… 

… 

…[Article 41 of Chapter VII] empowers the SC to take ‗measures‘, a notion also 

employed in Article 39 [of Chapter VII].  The possible measures are specified in Article 

41.  Although the list presented there is not exhaustive, the contained examples indicate 

that the measures have to be of a concrete character responding to a concrete threat…  

[T]he SC is meant to react to specific dangers as a sort of ‗police‘, exercising executive 

functions in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.  The SC is set 

up to keep the peace, not to change the world order… 

… 

…[E]ntitling the Security Council to legislate means to grant it a function that is 

traditionally exercised by the nation State.  As this might displace the common 

establishment of rules in international law derived from consent of States, they may 

become marginalized in their role as creators of international law… 

… 

Furthermore, granting a legislative power to the SC might weaken the position of the GA.  

This organ has been described as the ‗democratic‘ organ of the UN…  [T]he jurisdiction 

of [the GA] is not restricted to specific fields, unlike the role of the SC…  [T]he GA is 

only empowered to recommend and to develop drafts which have to be signed and 

ratified by the States.  If the GA does not have the power to legislate, but is reliant on the 

consent of the States as regards its resolutions, it seems even more doubtful that the 

‗undemocratic‘ SC without an explicit competence and being restricted to the narrow 

jurisdiction of maintaining peace and security should be entitled to enact abstract and 

general rules. 
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…The event of 11 September 2001 has brought about many innovations in international 

law as can be seen from many publications on the topic.  As far as the competence of the 

SC to legislate is concerned, the present article has demonstrated that the SC exceeded its 

powers by adopting resolution 1373 (2001) and resolution 1540 (2004). 

 

While the motives for the SC in adopting the resolutions are understandable, one has to 

consider the danger of abuse of such a power.  Such an abuse is imaginable for the SC 

itself as well as for the member States. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

This brings us to the UN‘s second structural problem, whether the ICJ can review the 

actions of the other organs of the UN.  This second problem really arises out of the first 

problem.  If the GA or SC acts beyond its authority in the Charter, what can a Member 

State do?  The Charter is not clear as to how a Member State would challenge the legality 

of an action of one of the UN organs. 

 

The obvious solution would be to give the ICJ the power of judicial review over the 

actions of the other UN organs.  Some States have such a system at the national level.  In 

the U.S., for example, the Supreme Court has the power to strike down actions by the 

Legislature or the Executive if one of those branches of government has violated the 

Constitution.  Judicial review at the international level, however, is somewhat awkward.  

In the first place, the jurisdiction of the ICJ in contentious cases does not extend to 

international organizations, so a Member State cannot sue the UN (or one of the UN 

organs) directly.  Either the Member State has to convince one of the UN organs to 

request an advisory opinion from the ICJ on the issue, or – if this is a question of the 

Security Council acting beyond its authority – the Member State may try to invoke the 

ICJ‘s contentious jurisdiction and sue some of the Security Council Member States 

directly.  As explained by the drafters of the UN Charter in San Francisco, ――If two 

Member States are at variance concerning the correct interpretation of the Charter, they 

are of course free to submit the dispute to the International Court of Justice as in the case 
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of any other treaty.‖  Also, giving the ICJ the power of judicial review would change the 

power structure of the UN.  If the ICJ can second-guess the SC, for example by 

determining that a situation being considered by the SC does not involve a breach of 

international peace, then the SC would no longer bear primary responsibility for 

international peace and security.  The ICJ would have the final word. 

 

It is hard to find any support in the Charter for the position that the ICJ was intended to 

have the power of judicial review.  Presumably, if the drafters intended to confer such a 

mighty power on the ICJ, they would have done so expressly in the Charter.  On the 

contrary, the drafters expressed the opposite view in their communications:   

 

…two organs [of the UN] may conceivably hold and may express or even act 

upon different views.  Under unitary forms of national government the final 

determination of such a question may be vested in the highest court or in some 

other national authority.  However, the nature of the Organization and of its 

operation would not seem to be such as to invite the inclusion in the Charter of 

any provision of this nature.  

 

The drafters emphasized that the organs of the UN are separate and co-equal and that 

―each organ will interpret such parts of the Charter as are applicable to its particular 

functions.‖ 

 

Despite these difficulties, many States support the idea of judicial review by the ICJ, in 

part because there is seemingly no other way to control the activities of the SC.  Of 

course, those States with a veto power on the SC are not concerned about the lack of 

oversight. Judicial review by the ICJ has been forwarded by less powerful States as one 

method of reforming the SC to make it more accountable. 

 

In practice the ICJ has reviewed the actions of the GA at least twice (Certain Expenses of 

the United Nations (1962) and Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence 

of South Africa in Namibia (1971)) and has come close to reviewing the actions of the SC 

in the Case Concerning Questions of Interpretation and Application of the 1971 Montreal 

Convention Arising from the Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libya v. U.S.) (1992)).  These 
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cases really do not affirm the ICJ‘s power over the other organs of the UN, however, 

because the ICJ in each case decided in favor of the UN and supported the activities of 

the GA and SC.  In the Namibia case, for example, the Court expressly disclaimed any 

power of judicial review before upholding a GA resolution against South Africa‘s 

presence in Namibia.  Notably, in its decision in Certain Expenses of the United Nations, 

the ICJ took the position that each organ of the UN determines its own relative authority.  

It does not matter whether the GA or the SC start taking up one another‘s roles, in 

violation of the Charter division of responsibilities, so long as their actions do not go 

against the overall purposes of the UN. 

 

Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen, Case Concerning Questions of 

Interpretation and Application of the 1971 Montreal Convention Arising from the 

Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libya v. U.S.), ICJ, 1992. 

 

[The Court had avoided in its main decision the question of whether the ICJ can engage 

in judicial review.  Several judges took up this issue in separate opinions.] 

  

…In this case, it happens that the decision which the Court is asked to give is one which 

would directly conflict with a decision of the Security Council.  That is not an aspect 

which can be overlooked.  Yet, it is not the juridical ground of today‘s Order.  This 

results not from any collision between the competence of the Security Council and that of 

the Court, but from a collision between the obligations of Libya under the decision of the 

Security Council and any obligations which it may have under the Montreal Convention.  

The Charter says that the former prevail [according to the Supremacy Clause in Article 

103]…. 

 

The question now raised by Libya‘s challenge to the validity of resolution 748 (1992) is 

whether a decision of the Security Council may override the legal rights of States, and, if 

so, whether there are any limitations on the power of the Council to characterize a 

situation as one justifying the making of a decision entailing such consequences.  Are 

there any limits to the Council‘s powers of appreciation?  In the equilibrium of forces 
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underpinning the structure of the United Nations within the evolving international order, 

is there any conceivable point beyond which a legal issue may properly arise as to the 

competence of the Security Council to produce such overriding results?  If there are any 

limits, what are those limits and what body, if other than the Security Council, is 

competent to say what those limits are? 

 

If the answers to these delicate and complex questions are all in the negative, the position 

is potentially curious.  It would not, on that account, be necessarily unsustainable in law; 

and how far the Court can enter the field is another matter.  The issues are however 

important, even though they cannot be examined now. 

 

Questions: 

1. Do you think as a political matter that it would be possible for the ICJ to challenge an 

important action by the Security Council that had the support of all five permanent 

members? 

2. The issue of the ICJ‘s power of judicial review comes up in other contexts.  In the 

Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua 

(Nicaragua v. U.S.) (1984), the U.S. argued that certain issues were ―inadmissible‖ 

before the Court because the issues were issues of international peace and security 

within the exclusive competence of the SC.  The Court responded, ―The Court is of 

the opinion that the fact that a matter is before the Security Council should not 

prevent it from being dealt with by the Court....  The Council has functions of a 

political nature assigned to it, whereas the Court exercises purely judicial functions.  

Both organs can therefore perform their separate but complementary functions with 

respect to the same events.‖  Would this same argument support direct review of an 

SC resolution, say one that impacted Nicaragua incidentally, for the purposes of the 

case before the ICJ?  If so, then it would be a small step to allowing the ICJ to take up 

a case with the sole purpose of reviewing an SC resolution.  Couldn‘t the ICJ declare 

a resolution by the SC unlawful in the context of events but at the same time give 

deference to the SC as a co-equal organ by not specifying that the resolution be 

revoked? 
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3. It seems that it is less controversial for the ICJ to review actions taken by the GA.  

Are arguments against such review of GA actions exactly the same as arguments 

against review of SC actions? 

4. What if the GA passed a resolution on a matter that contradicted an SC resolution on 

the same matter?  If the SC asked for an advisory opinion from the ICJ, there would 

be the potential for conflict among three organs – the SC, GA, and ICJ.  Whose view 

would prevail?  According to the ICJ‘s opinion in Certain Expenses, it would seem 

that the GA would prevail as the organ that passed the resolution because the GA has 

competence to determine its own area of authority, even if the GA clearly is acting 

outside of its role as stated in the Charter. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Problem 3:  The Security Council and the General Assembly 

 

Imagine that a military Colonel in Sudan instigates a military coup and overthrows the 

democratically elected government.  The UN is angered by the Colonel and decides to 

take action.  First, the UN General Assembly (GA) passes a resolution ordering Member 

States to stop all diplomatic relations with Sudan.  Next, the Security Council (SC) passes 

a non-binding resolution stating that, ―although the Colonel does not present a threat to 

international peace and security, we nonetheless disapprove of his undemocratic ways 

and also his ugly hairstyle.‖  After this, the Colonel changes his hairstyle but does not 

make his government any more democratic.  The SC then passes a resolution under 

Chapter VII ordering Member States to stop all trade with Sudan.  Finally, the GA passes 

another resolution requesting food aid to the local population in order to prevent 

malnutrition and starvation.  Have the UN SC and the UN GA acted appropriately 

according to their roles outlined in the UN Charter? 

 

Section 3.3 A Note on the African Union 

The African Union is a regional international organization of special concern to students 

in Ethiopia and must be considered here at least in brief.  In the first place, the 
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headquarters of the African Union is in Addis Ababa.  Also, the African Union is 

modeled on the European Union, the most radical and most interesting international 

organization of the present time.  (Unfortunately, the European Union will not receive 

much treatment here because of the complexity of its structure and activities.)  One of the 

most interesting aspects of the European Union is the extent to which it has achieved 

economic integration among the countries of Europe, printing and controlling a uniform 

currency and regulating banking from a central body.  The African Union is attempting to 

follow some of the successes of the European Union.   

 

The African Union is a work in progress, so it is perhaps unwise to make conclusive 

observations about it at the present time.  More importantly, the student should consider 

its development and its potential. 

 

Corinne A. A. Packer and Donald Rukare, The New African Union and Its 

Constitutive Act, 2002.   

 

May 26, 2001, marked the turning of a page in the history of the African continent. On 

this date, the Constitutive Act of the African Union entered into force, representing the 

start of a new political, judicial, and economic organization for Africa. The organization, 

simply called the "African Union" (Union), comprises, among other institutions, the Pan-

African Parliament, the Court of Justice, and the Central Bank. The entry into force of the 

Constitutive Act also marks the imminent end of the Organization of African Unity 

(OAU), which has united all African states since 1963. 

… 

The pan-Africanist ideals that led to the creation of the OAU in 1963 proceeded from the 

idea of the African states as strong and united against colonial subjugation and racism, 

and working together to improve the lives of African people. By its fifteenth anniversary, 

however, the OAU was sailing on rough waters. As one critic concluded, the only issue 

uniting the OAU was the major factor in causing its birth--apartheid in South Africa. 
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Otherwise, the OAU was weak and disunited by the dispute over Western Sahara 

(involving Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania, and France), the Shaba rebellions (the 

attempted invasions of Zaire), the invasion of Benin, and the Ogaden war…  Overall, the 

organization was seen to have failed to respond to serious intra-African conflicts or to act 

as a pan-African body against foreign intervention. 

… 

Africa, and more specifically the OAU, had been profoundly affected by superpower 

rivalries during the Cold War. Ideological clashes, stalemates, and a consequent inertia 

characterized the organization during this time. As Yassin El-Ayouty explains: 

In the process of playing the friendship and cooperation game with either East or 

West, Africa incurred the following hazards: It did not rely effectively on the 

OAU for conflict resolution; several of its States became pawns in the 

superpower chess games; the civil wars in Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, 

Sudan, Chad, and the Sahara were allowed to go on without African solutions; 

the motto of "African solutions for African problems" became a hollow slogan; 

several of the fathers of independence moved their societies into the darkness of 

totalitarianism; African cohesion was reflected not in deeds and programs on the 

continent, but in words and conference diplomacy of the African Group at the 

UN; and the African agenda of unity and development was invoked only in large 

unwieldy OAU ministerial and summit conferences . . .  

 

With the end of the Cold War, the world completely changed. Africa and the OAU, 

however, did not.  Africa became increasingly marginalized and struggled to define its 

place and role in the new global system. The great powers increasingly declined to 

assume leading roles in promoting peace and development in the region. It was therefore 

incumbent on Africa itself to consider a new political and economic order securing 

"African solutions for African problems." 

 

…Experts agreed that the OAU Charter needed revision the most, specifically with 

regard to the principles of sovereignty and noninterference.  From the inception of the 

organization, the "most tragic" conflicts in the region had taken place within African 

states.  These had often related to ethnic rivalry, uncertain processes of political 

succession, struggles between civil and military regimes, political repression, and 

economic deprivation. African leaders, in abiding strictly by the prohibition under the 
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OAU Charter on intervention in the domestic affairs of a state and in firmly upholding 

the principle of territorial integrity, watched civil wars erupt and destroy states and their 

populations. As one commentator notes, the civil wars in Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia, 

Sudan, Chad, and the Sahara were all allowed to go on without African solutions.  Not 

surprisingly, the African leadership came under stern criticism for its unwavering 

deference to exclusive domestic jurisdiction and for its silence regarding internal disputes 

and systematic violations of human rights.  Underlying the leaders' refusal to involve 

themselves in the internal conflicts of other African states were two concerns. First, prior 

to the establishment of the OAU, some African states had alleged that their neighbors 

were supporting coups d'etat within their territory. Second, many African states were 

equally threatened by internal conflicts and hesitated to see the OAU become involved to 

the possible detriment of their own regimes. 

… 

Articles 3 and 4 of the [Constitutive Act (CA)] define, respectively, the objectives and 

principles of the Union. From these one can deduce much about the powers of the 

organization and its policies. Along with the objective of promoting sustainable 

development--the raison d'etre of the entire African Economic Community--new 

objectives are cited. For instance, the promotion of good governance, social justice, 

gender equality, and good health (including through the eradication of preventable 

diseases)… 

 

The Act reaffirms the principles of domestic sovereignty and nonintervention. 

Specifically, it stipulates the defense of the sovereignty, territorial integrity, and 

independence of the member states (Art. 3(b)), as well as the principle of noninterference 

by any member state in the internal affairs of another (Art. 4(g)). However, and 

remarkably, the CA does not preclude intervention by the Union, as a body concerned 

with peace, security, and stability in the region, in the event of internal conflict. Article 

4(h) expressly provides for the "right of the Union to intervene in a Member State 

pursuant to a decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances, namely: war 

crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity."… 
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…Aside from the possibility of intervention by decision of the Union Assembly, the Act 

authorizes member states to request intervention by the Union to restore peace and 

security within their territories (Art. 4(j)). Thus, the Act provides expressly and amply for 

the possibility of intervention in and, one hopes, resolution of internal conflicts… 

 

The Court of Justice will be a new mechanism of dispute settlement and conflict 

prevention or resolution. While the CA is silent on the court's jurisdiction, the AEC 

Treaty envisages the Court of Justice as competent to decide actions brought by any 

member state or the assembly if treaty provisions are alleged to have been violated or an 

organ, authority, or member state is believed to have exceeded its competence or abused 

its powers. The court would also give advisory opinions at the request of the Assembly of 

the Union (Assembly) or the Executive Council. The Assembly could empower the court 

to assume jurisdiction over all but a few disputes, and its decisions would be binding on 

all parties… 

… 

The organs and institutions of the Union are defined and described in CA Articles 5 

through 22. Article 5(1) declares these to be (1) the Assembly of the Union; (2) the 

Executive Council; (3) the Pan-African Parliament; (4) the Court of Justice; (5) the 

Commission; (6) the Permanent Representatives Committee; (7) the specialized technical 

committees; (8) the Economic, Social and Cultural Council; and (9) the financial 

institutions. The door is also left open for the Assembly to establish new organs as and 

when deemed necessary (Art. 5(2)). 

 

While the Pan-African Parliament, the Court of Justice, and the three financial 

institutions (consisting of the African Central Bank, the African Monetary Fund, and the 

African Investment Bank) draw the greatest interest, these are the least-developed organs 

in the Act. In each instance it provides for their establishment in a single sentence or 

paragraph and simply states that all further details are to be defined in protocols… 

 

The Assembly of the Union, like the Assembly of the OAU, will be the supreme organ of 

the organization. It will also be composed of all fifty-three heads of state and government 
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forming the Union and will meet and make decisions under the same terms as the OAU 

Assembly.  n61 Exceptions arise from the additional functions assigned to the new organs 

and institutions. For instance, the Assembly of the Union holds the additional power to 

appoint and terminate the appointment of judges of the Court of Justice.  n62 Through its 

system of democratic voting (one vote is ascribed to each state), the Assembly is 

responsible for determining the common policies of the Union. It is also empowered to 

give directives to the Executive Council on various matters, including the management of 

conflicts and other emergencies. 

 

The second organ to assist the Assembly, and indeed the entire Union, is the Commission 

(the secretariat) of the Union…  . The effective functioning of the Commission will 

depend to a large extent on the financing and staffing it receives. As for the 

chairmanship, no light is shed on the way the chairman is to be appointed or the office's 

functions and conditions of service…  Whether the chairman of the Union will be 

endowed with greater political powers (as commentators strongly recommended for the 

OAU secretary-general) or whether he or she will remain restricted to a more 

administrative function is therefore difficult to predict… 

 

The Executive Council is perhaps the second most influential organ of the Union. 

Although named differently, it is identical, in essence, to the Council of Ministers of the 

OAU.  n66 Article 13 of the CA contains a list of areas of common interest to member 

states requiring the council to make decisions on policy. These range from the 

management of foreign trade and mineral resources to matters of immigration and 

transport… 

… 

To turn specifically to omissions from the CA: Evidently, some suggestions for 

reforming the OAU were entirely excluded from the Constitutive Act. Two prominent 

examples are the recommendations for a Security Council and a standing military force… 

... 

At present, the African Union resembles but an empty shell. Although the organs and 

institutions forming its structure are provided for by the Act and offer great potential for 
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the continent, their composition, powers, functions, organization, and rules of procedure 

have yet to be specified. In most cases, these are to be defined in protocols that have not 

even been drafted, let alone adopted. 

... 

Another major obstacle [to the realization of a fully functioning Union] is the current 

state of the African economy. The African Union is looked to as an engine for economic 

development and success for the ailing region. However, in considering this possibility, 

one cannot avoid recognizing that agriculture constitutes the economic base of most 

African countries and that very little trade can be expected to be generated within the 

region in the near future. Most African states produce cash crops (such as coffee, cotton, 

tobacco, and flowers), which are not in high demand on the continent.  n81 Kwaku Danso 

further observes that "the widely differing stages of development within the continent, the 

strength of other global trading blocs, the lack of a common currency, post-colonial ties, 

huge continental debts, and poor communications which inhibit free interstate movement 

of goods and services are major obstacles facing continental integration."… 

 

The financial ability of the African region to run the Union is also a significant concern. 

The new organs, such as the court, the parliament, and the Central Bank in particular, will 

need adequate financial resources to set themselves up and establish their credibility. Yet 

the vast majority of African countries grace the lowest end of the list of the poorest 

countries in the world, with the region's average annual per capita income amounting to 

some U.S. $ 200. Such a bleak balance sheet may lead one to question whether Africa is 

not biting off more than it can chew. On the other hand, the dire economic situation of the 

continent may arguably be explained in large part by the failure of African states to 

organize themselves and achieve peace, security, and stability as a basis for pursuing 

economic development. To the extent that this is true, investment in an effective Union 

seems imperative should aspirations for African prosperity have any chance to be 

realized. 

… 

As things stand, the Union serves as a guide map of where Africa wants to go. It points in 

the direction of what has to be done to achieve security, stability, and economic 
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development in the region. Working toward a functional and meaningful regional 

parliament, central bank, and court could stimulate the region into real development… 

 

Joint Communique Agreed by the UN Security Council and AU Peace and Security 

Council, 2007. 

7.  At our joint meeting here today, we commit ourselves to the development of a 

stronger and more structured relationship between the UNSC and the AU PSC, inter alia 

on conflict prevention, management and resolution, peacekeeping and peacebuilding, 

including Post Conflict Reconstruction and Development, as well as sharing of 

information on conflict situations on the agendas of the two bodies.  

8. We express our support for the strengthening of AU capacity within the 

Commission in all relevant areas, such as planning and logistics, and in particular the 

establishment of a well-resourced peacekeeping capability, as well as in the fields of 

conflict prevention, management and resolution. 

9. We attach particular importance to the development of the African Standby Force. 

10. We agree to consider, including on the basis of the forthcoming report from the 

UN Secretary-General, the modalities for supporting and improving in a sustained way 

the resource base and capacity of the AU. In doing so, we will bear in mind that in taking 

initiatives for the promotion of peace and security in Africa in terms of Chapter VIII of 

the UN Charter the AU is also acting on behalf of the international community, and we 

will examine the possibility of the financing of a peacekeeping operation undertaken by 

the AU or under its authority, as requested in the decision of the AU Assembly of Heads 

of State and Government (Assembly/AU/Dec.145(VIII)).   

11.  We agree to strengthen the relationship between all the relevant structures of the 

UNSC and AU PSC, including their subsidiary bodies. 

12.  We agree to hold joint meetings between the UNSC and the AU PSC, at least 

once a year, either in Addis Ababa or New York. 
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Section 3.4 Other International Actors: NGOs, Corporations, and 

Individuals 

 

As we have seen, the State is the primary actor in international law.  We have considered 

how international organizations like the UN also participate, to a lesser extent than States, 

at the international level.  What about other actors?  Examples of such actors include non-

government organizations (NGOs), corporations, sporting federations, organized 

religions, regional governments, and international terrorists.  In general, these non-state 

actors do not have the status of legal persons at the international level, so they cannot 

have rights and duties under international law.  Rather, their activities are governed by 

national laws.  This is something of an oversimplification, though, and it is important to 

consider how certain non-state actors are involved in international law. 

 

NGOs, for example, play a very prominent role in international relations. NGOs attend 

international law-making conferences as observers – even present their views in some 

cases – and lobby governments behind the scenes.  NGOs also draw government attention 

to particular issues and sometimes push the government to propose a treaty or enter a 

treaty.  In addition, an NGO may act like a watchdog, reporting on international events 

and exposing non-compliance with international law.  Under Article 71 of the UN 

Charter, ECOSOC may arrange to consult with NGOs in order to gain expert opinion and 

hear the views of certain interest groups.  Many have asked why we should not allow the 

same arrangement for the General Assembly.  Finally, although NGOs may not submit 

briefs directly to international dispute settlement bodies like the ICJ or WTO dispute 

settlement body, NGOs nonetheless often get member States to submit briefs for them. 

 

Corporations are equally involved in international relations.  It is common for a 

corporation to exist under the laws of one State, the ―home‖ State, and operate in other 

States, the ―host‖ States.  International corporations enter agreements with host States 

that give special privileges to the corporation under national laws.  In general, 

corporations have a strong influence over State governments.  A corporation may push its 

home State to make a claim against its host State regarding the treatment of its business. 
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In the traditional State system, an individual‘s rights on the international level were mere 

derivatives of States‘ rights.  If Ethiopia unjustly harmed some foreign person in its 

territory, for example, this would be a wrong to the foreigner‘s home State, which could 

then sue Ethiopia for redress.  In fact, the foreigner‘s home State could sue, recover 

monetary damages from Ethiopia, and then never share this money with the injured 

foreigner himself! 

 

Three new areas of international law give greater standing to individuals in the 

international arena – human rights law, international humanitarian law (law of war), and 

international criminal law.  A person who suffers a human rights violation may have an 

action against the offending State in some international court.  A person who commits an 

atrocity such as genocide may be brought to justice and sentenced before an international 

criminal court.  In such cases, international law is acting directly on individuals. 
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CHAPTER 4:  INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMARY LAW 
 

 

Custom is losing its status as a strong source of authority in international law.  In fact, 

some scholars have predicted the approaching death of international custom.  At least it is 

agreed now that treaties are a stronger source of international law than custom and take 

precedence over custom.  What is strange about this position, however, is that it is 

international custom that provides the basis for all treaty law, not the other way around.  

The principle pacta sunt servanda – that a State must abide by its treaty obligations – is 

an international custom.  From the principle of sovereignty to the treatment of foreign 

emissaries, the international system is founded on customs.  It seems then that critics of 

customary law must be critics of the entire international system.  This is in fact often true. 

 

As Oppenheim says, ―Custom is the oldest and the original source of international law as 

well as of law in general.‖  Like the customs of a particular people, customs of nations 

derive from long established practices that have attained the status of accepted norms.  In 

a sense, both types of customs are socially enforced, and a violation is cause for general 

shock and scorn rather than immediate punishment by a government authority.  Notably, 

the positivist school of thought considers all custom to be something less than law, a 

lower form of obligation that plays a very small role in influencing people‘s behavior.  

This is in fact an anachronistic view.  It is better to say that custom becomes less 

influential the more we teach and believe that it does not matter.  Thus, international 

customs were very influential on people‘s behavior in the 17
th

 century – especially 

European peoples who shared a common cultural frame.  At that time performing the 

accepted protocol in meetings between nations was something of a matter of personal 

honor. 

 

Custom has gone through many phases, as the student will see.  Its origin, like the origin 

of all international law, is with natural law theory.  Natural law is law that stands on 

reason alone without the support of any government authority.  Natural law theorists felt 

that certain laws arose from the nature of things and therefore would be found in every 

nation.  In the same way, universal principles would arise in the dealings among nations.  
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These are international ―laws‖ (now called ―customs‖), and their universality bespoke 

their ―natural‖ origins.  Natural law theory was attacked and more-or-less defeated by 

19
th

-century positivists who held that any ―law‖ worthy of that name must be derived 

from a secular authority, a sovereign government in short, that could enforce the law 

through the threat or use of force.   

 

Positivism presents obvious problems for the international system, most significantly that 

there is no international sovereign government that can enforce international laws.  

Nonetheless, international law has adapted to fit the positivist position.  Custom has 

shifted from a law based on the principles of ―nature‖ to a law based on the consent of 

sovereign governments.  The new view requires that the custom be practiced by a certain 

number of nations – thus showing their consent – before the custom becomes binding.   

 

This chapter proceeds, in a sense, historically.  It first provides an overview of all the 

sources of international law and explains how custom fits in.  Next the constituting laws 

of the international system are presented.  These are ―higher order‖ customs that have a 

long and authoritative pedigree.  The chapter proceeds to a discussion of regular 

customary law according to the positivist worldview.  Finally, some new trends in 

customary law are examined. 

 

William S. Dodge, The Story of the Paquete Habana:  Customary International Law 

as Part of Our Law, 2005 

 

During the nineteenth century, American law in general underwent a shift from natural 

law to positivism…  Eighteenth-century Americans, like the authorities on whom they 

relied, viewed the law of nations as resting upon the law of nature. Vattel maintained that 

―the law of Nations is originally no other than the law of Nature applied to Nations,‖ and 

Blackstone wrote that the law of nations ―depends entirely upon the rules of natural law, 

or upon mutual compacts, treaties, leagues, and agreements.‖ Yet over the course of the 

nineteenth century, writers in America and elsewhere came to see the authority of 
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international law as depending not upon the law of nature but upon the consent of states, 

as evidenced by their practices. 

 

To illustrate the difference, one may contrast two opinions on the legality of the slave 

trade under international law. Sitting as a circuit justice in United States v. The La Jeune 

Eugenie, Justice Story approached the question from the perspective of natural law. He 

wrote that ―every doctrine, that may be fairly deduced by correct reasoning from the 

rights and duties of nations, and the nature of moral obligation, may theoretically be said 

to exist in the law of nations.‖ The African slave trade, Story reasoned, was ―repugnant to 

the great principles of Christian duty, the dictates of natural religion, the obligations of 

good faith and morality, and the eternal maxims of social justice‖ and it was ―sufficient to 

stamp any trade as interdicted by public law, when it can be justly affirmed, that it is 

repugnant to the general principles of justice and humanity.‖ When the same question 

reached the [U.S.] Supreme Court a few years later in The Antelope, Chief Justice 

Marshall reached the opposite conclusion by adopting a positivist approach. That the 

slave trade was ―contrary to the law of nature,‖ Marshall wrote, ―will scarcely be 

denied.‖ But for a jurist, ―the test of international law‖ was to be found ―in those 

principles of action which are sanctioned by the usages, the national acts, and the general 

assent, of that portion of the world of which he considers himself a part, and to whose 

law the appeal is made.‖ The legality of the slave trade was supported by two centuries of 

practice. While nations might renounce the trade for themselves, these renunciations 

could not bind others, ―and this traffic remains lawful to those whose governments have 

not forbidden it.‖ 

… 

…In English law, the incorporation of the law of nations is generally traced to Lord 

Mansfield‘s decision in Triquet v. Bath, a case involving the immunity of a foreign 

minister‘s servant from arrest. Mansfield himself traced the principle further back to Lord 

Talbot‘s decision in Barbuit’s Case, another suit involving the immunities of public 

ministers. Mansfield had been counsel in Barbuit’s Case and reported Lord Talbot as 

having declared ―[t]hat the law of nations, in its full extent was part of the law of 

England.‖ A few years later, William Blackstone (who had in turn been counsel in 
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Triquet) set down the principle in his Commentaries on the Laws of England: ―the law of 

nations . . . is here adopted in its full extent by the common law, and is held to be a part 

of the law of the land.‖ 

… 

…In the eighteenth century, both the law of nations and the common law were thought to 

rest upon principles of natural law, and it seemed perfectly natural for judges to articulate 

and apply the former in the same way that they articulated and applied the latter. By the 

end of the nineteenth century, however, positivism had triumphed and international law 

was to be found in state practice and consent...  

… 

English and American courts had long consulted treatises on international law as well as 

the practices of states. In Triquet v. Bath, Lord Mansfield attributed to Lord Talbot‘s 

decision in Buvot v. Barbut the principle ―[t]hat the law of nations was to be collected 

from the practice of different nations, and the authority of writers.‖ The Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court said precisely the same thing in 1784. The law of nations concerning 

piracy, Justice Story wrote in 1820, ―may be ascertained by consulting the works of 

jurists, writing professedly on public law; or by the general usage and practice of nations; 

or by judicial decisions recognising and enforcing that law.‖   

 

But the writers these English and American courts consulted often made little reference 

to state practice. This was for two reasons. First, their natural law premises led them to 

believe that the law of nations could be deduced from the dictates of reason.  Second, 

records of state practice were woefully inadequate. As Professor Dickinson has warned, 

―if it seems to us . . . that the classical publicists built too freely upon speculative 

premises, it must be remembered that frequently they had nothing else to build upon.‖  

The nineteenth century witnessed not only the rise of positivism but also the systematic 

publication of diplomatic correspondence, treaties, and other evidence of state practice.  

This brought about a ―radical change . . . in the province of the text-writer, the change 

from the region of speculation to that of practice.‖ ―The modern writer on International 

Law,‖ one observer noted in 1915, ―merely records the practice of States; and, if that 

practice is sufficiently certain and continuous, he deduces a rule therefrom.‖  The 
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Paquete Habana reflected this transition to positivism when it cautioned that ―[s]uch 

works are resorted to by judicial tribunals, not for the speculations of their authors 

concerning what the law ought to be, but for trustworthy evidence of what the law really 

is.‖ 

… 

The transition from natural law to positivism facilitated the evolution of international 

law, for the practices of nations could change more readily than the laws of nature. Under 

a natural law theory, changes in international law had to be explained by changes in 

political philosophy or religion. Under a positivist theory, changes in international law 

flowed from changes in state practice indicating assent to a new rule.  Thus, in The Scotia 

the Supreme Court found that changes in maritime rules made by Britain and the United 

States and accepted by other commercial states had ripened into rules of international 

law. ―Many of the usages which prevail, and which have the force of law,‖ the Court 

said, ―doubtless originated in the positive prescriptions of some single state, which were 

at first of limited effect, but which when generally accepted became of universal 

obligation.‖ The Court further noted ―that unless general assent is efficacious to give 

sanction to international law, there never can be that growth and development of 

maritime rules which the constant changes in the instruments and necessities of 

navigation require.‖ 

… 

The idea that a treaty or statute might supersede the law of nations predated The Paquete 

Habana. Of course, treaties and statutes might supplement or clarify the law of nations, 

and the Constitution of the United States expressly provided Congress with the power 

―[t]o define and punish . . . Offences against the Law of Nations.‖ More problematic were 

treaties and statutes that might contravene customary international law. Vattel 

simultaneously maintained that treaties could not change the law of nations and that a 

treaty that did so would nevertheless be binding… 
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 4.1 Background Principles and the Hierarchy of Sources in 

International Law 

  

As one international law scholar puts it, ―International law is made chiefly in one of two 

ways:  through agreements between states – ‗treaties‘ – or through practice by states that 

fulfills certain requirements – ‗customary international law‘…  [International law] is 

created directly by the very entities to which it is chiefly addressed, namely, states, which 

also enforce it.‖  (Stephen C. McCaffrey, Understanding International Law, 2006)   

 

The student always should be prepared when arguing international law to cite his or her 

source of authority.  If there is a treaty provision on point, the student will have to show 

that the parties concerned have signed that treaty.  If a custom applies, the student will 

have to prove that the custom exists.  There are two additional sources of authority as 

well.  Fortunately, the ICJ statute contains a clear list of the sources of international law.  

This list applies directly to cases before the ICJ and indirectly to all other cases.  In short, 

the student should treat this list as authoritative and complete. 

 

Statute of the International Court of Justice 

 

Article 38 

 

1.  The Court, whose function it is to decide in accordance with international law 

such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply: 

a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules 

expressly recognized by the contesting states; 

 b.  international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; 

 c.  the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; 

d.  subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings 

of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary 

means for the determination of rules of law. 

2.  This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to decide a case ex 

aequo et bono, if the parties agree thereto. 

 

It is important to read this article carefully.  First, ―conventions‖ in paragraph 1(a) means 

―treaties.‖  Second, international custom, as will be explained shortly, must be a ―general 
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practice‖ and must be ―accepted as law.‖  These are treated as two separate requirements 

to have a custom.   

 

Third, paragraph 1(c) refers to ―general principles of law.‖  After treaties and customs, 

this is a third source of international law.  ―General principles of law‖ does not mean 

general principles of international law such as sovereignty or pacta sunt servanda.  

Rather, this provision refers to principles common to the national laws of all States that, 

by derivation, may be used in international proceedings.  Typically, ―general principles of 

law‖ of this sort are logical or procedural rules that cannot be found in international 

treaties or customs but are necessary to fill in the gaps in international cases.  Examples 

include good faith, wrongdoers must provide redress, one cannot profit from one‘s own 

wrong, one should not be a judge in one‘s own cause, and principles concerning 

evidence.  (It should be noted that it is not necessary to establish that the general 

principles come from nations that are ―civilized.‖  The international community today 

does not like to make the distinction between ―civilized‖ and ―uncivilized‖ with its 

obvious colonial pretensions.) 

 

The fourth source of international law is ―judicial decisions and the teachings of the most 

highly qualified publicists…‖  It should be noted that this source is only ―subsidiary 

means.‖  In other words, the first three sources are binding sources of international law, 

and the fourth source is not binding but rather persuasive as ―evidence‖ of international 

law.  As stated in Article 59, referred to in the article above, ―The decision of the Court 

has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case.‖  

This affirms that ICJ decisions are not binding on subsequent cases; there is no stare 

decisis in international law.  ―Judicial decisions‖ includes decisions by permanently 

established international tribunals like the ICJ or the African Commission on Human and 

People‘s Rights, decisions by ad hoc arbitral panels, and even decisions by national 

courts.  ―Teachings‖ means simply writings by respected scholars in the field of 

international law.  
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The ICJ may decide a case ―ex aequo et bono‖ when the parties agree.  In such a case, 

the Court may make its decision without reference to any principles of law at all. 

 

It is generally accepted that the sources of international law are listed in the ICJ statute in 

order of importance.  That is, conventions (treaties) will take precedence over custom, 

and custom will take precedence over general principles of civilized nations.  This is a 

rule based on logic.  Treaties tend to be more specific and clearer than customs, and 

certainly treaties are a better expression of the consent of States.  (The same can be said 

of customs in relation to general principles of nations.)  Nonetheless, the rule is not so 

simple.  There are customs of a higher order like State sovereignty and pacta sunt 

servanda (and jus cogens norms, to be discussed shortly) that to a certain degree must 

come first in authority before treaty provisions.  This is true because these customs form 

the basis for the international system and of all treaty law.  In addition, treaty provisions 

may be interpreted according to rules of international custom, which would seem to place 

these two sources – at least in this context – on an equal footing. 

 

In general, if an international lawyer has a treaty provision on point, he or she should 

argue that treaty provision first and foremost.  If there is a custom on point as well, that 

may be helpful as a secondary argument.  To give an example, imagine that you are faced 

with a question concerning the use of force by one State against another State.  You have 

before you the UN Charter, a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce, an international 

custom, a law review article by a famous scholar, and a past decision by the ICJ.  

Considering these materials, your first argument will be based on the treaties.  You will 

start with the relevant provisions in the UN Charter because you know that the UN 

Charter contains a ―Supremacy Clause‖ giving it priority over all other treaty obligations.  

Second, you may point to provisions in the Treaty of Friendship that do not conflict with 

the Charter.  Custom may be helpful if it is determined that the treaty provisions cannot 

be applied because of some limit to their applicability contained in the treaty itself or 

because one of the parties to the dispute did not sign the relevant treaty.  Finally, the law 

review article and ICJ decision will be helpful in arguing a particular interpretation of the 
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relevant law or in clarifying any remaining ambiguities (of which there are usually 

many). 

 

Anthony D‟Amato, “Why Do We Need Customary Law?”  2006. 

 

Many people feel the need to take the uncertainty out of international law.  Let us for a 

moment suppose that, for every international dispute, there were a treaty provision 

exactly on point.  Could we then say that all of international law has at last been written 

down, in a form that is ascertainable, retrievable, and definitive? 

 

The answer – assuming the question makes sense – is a grudging ―maybe‖…   

  

…But does it really make sense to think that treaties can be so fine-meshed that they take 

into account all future disputes and provide for the unambiguous resolution of all those 

future disputes?  Consider the best statutory schemes in the most legally advanced 

countries:  no matter what the statue says, the legislature meets more or less continuously 

and revises the statutes that seem to get out of touch with events… 

… 

…[R]eal-world variety outpaces any conceivable attempt by legislators to subsume it 

under fine-meshed legislation.  That real-world variety results in a race between events 

and statutes, each trying to catch up with the latter, a process that if left to itself results in 

grotesque statutory schemes such as the present [U.S.] Internal Revenue Code…   

 

Thus, there is no getting away from customary international law even as treaties become 

more refined and comprehensive.  For the ultimate power of customary international law 

is that it binds all states irrespective of their consent to specific rules.  Thus it constitutes 

a default law – a law that applies to every dispute whenever a more specific treaty 

provision does not…provide a sufficiently clear text to settle the dispute.  There is no 

source of international law other than customary law that provides this kind of 

comprehensive default rules. 
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Questions 

1. The importance of custom will vary depending on what type of international legal 

system we want to have.  For example, some scholars may argue that default rules are 

not important.  They may say, if the treaty does not speak to a particular issue, then 

the dispute over the treaty simply should be left unresolved.  (If law does not decide 

the issue, then power will by default.) 

2. Is it necessary to have a rule of international law that provides for the bindingness of 

treaties?  In ancient times, people swore oaths to their gods in order to guarantee 

treaties.  Presumably, a breach would result in some sort of divine retribution on the 

breaching party.  In modern times, regular breach of treaty terms would render an 

entire State untrustworthy.  Thus, in the future, other States would not enter into 

treaties with the breaching State and would deprive that State of the many advantages 

to be gained from treaties such as collective self-defense, international loans, and 

participation in international trade.  In other words, the bindingness of treaties may be 

guaranteed by self-interest rather than customary law. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Certain customs are of a higher order.  They have been described by scholars as 

―axiomatic‖ or ―constitutional‖ or ―fundamental.‖  These are the background principles 

of the international system and they are treated differently from other customs.  In the 

first place, it is not necessary to prove that they exist.  It is assumed.  Second, in fitting 

with their ―constitutional‖ status, they stand somewhat above other laws in the 

international system. 

 

The first such principle is State sovereignty.  Many other background principles can be 

derived from sovereignty:  the equality of States, consent as a basis for international 

obligation, and the right to territorial integrity.  (Another principle that can be derived 

from sovereignty will be examined below in the Lotus case.)  As explained previously, 

pacta sunt servanda is also a background principle of international law.  It means simply 

that international agreements must be observed in good faith.  Finally, there are certain 
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principles that can be derived from the concern of the international community with 

peace and security.  One such principle, elaborated on in the Libya-Chad case, is the 

stability of international borders. 

 

Another category of higher order customs exists called ―jus cogens‖ or peremptory 

norms.  These are not ―constitutional‖ principles but rather are fundamental for other 

reasons – for moral reasons.  (The student should note that there is a connection here 

between peremptory norms and the natural law as conceived by natural law theorists.)  

Again, in the hierarchy of international laws, peremptory norms are at the top, taking 

precedence over other customs and over treaty law.  Unfortunately, no one agrees as to 

what international norms are peremptory.  Possible examples include the prohibition on 

the use of force, the principle of self-determination, and the prohibition against genocide, 

torture, slavery, piracy, and apartheid.  The international community reacts to such things 

as colonialism or slavery or genocide with such shock and horror, with such unanimous 

disapproval, that it seems clear that the norm prohibiting them has become peremptory.  

Nonetheless, there is no test to determine whether a norm has become peremptory.  How 

many States have to agree that a practice is horrible and shocking before this practice is 

prohibited according to peremptory norms?  What if a few States hold out against 

international opinion?  For example, consider how South Africa held out even after the 

rest of the international community had agreed that apartheid was a violation of a 

fundamental international norm. 

 

It is not clear how these fundamental principles relate to one another or to other 

international laws.  From the beginning there is a conflict between State sovereignty and 

pacta sunt servanda.  Presumably, an absolutely sovereign State cannot be forced by an 

international body to observe its treaty obligations.  To be sovereign is to be your own 

master; to sign treaties like the UN Charter is to give certain international bodies like the 

Security Council and the ICJ mastery over you.  The SC may force you to comply with 

obligations to refrain from the use of force; the ICJ may judge that you have violated 

international law and must pay damages.  For the same reason, there are conflicts 

between State sovereignty and jus cogens norms like the prohibition against torture.  If a 
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sovereign State wants to torture its citizens, who can say no?  Many other such conflicts 

exist, for example between State sovereignty (i.e. territorial integrity) and the principle of 

self-determination (which some scholars deem to be jus cogens).  The resolution of such 

conflicts is a long and complex matter that the student may consider on his or her own. 

 

Lori F. Damrosch, International Law:  Cases and Materials, 2001. 

 

Neither Article 38 of the [ICJ] Statute nor positivist doctrine draws hierarchical 

distinctions among customary norms.  However, international tribunals and writers have 

done so under various headings.  The International Court of Justice has referred to 

―fundamental principles‖ as a category differentiated from ordinary custom or treaty 

norms…  Some writers have described principles such as sovereign equality, political 

independence, and territorial integrity as axiomatic or constitutional in character.  

Henkin, for example, refers to assumptions and conceptions of axiomatic ―constitutional‖ 

character as including concepts of state autonomy, pacta sunt servanda, and the concept 

of nationality.  Such constitutional law, he suggests, ―did not result from practice…; they 

were implicit, inherent in Statehood in a State System.  Schachter refers to these 

principles as ―authoritative by virtue of the inherent necessities of a pluralist society.‖  

Such ―rules of necessity‖ are considered as akin to ―entrenched‖ constitutional rules that 

cannot be set aside by majorities whether through practice or agreements… 

 

Oppenheim‟s International Law, 1992. 

 

…[R]ules of jus cogens, or peremptory norms of general international law…have been 

defined in Article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969…as norms 

‗accepted and recognized by the international community of states as a whole as a norm 

from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent 

norm of general international law having the same character‘… 

 

Such a category of rules of jus cogens is a comparatively recent development and there is 

no general agreement as to which rules have this character.  The International Law 
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Commission [in its work on the Law of Treaties] regarded the law of the [UN] Charter 

concerning the prohibition of the use of force as a conspicuous example of such a rule.  

Although the Commission refrained from giving… any examples of rules of jus cogens, it 

did record that in this context mention had additionally been made of the prohibition of 

criminal acts under international law, and of acts such as trade in slaves, piracy or 

genocide, in the suppression of which every state is called upon to cooperate; the 

observance of human rights, the equality of states and the principle of self-determination.  

The full content of the category of jus cogens remains to be worked out in the practice of 

states and in the jurisprudence of international tribunals… 

 

The operation and effect of rules of jus cogens in areas other than that of treaties are 

similarly unclear.  Presumably no act done contrary to such a rule [of jus cogens] can be 

legitimated by means of consent, acquiescence or recognition; nor is a protest necessary 

to preserve rights affected by such an act; nor can such an act be justified as a reprisal 

against a prior illegal act; nor can a rule of customary international law which conflicts 

with a rule of jus cogens continue to exist or subsequently be created (unless it has the 

character of jus cogens, a possibility which raises questions…of the relationship between 

rules of jus cogens, and of the legitimacy of an act done in reliance on one rule of jus 

cogens but resulting in a violation of another such rule). 

 

The Case of the S.S. Lotus (France v. Turkey), Permanent Court of International 

Justice, 1927. 

 

[A French ship and a Turkish ship collided, supposedly due to the negligence of the 

French watchman (Lieutenant Demons).  The Turkish ship sank and eight Turkish sailors 

died.  Then the French ship went into port at Constantinople.  The Turkish authorities 

detained Demons and tried him for manslaughter.  France argued that the Turkish Courts 

did not have jurisdiction to try Demons.  Of concern here is not jurisdiction per se but 

rather the question of who has the initial burden to assert and prove principles of 

international law, France or Turkey.] 
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…The French Government contends that the Turkish Courts, in order to have jurisdiction, 

should be able to point to some title to jurisdiction recognized by international law in 

favour of Turkey. On the other hand, the Turkish Government takes the view that [it can 

exercise] jurisdiction whenever such jurisdiction does not come into conflict with a 

principle of international law. 

 

International law governs relations between independent States. The rules of law binding 

upon States therefore emanate from their own free will as expressed in conventions or by 

usages generally accepted as expressing principles of law and established in order to 

regulate the relations between these co-existing independent communities or with a view 

to the achievement of common aims. Restrictions upon the independence of States cannot 

therefore be presumed. 

 

Now the first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon a State is that – 

failing the existence of a permissive rule to the contrary – it may not exercise its power in 

any form in the territory of another State. In this sense jurisdiction is certainly territorial; 

it cannot be exercised by a State outside its territory except by virtue of a permissive rule 

derived from international custom or from a convention. 

 

It does not, however, follow that international law prohibits a State from exercising 

jurisdiction in its own territory, in respect of any case which relates to acts which have 

taken place abroad, and in which it cannot rely on some permissive rule of international 

law. Such a view would only be tenable if international law contained a general 

prohibition to States to extend the application of their laws and the jurisdiction of their 

courts to persons, property and acts outside their territory, and if, as an exception to this 

general prohibition, it allowed States to do so in certain specific cases. But this is 

certainly not the case under international law as it stands at present. Far from laying down 

a general prohibition to the effect that States may not extend the application of their laws 

and the jurisdiction of their courts to persons, property and acts outside their territory, it 

leaves them in this respect a wide measure of discretion, which is only limited in certain 
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cases by prohibitive rules; as regards other cases, every State remains free to adopt the 

principles which it regards as best and most suitable. 

This discretion left to States by international law explains the great variety of 

rules which they have been able to adopt without objections or complaints on the part of 

other States; it is in order to remedy the difficulties resulting from such variety that 

efforts have been made for many years past, both in Europe and America, to prepare 

conventions the effect of which would be precisely to limit the discretion at present left to 

States in this respect by international law, thus making good the existing lacunæ in 

respect of jurisdiction or removing the conflicting jurisdictions arising from the diversity 

of the principles adopted by the various States.  

 

In these circumstances all that can be required of a State is that it should not overstep the 

limits which international law places upon its jurisdiction; within these limits, its title to 

exercise jurisdiction rests in its sovereignty… 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

The so-called ―Lotus principle‖ is not limited in application to questions of jurisdiction in 

national courts.  (The subject of how international law issues are adjudicated in national 

courts will be taken up specifically in later chapters).  Rather, the Lotus principle has 

been taken generally to mean that States have residual sovereignty or power in the 

absence of international law.  How far does this residual power go?  Consider the 

following discussion by the ICJ in Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons. 

 

Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, ICJ Advisory Opinion, 1996. 

 

1.  The question upon which the advisory opinion of the Court has been requested is 

set forth [as follows]: 

The General Assembly,… 

Decides… to request the International Court of Justice urgently to render its 

advisory opinion on the following question: 'Is the threat or use of nuclear 

weapons in any circumstance permitted under international law?‘ 
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21.  The use of the word "permitted" in the question put by the General Assembly was 

criticized before the Court by certain States on the ground that this implied that the threat 

or the use of nuclear weapons would only be permissible if authorization could be found 

in a treaty provision or in customary international law. Such a starting point, those States 

submitted, was incompatible with the very basis of international law, which rests upon 

the principles of sovereignty and consent; accordingly, and contrary to what was implied 

by use of the word "permitted", States are free to threaten or use nuclear weapons unless 

it can be shown that they are bound not to do so by reference to a prohibition in either 

treaty law or customary international law. Support for this contention was found in dicta 

of the Permanent Court of International Justice in the "Lotus" case that "restrictions upon 

the independence of States cannot . . . be presumed" and that international law leaves to 

States "a wide measure of discretion which is only limited in certain cases by prohibitive 

rules"... Reliance was also placed on the dictum of the present Court in the case 

concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. 

United States of America) that:  

 

in international law there are no rules, other than such rules as may be accepted 

by the State concerned, by treaty or otherwise, whereby the level of armaments 

of a sovereign State can be limited (I.C.J. Reports 1986, p. 135, para. 269). 

 

For other States, the invocation of these dicta in the "Lotus" case was inapposite; their 

status in contemporary international law and applicability in the very different 

circumstances of the present case were challenged. It was also contended that the above-

mentioned dictum of the present Court was directed to the possession of armaments and 

was irrelevant to the threat or use of nuclear weapons. 

 

Finally, it was suggested that, were the Court to answer the question put by the 

Assembly, the word "permitted" should be replaced by "prohibited". 

 

22.  The Court notes that the nuclear-weapon States appearing before it either 

accepted, or did not dispute, that their independence to act was indeed restricted by the 

principles and rules of international law, more particularly humanitarian law…, as did the 
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other States which took part in the proceedings. Hence, the argument concerning the legal 

conclusions to be drawn from the use of the word "permitted", and the questions of 

burden of proof to which it was said to give rise, are without particular significance for 

the disposition of the issues before the Court. 

 

23.  In seeking to answer the question put to it by the General Assembly, the Court 

must decide, after consideration of the great corpus of international law norms available 

to it, what might be the relevant applicable law. 

 

Dissenting Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen. Nuclear Weapons case. 

 

The notions of sovereignty and independence which the ―Lotus‖ Court had in mind did 

not evolve in a context which visualized the possibility that a single State could possess 

the capability of wiping out the practical existence both of itself and of all other States.  

The Court was dealing with a case of collision at sea and the criminal jurisdiction of 

States in relation thereto – scarcely an earth-shaking issue.  Had its mind been directed to 

the possibility of the planet being destroyed by a minority of warring States, it is not 

likely that it would have left the position which it took without qualification… 

 

Whichever way the issue in ―Lotus‖ was determined, the Court‘s determination could be 

accommodated within the framework of an international society consisting of ―co-

existing independent communities‖.  Not so as regards the issue whether there is a right 

to use nuclear weapons.  Were the Court to uphold such a right, it would be upholding a 

right which could be used to destroy that framework and which could not therefore be 

accommodated within it.  However extensive might be the powers available to a State, 

there is not any basis for supposing that the Permanent Court of International Justice 

considered that, in the absence of a prohibition, they include powers the exercise of 

which could extinguish civilization and annihilate mankind and thus destroy the 

framework of the international community; powers of this kind were not in issue.  To the 

extent that a course of action could be followed by so apocalyptic a consequence, the case 

is distinguishable; it does not stand in the way of this Court holding that States do not 
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have a right to embark on such a course of action unless, which is improbable, it can be 

shown that the action is authorized under international law… 

 

It is implicit in ―Lotus‖ that the sovereignty of other States should be respected.  One of 

the characteristics of nuclear weapons is that they violate the sovereignty of other 

countries who have in no way consented to the intrusion upon their fundamental 

sovereign rights, which is implicit in the use of the nuclear weapon.  It would be an 

interpretation totally out of context that the ―Lotus‖ decision formulated a theory, equally 

applicable in peace and war, to the effect that a State could do whatever it pleased so long 

as it had not bound itself to the contrary.  Such an interpretation of ―Lotus‖ would cast a 

baneful spell on the progressive development of international law. 

 

Questions: 

1. Consider that the prosecutor in a domestic criminal case would have to show that the 

court was exercising jurisdiction according to the law.  Actually, jurisdiction is never 

presumed in any court, domestic or international.  Why then would the ICJ presume 

that Turkey had jurisdiction to try Demons? 

2. Was it necessary for the Lotus Court to frame the case in terms of Turkey‘s 

sovereignty in its own territory?  A State‘s sovereignty seemingly extends as much to 

citizens of that State as to the territory of that State.  In the first place, the case 

involved a collision at sea in neither Turkish nor French territory.  Demons later was 

found in Turkish territory, but he was a national of France.  Is this not a case of 

Turkish sovereignty versus French sovereignty?  Why then would Turkish 

sovereignty prevail at the beginning, before the Court had considered the international 

law related to jurisdiction? 

3. As a practical matter, was it likely that Demons would get a fair trial in Turkey?  

Presumably, Turkish people were upset about the incident and the loss of their sailors 

and would put pressure on the Turkish courts to punish someone.  Demons was 

perhaps a scapegoat.  On the other hand, was it likely that Demons would be fairly 

tried in France?  Perhaps the French would be overly lenient on one of their own 
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citizens.  The ideal solution would be to have Demons tried by some unbiased third-

party. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

The problem in the Lotus case can be stated in another way.  International customs and 

background principles like State sovereignty are default rules filling in the gaps when 

there is no treaty on point.  In some cases – like the Lotus case and the Nuclear Weapons 

case – it appears that there is no default rule.  So what then?  The Court has different 

options.  The Court‘s solution in the Nuclear Weapons case was to declare a non liquet, 

meaning literally ―it is not clear.‖  The Court said in its decision, ―…in view of the 

current state of international law…the Court cannot conclude definitively whether the 

threat or use of nuclear weapons would be lawful or unlawful in an extreme circumstance 

of self-defense…‖ By implication, the Court is saying that the international system is not 

a complete system of laws.  As an alternative, the Court could use its own reasoning to 

fill in the gaps, as is done in courts in common law States.  Along these lines, the Court 

could go back to a default principle like sovereignty, which is what the Court did in the 

Lotus case (and what the Court flatly refused to do in the Nuclear Weapons case).  Such a 

default rule would cover almost all the gaps in the international system.  Simply put, the 

rule says that, in the absence of law, States can do what they want.  The default rule could 

be formulated in a different way, however.  One could argue that, in the absence of 

express authority in international law, a State may act only in ways that do not affect the 

sovereignty of other States.  In any case, the rule articulated in the Lotus case was a 

court-made rule, derived from sovereignty but derived not inevitably by logic but rather 

in a way based on the choices of the judges on the Court. 

 

In practice, international tribunals often apply general principles of international law to 

make the default rules – customary rules – complete.  Consider how the ICJ reasons 

through its decision in the Corfu Channel case below. 
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Corfu Channel Case (U.K. v. Albania), ICJ 1949. 

 

The obligations incumbent upon the Albanian authorities consisted in notifying, for the 

benefit of shipping in general, the existence of a minefield in Albanian territorial waters 

and in warning the approaching British warships of the imminent danger to which the 

minefields exposed them.  Such obligations are based, not on the Hague Convention of 

1907, No. VIII which is applicable in time of war, but on certain general and well-

recognized principles, namely:  elementary considerations of humanity, even more 

exacting in peace than in war; the principle of the freedom of maritime communication 

and every State‘s obligation not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts 

contrary to the rights of other States. 

 

Section 4.2   Customary Law:  State Practice and Opinio Juris 

 

International customs are like an invisible set of rules.  The ―fundamental‖ customs just 

discussed at least are clear and well-accepted, even if they cannot be listed in a table of 

international rules.  Other customs, however, are more elusive.  ―If treaties contain rules 

expressly recognized by states, customary international law…may be said to embody 

norms they tacitly accept, through their conduct.‖  (McCaffrey, 2006.)  This so-called 

―tacit‖ acceptance is unspoken and unclear.   

 

Thus, for those customs that are not ―axiomatic‖ or ―fundamental‖ it is necessary first to 

prove conclusively that they exist.  Most litigation concerning custom will focus on this 

issue of whether the custom exists or not.  Necessarily, to prove that the custom exists is 

to prove also what the custom is.  So by the time one has finished this analysis, little 

remains but to apply the custom to the particular facts of the case.   

 

Unfortunately, it is hard to prove that a custom exists.  Two elements must be proven – 

State practice and opinio juris.  ―Practice‖ indicates the State‘s overt behavior whereas 

opinio juris means the State‘s belief that the practice is required as a matter of 

international law.  These criteria, though perhaps clear in definition, have been 
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notoriously subtle and confusing in application (as the student will see shortly).  The 

criteria are so subtle that it appears sometimes as though the court is inventing the custom 

rather than finding it in the actions and statements of States.  Whatever the case, as a 

formal matter the student always will conduct the same analysis in regard to each custom 

he or she wants to prove:  show State practice and opinio juris. 

 

Anthea Elizabeth Roberts, Traditional and Modern Approaches to Customary 

International Law:  A Reconciliation, 2001. 

 

The demise of custom as a source of international law has been widely forecasted.  This 

is because both the nature and the relative importance of custom‘s constituent elements 

are contentious. At the same time, custom has become an increasingly significant source 

of law in important areas such as human rights obligations…  These developments have 

resulted in two apparently opposing approaches, which I term ―traditional custom‖ and 

―modern custom‖…   

 

This article seeks to provide an enriched theoretical account of custom that incorporates 

both the traditional and the modern approaches rather than advocating one approach over 

the other. The Statute of the International Court of Justice describes custom as ―evidence 

of a general practice accepted as law.‖  Custom is generally considered to have two 

elements: state practice and opinio juris.  State practice refers to general and consistent 

practice by states, while opinio juris means that the practice is followed out of a belief of 

legal obligation.  This distinction is problematic because it is difficult to determine what 

states believe as opposed to what they say. Whether treaties and declarations constitute 

state practice or opinio juris is also controversial. For the sake of clarity, this article 

adopts Anthony D‘Amato‘s distinction between action (state practice) and statements 

(opinio juris).  Thus, actions can form custom only if accompanied by an articulation of 

the legality of the action.  Opinio juris concerns statements of belief rather than actual 

beliefs.  Further, treaties and declarations represent opinio juris because they are 

statements about the legality of action, rather than examples of that action.  As will be 

demonstrated below, traditional custom and modern custom are generally assumed to be 
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alternatives because the former emphasizes state practice, whereas the latter emphasizes 

opinio juris. 

What I have termed traditional custom results from general and consistent practice 

followed by states from a sense of legal obligation.  It focuses primarily on state practice 

in the form of interstate interaction and acquiescence. Opinio juris is a secondary 

consideration invoked to distinguish between legal and nonlegal obligations.  Traditional 

custom is evolutionary and is identified through an inductive process in which a general 

custom is derived from specific instances of state practice.  This approach is evident in 

S.S. Lotus, where the Permanent Court of International Justice inferred a general custom 

about objective territorial jurisdiction over ships on the high seas from previous instances 

of state action and acquiescence. 

 

By contrast, modern custom is derived by a deductive process that begins with general 

statements of rules rather than particular instances of practice.  This approach emphasizes 

opinion juris rather than state practice because it relies primarily on statements rather 

than actions.  Modern custom can develop quickly because it is deduced from multilateral 

treaties and declarations by international fora such as the General Assembly, which can 

declare existing customs, crystallize emerging customs, and generate new customs.  

Whether these texts become custom depends on factors such as whether they are phrased 

in declaratory terms, supported by a widespread and representative body of states, and 

confirmed by state practice.  A good example of the deductive approach is the Merits 

decision in Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua.  The Court 

paid lip service to the traditional test for custom but derived customs of non-use of force 

and nonintervention from statements such as General Assembly resolutions.  The Court 

did not make a serious inquiry into state practice, holding that it was sufficient for 

conduct to be generally consistent with statements of rules, provided that instances of 

inconsistent practice had been treated as breaches of the rule concerned rather than as 

generating a new rule. 

 

The tests and justifications for traditional and modern custom appear to differ because the 

former develops slowly through state practice, while the latter can arise rapidly based on 
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opinio juris.  This difference has spurred considerable discussion over two related issues. 

First, the legitimacy of traditional and modern custom has been debated at length.  David 

Fidler characterizes the various approaches to this issue as the dinosaur, dynamo, and 

dangerous perspectives.  The dinosaur approach focuses on traditional custom and argues 

that massive changes in the international system have rendered it an anachronism. For 

example, Jonathan Charney claims that the increasing number and diversity of states, as 

well as the emergence of global problems that are addressed in international fora, makes 

traditional custom an inappropriate means for developing law.  The dynamo perspective 

concentrates on modern custom and embraces it as a progressive source of law that can 

respond to moral issues and global challenges. For example, Theodor Meron, Richard 

Lillich, and Lori Bruun argue that modern custom based on declarations by international 

fora provides an important source of law for human rights obligations.  Finally, the 

dangerous perspective views modern custom as a departure from the traditional approach 

that has created an opportunity for legal and political abuse. Thus, Michael Reisman 

characterizes the increased dependence on custom as a ―great leap backwards‖ designed 

to serve the interests of powerful states.  Similarly, Arthur Weisburd holds that modern 

custom often lacks the legitimacy of state consent because it is formed despite little, or 

conflicting, state practice.   

 

Second, the divergence between traditional and modern custom has been criticized as 

undermining the integrity of custom as a source of law. Patrick Kelly argues that custom 

is an indeterminate and malleable source of law, simply a ―matter of taste.‖  According to 

D‘Amato, the modern approach trashes the theoretical foundations of custom by inverting 

the traditional priority of state practice over opinio juris.  Sir Robert Jennings insists that 

―most of what we perversely persist in calling customary international law is not only not 

customary law: it does not even faintly resemble a customary law.‖  The phrases 

―modern,‖ ―new,‖ ―contemporary,‖ and ―instant‖ custom appear inherently contradictory 

and obscure the real basis for forming this law. Hilary Charlesworth contends that 

modern custom can be rationalized only by dispensing with the traditional rhetoric of 

custom.  Bruno Simma and Philip Alston argue that the modern approach has created an 

―identity crisis‖ for custom and would be better understood as a general principle of 
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international law.  Likewise, Charney, Daniel Bodansky, and Hiram Chodosh conclude 

that modern custom is really a new species of universal declaratory law because it is 

based on authoritative statements about practice rather than observable regularities of 

behavior. 

 

Both the legitimacy and the integrity of traditional and modern custom have received 

considerable attention and polarized positions are evident. However, few commentators 

have transcended these debates by attempting to provide an overall theory of custom. 

Frederic Kirgis rationalizes the divergence in custom by analyzing the requirements of 

state practice and opinio juris on a sliding scale.  At one end, highly consistent state 

practice can establish a customary rule without requiring opinio juris. However, as the 

frequency and consistency of state practice decline, a stronger showing of opinio juris 

will be required. Kirgis argues that the exact trade-off between state practice and opinio 

juris will depend on the importance of the activity in question and the reasonableness of 

the rule involved.  Simma and Alston claim that this approach reinterprets the concept of 

custom so as to produce the ―right‖ answers.  However, John Tasioulas argues that the 

sliding scale can be rationalized on the basis of Ronald Dworkin‘s interpretive theory of 

law, which balances a description of what the law has been with normative considerations 

about what the law should be. This perspective shows why the Court may be less 

exacting in requiring state practice and opinion juris in cases that deal with important 

moral issues. 

 

  Part A:  State Practice 

 

A State‘s practice is what the State does over and over again.  Actions, repeated with 

some regularity, give rise to expectations, and expectations shared by most States may 

become international legal obligations.  What actions are important to show ―State 

practice‖?  Examples of actions include official statements of policy made by 

governments; implementation of policy; other governmental acts like warfare and treaty-

making; diplomatic correspondence; and decisions of national tribunals, among others.  

These actions may be internal or external, meaning that they may be actions undertaken 
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with respect to that State‘s own territory and citizens or actions undertaken against or in 

cooperation with other States at the international level.  These ―actions‖ may be inactions 

as well, as when a State does not object to a practice that affects its interests.  The student 

should consider the different examples of State practice that the court gives in the 

Paquete Habana case below. 

 

Scholars have debated whether evidence of State practice such as a treaty or a policy 

statement really counts as an ―action‖ by a State.  Some have pointed out that a treaty is a 

statement, not an action, and that statements should not be included in an analysis of 

State practice but rather should be taken up in the analysis of opinio juris.  After all, a 

statement is more indicative of belief (and opinio juris is a belief).  Courts always start by 

saying that both State practice and opinio juris must be shown, but they do not always 

indicate clearly whether a particular piece of evidence shows State practice or whether it 

shows opinio juris.  Statements and actions are mixed together and cited to prove custom 

generally.  Thus the ambiguity as to ―actions‖ and ―statements‖ remains.  Anyway, there 

is no reason for the student to worry about making a hard distinction between ―actions‖ 

and ―statements‖ when clearly this is not being done by courts and legal professionals. 

 

There are three questions of concern for showing State practice.  First, how many States 

engage in this practice (i.e. how general and widespread is the practice)?  Second, are 

there any inconsistencies (States engaging in contrary practice)?  Third, how long has the 

practice been on going?  These questions are interrelated.  Strong evidence in favor of a 

custom on any one of the three questions will render the other questions less important.  

So if a practice is very widespread it may be deemed a custom despite a few strong 

inconsistencies.  Furthermore, a practice that has been on going for the last 500 years 

may require less of a showing of generality and consistency in order to be a custom.  

 

No hard rule exists stating that, for example, exactly 50 States must engage in a practice 

in order to show the generality of that practice.  Certainly, a simple majority of States is 

not enough.  The ICJ has stated, rather vaguely, that a ―very widespread and 

representative participation‖ is required for State practice.  (North Sea Continental Shelf 
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Case, ICJ, 1969.)  Most international tribunals are selective when sampling State 

practice.  In other words, courts do not look at the practices of all States in the world but 

rather focus on the practices of certain select States.  (Otherwise, courts‘ written opinions 

on customary law would extend for hundreds of pages.)  There are several approaches to 

making selections of States and establishing generality.  First the court may focus on the 

practices of so-called ―specially-affected‖ States.  If the emerging custom concerns the 

high seas, for example, then the court will focus on coastal States with significant 

maritime activities.  In the same way, if the custom relates to the use of nuclear weapons, 

then the practices of States with nuclear weapons will be of particular interest.  Second, a 

court may select States from different geographic regions in order to have 

―representatives‖ from different parts of the world.  Thus the court may look at State 

practices from one State from each continent of the world.  Finally, a court may select 

States practices from States in different categories of economic development.  The 

assumption here is that States that are, for example, least-developed all have something in 

common and thus the court can use one of these least-developed States as a representative 

of the rest, one of the most-developed States as a representative from most-developed 

States, etc.  (This assumption may make more sense in particular contexts, as for example 

when the practice is economic in nature – like the practice of nationalizing natural 

resources.) 

 

Courts have at times dispensed with the generality requirement altogether and have 

concentrated on the practices of the particular litigants in the case on hand.  (The student 

should keep this in mind when reading the excerpt from the Nicaragua case below.)  If 

the dispute is between Kenya and Ethiopia, the court may think that the State practice of 

Kenya and Ethiopia is of particular importance.  It is hard to justify this approach, 

considering that a custom, once proven, will exist for all States in the world and not just 

the States that are involved in the particular dispute that gave rise to the case.  One reason 

for this approach may be that courts in certain cases assume that a practice is widespread 

and consider only whether inconsistent practices by these particular litigants show that 

the custom cannot exist, despite the practice being widespread.  In general, the student 
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should go beyond the practices of the particular States involved in the dispute and try to 

establish some type of generality or ―widespread‖ practice. 

 

A separate issue for the court is how to deal with examples of inconsistent practice.  

Courts require ―constant and uniform usage.‖  (See the Asylum case, ICJ, 1950.)  This is 

to say that a practice must be consistent.  A practice may be extremely widespread – as 

for example the practice in the Paquete Habana case below of protecting fishing vessels 

in times of war – but nonetheless be contradicted in a few glaring instances by the 

opposite behavior.  What if France in one particular war decides to seize fishing vessels 

but in all other wars protects fishing vessels as a rule?  What is the significance of this 

deviant behavior?  What if it is not just France but Spain also that sometimes seizes 

fishing vessels during wartime?  If the court is to find that a custom exists, it must deal 

with these examples of inconsistent practice.  The court may consider how many States 

engaged in the inconsistent practice, how long the inconsistent practice went on, the 

subsequent practice of States, or even the attitude of the States themselves towards the 

inconsistency (in other words whether the State continued to justify itself in terms of the 

old custom or hide its inconsistent practice). 

 

For how much time must a practice be on going before it becomes a custom?  In the past, 

courts required a significant amount of time to pass for a practice to become a custom.  

The court in the Paquete Habana case referred to this as a slow ―ripening‖ process.  In 

recent times, however, state practices have become custom rather quickly, especially in 

areas of practice that involve the emergence of new technologies.  Customs regarding 

international space travel, for example, came into existence rather quickly.  Improved 

technology also has allowed more extensive use of the land under the sea known as the 

―continental shelf.‖  Scholars have said that the U.S. created ―instant custom‖ when it 

suddenly declared a territorial interest in the continental shelf under its coastline in 1945.  

Other nations immediately followed this declaration with their own declarations, and the 

custom relating to ownership rights in the continental shelf came into being.  The student 

would do well to follow the ICJ in regard to this matter:  ―the passage of only a short 
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period of time is not necessarily, or of itself, a bar to the formation of a new rule of 

customary international law.‖  (North Sea Continental Shelf case, ICJ, 1969.) 

 

A final matter for concern in establishing State practice is, Who has the authority to act 

on behalf of the State and establish the practice?  For example, the State may publish a 

policy manual that prohibits the use of torture by State officials.  Police nonetheless may 

torture suspects in criminal cases on a regular basis.  Which of these is the State practice, 

the policy manual put out by the State or the actions of the police?  This matter is 

somewhat unresolved and the student may argue either side.  (Scholars have debated this 

question.  See A. Mark Weisburd, ―Customary International Law and Torture:  The Case 

of India,‖ in the Chicago Journal of International Law, 2001.  See also Anthony 

D‘Amato, ―Custom and Treaty:  A Response to Professor Weisburd,‖ in the Vanderbilt 

Journal of International Law, 1988.) 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

The following case is a U.S. domestic case, but it is a relatively good example (and a 

famous one at that) of the process that an international tribunal would go through, at least 

traditionally, to establish State practice.  The student should pay attention to the types of 

evidence that the court uses to substantiate the practice and the way that the court deals 

with inconsistent practice.  (Of course, the student should bear in mind that this is not the 

whole case but rather an excerpt and that the court laid out a great deal of additional 

evidence, including the practices of other States, that is not reproduced here.) 

 

The Paquete Habana, U.S. Supreme Court, 1900. 

 

These are two appeals from decrees of the district court of the United States for the 

southern district of Florida condemning two fishing vessels and their cargoes as prize of 

war.  
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Each vessel was a fishing smack, running in and out of Havana, and regularly engaged in 

fishing on the coast of Cuba; [each] sailed under the Spanish flag…  Until stopped by the 

blockading squadron [the Paquete Habana] had no knowledge of the existence of the war 

or of any blockade. She had no arms or ammunition on board, and made on attempt to 

run the blockade after she knew of its existence, nor any resistance at the time of the 

capture… 

 

Both the fishing vessels were brought by their captors into Key West…  [A] final decree 

of condemnation and sale was entered, ―the court not being satisfied that as a matter of 

law, without any ordinance, treaty, or proclamation, fishing vessels of this class are 

exempt from seizure.‖ 

 

Each vessel was thereupon sold by auction; the Paquete Habana for the sum of $490; and 

the Lola for the sum of $800… 

 

We are then brought to the consideration of the question whether, upon the facts 

appearing in these records, the fishing smacks were subject to capture by the armed 

vessels of the United States during the recent war with Spain. 

 

By an ancient usage among civilized nations, beginning centuries ago, and gradually 

ripening into a rule of international law, coast fishing vessels, pursuing their vocation of 

catching and bringing in fresh fish, have been recognized as exempt, with their cargoes 

and crews, from capture as prize of war.  

 

This doctrine, however, has been earnestly contested at the bar; and no complete 

collection of the instances illustrating it is to be found…in a single published work…  It 

is therefore worth the while to trace the history of the rule, from the earliest accessible 

sources, through the increasing recognition of it, with occasional setbacks, to what we 

may now justly consider as its final establishment in our own country and generally 

throughout the civilized world… 
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In 1403 and 1406 Henry IV. issued orders to his admirals and other officers, entitled 

'Concerning Safety for Fishermen…‘ By an order of October 26, 1403, reciting that it 

was made pursuant to a treaty between himself and the King of France; and for the 

greater safety of the fishermen of either country, …and that the French King had 

consented that English fishermen should be treated likewise, it was ordained that French 

fishermen might…safely fish for herrings and all other fish…  [This practice was also 

recorded in a treaty between the King of France and the Emperor Charles V and in certain 

Dutch edicts.] 

 

The doctrine which exempts coast fishermen, with their vessels and cargoes, from capture 

as prize of war, has been familiar to the United States from the time of the War of 

Independence. 

 

On June 5, 1779, Louis XVI., our ally in that war,...directed [his admiral‘s] attention to 

that class of his subjects which devoted itself to the trade of fishing, and had no other 

means of livelihood; that [Louis XVI] had thought that the example which he should give 

to his enemies, and which could have no other source than the sentiments of humanity 

which inspired him, would determine them to allow to fishermen the same facilities 

which he should consent to grant; and that he had therefore given orders to the 

commanders of all his ships not to disturb English fishermen, nor to arrest their vessels 

laden with fresh fish, even if not caught by those vessels; provided they had no offensive 

arms, and were not proved to have made any signals creating a suspicion of intelligence 

with the enemy; and the admiral was directed to communicate the King's intentions to all 

officers under his control. By a royal order in council of November 6, 1780, the former 

orders were confirmed; and the capture and ransom, by a French cruiser, of The John and 

Sarah, an English vessel, coming from Holland, laden with fresh fish, were pronounced 

to be illegal… 

 

In the treaty of 1785 between the United States and Prussia, article 23… provided that, if 

war should arise between the contracting parties, 'all women and children, scholars of 

every faculty, cultivators of the earth, artisans, manufacturers, and fishermen, unarmed 
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and inhabiting unfortified towns, villages, or places, and in general all others whose 

occupations are for the common subsistence and benefit of mankind, shall be allowed to 

continue their respective employments, and shall not be molested in their persons, nor 

shall their houses or goods be burnt or otherwise destroyed, nor their fields wasted by the 

armed force of the enemy, into whose power, by the events of war, they may happen to 

fall; but if anything is necessary to be taken from them for the use of such armed force, 

the same shall be paid for at a reasonable price.'… Here was the clearest exemption from 

hostile molestation or seizure of the persons, occupations, houses, and goods of unarmed 

fishermen inhabiting unfortified places. The article was repeated in the later treaties 

between the United States and Prussia of 1799 and 1828… And Dana, in a note to his 

edition of Wheaton's International Laws, says: 'In many treaties and decrees, fishermen 

catching fish as an article of food are added to the class of persons whose occupation is 

not to be disturbed in war.' Wheaton, International Law (8th ed.) 345, note 168… 

 

Since the United States became a nation, the only serious interruptions, so far as we are 

informed, of the general recognition of the exemption of coast fishing vessels from 

hostile capture, arose out of the mutual suspicions and recriminations of England and 

France during the wars of the French Revolution… 

 

[The Court comments on Lord Stowell‘s judgment upholding a British seizure of a Dutch 

fishing vessel in 1798.]  [Lord Stowell‘s] opinion begins by admitting the known custom 

in former wars not to capture such vessels; adding, however, 'but this was a rule of 

comity only, and not of legal decision.' Assuming the phrase 'legal decision' to have been 

there used, in the sense in which courts are accustomed to use it, as equivalent to 'judicial 

decision,' it is true that, so far as appears, there had been no such decision on the point in 

England. The word 'comity' was apparently used by Lord Stowell as synonymous with 

courtesy or goodwill. But the period of a hundred years which has since elapsed is amply 

sufficient to have enabled what originally may have rested in custom or comity, courtesy 

or concession, to grow, by the general assent of civilized nations, into a settled rule of 

international law… 
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Wheaton, in his Digest of the Law of Maritime Captures and Prizes, published in 1815, 

wrote: 'It has been usual in maritime wars to exempt from capture fishing boats and their 

cargoes, both from views of mutual accommodation between neighboring countries, and 

from tenderness to a poor and industrious order of people. This custom, so honorable to 

the humanity of civilized nations, has fallen into disuse; and it is remarkable that both 

France and England mutually reproach each other with that breach of good faith which 

has finally abolished it.' Wheaton, Captures, chap. 2, 18.  

 

This statement clearly exhibits Wheaton's opinion that the custom had been a general 

one, as well as that it ought to remain so. His assumption that it had been abolished by the 

differences between France and England at the close of the last century was hardly 

justified by the state of things when he wrote, and has not since been borne out… 

 

In the war with Mexico, in 1846, the United States recognized the exemption of coast 

fishing boats from capture. In proof of this, counsel have referred to records of the Navy 

Department, which this court is clearly authorized to consult upon such a question… 

 

Since the English orders in council of 1806 and 1810, before quoted, in favor of fishing 

vessels employed in catching and bringing to market fresh fish, no instance has been 

found in which the exemption from capture of private coast fishing vessels honestly 

pursuing their peaceful industry has been denied by England or by any other nation. 

 

International law is part of our law, and must be ascertained and administered by the 

courts of justice of appropriate jurisdiction as often as questions of right depending upon 

it are duly presented for their determination. For this purpose, where there is no treaty 

and no controlling executive or legislative act or judicial decision, resort must be had to 

the customs and usages of civilized nations, and, as evidence of these, to the works of 

jurists and commentators who by years of labor, research, and experience have made 

themselves peculiarly well acquainted with the subjects of which they treat. Such works 

are resorted to by judicial tribunals, not for the speculations of their authors concerning 
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what the law ought to be, but for trustworthy evidence of what the law really is. Hilton v. 

Guyot, [1895]… 

 

This review of the precedents and authorities on the subject appears to us abundantly to 

demonstrate that at the present day, by the general consent of the civilized nations of the 

world, and independently of any express treaty or other public act, it is an established rule 

of international law, founded on considerations of humanity to a poor and industrious 

order of men, and of the mutual convenience of belligerent states, that coast fishing 

vessels, with their implements and supplies, cargoes and crews, unarmed and honestly 

pursuing their peaceful calling of catching and bringing in fresh fish, are exempt from 

capture as prize of war… 

 

This rule of international law is one which prize courts administering the law of nations 

are bound to take judicial notice of, and to give effect to, in the absence of any treaty or 

other public act of their own government in relation to the matter… 

 

To this subject in more than one aspect are singularly applicable the words uttered by Mr. 

Justice Strong, speaking for this court: 'Undoubtedly no single nation can change the law 

of the sea. The law is of universal obligation and no statute of one or two nations can 

create obligations for the world. Like all the laws of nations, it rests upon the common 

consent of civilized communities. It is of force, not because it was prescribed by any 

superior power, but because it has been generally accepted as a rule of conduct. Whatever 

may have been its origin, whether in the usages of navigation, or in the ordinances of 

maritime states, or in both, it has become the law of the sea only by the concurrent 

sanction of those nations who may be said to constitute the commercial world. Many of 

the usages which prevail, and which have the force of law, doubtless originated in the 

positive prescriptions of some single state, which were at first of limited effect, but 

which, when generally accepted, became of universal obligation.' 'This is not giving to 

the statutes of any nation extraterritorial effect. It is not treating them as general maritime 

laws; but it is recognition of the historical fact that by common consent of mankind these 

rules have been acquiesced in as of general obligation. Of that fact, we think, we may 
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take judicial notice. Foreign municipal laws must indeed be proved as facts, but it is not 

so with the law of nations.'… 

 

 

 

Questions: 

1. Is it reasonable for a court to look at the practices of all States?  Why does the court 

in the Paquete Habana case consider only the practice of European States?  The 

student should note that the case was decided in 1900 at a time when fewer States 

existed and most of those States were European States.  Presumably, a modern court 

would have to conduct a similarly exhaustive analysis of State practice as was done in 

the Paquete Habana case but in regard to a far larger number of States.  Does it make 

sense to include all of this detail in modern times?  Can we be more certain of the 

practice of modern States because of improved reporting techniques like the 

international media? 

2. Even though the court looks at the practice of other States, the court seems to give 

special significance to U.S. practice.  Is this appropriate considering that the U.S. is a 

party to the dispute?  In any case, if not appropriate, the focus on U.S. practice may 

be explained by the fact that the case is being adjudicated in U.S. domestic courts. 

3. How does the court deal with Lord Stowell‘s opinion, which is clearly an example of 

inconsistent practice by England?  The court seems to rely heavily on the practice of 

States after 1800 to contradict such inconsistent practices of England and France that 

took place during the wars of the French Revolution.  When then did the custom 

protecting fishing vessels emerge?  If the custom came into being after 1800, what is 

the point of reciting the practice of States going back to the 15
th

 century? 

4. Why did Lord Stowell consider the rule against taking fishing vessels to be a rule of 

―comity‖ only?  (It may be that he saying that there was no opinio juris, an element of 

custom that will be discussed shortly.) 
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Part B:  Opinio Juris. 

 

Opinio Juris is like a State‘s official stamp that converts that State‘s casual practice into a 

binding rule.  To have custom, States must not only exhibit a certain practice; they must 

also believe that the practice is legally required.  In short, opinio juris is the expression by 

a State that it is following some practice because the State thinks that the practice is 

required as a matter of international law.  This is the second criteria for custom, the so-

called ―subjective‖ element.  At first glance this element appears hopelessly confusing.  

How do we know what a State thinks or believes?  (Indeed, how can a State ―think‖ at 

all?)  Thoughts and beliefs have to be inferred from statements and actions.  If this is so, 

however, then there will be a great deal of overlap between State practice and opinio 

juris.  Does consistent practice by itself – when done in certain contexts – imply also a 

belief that the practice is binding as a matter of law?  If so, practice and opinio juris may 

amount to the same thing.  Moreover, opinio juris is somehow circular.  It is necessary to 

show that a State believes that a practice is required as a matter of law before that 

practice has actually become customary law.  What then are States thinking during the 

period when the custom is developing?  It seems as though it is necessary to show that, 

during this period, the State is confused in its beliefs and has mistaken its discretionary 

practice for a rule of law.  The belief in legal bindingness, in other words, must be made 

up, conjured out of thin air and without basis in international law. 

 

Fortunately, much of this confusion can be cleared up if the opinio juris requirement is 

understood in its original context.  Seemingly the purpose of this requirement is to 

distinguish between international customary laws and elements of official ceremony.  It 

would be ridiculous to bind a State to every action it performs consistently.  If every State 

roles out a red carpet for visits by foreign diplomats, is a red carpet required as a matter 

of international law?  What then if Ethiopia failed to provide a red carpet for U.S. 

diplomats on a visit to Ethiopia?  Could the U.S. sue Ethiopia in the ICJ for breach of 

customary international law?  Clearly, the answer must be, no.  The ICJ commented on 

the opinio juris requirement in the North Sea Continental Shelf case:   
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Not only must the acts concerned amount to a settled practice, but they must 

also be such…as to be evidence of a belief that this practice is rendered 

obligatory…  The States concerned must therefore feel that they are conforming 

to what amounts to a legal obligation.  The frequency, or even habitual character 

of the acts is not in itself enough.  There are many international acts, e.g., in the 

field of ceremonial and protocol, which are performed almost invariably, but 

which are motivated only by considerations of courtesy, convenience or 

tradition, and not be any sense of legal duty. 

 

In other words, with opinio juris we are looking for an added element that makes the 

State practice more serious and worthy of consideration as an international law. 

 

As pointed out by Roberts in the article reproduced above, courts in recent times 

increasingly rely on opinio juris rather than State practice to prove a custom exists.  This 

can be seen in the Nicaragua case below.  It seems that if most States express a belief 

that a rule should be binding, this is enough to make that rule binding as a custom.  

Certainly, State practice should generally follow the State‘s belief, but cases of 

inconsistent practice may be overlooked so long as the State apologizes for its mistake 

and maintains its belief.  Such an analysis may make it easier for certain Human Rights 

norms to pass into the corpus of binding international customs – perhaps because States 

are better at expressing their belief in Human Rights than they are in acting to protect 

Human Rights – but the analysis also confuses the fundamental nature of customary law.  

Customs, after all, are unexpressed laws.  With opinio juris overemphasized, one gets the 

impression that customs are expressed laws that States are willing to commit to in their 

statements but not willing to commit to in any form – like a treaty provision – that has 

real punishments for disobedience.   

  

Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua 

(Nicaragua v. U.S.), ICJ, 1986. 

 

[Nicaragua argued in this case that the U.S. had been assisting rebels in Nicaraguan 

territory and that the U.S. therefore had violated the prohibition on the threat or use of 

force in the UN Charter.  The Court below considers whether the prohibition on the threat 

or use of force is also a customary law.] 
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183.  …the Court has next to consider what are the rules of customary international law 

applicable to the present dispute. For this purpose, it has to direct its attention to the 

practice and opinio juris of States; as the Court recently observed,  

―It is of course axiomatic that the material of customary international law is to 

be looked for primarily in the actual practice and opinio juris of States, even 

though multilateral conventions may have an important role to play in recording 

and defining rules deriving from custom, or indeed in developing them." 

(Continental Shelf (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya/Malta), I.C.J. Reports 1985, pp. 29-

30, para. 27.) 

 

In this respect the Court must not lose sight of the Charter of the United Nations and that 

of the Organization of American States… 

 

184.  The Court notes that there is in fact evidence, to be examined below, of a 

considerable degree of agreement between the Parties as to the content of the customary 

international law relating to the non-use of force and non-intervention. This concurrence 

of their views does not however dispense the Court from having itself to ascertain what 

rules of customary international law are applicable. The mere fact that States declare their 

recognition of certain rules is not sufficient for the Court to consider these as being part 

of customary international law, and as applicable as such to those States. Bound as it is 

by Article 38 of its Statute to apply, inter alia, international custom "as evidence of a 

general practice accepted as law", the Court may not disregard the essential role played 

by general practice. Where two States agree to incorporate a particular rule in a treaty, 

their agreement suffices to make that rule a legal one, binding upon them; but in the field 

of customary international law, the shared view of the Parties as to the content of what 

they regard as the rule is not enough. The Court must satisfy itself that the existence of 

the rule in the opinio juris of States is confirmed by practice. 

 

185.  In the present dispute, the Court…cannot disregard the fact that the Parties are 

bound by these rules as a matter of treaty law and of customary international law. 

Furthermore, in the present case, apart from the treaty commitments binding the Parties 

to the rules in question, there are various instances of their having expressed recognition 
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of the validity thereof as customary international law in other ways. It is therefore in the 

light of this "subjective element" -- the expression used by the Court in its 1969 

Judgment in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases (I.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 44) -- that the 

Court has to appraise the relevant practice. 

 

186.  It is not to be expected that in the practice of States the application of the rules in 

question should have been perfect, in the sense that States should have refrained, with 

complete consistency, from the use of force or from intervention in each other's internal 

affairs. The Court does not consider that, for a rule to be established as customary, the 

corresponding practice must be in absolutely rigorous conformity with the rule. In order 

to deduce the existence of customary rules, the Court deems it sufficient that the conduct 

of States should, in general, be consistent with such rules, and that instances of State 

conduct inconsistent with a given rule should generally have been treated as breaches of 

that rule, not as indications of the recognition of a new rule. If a State acts in a way prima 

facie incompatible with a recognized rule, but defends its conduct by appealing to 

exceptions or justifications contained within the rule itself, then whether or not the State's 

conduct is in fact justifiable on that basis, the significance of that attitude is to confirm 

rather than to weaken the rule. 

 

Questions: 

1. Contrary to normal practice, the Court first assures itself that opinio juris exists and 

then proceeds to consider whether State practice substantiates the opinio juris.  Does 

it make sense for the Court to proceed in this order?  Traditionally, courts looked first 

to State practice and then to the opinio juris to substantiate the practice.  Does the 

change in order matter? 

2. Do the shared views of the U.S. and Nicaragua alone establish the opinio juris for an 

international custom of general applicability?  What if other States had expressed 

contrary views as to the bindingness of the rule prohibiting the threat or use of force?  

One scholar has concluded from the Nicaragua case that ―if there exist concordant 

views as to the existence of an applicable rule, less stringent proof is required to 

establish existence of a settled practice and opino juris.‖  See P. Rijpkema, 
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Customary International Law in the Nicaragua Case, in the Netherlands Yearbook of 

International Law, 1989.   

3. How does the Court deal with inconsistent practice?  Seemingly, inconsistencies can 

be overcome by opinio juris.  ―[I]nstances of State conduct inconsistent with a given 

rule should generally have been treated as breaches of that rule, not as indications of 

the recognition of a new rule.‖  Thus, so long as the State recognizes the rule, a 

breach of the rule in practice will not affect the rule‘s status as a customary law.   

4. The Court notes that States recognize the prohibition on the threat or use of force as a 

―fundamental‖ and ―universal‖ norm.  So is there an especially strong opinio juris 

then?  Does this explain why State practice is less important to the court?  Is it 

because of the strength of the opinio juris? 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Problem 4:  Proving an international custom. 

 

The imaginary State of Jib Jab (JJ) arrested Ali, a citizen of Big Boy (BB), for possession 

of illegal drugs.  During his trial, State JJ did not provide Ali with defense counsel, nor 

did JJ allow Ali to consult with BB‘s embassy.  Ali did not speak the Jib Jabian language, 

and he was confused throughout the proceedings.  The judge sentenced Ali to life 

imprisonment. 

 

Going back to 1930, many States have allowed foreign nationals being held on criminal 

charges to consult with their embassies.  In the U.S., England, and France this practice 

was followed consistently from 1935 to the present time.  Notably, the U.S. State 

Department once reported that, ―the U.S. feels that it is important for the ends of justice 

to help foreign nationals who are accused of crimes to navigate the U.S. court system.  

Foreign consulates play a major role in this process.‖  The Cassation Court in France has 

held that ―the provision of help from the appropriate embassy is necessary to any foreign 

defendant on trial in France.‖ 
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The practice of many other States, including BB, JJ, and their neighboring States in the 

Middle East, has not been consistent.  Many of these States have allowed foreign 

criminals to consult with their embassies even though these States have not produced any 

policy statements in regard to this practice.  Other States like JJ have never allowed 

foreign criminals to consult with their embassies.  BB also has prevented many criminals 

from consulting with their embassies, even though the BB government has stated publicly 

that, ―We recognize the right of foreign nationals on trial here to consult with their 

embassies.‖ 

 

Recently, the UN produced a treaty called, ―Convention on the Rights of Individuals on 

Trial in Foreign Jurisdictions.‖  The treaty guarantees criminal defendants the right to 

consult with their embassy at the pre-trial stages of the case.  Unfortunately, few States 

have become signatories to this treaty.  Specifically, JJ and BB have not signed the treaty, 

and JJ commented during the drafting of the treaty that, ―We would prefer not to allow a 

foreign defendant in a criminal case to consult with his embassy as a matter of right.‖ 

BB wishes to sue JJ for violating customary international law in its prosecution of 

Ali. 

 

 4.3 Local and Regional Customs  

 

General customs, once established, will apply to every State in the world.  Some have 

argued, however, that customary law may develop in a particular region or locality and 

apply only to the States in that region or locality.  Presumably, local and regional customs 

must be proven in the same way that general customs are proven – by showing State 

practice and opinio juris.  The process of showing State practice and opinio juris may be 

slightly different, however, in the case of local and regional customs. 

 

There are some problems with the theory of local and regional customs.  First, such a 

custom may affect the rights of States outside the region incidentally.  Imagine for 

example that the regional custom is to give exclusive national control over high seas to 

the State adjacent to those seas.  The sea, previously a commons open to all States inside 
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and outside the region, is now the exclusive property of one of the States in the region.  

Only the other States in the region have tacitly consented to this.  Along the same lines, it 

is clear that if the local or regional practice conflicts directly with an international custom 

of general applicability, then the local or regional practice cannot be a custom.  For 

example, if all the States in and around Thailand follow the practice of capturing fishing 

vessels in times of war, this will be considered a violation of the international custom 

protecting these fishing vessels (as discussed in the Paquete Habana case) rather than as 

evidence of a regional custom in South East Asia allowing such capture.   

 

Because there are fewer States involved at the regional and local level, a greater amount 

of uniformity in practice may be required.  For example, let us say that there are 200 

States in the world.  If two States engage in an inconsistent practice, this may be ignored 

for the purposes of establishing the custom because 99% of the States concerned engage 

in the custom.  However, let us say that there are 5 States in a particular region.  If two 

States engage in an inconsistent practice, then you have only 60% conformity.  

Obviously, it will be hard to establish a custom based on 60% conformity. 

 

How many States are necessary to create a unique local custom?  In the Case Concerning 

Right of Passage over Indian Territory (1960), the ICJ found the existence of a custom 

between just two States, India and Portugal.  Likely, the burden of proof is higher in such 

a situation and more evidence – and complete consistency – will be required to establish 

the custom. 

 

Asylum Case (Colombia v. Peru), ICJ, 1950 

 

[The Colombian Embassy in Peru granted political asylum to a Peruvian politician, 

Victor Raul Haya de la Torre, who was wanted by Peru.  The Colombian Embassy 

attempted to characterize him as a political refugee in order to secure passage for him out 

of Peru to Colombia.   The case was referred to the ICJ, and Colombia argued that it 

could unilaterally characterize Haya de la Torre as a political refugee based on a regional 

custom applicable to the American continents.] 
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The Colombian Government has finally invoked "American international law in general". 

In addition to the rules arising from agreements which have already been considered, it 

has relied on an alleged regional or local custom peculiar to Latin-American States.  

The Party which relies on a custom of this kind must prove that this custom is established 

in such a manner that it has become binding on the other Party. The Colombian 

Government must prove that the rule invoked by it is in accordance with a constant and 

uniform usage practiced by the States in question, and that this usage is the expression of 

a right appertaining to the State granting asylum and a duty incumbent on the territorial 

State. This follows from Article 38 of the Statute of the Court, which refers to 

international custom ―as evidence of a general practice accepted as law‖. 

… 

Finally, the Colombian Government has referred to a large number of particular cases in 

which diplomatic asylum was in fact granted and respected. But it has not shown that the 

alleged rule of unilateral and definitive qualification was invoked or – if in some cases it 

was in fact invoked – that it was, apart from conventional stipulations, exercised by the 

States granting asylum as a right appertaining to them and respected by the territorial 

States as a duty incumbent on them and not merely for reasons of political expediency. 

The facts brought to the knowledge of the Court disclose so much uncertainty and 

contradiction, so much fluctuation and discrepancy in the exercise of diplomatic asylum 

and in the officia1 views expressed on various occasions, there has been so much 

inconsistency in the rapid succession of conventions on asylum, ratified by some States 

and rejected by others, and the practice has been so much influenced by considerations of 

political expediency in the various cases, that it is not possible to discern in all this any 

constant and uniform usage, accepted as law, with regard to the alleged rule of unilateral 

and definitive qualification of the offence. 

 

The Court cannot therefore find that the Colombian Government has proved the existence 

of such a custom...  
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Questions: 

1. Are there special requirements for showing local or regional custom?  Must the 

practice be more general and more consistent?  Must opinio juris be uniform?  In 

general, is more proof required to show the custom?  Note that the ―constant and 

uniform usage‖ required by the court in this case is the same standard applied to cases 

involving general customs. 

2. How does the court know that State practice regarding asylum is influenced mostly 

by ―political expediency‖?  Is this simply because politics were involved in the 

decision whether to grant or deny asylum?  It is not clear that, for the purposes of 

finding opinio juris, ―political expediency‖ can be distinguished at all from the belief 

in legal obligation. 

 

Section 4.4 Which States Are Bound by Custom?  

 

If a custom is general, all States in the world are bound by it.  If a custom is regional or 

local, only States in that region or locality will be bound by it.  The question arises, what 

will happen to those States in the world (or in the pertinent region or locality) that do not 

practice a particular custom?  Will they be bound by that custom?  If so, the State will be 

bound to a law without its consent.  What about new States?  Will they be bound by pre-

existing customs that they have not participated in or consented to? 

 

The short answer is that States that say and do nothing during the time when a custom is 

developing will be bound by that custom.  The same applies to new States.  They will be 

bound by all customs in existence at the time of State formation.  This is unusual in 

international law.  Usually we think of States as sovereign and independent and thus only 

bound when they consent.  Some argue that saying and doing nothing is a type of tacit 

consent on the part of States.  Others say that there is a ―presumption of acceptance of a 

rule‖ with customary law such that we look not for a State‘s acceptance but rather for the 

lack of an objection.   
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However we twist the argument, the fact remains that States are bound to customs even 

when they do not consent to those customs.  This is seen most clearly in the situation 

when old customs are imposed on newly emerging States.  How can we apply the concept 

of tacit consent or presumption of acceptance to a new State that simply did not exist 

when the custom was forming?  A State not in formation at the time the custom is 

forming cannot be said to ―consent‖ to the custom.  In fact, the new States that emerged 

from colonialism argued just that.  These States said that they should not be bound by 

customs that they played no part in creating and that were established by the colonial 

powers from which they had achieved independence.  In practice, however, these States 

were obliged to accept the obligations imposed by custom along with the benefits 

enjoyed under customary law.  (This demonstrates the rather subtle power of the 

international system to coerce minority dissenters.  A new State that wants to ―join in the 

game,‖ so-to-speak, must accept the basic rules of the game.) 

 

Sometimes States object to emerging customs.  Unfortunately for the State concerned, 

one objection to a new rule will not prevent that rule from becoming customary law.  The 

student should remember that State practice and opinio juris need not be uniformly 

consistent and in support of the emerging rule.  So what happens to the State that objects? 

 

The only way that a State can get out of a general custom is by objecting to that custom 

loudly and continuously during the process of the formation of the custom.  A State that 

does this may obtain ―persistent objector status.‖  According to the U.S. Restatement of 

International Law, ―a dissenting state which indicates its dissent from a practice while the 

law is still in a state of development is not bound by that rule of law even after it 

matures.‖  It should be noted that there are really two requirements to obtain persistent 

objector status.  First, the State must object when the custom is in the process of forming.  

The moment that the emerging rule becomes a custom, all objections will be useless.  (In 

short, a State cannot object to an already-formed custom and claim that the custom does 

not apply to it.)  Second, the objection must be clear and ―persistent.‖  One mild 

objection to an emerging custom probably will not be enough.  Commonly, a State will 
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object in regular public statements or refuse to sign a certain treaty that supports the 

custom or make a conspicuous reservation to the treaty to preserve its rights.   

 

After a rule of custom has formed, any conduct contrary to the rule is a violation of 

international law.  Interestingly, if violations continue they may give rise to a new rule of 

custom.  It is strange that violating the law is a way of making new law, but this is the 

way customary law is.  Customs, after all, are the socially-acceptable forms of behavior.  

When behaviors change, customs change as well. 

(reading excerpt) 

 

Section 4.5 Treaties and General Assembly Resolutions as Evidence of 

Customs 

 

The general rules of custom formation are as have been explained already, but some 

specific attention needs to be given to treaties and acts of the United Nations as evidence 

of custom.  These types of evidence of customary law are tricky, as will be seen. 

 

Treaties, of course, are binding in their own right on State parties to the treaty.  Cases 

may arise, however, when we want to apply the principles in the treaty to States that are 

not party to the treaty or to situations not specifically contemplated by the treaty.  This is 

possible through customary law.   

 

Customary law co-exists with treaty law.  First, the treaty may restate an already existing 

international custom.  State parties to such a treaty make no additional commitments 

beyond what they already owe to all other States.  Second, the treaty may crystallize an 

emerging international custom.  That is, the treaty may be the final recognition of a 

custom that was previously just in the development stages.  In this case the treaty and 

custom become binding at the same time – the treaty for its signatories and the custom for 

every State in the world.  Finally, the treaty may be so well-respected that it gives rise to 

customary laws through subsequent practice.  Here the principles in the treaty apply at 
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first only to the State parties to the treaty.  Through time a custom develops and the 

principles become binding on every State. 

 

A treaty may be used as evidence of custom along with other things like domestic court 

decisions and policy documents, as indicated already in this text.  Sometimes, however, 

the treaty may be the only evidence of the custom.  Is one treaty enough to support a rule 

of customary law that will apply to all States?  The ICJ has responded that, yes, in certain 

situations one treaty may be enough to establish a custom.  The student should consider 

the requirements that the ICJ laid out for this process in the following case.   

 

North Sea Continental Shelf Case, ICJ, 1969 

 

[The Netherlands and Denmark claimed part of the continental shelf – land under the sea 

extending from their coastlines – according to the ―principle of equidistance.‖  Germany 

also claimed the continental shelf and did not want to apply this principle.  The principle 

was in Article 6 of the Geneva Convention, but Germany was not a party to this 

convention. As an alternative to applying the treaty, Netherlands and Denmark argued 

that the principle had become customary law.] 

 

70. [Denmark and the Netherlands argue] that even if there was at the date of the 

Geneva Convention no rule of customary international law in favor of the equidistance 

principle, and no such rule was crystallized in Article 6 of the Convention, nevertheless 

such a rule has come into being since the Convention, partly because of [the 

Convention‘s] own impact, partly on the basis of subsequent State practice. 

 

71.  In so far as this contention is based on the view that Article 6 of the Convention 

has had the influence, and has produced the effect described, it clearly involves treating 

that Article as a norm-creating provision which has constituted the foundation of, or has 

generated a rule which, while only conventional or contractual in its origin, has since 

passed into the general corpus of international law, and is now accepted as such by the 

opinio juris, so as to have become binding even for countries which have never, and do 
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not, become parties to the Convention.  There is no doubt that this process is a perfectly 

possible one and does from time to time occur:  it constitutes indeed one of the 

recognized methods by which new rules of customary international law may be formed.  

At the same time this result is not lightly to be regarded as having been attained. 

 

72. It would in the first place be necessary that the provision concerned should, at all 

events potentially, be of a fundamentally norm-creating character such as could be 

regarded as forming the basis of a general rule of law. Considered in abstracto the 

equidistance principle might be said to fulfill this requirement. Yet in the particular form 

in which it is embodied in Article 6 of the Geneva Convention, and having regard to the 

relationship of that Article to other provisions of the Convention, this must be open to 

some doubt. In the first place, Article 6 is so framed as to put second the obligation to 

make use of the equidistance method, causing it to come after a primary obligation to 

effect delimitation by agreement. Such a primary obligation constitutes an unusual 

preface to what is claimed to be a potential general rule of law… Secondly the part 

played by the notion of special circumstances relative to the principle of equidistance as 

embodied in Article 6, and the very considerable, still unresolved controversies as to the 

exact meaning and scope of this notion, must raise further doubts as to the potentially 

norm-creating character of the rule. Finally, the faculty of making reservations to Article 

6, while it might not of itself prevent the equidistance principle being eventually received 

as general law, does add considerably to the difficulty of regarding this result as having 

been brought about (or being potentially possible) on the basis of the Convention:  for so 

long as this faculty continues to exist,…it is the Convention itself which would, for the 

reasons already indicated, seem to deny to the provisions of Article 6 the same norm-

creating character as, for instance, Articles 1 and 2 possess. 

 

73.  With respect to the other elements usually regarded as necessary before a 

conventional rule can be considered to have become a general rule of international law, it 

might be that, even without the passage of any considerable period of time, a very 

widespread and representative participation in the convention might suffice of itself, 

provided it included that of States whose interests were specially affected. In the present 
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case however, the Court notes that, even if allowance is made for the existence of a 

number of States to whom participation in the Geneva Convention is not open, or which, 

by reason for instance of being land-locked States, would have no interest in becoming 

parties to it, the number of ratifications and accessions so far secured is, though 

respectable, hardly sufficient. That non-ratification may sometimes be due to factors 

other than active disapproval of the convention concerned can hardly constitute a basis on 

which positive acceptance of its principles can be implied.  The reasons are speculative, 

but the facts remain. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

 Assuming that other evidence existed, aside from the treaty, the Court in the 

Continental Shelf case could have analyzed all the evidence in the usual way, starting 

with State practice and proceeding to opinio juris.  (A notable obstacle to this analysis 

was the fact that the practice was relatively recent in time, but the Court held that the 

passage of a considerable period of time was not absolutely necessary to establish a 

custom.)  But the Court provided an alternative analysis too that can be used in cases in 

which a treaty alone is being used to prove a custom.  Two elements are required in this 

alternative analysis:  (1) the treaty provision must be of a ―norm-creating‖ character 

(meant to apply generally), and (2) there must be ―a very widespread and representative 

participation in the convention‖ including States whose interests are ―specially affected.‖ 

 

Questions: 

1. The Court says that it is possible for a treaty to create custom, but ―this result is not 

lightly to be regarded as having been attained.‖  Is the Court saying that a higher 

standard of proof applies here (when a treaty is the only evidence of the custom)?  

Does the Court clearly articulate what this standard is? 

2. The Court seems to imply that State practice subsequent to the treaty is not required 

to prove the custom.  Rather, the Court is conducting an alterative analysis that 

requires only a norm-creating treaty provision and widespread and representative 

participation in the treaty.  Once these two criteria are satisfied, the custom is proven.  
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Presumably, the Court need not discuss State practice and opinio juris at all (although 

the ―widespread and representative participation‖ in the treaty seems to stand in for 

the State practice and opinio juris elements).  What is the basis for this alternative 

analysis?  Does the Court technically have authority to devise a new test for proving 

customs from treaties?  

3. In another part of its opinion not produced above, the Court discusses how the 

standard customary law analysis would apply in this situation when one is attempting 

to prove a custom based on one treaty.  Again, one must show that there is a norm-

creating treaty provision.  After that, it is necessary to show subsequent State practice 

and opinio juris.   

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

UN General Assembly resolutions also are used as authoritative evidence of custom.  The 

analysis here is slightly different, both from the normal customary law analysis and the 

alternative analysis provided by the Court in the Continental Shelf case above.   

 

The student should consider first what type of evidence UN GA resolutions provide.  The 

UN GA is composed of representatives from all UN Member States, and resolutions 

require at least a majority vote to pass.  Therefore, GA resolutions represent the opinion 

of a majority of States in the world.  Sometimes GA resolutions pass unanimously, and in 

this case GA resolutions represent the opinion of all States in the world.   

 

What is such evidence worth when trying to prove a customary law?  It is tempting to 

analogize a GA resolution to a treaty and say that GA resolutions can be used as evidence 

of State practice or opinio juris for the purposes of establishing custom.  In fact, this is 

how GA resolutions often are used, but there are serious problems with this.  Unlike 

treaties, General Assembly resolutions are not binding on States.  As stated in the UN 

Charter, ―the General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations.‖  (See 

Charter Articles 10 and 13.)  Recommendations are advice, not law.  What kind of State 

practice or opinio juris would advice be?  This may depend on the language of the 
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resolution.  Nonetheless, some member States may vote to support a particular resolution 

only because they know it is not binding.  It would be unfair, then, to use the resolution to 

establish a custom and make an international law ―through the back door‖ so-to-speak.  

Indeed, if a GA resolution alone were enough to prove a custom, the resolution would be 

the same as an independent source of international law.  In other words, the GA would 

have a law-making power.  This would run contrary to the expectations of UN member 

States who consider GA resolutions as non-binding, and it would also go against Article 

38 of the ICJ statute that lists only four sources of international law and specifically does 

not include GA resolutions.  

 

GA resolutions have been useful for proving that certain human rights standards have 

become international custom.  Consider some of the issues that come up in this analysis 

when reading the famous human rights case from U.S. domestic courts, Filartiga v. 

Pena-Irala.  How many resolutions are necessary to support a custom?  Must the vote on 

the resolution be unanimous?  Does a resolution show State practice or opinio juris?  Or 

can a resolution show both State practice and opinio juris? 

 

Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, U.S. Court of Appeals, 1980 

 

[Plaintiffs contended that the Inspector-General of the police in Paraguay, Pena-Irala, had 

tortured and killed a Paraguayan citizen.  The U.S. Court considered whether the 

prohibition of torture had become part of customary international law.] 

 

[The Paquete Habana case] is particularly instructive for present purposes, for it held that 

the traditional prohibition against seizure of an enemy‘s coastal fishing vessels during 

wartime, a standard that began as one of comity only, had ripened over the preceding 

century into ―a settled rule of international law‖ by ―the general assent of civilized 

nations.‖… 

 

The requirement that a rule command the ―general assent of civilized nations‖ to become 

binding upon them all is a stringent one… 
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…[T]here are few, if any, issues in international law today on which opinion seems to be 

so united as the limitations on a state‘s power to torture persons held in its custody. 

… 

…For although there is no universal agreement as to the precise extent of the ―human 

rights and fundamental freedoms‖ guaranteed to all by the [UN] Charter, there is at 

present no dissent from the view that the guaranties include, at a bare minimum, the right 

to be free from torture.  This prohibition has become part of customary international law, 

as evidenced and defined by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights… which states, 

in the plainest of terms, ―no one shall be subjected to torture.‖  The General Assembly 

has declared that the Charter precepts embodied in this Universal Declaration ―constitute 

basic principles of international law.‖… 

 

…The [UN General Assembly Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Torture] 

goes on to provide that ―[w]here it is proved that an act of torture or other cruel, inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment has been committed by or at the instigation of a 

public official, the victim shall be afforded redress and compensation, in accordance with 

national law.‖ This Declaration, like the [Universal] Declaration of Human Rights before 

it, was adopted without dissent by the General Assembly… 

 

These U.N. declarations are significant because they specify with great precision the 

obligations of member nations under the Charter. Since their adoption, ―[m]embers can 

no longer contend that they do not know what human rights they promised in the Charter 

to promote.‖… Sohn, ―A Short History of United Nations Documents on Human 

Rights,‖…[1968].  Moreover, a U.N. Declaration is, according to one authoritative 

definition, ―a formal and solemn instrument, suitable for rare occasions when principles 

of great and lasting importance are being enunciated.‖ (memorandum of Office of Legal 

Affairs, U.N. Secretariat). Accordingly, it has been observed that the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights ―no longer fits into the dichotomy of ‗binding treaty‘ 

against ‗non-binding pronouncement,‘ but is rather an authoritative statement of the 

international community.‖ E. Schwelb, Human Rights and the International Community 

70 (1964). Thus, a Declaration creates an expectation of adherence, and ―insofar as the 
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expectation is gradually justified by State practice, a declaration may by custom become 

recognized as laying down rules binding upon the States.‖ 34 U.N. ESCOR, supra. 

Indeed, several commentators have concluded that the Universal Declaration has become, 

in toto, a part of binding, customary international law… 

 

Turning to the act of torture, we have little difficulty discerning its universal renunciation 

in the modern usage and practice of nations. Smith, supra, 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.) at 160-61, 

5 L. Ed. 57. The international consensus surrounding torture has found expression in 

numerous international treaties and accords. E. g., American Convention on Human 

Rights, Art. 5, OAS Treaty Series No. 36 at 1, OAS Off. Rec. OEA/Ser 4 v/II 23, doc. 21, 

rev. 2 (English ed., 1975) ("No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or 

degrading punishment or treatment"); International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights, U.N. General Assembly Res. 2200 (XXI)A, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (Dec. 16, 1966) 

(identical language); European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms, Art. 3, Council of Europe, European Treaty Series No. 5 (1968), 

213 U.N.T.S. 211 (semble). The substance of these international agreements is reflected 

in modern municipal – i.e. national – law as well. Although torture was once a routine 

concomitant of criminal interrogations in many nations, during the modern and hopefully 

more enlightened era it has been universally renounced. According to one survey, torture 

is prohibited, expressly or implicitly, by the constitutions of over fifty-five nations, 

including both the United States and Paraguay. Our State Department reports a general 

recognition of this principle: 

 

There now exists an international consensus that recognizes basic human rights 

and obligations owed by all governments to their citizens . . . . There is no doubt 

that these rights are often violated; but virtually all governments acknowledge 

their validity. 

 

Questions: 

1. Note that the Court starts with opinio juris (what it calls the ―general assent of 

civilized nations‖ that a particular rule is binding on all States) and discusses State 

practice at the end.  Is the Court really following the precedent established in the 
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Paquete Habana case?  Recall the previous questions raised in regard to the 

Nicaragua case. 

2. How does the Court characterize GA resolutions?  Do such resolutions really create 

―an expectation of adherence‖?  The Court makes it sound as though the General 

Assembly can pass resolutions that would coerce member States to behave in a 

certain way.  Is that right? 

3. How can a non-binding resolution express opinio juris, the belief that a particular rule 

is binding as a matter of international law?  If it is truly believed that a particular rule 

is binding, would it not be easier and more straight-forward to express that rule in a 

binding instrument like a treaty? 

4. Note that the Court does not analyze GA resolutions in the same way that the 

Continental Shelf court analyzed treaties.  GA resolutions alone are not enough to 

prove custom.  The ―expectation‖ created by the resolution must be ―gradually 

justified by State practice‖ in order to create a binding custom.  What types of State 

practice does the Court identify in the last paragraph reproduced above? 

 

Often, resolutions will not have unanimous support in the General Assembly.  Such cases 

raise the issue of how much support is enough to provide convincing proof of opinio juris 

in regard to a particular rule.   

 

A well-known arbitration case, Texaco Overseas Petroleum et al. v. Libyan Arab 

Republic (1978), dealt with non-unanimous resolutions.  Libya was defending its action 

nationalizing the property of oil companies and determining in its own courts how much 

to compensate foreign oil companies.  Several GA resolutions were presented but none 

had unanimous support of the GA.  To deal with the resolutions, the Arbitrator looked at 

the voting record on the resolutions and at the inconsistencies among resolutions. 

 

As for the voting record, the Arbitrator wanted resolutions with balanced support from 

both developed nations and less-developed nations.  (The student should recall our 

discussion of the generality of State practice.  Although GA resolutions generally are 

used as evidence of opinio juris and not State practice, the same generality requirement 
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may be applied.)  The Arbitrator in the Texaco case examined the evidence for economic 

generality and, to a lesser extent, geographic generality.  No exact number of supporting 

votes was required, but the Arbitrator accepted a resolution with 87 votes in favor, 2 

against, and 12 abstentions.  

 

The Arbitrator had a more difficult time dealing with inconsistencies among resolutions.  

If all resolutions were considered together, it would have appeared that not enough 

consistency existed to support any customary law.  (An earlier resolution supported fair 

compensation to foreign companies, whereas later resolutions seemed to support Libya‘s 

contention that disputes over compensation should be resolved according to domestic 

standards, whatever those domestic standards might be.)  Instead of examining all these 

GA resolutions together, however, the Arbitrator divided GA resolutions into groups.  

First he found that the earlier GA resolution represented a consensus among States in 

support of a customary rule requiring fair compensation.  Then he characterized the later 

resolutions as mere recommendations for change that did not affect the earlier consensus.   

 

Other characterizations are possible that would support Libya‘s claim.  The later 

resolutions could be described as an erosion of the earlier consensus, such that the opinio 

juris is represented now by the later resolution.  Alternatively, if the resolutions are 

considered together, the later resolutions could represent such an inconsistency in opinion 

that no consensus exists.  In this case the GA resolutions would not be consistent enough 

to support any customary law (and, presumably, Libya would be free to do what it 

wanted).   

In any case, the student does not have to follow the exact method of the Texaco 

arbitration.  Rather, the student should know how to attack such a problem and how to 

argue on either side.  (The arbitration is not reproduced here because it is complex 

beyond the scope of this text.)  

 

As a final matter, the student should note that Security Council resolutions do not have 

the same value as General Assembly resolutions in providing evidence of custom.  GA 

resolutions represent the opinion of the international community because all States are 
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represented in the General Assembly.  The Security Council is a far more exclusive body.  

Only 15 States sit on the Security Council at a given time and the five permanent 

members have disproportionate voting power.  For this reason, resolutions of the Security 

Council do not necessarily represent the opinion of the international community.  In any 

case, the Security Council is supposed to deal with specific threats to international peace 

and security.  Such resolutions that respond to a particular case with particular facts are 

not useful in establishing the opinion of a majority of States in regard to a general rule.  

In short, SC resolutions have limited application in proving international customs. 
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CHAPTER 5:  International Law of Treaties 

 

As explained already, treaty law is one of the main sources of international law.  Treaties 

are more specific statements of international obligation than customs, and the consent of 

the parties to the treaty is clearly expressed.  In modern times the number of treaties in 

force has increased dramatically such that treaties often cover all the major issues that 

come up in a particular international dispute. 

 

What is a treaty?  A treaty is an agreement governed by international law.  This definition 

is meant to distinguish between treaties on the one hand and contracts entered into by 

States on the other.    States may enter into contracts, commercial or otherwise, that are 

governed by the national laws of one of the States involved.  Thus an agreement between 

the U.S. and Ethiopia to purchase land for the Ethiopian Embassy in Washington D.C. is 

a contract governed by local U.S. property law, not international law. 

 

Generally, treaties are entered into by States, but international organizations have the 

capacity to enter into treaties as well.  Treaties may be bilateral or multilateral.  Bilateral 

treaties are treaties between two parties.  Multilateral treaties are treaties among three or 

more parties.  Usually the same legal rules apply to the different types of treaties. 

 

In international relations, treaties tend to serve one of two functions.  Some treaties are 

like international ―legislation‖ – they are open for all States to join and are intended to be 

universal and binding on all.  Such treaties are ―law-making.‖  Their purpose is to 

establish a set of universal rules to govern State conduct.  Other treaties are more like 

―contracts.‖  These treaties are the means by which two or more States transact business.  

For example, U.S. and Russia entered a treaty in 1867 by which the U.S. acquired Alaska 

for a certain amount of money.  In such cases, international treaty law may seem in a way 

similar to domestic contract law.  When we try to understand how States enter into such 

treaties, how such treaties should be interpreted, and how such treaties may be 

terminated, we may think of contract law analogies. 
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To be more specific, here are some examples of what treaties can do:  serve as 

constitutions for international organizations (e.g. the UN Charter), transfer territory, 

regulate commercial relations, guarantee investments, settle disputes, establish 

jurisdiction for an international court like the ICJ, and protect human rights. 

 

The international laws that govern treaties will be reviewed in specific subsections below.  

Here it is enough to introduce the main bodies of relevant law.  First, the student should 

remember the customary law ―pacta sunt servanda‖ meaning that treaty promises must 

be kept.  This is a foundational law for all treaties.  It has been restated in the following 

way:  ―Every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by 

them in good faith.‖  (See VCLT Article 26.  The ICJ has said that ―good faith‖ means 

that the purpose of the treaty and the intentions of the parties in concluding it should 

prevail over its literal application.)  Second, there is a ―treaty on treaties‖ or in other 

words a treaty that many States have joined that provides rules for the interpretation and 

application of treaties.  This is the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

(VCLT).  Although not all States in the world have joined this treaty, it has become 

customary law and thus is binding even on non-signatories.   

 

The VCLT applies to written treaties entered into between States.  Treaties not in writing 

and treaties between States and international organizations are still binding in 

international law.  It is just that the rules governing such treaties may be different from 

the rules in the VCLT.  For instance, there is a separate set of rules in the 1986 Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organization or 

between International Organizations that governs treaties to which an international 

organization is a party.  Of course, the rules in the 1986 Vienna Convention are very 

similar to the rules in the VCLT. 

 

Finally, it is often the case that a State‘s domestic laws will be important in understanding 

treaty obligations.  Domestic laws are important in domestic courts, not in international 

courts.  A State cannot use domestic law as a justification for failing to perform 

international treaty obligations. (VCLT Art 27.)  The student must remember, however, 
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that treaties are binding as law at two levels, the domestic level as well as the 

international level.  In domestic courts, domestic laws will color the interpretation and 

application of treaties.  For example, in the U.S. (and probably in Ethiopia), a later-

enacted domestic law that contradicts a treaty provision will prevail over the treaty 

provision.  Just as a U.S. or Ethiopian court will apply the later-enacted domestic law, 

international courts will ignore the domestic law and apply the treaty provision.  This 

apparent duality sometimes leads to awkward results.  In fact, the FDRE Constitution 

provides that Ethiopian government organs (presumably including domestic courts) will 

―observe international agreements which ensure respect to Ethiopia‘s sovereignty and are 

not contrary to the interests of its peoples.‖  Seemingly, if an Ethiopian court determined 

that an otherwise valid treaty was ―contrary to the interests of its peoples,‖ the court 

possibly could disregard the treaty altogether.  Of course, this would be a violation of 

international law, but such a violation would not affect the decision of the Ethiopian court 

as applied in the territory of Ethiopia. 

 

5.1 Treaty Formation 

 

The basic process for entering into a treaty often is laid out in a particular State‘s 

Constitution.  In Ethiopia treaties are negotiated by the Executive and then ratified by the 

House of Peoples‘ Representatives.  (See Article 55(12) of the FDRE Constitution.)  For 

a point of contrast, in the U.S. the President negotiates the treaty and then must get the 

advice and consent of two-thirds of the senate to ratify the treaty.  Once Ethiopia ratifies 

a treaty (and the treaty enters into force), Ethiopia is bound by that treaty. 

  

The details of treaty formation are somewhat more complex.  Typically, negotiations over 

a potential treaty begin when representatives from the State parties meet.  These 

representatives must be authorized to speak on behalf of the State or organization, or in 

other words they must have ―full powers.‖  (Really this is a question of agency law.  The 

―principal‖ is the State and the ―agent‖ is the representative.  The agent will have express 

and implied powers to negotiate on behalf of his or her principal, the State; for the most 

part, the principal has the responsibility of controlling its agent.)  Heads of State, heads of 
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government, and Foreign Ministers are assumed to have authority to speak on behalf of 

the State and will not be required to show full powers. 

 

Negotiations will proceed over the language in the treaty text.  Some of the exchanges in 

these negotiations are recorded in a separate document known as the drafting history 

(also called ―preparatory materials‖ or ―travaux preperatoires‖).  The drafting history 

may be relevant later on if a dispute arises as to the interpretation of a particular 

provision.  At the end of negotiations, the parties will be asked to adopt the full text of the 

treaty and authenticate it, possibly by signature.  At this point the text of the treaty has 

reached its final form. 

 

Now the State parties must express their consent to be bound by the treaty.  This is a 

separate step from adopting and authenticating the text of the treaty.  Presumably a State 

representative may negotiate the details of the text and adopt and authenticate the text 

only to have the treaty rejected by the State government.  Most States have internal 

processes for the approval of treaties, and representatives to the treaty negotiations must 

return home to get this approval before consent can be expressed to be bound by the 

treaty.  As explained already, the FDRE Constitution requires approval of all treaties by 

the House of Peoples‘ Representatives. 

 

Consent to be bound by a treaty may be expressed in many different ways.  ―The consent 

of a State to be bound by a treaty may be expressed by signature, exchange of 

instruments constituting a treaty, ratification, acceptance, approval or accession, or by 

any other means if so agreed.‖  (VCLT Art. 11)  The most common method for 

expression of consent is ratification.  A ratification is a declaration by some authorized 

official of the State that the State considers itself bound by the treaty.  This declaration is 

usually contained in an ―instrument of ratification‖ (in other words, a writing) that is 

exchanged by the parties (in the case of bilateral treaties) or deposited somewhere for 

safe-keeping (usually at the UN for multilateral treaties).  For most treaties, this is the end 

of the treaty formation process and the beginning of the State‘s international obligations 

under the treaty.  The treaty has ―entered into force.‖   
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There is a last step for large multilateral treaties.  For multilateral treaties, it would be 

impractical to require all negotiating parties to consent before the treaty entered into 

force.  Therefore, multilateral treaties usually provide that the treaty will enter into force 

upon the consent of a certain number of the parties.  Let us say that 20 States negotiate a 

treaty and 10 States must ratify for the treaty to enter into force.  The first State may 

ratify the treaty but not actually be bound by the treaty until 10 States total ratify the 

treaty and the treaty enters into force.   

 

A party not present at the original negotiation may be allowed to join the treaty at a later 

time if the treaty so provides.  This is called ―accession.‖  The rules of accession typically 

will be laid out in the treaty itself. 

 

Having described the normal process of treaty formation in detail, it must now be 

conceded that treaty-like obligations sometimes arise through entirely different processes.  

Some unilateral statements by certain State officials have been taken as binding on that 

State in the same way that treaty obligations are binding.  For example, the Norwegian 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, speaking on behalf of his government, made the statement 

that Norway would not interfere with Danish plans concerning Greenland.  The 

Permanent Court of International Justice concluded that  

 

a reply of this nature given by the Minister of Foreign Affairs on behalf of his 

government in response to a request by the diplomatic representative of a 

foreign Power, in regard to a question falling within his province, is binding 

upon the country to which the Minister belongs. 

 

The ICJ faced a similar issue in the Nuclear Tests case.  The student should try to 

ascertain from this case what the criteria are for determining whether a unilateral 

statement will be binding on a State as a matter of international law.  

 

Nuclear Tests Case (Australia and New Zealand v. France), ICJ, 1974. 

 

[France carried out nuclear tests over the Pacific Ocean near Australia and New Zealand.  

Fearing pollution, Australia and New Zealand brought a case before the ICJ to demand 
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that France stop its nuclear tests.  While the case was pending, France announced that it 

had completed its tests and did not plan any more tests.  The Court considered whether 

France‘s announcement was binding and thus whether the announcement resolved the 

dispute.] 

 

43.  It is well recognized that declarations made by way of unilateral acts, concerning 

legal or factual situations, may have the effect of creating legal obligations. Declarations 

of this kind may be, and often are, very specific. When it is the intention of the State 

making the declaration that it should become bound according to its terms, that intention 

confers on the declaration the character of a legal undertaking, the State being thenceforth 

legally required to follow a course of conduct consistent with the declaration. An 

undertaking of this kind, if given publicly, and with an intent to be bound, even though 

not made within the context of international negotiations, is binding. In these 

circumstances, nothing in the nature of a quid pro quo nor any subsequent acceptance of 

the declaration, nor even any reply or reaction from other States, is required for the 

declaration to take effect, since such a requirement would be inconsistent with the strictly 

unilateral nature of the juridical act by which the pronouncement by the State was made. 

 

44.  Of course, not all unilateral acts imply obligation; but a State may choose to take 

up a certain position in relation to a particular matter with the intention of being bound -- 

the intention is to be ascertained by interpretation of the act. When States make 

statements by which their freedom of action is to be limited, a restrictive interpretation is 

called for. 

 

45.  With regard to the question of form, it should be observed that this is not a 

domain in which international law imposes any special or strict requirements. Whether a 

statement is made orally or in writing makes no essential difference, for such statements 

made in particular circumstances may create commitments in international law, which 

does not require that they should be couched in written form…  
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46.  One of the basic principles governing the creation and performance of legal 

obligations, whatever their source, is the principle of good faith. Trust and confidence are 

inherent in international co-operation, in particular in an age when this co-operation in 

many fields is becoming increasingly essential. Just as the very rule of pacta sunt 

servanda in the law of treaties is based on good faith, so also is the binding character of 

an international obligation assumed by unilateral declaration. Thus interested States may 

take cognizance of unilateral declarations and place confidence in them, and are entitled 

to require that the obligation thus created be respected. 

 

47.  Having examined the legal principles involved, the Court will now turn to the 

particular statements made by the French Government…   

 

49.  Of the statements by the French Government now before the Court, the most 

essential are clearly those made by the President of the Republic. There can be no doubt, 

in view of his functions, that his public communications or statements oral or written, as 

Head of State, are in international relations acts of the French State. His statements, and 

those of members of the French Government acting under his authority, up to the last 

statement made by the Minister of Defence (of 11 October 1974), constitute a whole. 

Thus, in whatever form these statements were expressed, they must be held to constitute 

an engagement of the State, having regard to their intention and to the circumstances in 

which they were made. 

 

50.  The unilateral statements of the French authorities were made outside the Court, 

publicly and erga omnes, even though the first of them was communicated to the 

Government of Australia. As was observed above, to have legal effect, there was no need 

for these statements to be addressed to a particular State, nor was acceptance by any other 

State required. The general nature and characteristics of these statements are decisive for 

the evaluation of the legal implications… 

Questions: 

1. The Court lists three criteria for determining whether a State is bound by its unilateral 

statement:  the statement must be public, it must be made by someone with authority 
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to represent the State on such a matter, and it must express the State‘s intent to be 

bound.  Note that it is not necessary for the statement to be addressed particularly to 

the parties affected. 

2. What does it mean for a State to have ―an intent to be bound‖?  If a State truly 

intended to be bound, why wouldn‘t the State go through the normal treaty formation 

procedure and enter into a treaty?  In any case, this intent can be inferred from the 

seriousness of the statement itself and the context in which the statement was made.   

 

 5.2 Interpretation of Treaty Terms 

  

As is the case with the language in domestic contracts, treaty language is not always 

perfectly clear.  It is difficult for the parties to the treaty to anticipate every problem that 

might arise between them and spell out every solution in the treaty text.  In fact, many of 

the ambiguities in the treaty text may be purposeful, because a clearer provision would 

have broken the deal and prevented the parties from reaching agreement.  In other words, 

the parties may leave a controversial provision vague and put off arguing over it until 

after the treaty has come into force and an actual problem arises in regard to this 

provision. 

 

The ultimate goal of a court in interpreting treaty terms is to fulfill the intentions of the 

parties to the treaty.  The parties are free actors and may enter into agreements that are 

substantively unfair to them.  A court is not there to make the deal fair.  Rather, the court 

is there to guarantee to each party its reasonable expectations under the agreement.  Goals 

and concerns kept private by one party do not lead to reasonable expectations from that 

party.  Thus, the intentions of the parties matter, but only those intentions that were 

expressed and made clear to the other parties to the treaty.  For example, imagine that 

Ethiopia enters into a treaty with Sudan to cooperate in setting up stations along their 

shared border.  One of Ethiopia‘s intentions may be to prevent certain Sudanese citizens 

from obtaining entry into Ethiopia.  Sudan however may be more concerned about 

marking the geographic limits of its territory.  If Sudan simply allows all Sudanese 

citizens to cross into Ethiopia, this will defeat Ethiopia‘s expectations.  Nonetheless, a 
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court would not interpret the treaty to fulfill such of Ethiopia‘s expectations unless 

Ethiopia had communicated its intentions to Sudan clearly at the time of treaty formation.  

Treaty interpretation, then, must focus on what the parties to the treaty communicated to 

one another at the time of treaty formation.   

 

There are two basic theories for understanding communications among parties to a treaty 

(or contract for that matter).  The first, the objective approach, requires that we take the 

parties at their word and interpret treaty terms according to their ordinary meaning and as 

an ordinary person would understand them.  Thus, if there is a question as to the meaning 

of a word in a treaty, the court should look up the word in the dictionary.   According to 

the objective approach, it is not important what was in the minds of the drafters of the 

treaty.  After all, other members of the treaty cannot see into the minds of the drafters.  

What is important is how the drafters manifested their thoughts in the words of the treaty.  

The second theory, the subjective approach, acknowledges that words only have such 

meaning as the parties gave them.  It is possible that the parties to the treaty had some 

special understanding as to the meaning of terms that is not found in a dictionary.  Thus, 

a court should look at anything that might indicate what the parties were thinking – their 

behavior, letters, and the drafting history of the treaty. 

 

The approach of the VCLT – and the approach that matters for us when we do treaty 

interpretation – is a combination of the objective and subjective approaches.  The VCLT 

attempts to combine the best parts of each approach into one coherent whole. 

 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969. 

 

Article 31. General Rule of Interpretation 

1.  A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to 

be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and 

purpose. 

2.  The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition 

to the text, including its preamble and annexes: 
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(a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in 

connection with the conclusion of the treaty; 

(b) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connection with the 

conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related 

to the treaty. 

3.  There shall be taken into account, together with the context: 

(a) any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of 

the treaty or the application of its provisions; 

(b) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the 

agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation; 

 (c) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the 

parties. 

4.  A special meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so 

intended. 

 

Article 32.  Supplementary means of interpretation 

Recourse may be had to supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory 

work of the treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, in order to confirm the 

meaning resulting from the application of article 31, or to determine the meaning when 

the interpretation according to article 31: 

 (a) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or 

 (b) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

The basic provision relating to interpretation is found in Article 31(1):  ―A treaty shall be 

interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms 

of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.‖  This is not a step 

by step analysis.  Rather, when interpreting a treaty, the student should apply all these 

elements, at the same time. 
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To start, the treaty must be interpreted in good faith.  In other words, a party should not 

attempt to twist the language of the treaty in order to secure some selfish benefit for it 

that was not contemplated by the other parties.  Good faith requires neutrality.  ―The 

purpose of the Treaty, and the intentions of the parties in concluding it,… should prevail 

over its literal application… The principle of good faith obliges the Parties to apply [the 

treaty] in a reasonable way…‖  (Case Concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project 

(Hungry v. Slovakia), ICJ, 1997.) 

 

As for the treaty terms, they must be given their ―ordinary meaning.‖  The ordinary 

meaning is typically the one found in the dictionary.  However, ――[a] special meaning 

shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.‖  (VCLT Article 

31(4).)  This leaves room for the parties to introduce other evidence that would modify or 

change the dictionary definition of a term. 

 

The terms must be interpreted ―in their context.‖  In other words, the treaty must be 

interpreted as a whole document, not in bits and pieces.  The court should not look at 

specific terms in isolation from the rest of the treaty.  Relevant context includes (1) other 

terms in the same provision, (2) other provisions in the treaty, (3) the preamble of the 

treaty, and (4) annexes to the treaty. 

 

As a final check on the appropriateness of interpretation, the VCLT reminds us that 

interpretation should proceed in light of the treaty‘s object and purpose.  If a literal 

understanding of some provision conflicts with the underlying purpose of the treaty, then 

the underlying purpose must prevail.  In practice the object and purpose of the treaty may 

not be particularly helpful, as the object and purpose itself is explained by the words in 

the treaty and may be subject to different interpretations.  A good place to look for the 

object and purpose is in the preamble of the treaty.  In the end, resort to the object and 

purpose is more to confirm an interpretation based on text and context. 

 

The VCLT has rather specific rules in regard to the use of drafting history in treaty 

interpretation.  Drafting history is the body of writings produced by the drafters of the 
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treaty during the drafting process.  It may include, for example, discussions amongst 

parties to the treaty about how the treaty should be written, or an alternative proposal by 

one of the parties that was rejected and the reasons for rejection.  Although the subjective 

approach always would allow drafting history to be considered when interpreting treaty 

terms, the VCLT disfavors the drafting history and only allows it in certain 

circumstances. 

 

There are some good reasons for being cautious when using drafting history.  It is 

tempting to use the drafting history because it often contains a detailed description of 

how the terms of the treaty were negotiated.  Many would take this record of negotiations 

as the best reflection of the parties‘ intent and best explanation for the parties‘ choice of 

language.  In fact, though, State representatives say many things that they do not mean in 

the course of negotiations in order to secure a better bargaining position.  Thus, the 

language of bargaining may not reflect the parties‘ true intentions.  Moreover, not all 

parties to the treaty may be present at the negotiations.  This is especially true for States 

who accede to a treaty later on and take the terms of the treaty at their face value.  How 

can we hold such States to an interpretation of treaty terms derived from the record of 

negotiations in which they did not participate? 

 

Unlike the pure objective approach, the VCLT does not forbid the use of drafting history 

altogether.  Clearly, though, drafting history is given a secondary role in treaty 

interpretation.  First, it may be used to confirm the meaning of a word that has already 

been established by resort to text and context.  (VCLT Article 32.)  But what if the 

drafting history somehow changes or contradicts the meaning of a provision established 

by text and context?  This is not allowed.  There are cases, however, when the meaning of 

a provision simply cannot be determined by text and context.  In such cases the drafting 

history may be used as an independent source of meaning.  As the VCLT explains, 

drafting history may be used on its own to determine the meaning of words when either 

(1) regular interpretation according to text and context ―leaves the meaning ambiguous or 

obscure‖ or (2) regular interpretation ―leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or 

unreasonable.‖  (See VCLT Article 32.)  
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The method of treaty interpretation under the VCLT is known as ―progressive 

encirclement.‖  There are not steps to be applied linearly but rather layers of meaning to 

be uncovered by circling deeper and deeper.  An example of treaty interpretation under 

the VCLT may help explain.  Austria entered into a treaty after World War II that 

prohibited Austrians from buying ―airplanes‖ from Germany or Japan.  Later, an Austrian 

flying club wanted to purchase a glider (a non-motorized aircraft) from Germany.  The 

simple question is, are ―gliders‖ included in the meaning of the word ―airplane‖ such that 

the Austrians are not allowed to purchase gliders from Germany?  The plain meaning of 

the text indicates that ―airplane‖ means only motorized aircraft.  A glider is not motorized 

and therefore it is not an airplane.  The context, however, gives us some more clues.  

Other provisions in the treaty referred to ―aircraft‖ which is a broader category including 

both motorized and non-motorized flying vehicles.  It appeared that the drafters of the 

treaty used the word ―airplane‖ in this particular provision as a synonym for ―aircraft.‖  

Thus, it can be inferred that the treaty meant to ban the purchase of all aircraft from 

Germany, including gliders.  (The object and purpose of the treaty would also be relevant 

to interpretation although not mentioned here.)   

 

The student should note that, under VCLT Article 31(3), the subsequent activities of the 

parties affect the interpretation of treaty terms.  Subsequent activities include subsequent 

agreements between the parties (later treaties, etc.), subsequent practices by the parties 

(how the parties apply the treaty), and rules of international law that develop 

subsequently.  To give an example, the UN Charter says that the Security Council cannot 

pass a resolution without the concurring votes of the five permanent members.  In other 

words, five permanent members must vote in favor of the resolution in order for it to 

pass.  After the Charter was adopted, however, the Security Council started a different 

practice.  The members of the Security Council allowed resolutions to pass when a 

permanent member decided to abstain from voting or did not vote because its 

representative did not attend the meeting.  Thus, the subsequent practice of Member 

States modified the meaning of the treaty terms as determined by text and context. 
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A further question may arise as to who has authority to interpret treaty terms.  Although it 

is clearly advantageous to have a neutral third party like the ICJ determine rights and 

duties under a treaty, inevitably the State parties to the treaty will engage in some 

interpretation on their own in the domestic application of the treaty.  The State legislature 

often will draft implementing legislation; domestic courts often will apply treaty terms to 

domestic disputes before them.  Domestic application of treaty terms will not become an 

international issue until one of the State parties has a problem with the way in which 

another State party is applying treaty terms domestically and sues that State before an 

international tribunal for violation of the treaty. 

 

Unfortunately, international tribunals like the ICJ cannot interpret a treaty provision 

unless they have jurisdiction to do so.  As will be discussed later, one of the most 

common ways that international tribunals establish their jurisdiction is through a 

jurisdictional clause contained in the treaty itself.  The clause typically grants exclusive 

authority to a particular international body to interpret the treaty in case of a dispute.  

Jurisdictional clauses are of particularly great importance, then, in determining who will 

have the authority to interpret a treaty.  Many treaties, in addition to their substantive 

terms, include jurisdictional clauses, like the one in the Charter of the International Civil 

Aviation Organization:   

 

If any disagreement between two or more contracting States relating to the 

interpretation or application of this Convention and its Annexes cannot be 

settled by negotiation, it shall, on the application of any State concerned in the 

disagreement, be decided by the Council [of the International Civil Aviation 

Organization]. 

 

Once jurisdiction is established, an international tribunal will interpret treaty terms in 

accordance with the VCLT.  The Tribunal‘s interpretation will prevail over any 

interpretation of the treaty by domestic courts or other domestic government body.  This 

principle was discussed in the following arbitration between the U.S. and Great Britain.  

The major issue for the tribunal was whether the tribunal had authority to reinterpret a 

treaty provision that had already been interpreted and applied by Canadian (at that time, 

British) domestic courts. 
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Jesse Lewis Claim (U.S. v. Great Britain), Claims Arbitration under Special 

Agreement, 1921. 

 

Great Britain and Canada, acting in the full exercise of their sovereignty and by such 

proper legislative authority as was established by their municipal public law, had enacted 

and were entitled to enact such legislative provisions as they considered necessary or 

expedient to secure observance of the said Treaty; and, so far as they are not inconsistent 

with the said Treaty, those provisions are binding as municipal public law of the country 

on any person within the limits of British jurisdiction… 

 

Great Britain and Canada, acting by such proper judicial authority as was established by 

their municipal law, were fully entitled to interpret and apply such legislation and to 

pronounce and impose such penalty as was provided by the same, but such judicial action 

had the same limits as the aforesaid legislative action, that is to say so far as it was not 

inconsistent with the said Treaty. 

 

In this case the question is not and cannot be to ascertain whether or not British law has 

been justly applied by said judicial authorities, nor to consider, revise, reverse, or affirm a 

decision given in that respect by British Courts.  On the contrary, any such decision must 

be taken as the authorized expression of the position assumed by Great Britain in the 

subject matter, and, so far as such decision implies an interpretation of said treaty, it must 

be taken as the authorized expression of the British interpretation. 

 

The fundamental principle of the juridicial equality of States is opposed to placing one 

State under the jurisdiction of another State.  It is opposed to the subjection of one State 

to an interpretation of a Treaty asserted by another State.  There is no reason why one 

more than the other should impose such an unilateral interpretation of a contract which is 

essentially bilateral.  The fact that this interpretation is given by the legislative or judicial 

or any other authority of one of the Parties does not make that interpretation binding upon 

the other Party.  Far from contesting that principle, the British Government did not fail to 

recognize it… 
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For that reason the mere fact that a British Court, whatever be the respect and high 

authority it carries, interpreted the treaty in such a way… cannot be accepted by this 

Tribunal as a conclusive interpretation binding upon the United States Government.  

Such a decision is conclusive from the national British point of view; it is not from the 

national United States point of view…  [T]he duty of this international Tribunal is to 

determine, from the international point of view, how the provisions of the treaty are to be 

interpreted and applied to the facts… 

 

 5.3 Invalidity of Treaties and Treaty Termination 

 

International law does not allow treaties to end easily.  There is a general policy of the 

international community in favor of stable interstate relations.  The policy also favors 

stable treaty relations and continuation of treaty obligations.  One might compare, for 

example, the termination of contracts under domestic law with the termination of treaties 

under international law.  A party to a contract may unilaterally terminate the contract and 

pay damages to the other party for the unlawful breach.  In a sense, the breaching party is 

paying to be free from the contract.  In international law, a State cannot unilaterally 

terminate a treaty and simply pay damages for the unlawful breach.  The treaty will 

continue in force even after payment of damages by the breaching party, unless of course 

the non-breaching party opts to terminate the treaty (i.e. unless the non-breaching party 

agrees with the breaching party to terminate). 

 

Even when termination is permissible, as for example by the language of the treaty itself 

or because of material breach by the other party, there are certain procedures that a State 

must follow before terminating.  (See VCLT Article 65.)  First, the State that wants to 

terminate must notify the other parties to the treaty and give its reasons for termination.  

Then, if the other parties object, the State must attempt to resolve the disagreement 

through international dispute mechanisms like negotiation or arbitration or adjudication 

before an international court.  Basically, unless the other parties consent, termination will 

require the intervention of an impartial third party like the ICJ to determine the validity of 

the terminating party‘s claims and to determine whether termination is permissible. 
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In rare cases a seemingly binding treaty is discovered to be invalid from the beginning.  

This is not a case of treaty termination per se but still may require that the State follow 

the procedures above for treaty termination – the State probably will have to resort to an 

impartial international body before effectively declaring the treaty invalid.  In any case, 

invalidity of a treaty is difficult to prove and rarely argued.  The various grounds for 

invalidity are not particularly important but are listed here to give the student the 

complete picture.  (1) A treaty may be invalid because it is ―ultra vires‖ or in other words 

because the representative acted beyond his authority and agreed to a treaty or a term in a 

treaty that was against the State‘s domestic law.  The violation of domestic law must be 

―manifest‖ (i.e. obvious), and the domestic law that is violated must be one of 

―fundamental importance.‖  (See VCLT Article 46.)  (2)  A treaty may be invalid because 

of error, i.e. the treaty is based on some incorrect understanding of facts.  For example, a 

treaty establishing a border may be invalid because it is based on an incorrect map.  (3) A 

treaty may be invalid because of fraud.  This happens when a State is induced to conclude 

a treaty based on misrepresentation by other parties.  (4) A treaty may be invalid because 

of corruption, for example when a State‘s representative is bribed.  (5) A treaty may be 

invalid because of coercion, for example when a State is threatened into signing a treaty.  

(6) Finally, a treaty may be invalid because it violates a peremptory norm (jus cogens).  

This was discussed earlier in the text. 

 

Now we come to the more important question, when can a State terminate a treaty?  First, 

it is always possible to terminate the treaty if all the parties to the treaty agree to do so.  

Second, there may be provisions in the treaty itself that allow termination in certain 

situations.  For example, the treaty may last for 20 years and then automatically 

terminate.  Or, the treaty may allow termination on application by one of the parties to 

some international body.   

 

In the absence of agreement among the parties as to termination, the default rule is that 

termination is possible only in four situations.  (See VCLT Articles 60-62.)  These 

situations are (1) material breach by the other party, (2) impossibility of performance, (3) 

fundamental change of circumstances such that it no longer makes sense to continue with 
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the treaty, and (4) a new rule of jus cogens that emerges some time after the treaty is 

already in force and that conflicts with the treaty.  

 

The student should remember that, whatever the grounds for termination, the terminating 

State will have to go through the procedures listed above and argue its grounds for 

termination before some neutral body.  This issue came up in the following case, Appeal 

Relating to the Jurisdiction of the ICAO Council.  India did not want the ICAO – a 

neutral international body – to consider whether India had properly suspended a treaty 

that guaranteed certain rights to Pakistan.  India argued that, because India had suspended 

the treaty already, the provision in the treaty establishing the jurisdiction of the ICAO 

was no longer operative. 

 

Appeal Relating to the Jurisdiction of the ICAO Council (India v. Pakistan), ICJ, 

1972. 

 

[India suspected that Pakistan was involved in the hijacking of an Indian airplane and, in 

response, India suspended flights of Pakistani aircraft over Indian territory.  Pakistan 

objected that this was a violation of certain international aviation treaties and brought a 

case before the Council of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).  The 

ICAO assumed jurisdiction based on jurisdictional clauses in the aviation treaties.  India 

appealed to the ICJ to prevent the ICAO from taking up jurisdiction.  India argued that it 

had suspended the treaties in question because of a breach by Pakistan based on 

Pakistan‘s involvement in the hijacking and that therefore its actions subsequent to the 

suspension of the treaty would not properly fall under the jurisdiction of the ICAO.  The 

question for the court was whether India could terminate or suspend treaty obligations 

unilaterally – thus also negating the jurisdictional provisions in the treaty – based on 

Pakistan‘s alleged material breach of the treaty.] 

 

31. …[India‘s] contention is to the effect that since India, in suspending overflights in 

February 1971, was not invoking any right that might be afforded by the Treaties, but 

was acting outside them on the basis of a general principle of international law, 
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"therefore" the [ICAO], whose jurisdiction was derived from the Treaties, and which was 

entitled to deal only with matters arising under them, must be incompetent…  The Court 

considers however, that… a mere unilateral affirmation of these contentions -- contested 

by the other party -- cannot be utilized so as to negative the [ICAO‘s] jurisdiction. The 

point is not that these contentions are necessarily wrong but that their validity has not yet 

been determined. Since therefore the Parties are in disagreement as to whether the 

Treaties ever were (validly) suspended or replaced by something else; as to whether they 

are in force between the Parties or not; and as to whether India's action in relation to 

Pakistan overflights was such as not to involve the Treaties… -- these very questions are 

in issue before the Council, and no conclusions as to jurisdiction can be drawn from 

them, at least at this stage, so as to exclude ipso facto and a priori the competence of the 

Council. 

 

32.  To put the matter in another way, these contentions are essentially in the nature of 

replies to the charge that India is in breach of the Treaties: the Treaties were at the 

material times suspended or not operative, or replaced, -- hence they cannot have been 

infringed. India has not of course claimed that, in consequence, such a matter can never 

be tested by any form of judicial recourse. This contention, if it were put forward, would 

be equivalent to saying that questions that prima facie may involve a given treaty, and if 

so would be within the scope of its jurisdictional clause, could be removed therefrom at a 

stroke by a unilateral declaration that the treaty was no longer operative. The acceptance 

of such a proposition would be tantamount to opening the way to a wholesale 

nullification of the practical value of jurisdictional clauses by allowing a party first to 

purport to terminate, or suspend the operation of a treaty, and then to declare that the 

treaty being now terminated or suspended, its jurisdictional clauses were in consequence 

void, and could not be invoked for the purpose of contesting the validity of the 

termination or suspension, -- whereas of course it may be precisely one of the objects of 

such a clause to enable that matter to be adjudicated upon. Such a result, destructive of 

the whole object of adjudicability, would be unacceptable. 

 

Questions: 
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1. The concepts in the case are somewhat complex, but the conclusion at least is 

straight-forward.  A State cannot allege that a treaty has been terminated and then use 

termination of the treaty as a reason for denying jurisdiction to some neutral 

international body to resolve the dispute.  Could the Court really have reached any 

other conclusion?  If it had, all jurisdictional clauses in all treaties would be pointless 

because one party could allege termination and unilaterally refuse jurisdiction. 

2. Note that it is a separate issue whether Pakistan actually committed material breach 

through its involvement in the hijacking and justified India‘s suspension of the treaty.  

This is the issue that the ICAO must rule on. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

A party to a treaty commits a material breach when (1) the party unlawfully repudiates 

the treaty (the party says that it will no longer observe the treaty), or (2) the party violates 

―a provision essential to the accomplishment of the object or purpose of the treaty.‖  (See 

VCLT Article 60(3).)  The most litigated issue is whether a small breach is ―material‖ or 

not.  How do we know whether the breached provision is essential to the accomplishment 

of the purpose of the treaty?  This may be something of a judgment call. 

 

Advisory Opinion on Namibia, ICJ, 1971. 

 

[South Africa had a mandate from the League of Nations to administer the territory that 

became known as Namibia.  The UN was the successor organization to the League, and 

the UN General Assembly decided to terminate the mandate because South Africa was 

introducing apartheid to Namibia.  The UN SC passed a resolution stating that ―the 

continued presence of the South African authorities in Namibia is illegal…‖  Did South 

Africa‘s action constitute ―material breach‖ of the mandate?  The ICJ ruled on this issue 

in this advisory opinion.] 

 

93. In paragraph 3 of the operative part of [General Assembly resolution 2145] 

―Declares that South Africa has failed to fulfill its obligations in respect of the 
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administration of the Mandated Territory and to ensure the moral and material well-being 

and security of the indigenous inhabitants of South West Africa and has, in fact, 

disavowed the Mandate‖.  In paragraph 4 the decision is reached, as a consequence of the 

previous declaration ―that the Mandate conferred upon His Britannic Majesty to be 

exercised on his behalf by the Government of the Union of South Africa is therefore 

terminated…‖  (Emphasis added.)  It is this part of the resolution which is relevant in the 

present proceedings. 

 

94. In examining this action of the General Assembly it is appropriate to have regard 

to the general principles of international law regulating termination of a treaty 

relationship on account of breach…  As the Court indicated in 1962 ―this Mandate, like 

practically all other similar Mandates‖ was ―a special type of instrument composite in 

nature and instituting a novel international regime.  It incorporates a definite 

agreement…‖  (ICJ Reports 1962, p. 331).  The Court state conclusively in that Judgment 

that the Mandate ―…in fact and in law, is an international agreement having the character 

of a treaty or convention‖ (ICJ Reports 1962, p. 330).  The rules laid down by the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties concerning termination of a treaty relationship on 

account of breach (adopted without a dissenting vote) may in many respects be 

considered as a codification of existing customary law on the subject.  In the light of 

these rules, only a material breach of a treaty justifies termination, such breach being 

defined as: 

 

(a) a repudiation of the treaty not sanctioned by the present Convention; or 

(b) the violation of a provision essential to the accomplishment of the object or 

purpose of the treaty (Art. 60, para. 3). 

 

95. General Assembly resolution 2145 (XXI) determines that both forms of material 

breach had occurred in this case.  By stressing that South Africa ―has, in fact, disavowed 

the Mandate‖, the General Assembly declared in fact that it had repudiated it.  The 

resolution in question is therefore to be viewed as the exercise of the right to terminate a 

relationship in case of a deliberate and persistent violation of obligations which destroys 

the very object and purpose of that relationship… 
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…101. It has been suggested that, even if the Council of the League had possessed the 

power of revocation of the Mandate in an extreme case, it could not have been exercised 

unilaterally but only in cooperation with the Mandatory Power.  However, revocation 

could only result from a situation in which the Mandatory had committed a serious 

breach of the obligations it had undertaken.  To contend, on the basis of the principle of 

unanimity which applied in the League of Nations, that in this case revocation could only 

take place with the concurrence of the Mandatory, would not only run contrary to the 

general principle of law governing termination on account of breach, but also postulate an 

impossibility.  For obvious reasons, the consent of the wrongdoer to such a form of 

termination cannot be required. 

 

Questions: 

1. Was there a material breach by South Africa?  The specific provisions of the Mandate 

that South Africa allegedly breached are not reproduced above.  In the Mandate, 

South Africa had an obligation to supervise Namibian territory for the benefit of its 

people.  Seemingly, this provision was essential to the accomplishment of the purpose 

of the Mandate.  Is it possible to argue the opposite, that this provision is not 

important and that the overall purpose of the Mandate was to see to the smooth 

administration of the former colonies of the losing powers in World War I?  In other 

words, the focus of the Mandate was on European relations and not on the well-being 

of colonized peoples? 

2. Racial discrimination is probably a violation of jus cogens.  Does a breach become 

material simply because it also involves a violation of a peremptory norm? 

 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969. 

 

Article 60.  Termination or suspension of the operation of a treaty as a consequence of its 

breach. 

1.  A material breach of a bilateral treaty by one of the parties entitles the other to invoke 

the breach as a ground for terminating the treaty or suspending its operation in whole or 

in part. 
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2.  A material breach of a multilateral treaty by one of the parties entitles: 

(a) the other parties by unanimous agreement to suspend the operation of the 

treaty in whole or in part or to terminate it either: 

  (i) in the relations between themselves and the defaulting State, or 

  (ii) as between all the parties; 

(b) a party specially affected by the breach to invoke it as a ground for suspending 

the operation of the treaty in whole or in part in the relations between itself and 

the defaulting State; 

… 

3.  A material breach of a treaty, for the purposes of this article, consists in: 

 (a) a repudiation of the treaty not sanction by the present Convention; or 

(b) the violation of a provision essential to the accomplishment of the object or 

purpose of the treaty. 

4.  The foregoing paragraphs are without prejudice to any provision in the treaty 

applicable in the event of a breach. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Impossibility of performance and fundamental change in circumstances are two grounds 

for termination that are often raised in conjunction with the same set of facts.  

Impossibility of performance results from ―permanent disappearance or destruction of an 

object indispensable for the execution of the treaty.‖  (See VCLT Article 61.)  An 

example often given is if the treaty pertains to a river and that river later dries up.  A 

fundamental change in circumstances does not make it impossible to perform on the 

treaty but rather makes it senseless to perform.  Three requirements must be met in order 

to terminate based on fundamental change:  (1) the change must not be foreseeable by the 

parties at the time of treaty formation, (2) the existence of the circumstances (that now 

have changed) must be an essential basis of the agreement, and (3) the change itself must 

be something so dramatic that it transforms treaty obligations.  Consider the analysis of 

these two grounds for breach in the following case. 
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Case Concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungry/Slovakia), ICJ, 1997. 

 

[At a time when both countries were under Communist rule, Hungary and 

Czechoslovakia entered into a treaty to make improvements on the Danube River 

including a dam, a reservoir, a canal, hydroelectric power plants, etc.  (The Danube flows 

partly along the border of the two countries.)  Construction began in 1978 but was not 

completed.  Later, after political and economic changes associated with the fall of Soviet 

communism, Hungry stopped work on the project and tried to terminate the treaty.  Soon 

thereafter, Czechoslovakia split into two States, the Czech Republic and Slovakia.  

Slovakia did not want to terminate and treaty, and Hungry and Slovakia went to the ICJ 

for a resolution of their dispute.  Hungry argued inter alia that the treaty was terminated 

due to impossibility or due to changed circumstances.] 

 

102.  Hungary also relied on the principle of the impossibility of performance as 

reflected in Article 61 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Hungary's 

interpretation of the wording of Article 61 is, however, not in conformity with the terms 

of that Article, nor with the intentions of the Diplomatic Conference which adopted the 

Convention. Article 61, paragraph 1, requires the "permanent disappearance or 

destruction of an object indispensable for the execution" of the treaty to justify the 

termination of a treaty on grounds of impossibility of performance. During the 

conference, a proposal was made to extend the scope of the article by including in it cases 

such as the impossibility to make certain payments because of serious financial 

difficulties…  Although it was recognized that such situations could lead to a preclusion 

of the wrongfulness of non-performance by a party of its treaty obligations, the 

participating States were not prepared to consider such situations to be a ground for 

terminating or suspending a treaty, and preferred to limit themselves to a narrower 

concept. 

103.  Hungary contended that the essential object of the Treaty -- an economic joint 

investment which was consistent with environmental protection and which was operated 

by the two contracting parties jointly -- had permanently disappeared and that the Treaty 

had thus become impossible to perform. It is not necessary for the Court to determine 
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whether the term "object" in Article 61 can also be understood to embrace a legal regime 

as in any event, even if that were the case, it would have to conclude that in this instance 

that regime had not definitively ceased to exist. The 1977 Treaty -- and in particular its 

Articles 15, 19 and 20 -- actually made available to the parties the necessary means to 

proceed at any time, by negotiation, to the required readjustments between economic 

imperatives and ecological imperatives. The Court would add that, if the joint 

exploitation of the investment was no longer possible, this was originally because 

Hungary did not carry out most of the works for which it was responsible under the 1977 

Treaty; Article 61, paragraph 2, of the Vienna Convention expressly provides that 

impossibility of performance may not be invoked for the termination of a treaty by a 

party to that treaty when it results from that party's own breach of an obligation flowing 

from that treaty. 

 

104.  Hungary further argued that it was entitled to invoke a number of events which, 

cumulatively, would have constituted a fundamental change of circumstances. In this 

respect it specified profound changes of a political nature, the Project's diminishing 

economic viability, the progress of environmental knowledge and the development of 

new norms and prescriptions of international environmental law (see paragraph 95 

above). 

 

The Court recalls that, in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case (I.C.J. Reports 1973, p. 63, para. 

36), it stated that, 

Article 62 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,… may in many 

respects be considered as a codification of existing customary law on the subject 

of the termination of a treaty relationship on account of change of 

circumstances. 

 

The prevailing political situation was certainly relevant for the conclusion of the 1977 

Treaty. But the Court will recall that the Treaty provided for a joint investment 

programme for the production of energy, the control of floods and the improvement of 

navigation on the Danube. In the Court's view, the prevalent political conditions were 

thus not so closely linked to the object and purpose of the Treaty that they constituted an 
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essential basis of the consent of the parties and, in changing, radically altered the extent 

of the obligations still to be performed. The same holds good for the economic system in 

force at the time of the conclusion of the 1977 Treaty. Besides, even though the estimated 

profitability of the Project might have appeared less in 1992 than in 1977, it does not 

appear from the record before the Court that it was bound to diminish to such an extent 

that the treaty obligations of the parties would have been radically transformed as a 

result. 

The Court does not consider that new developments in the state of environmental 

knowledge and of environmental law can be said to have been completely unforeseen. 

What is more, the formulation of Articles 15, 19 and 20, designed to accommodate 

change, made it possible for the parties to take account of such developments and to 

apply them when implementing those treaty provisions.  

 

The changed circumstances advanced by Hungary are, in the Court's view, not of such a 

nature, either individually or collectively, that their effect would radically transform the 

extent of the obligations still to be performed in order to accomplish the Project. A 

fundamental change of circumstances must have been unforeseen; the existence of the 

circumstances at the time of the Treaty's conclusion must have constituted an essential 

basis of the consent of the parties to be bound by the Treaty. The negative and 

conditional wording of Article 62 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is a 

clear indication moreover that the stability of treaty relations requires that the plea of 

fundamental change of circumstances be applied only in exceptional cases. 

 

Questions: 

1. Do you think it is wise to incorporate a great deal of flexibility into treaty terms such 

that the treaty can be adjusted to fit the twists and turns of time?  By the court‘s 

reasoning, a State that enters into an extremely flexible treaty like the treaty in this 

case seemingly will have few excuses to get out of its treaty obligations.  What if the 

other party to the treaty, in accordance with provisions in the treaty allowing for 

flexibility, agrees to adjust treaty obligations but refuses to adjust obligations in a way 

that is acceptable to both parties?   
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2. How were changes in the state of environmental law foreseeable to Hungry at the 

time of treaty formation?  The Court does not explain its reasoning here.  Even if the 

science was known previously, is it not possible that the weight of expert scientific 

opinion could have shifted from support of dams to criticism of dams?  

 

Section 5.4 Treaty Reservations 

 

A treaty reservation is a unilateral statement whereby a nation tries to exclude or modify 

the legal effect of a provision of a treaty while still joining the treaty.  A State may want 

to ratify a treaty, but the State disagrees with one provision in the treaty.  The State will 

make a reservation to that provision, so that the treaty is binding on the state, except for 

the one provision.  To give an example, the U.S. made the following reservations to the 

1948 Genocide Convention: 

 

That with reference to article IX of the Convention, before any dispute to which 

the U.S. is a party may be submitted to the jurisdiction of the International Court 

of Justice under this article, the specific consent of the U.S. is required in each 

case. 

 

That nothing in the Convention requires or authorizes legislation or other action by 

the U.S. prohibited by the Constitution of the U.S. as interpreted by the U.S. 

 

Reservations usually are made to multilateral treaties, especially human rights treaties.  

The U.S. is notorious for making such reservations.  The student should note that there 

can be no reservations to bilateral treaties.  An attempted ―reservation‖ would be rather 

an invitation to the other side to renegotiate this part of the treaty.   

 

Reservations must be distinguished from ―understandings‖ and ―declarations.‖ Unlike 

reservations, understandings and declarations are interpretive statements that are not 

meant to change the treaty terms but rather clarify what that party understands the treaty 

to mean.  Such statements are less controversial and have no effect on a particular party‘s 

obligations under the treaty.  The student must be careful, because a State may make a 

reservation but call that reservation an ―understanding.‖  It is of no concern to us what a 
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State calls its reservations.   What matters is whether the State has tried to change the 

legal effect of a particular treaty provision, in which case it has made a reservation. 

 

Historically, States did not make reservations to treaties.  The old rule in international law 

was that all parties had to agree to all terms of the treaty.  One party could have proposed 

an amendment to the treaty after the negotiations were concluded, but the other parties 

would have had to accept this amendment in order for it to have legal effect.  

Reservations truly became a practice in international law in modern times with the 

proliferation of Human Rights treaties.  This is not to say that reservations can only be 

made to Human Rights treaties.  Rather, it is to show the historical development of 

reservations practice.  One of the seminal cases in this regard was Reservations to the 

Convention on Genocide. 

 

Reservations to the Convention on Genocide, ICJ, 1951. 

 

[Traditionally, all parties had to agree to all terms of a treaty and reservations could not 

be made.  After the promulgation of the Genocide Convention in 1948, several States 

expressed their desire to ratify the Convention but with reservations concerning various 

articles, especially Article 9 which provided for reference of disputes to the ICJ.  In the 

following advisory opinion, the ICJ gives reasons for moving away from the traditional 

rule and allowing reservations at least with regard to human rights treaties.] 

 

It is well established that in its treaty relations a State cannot be bound without its 

consent, and that consequently no reservation can be effective against any State without 

its agreement thereto. It is also a generally recognized principle that a multilateral 

convention is the result of an agreement freely concluded upon its clauses and that 

consequently none of the contracting parties is entitled to frustrate or impair, by means of 

unilateral decisions or particular agreements, the purpose and raison d'etre of the 

convention. To this principle was linked the notion of the integrity of the convention as 

adopted, a notion which in its traditional concept involved the proposition that no 
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reservation was valid unless it was accepted by all the contracting parties without 

exception, as would have been the case if it had been stated during the negotiations.  

 

This concept, which is directly inspired by the notion of contract, is of undisputed value 

as a principle. However, as regards the Genocide Convention, it is proper to refer to a 

variety of circumstances which would lead to a more flexible application of this principle. 

Among these circumstances may be noted the clearly universal character of the United 

Nations under whose auspices the Convention was concluded, and the very wide degree 

of participation envisaged by Article XI of the Convention. Extensive participation in 

conventions of this type has already given rise to greater flexibility in the international 

practice concerning multilateral conventions. More general resort to reservations, very 

great allowance made for tacit assent to reservations, the existence of practices which go 

so far as to admit that the author of reservations which have been rejected by certain 

contracting parties is nevertheless to be regarded as a party to the convention in relation 

to those contracting parties that have accepted the reservations-all these factors are 

manifestations of a new need for flexibility in the operation of multilateral conventions.  

 

It must also be pointed out that although the Genocide Convention was finally approved 

unanimously, it is nevertheless the result of a series of majority votes. The majority 

principle, while facilitating the conclusion of multilateral conventions, may also make it 

necessary for certain States to make reservations. This observation is confirmed by the 

great number of reservations which have been made of recent years to multilateral 

conventions… 

… 

The objects of such a convention must also be considered. The Convention was 

manifestly adopted for a purely humanitarian and civilizing purpose. It is indeed difficult 

to imagine a convention that might have this dual character to a greater degree, since its 

object on the one hand is to safeguard the very existence of certain human groups and on 

the other to confirm and endorse the most elementary principles of morality. In such a 

convention the contracting States do not have any interests of their own; they merely 

have, one and all, a common interest, namely, the accomplishment of those high purposes 
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which are the raison d'etre of the convention. Consequently, in a convention of this type 

one cannot speak of individual advantages or disadvantages to States, or of the 

maintenance of a perfect contractual balance between rights and duties. The high ideals 

which inspired the Convention provide, by virtue of the common will of the parties, the 

foundation and measure of all its provisions.  

 

The foregoing considerations, when applied to the question of reservations, and more 

particularly to the effects of objections to reservations, lead to the following conclusions.  

 

The object and purpose of the Genocide Convention imply that it was the intention of the 

General Assembly and of the States which adopted it that as many States as possible 

should participate. The complete exclusion from the Convention of one or more States 

would not only restrict the scope of its application, but would detract from the authority 

of the moral and humanitarian principles which are its basis. It is inconceivable that the 

contracting parties readily contemplated that an objection to a minor reservation should 

produce such a result. But even less could the contracting parties have intended to 

sacrifice the very object of the Convention in favour of a vain desire to secure as many 

participants as possible. The object and purpose of the Convention thus limit both the 

freedom of making reservations and that of objecting to them. It follows that it is the 

compatibility of a reservation with the object and purpose of the Convention that must 

furnish the criterion for the attitude of a State in making the reservation on accession as 

well as for the appraisal by a State in objecting to the reservation. Such is the rule of 

conduct which must guide every State in the appraisal which it must make, individually 

and from its own standpoint, of the admissibility of any reservation.  

 

…As has been pointed out above, each State which is a party to the Convention is 

entitled to appraise the validity of the reservation, and it exercises this right individually 

and from its own standpoint. As no State can be bound by a reservation to which it has 

not consented, it necessarily follows that each State objecting to it will or will not, on the 

basis of its individual appraisal within the limits of the criterion of the object and purpose 

stated above, consider the reserving State to be a party to the Convention. In the ordinary 
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course of events, such a decision will only affect the relationship between the State 

making the reservation and the objecting State; on the other hand, as will be pointed out 

later, such a decision might aim at the complete exclusion from the Convention in a case 

where it was expressed by the adoption of a position on the jurisdictional plane. 

 

The disadvantages which result from this possible divergence of views-which an article 

concerning the making of reservations could have obviated-are real; they are mitigated by 

the common duty of the contracting States to be guided in their judgment by the 

compatibility or incompatibility of the reservation with the object and purpose of the 

Convention. It must clearly be assumed that the contracting States are desirous of 

preserving intact at least what is essential to the object of the Convention; should this 

desire be absent, it is quite clear that the Convention itself would be impaired both in its 

principle and in its application… 

 

For these reasons,  

THE COURT IS OF OPINION… 

by seven votes to five,  

 (a) that if a party to the Convention objects to a reservation which it considers to be 

incompatible with the object and purpose of the Convention, it can in fact consider that 

the reserving State is not a party to the Convention;  

(b) that if, on the other hand, a party accepts the reservation as being compatible with the 

object and purpose of the Convention, it can in fact consider that the reserving State is a 

party to the Convention;  

 

Dissenting Opinion of Judges Guerrero, Sir Arnold McNair, Read, Hsu Mo 

 

…[W]e have difficulty in seeing how the new rule can work.  

(i) It hinges on the expression 'if the reservation is compatible with the object 

and purpose of the Convention'. What is the 'object and purpose' of the 

Genocide Convention? To repress genocide? Of course; but is it more 

than that? Does it comprise any or all of the enforcement articles of the 
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Convention? That is the heart of the matter. One has only to look at 

them to realize the importance of this question. As we showed at the 

beginning of our Opinion, these are the articles which are causing 

trouble.  

(ii)  

(ii) It is said that on the basis of the criterion of compatibility each party should 

make its own individual appraisal of a reservation and reach its own conclusion. Thus, a 

reserving State may or may not be a party to the Convention according to the different 

view-points of States which have already become parties. Under such a system, it is 

obvious that there will be no finality or certainty as to the status of the reserving State as 

a party as long as the admissibility of any reservation that has been objected to is left to 

subjective determination by individual States. It will only be objectively determined 

when the question of the compatibility of the reservation is referred to judicial decision; 

but this procedure, for various reasons, may never be resorted to by the parties…  

 

…It is therefore not universality at any price that forms the first consideration. It 

is rather the acceptance of common obligations-keeping step with like-minded States-in 

order to attain a high objective for all humanity, that is of paramount importance. Such 

being the case, the conclusion is irresistible that it is necessary to apply to the Genocide 

Convention with even greater exactitude than ever the existing rule which requires the 

consent of all parties to any reservation to a multilateral convention…  

 

Questions: 

1. The Court identifies two important purposes behind the treaty and then attempts to 

take a middle path to reconcile the two purposes.  On the one hand, this is a treaty of 

―universal character‖ that was intended to secure a ―wide degree of participation.‖  

For this reason, inclusivity is very important – one of the purposes of the treaty is to 

get as many States as possible to join in order to make the treaty universally 

applicable law.  A State that makes a minor reservation still should be allowed to join 

the treaty.  On the other hand, the purpose of the treaty is also to prevent genocide.  It 

would be bad to sacrifice this purpose in the effort to be inclusive.  Thus, the court 
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devises a new rule that a reservation is okay (inclusivity) so long as the reservation 

does not defeat the object and purpose of the treaty (guarantee that substantive 

provisions of the treaty will not be affected).  Do you agree with the dissent that it is 

difficult to determine which provisions of the treaty are essential to its purpose?  Are 

provisions designed to guarantee enforcement of the treaty less important than 

substantive provisions that lay out rights and obligations? 

2. Even though some reservations are permissible, a party‘s consent still is required in 

order for a reservation to have effect.  A party may refuse to accept a reservation even 

if that reservation is minor and does not defeat the object and purpose of the treaty.  

Each party to the treaty must individually determine first whether it will accept the 

reservation and second, if no, whether it will nonetheless have treaty relations with 

the reserving party.  Although the reserving State ostensibly has entered into the 

treaty, its relations with treaty members will vary according to the individual 

members‘ reactions to the reservation.  Does this make treaty relations among 

members of the treaty hopelessly confusing as the dissent asserts? 

3. It must be remembered that, once the negotiations on the treaty text have been 

concluded, there is no central body left to evaluate modifications to the treaty like 

reservations.  Presumably, the question of whether a reservation violates the object 

and purpose of the treaty is an objective question that should not be determined by 

each treaty party separately.  Yet there is no one else to make this determination 

unless a dispute arises and the issue is brought before the ICJ. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

 The VCLT adopted the approach taken by the court in Reservations to the 

Convention on Genocide.  Under the VCLT, States are free to make reservations to 

treaties.  As in the Genocide case, this freedom is subject to certain limitations.  (1) A 

State may not make reservations to a treaty if the treaty expressly prohibits reservations.  

(For example, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea expressly prohibits 

reservations.) And (2) A State may not make a reservation to a treaty if the reservation is 

incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. 
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The VCLT has not resolved the problem of who will decide whether a reservation is valid 

under international law or not.  State parties to the treaty make this determination 

individually.  Of course, if the treaty comes up for dispute before some international body 

like the ICJ, then this body will determine whether the reservation is valid.  Interestingly, 

some Human Rights bodies (i.e. Human Rights courts and committees) have held that a 

reserving State has made an invalid reservation, against the purpose of the treaty, and, as 

a consequence, is a full member of the treaty without benefit of its reservation.  This is 

controversial because it is not clear that a reservation should be ―severable‖ from a 

State‘s expression of consent to a treaty such that the reservation can be erased and the 

party held to all obligations in the treaty.  On the other hand, it is an equally ridiculous 

result to conclude that a reservation is invalid and allow the reserving State the benefit of 

appearing to have joined the treaty when in fact the reserving State is not a member of the 

treaty and is not liable for any breach of treaty terms. 

 

In some cases, the treaty itself will lay out detailed rules in regard to reservations.  A 

reservation expressly authorized by a treaty does not require acceptance by other parties.  

The reservation will have automatic effect.  Other treaties require that all parties accept a 

reservation for the reservation to be valid.  The reservation will not have effect unless 

everyone accepts the reservation.  If everyone does not accept, the reserving party will be 

part of the original treaty and the reservation will be ignored.  A treaty that is the 

constitution for an international organization may require that all reservations have to be 

accepted by the organization itself. 

 

An example will help illustrate how treaty reservations affect the obligations of State 

parties to a treaty.  Imagine that Ethiopia, Eritrea, Sudan, Egypt, Somalia, and Kenya 

enter into a multilateral treaty to protect and preserve wildlife in their respective 

territories.  The treaty requires that State parties implement certain protections for 

wildlife and explains under Article X that hunting licenses will be issued by a Committee 

formed under the Treaty.  The Committee has jurisdiction to hear cases involving 

violations of the regulations regarding hunting.   
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Ethiopia decides to ―clarify‖ Article X of the treaty, including in its ratification of the 

treaty the following statement:  ―Ethiopia maintains that, in order for Ethiopian citizens to 

be brought under the jurisdiction of the Committee, the Ethiopian Courts must first pass 

on the matter and then specifically authorize the transfer of the case to the Committee.‖   

 

The other parties to the treaty react differently to Ethiopia‘s ―clarification.‖  Eritrea 

expressly accepts it as a reservation to the treaty.  Sudan says nothing in response.  Egypt 

objects to Ethiopia‘s ―clarification‖ but gives no reason as to its objection.  Somalia 

objects to Ethiopia‘s clarification ―because it is against the object and purpose of the 

entire treaty.‖  Kenya objects to Ethiopia‘s clarification and says that ―therefore Kenya 

refuses to enter into treaty relations with Ethiopia.‖ 

 

First, is Ethiopia‘s statement a reservation?  Just because Ethiopia calls this a 

―clarification‖ does not mean that it is not a reservation.  We ask, Does it modify 

Ethiopia‘s legal obligations under the treaty?  The answer is, yes.  So it is a reservation. 

 

What types of treaty relations have been created?  (1) Eritrea has accepted the 

reservation, so Eritrea and Ethiopia will have treaty relations, and the reservation will 

apply as between them.  (2) Sudan has said nothing, which amounts to tacit acceptance of 

Ethiopia‘s reservation.   Therefore, Sudan and Ethiopia will have treaty relations, and the 

reservation will apply as between them.  (3)  Egypt objected to the reservation, so the 

reservation cannot apply between Egypt and Ethiopia.  Egypt has said nothing about 

whether Ethiopia and Egypt will have treaty relations, and the default rule is that, in the 

absence of a refusal to have treaty relations, the parties will have treaty relations.  The 

result is that Ethiopia and Egypt have treaty relations, but Article X will not apply as 

between them (because of Egypt‘s objection).  (4) Somalia also objected to the 

reservation, but for a specific reason.  Somalia says that the reservation is against the 

object and purpose of the treaty.  The result here is surprising:  again, because Somalia 

did not specifically object to having treaty relations with Ethiopia, the two parties will 

have treaty relations.  Article X will not apply as between them.  (In some cases, this will 

mean that the reserving party will get the benefit of the reservation despite the fact that 
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the other party has objected to it.)  (5)  Finally, Kenya will not have treaty relations at all 

with Ethiopia. 

________________________________________________________________________

______ 

 

Problem 5:  Treaty Reservations. 

 

Five states enter into a treaty to prevent torture.  State V ratifies the treaty but includes a 

statement of ―understanding‖:  ―We understand that, under Article 5 of the treaty, we will 

make a good faith effort to stop torture, using only such means as we deem necessary.‖  

Article 5 of the treaty specifies that ―each state must enact domestic legislation 

forbidding torture.‖  States W and X say nothing about State V‘s ―understanding.‖  State 

Y says that State V‘s understanding goes against the object and purpose of the treaty.  

State Z objects to State V‘s understanding but gives no reason for its objection.  States Y 

and Z make no further statements against State V.  

 

Ten years later, State V still has not enacted domestic legislation forbidding torture.  A 

group of citizens from States W, X, Y, and Z travel to State V for vacation.  The police in 

State V arrest the group on charges of terrorism and the citizens are tortured in an effort 

to get information about a terrorist attack.  States W, X, Y, and Z bring actions in the ICJ 

against State V for violation of the treaty to prevent torture.  Will any of these States 

succeed in holding State V to its treaty obligations to prevent torture? 
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CHAPTER 6:  State Responsibility 

 

Introduction 

 

The laws of state responsibility are the principles governing when and how a state is 

held responsible for a breach of an international obligation. Rather than setting forth any 

particular obligations, the rules of state responsibility determine, in general, when an 

obligation has been breached and the legal consequences of that violation. In this way 

they are called "secondary" rules that address basic issues of responsibility and remedies 

available for breach of "primary" or substantive rules of international law, such as with 

respect to the use of armed force, rights and duties of states. Because of this generality, 

the rules can be studied independently of the primary rules of obligation. They establish: 

 the conditions for an act to qualify as internationally wrongful;  

 the circumstances under which actions of officials, private individuals and other 

entities may be attributed to the state; and  

 the consequences of liability. 

Until recently, the theory of the law of state responsibility was not well developed. The 

position has now changed, however it does not replace customary international law, with 

the adoption of the Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally 

Wrongful Acts ("Draft Articles") by the International Law Commission (ILC) in August 

2001. The Draft Articles are a combination of codification and progressive development. 

They have already been cited by the International Court of Justice and have generally 

been well received. 

Objectives 

In this chapter students are expected to grasp the following points: 

 nature and contents of internationally wrongful acts; 

 Attribution as an important point of responsibility; 
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 Defenses against breach of international obligation; 

 Consequences of breach; and 

 Reparation/remedies for breach of international obligations. 

 

6.1 Meaning of Sate Responsibility 

Traditionally, the term "state responsibility" referred only to state responsibility for 

injuries to aliens. It included not only "secondary" issues such as attribution and 

remedies, but also the primary rights and duties of states, for example the asserted 

international standard of treatment and the right of diplomatic protection. Early efforts by 

the League of Nations and private bodies to codify the rules of "state responsibility" 

reflected the traditional focus on responsibility for injuries to aliens. The League's 1930 

Codification Conference in The Hague was able to reach an agreement only on 

"secondary" issues such as imputation, not on substantive rules regarding the treatment of 

aliens and their property. 

Attempts to codify and develop the rules of state responsibility have continued 

throughout the life of the United Nations. It took nearly 45 years, more than thirty 

reports, and extensive work by five Special Rapporteurs in order for the International 

Law Commission to reach agreement on the final text of the Draft Articles as a whole, 

with commentaries. At the same time, the customary international law of state 

responsibility concerning matters such as detention and physical ill-treatment of aliens 

and their right to a fair trial has been rendered less important than formerly by the 

development of international human rights law, which applies to all individuals, whether 

aliens or nationals. The concept of a general regime of legal responsibility, which the 

rules of state responsibility have taken on, is an inception of the civil law system and is 

largely foreign to the common law tradition. 

State responsibility is a fundamental principle of international law and it lies on the 

understanding that states are sovereign and equal. It provides that whenever one state 

commits an internationally unlawful act against another state, international responsibility 

is established between the two. This obligation gives rise to a requirement for reparation.  
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Accordingly, the focus of this branch of international law is up on principles concerned 

with second-order issues. In other words, it is interested with the procedural and other 

consequences flowing from a breach of a substantive rule of international law. In fact, 

this has led to a number of issues concerning the relationship between the rules of state 

responsibility and those relating to other areas of international law. The question as to the 

relationship between the rules of state responsibility and those relating to the law of 

treaties arose, for example, in the Rainbow Warrior Arbitration Case between France and 

New Zealand in 1990. The arbitration followed the incident in 1985 in which French 

agents destroyed vessel Rainbow Warrior in harbor in New Zealand. The Rainbow 

Warrior Case is attached herewith for the purpose of reference.  

 

6.2 The nature of State Responsibility 

 

The essential characteristics of responsibility hinges up on certain basic factors:  

 First the existence of an international legal obligation in force as between two 

particular states;  

 secondly, that there has occurred an act or omission which violates that obligation 

and which is imputable to the state responsible; and  

 Finally, that loss or damage has resulted from the unlawful or omission. 

 

These requirements have been made clear in a number or leading cases. One instance is 

the Spanish Zone of Morocco Claims Case. In this case it is reaffirmed that it is a 

principle of international law that any breach of an engagement involves an obligation to 

make reparation. 

 

Article 1 of the International Law Commission‘s Articles on state responsibility reiterates 

the general rule, widely supported by practice, that every internationally wrongful act of a 

state entails responsibility.  

  

Article l  
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Responsibility of a State for its internationally wrongful acts  

 

Every internationally wrongful act of a State entails the international responsibility of that 

State. 

Similarly Article 2 provides that there is an internationally wrongful act of a state when 

conduct consisting of an action or omission is attributable to the state under international 

law and constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the state.  

Article 2  

Elements of an internationally wrongful act of a State  

There is an internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct consisting of an 

action or omission:  

(a) Is attributable to the State under international law; and  

(b) Constitutes a breach of an international obligation of the State. 

 

This principle has been affirmed in the case-law. It is international law that determines 

what constitutes an internationally unlawful act, irrespective of any provisions of 

municipal law. Article 12 stipulates that there is a breach of an international obligation 

when an act of that state is not in conformity with what is required of it by that 

obligation, regardless of its origin or character.  

Article 12  

Existence of a breach of an international obligation  

There is a breach of an international obligation by a State when an act of that State is not 

in conformity with what is required of it by that obligation, regardless of its origin or 

character. 

 

A breach that is of a continuing nature extends over the entire period during which the act 

continues and remains not in conformity with the international obligation in question, 

while a breach that consists of a composite act will also extend over the entire period 

during which the act or omission continues and remains not in conformity with the 

international obligation. A state assisting another state to commit an internationally 
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wrongful act will also be responsible if it so acted with knowledge of the circumstances 

and where it would be wrongful if committed by that state.  

 

6.3 The Question of Wrongfulness 

 

There are contending theories as to whether responsibility of the state for unlawful acts or 

omissions is one of strict liability or whether it is necessary to show some fault or 

intention on the part of the officials concerned. The principle of objective responsibility 

(the so called ‗risk‘ theory) maintains that the liability of the state is strict. Once an 

unlawful act has taken place, which has caused injury and which has been committed by 

an agent of the state, that state will be responsible in international law to the state 

suffering the damage irrespective of good or bad faith. To be contrasted with this 

approach is the subjective responsibility concept (the ‗fault‘ theory) which emphasizes 

that an element of international or negligent conduct on the part of the person concerned 

is necessary before his state can be rendered liable for any injury caused.  

 

The relevant cases and academic opinions are divided on this question, although the 

majority tends towards the strict liability, objective theory of responsibility.  

 

In the Neer claim in 1926, an American superintendent of a Mexican mine was shot. The 

USA, on behalf of his window and daughter, claimed damages because of the careless 

manner in which the Mexican authorities pursued their investigations. The general claims 

commission dealing with the manner disallowed the claim, in applying the objective test. 

 

In the Caire Claim, the French-Mexican claims commission had to consider the case of a 

French citizen shot by Mexican soldiers for failing to supply them with 5,000 Mexican 

dollars. Verzijl, the presiding commissioner, held that Mexico was responsible for the 

injury caused in accordance with the objective responsibility doctrine that is the 

responsibility for the acts of the officials or organs of a state, which may devolve upon it 

even in the absence of any ―fault‖ of its own. 
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A leading case adopting the subjective approach is the Home Missionary society claim in 

1920 between Britain and the United States. In this case, the imposition of a ‗hut tax‘ in 

the protectorate of Sierra Leone triggered off a local uprising in which society property 

was damaged and missionaries killed. The tribunal dismissed the claim of the society 

(presented by the US) and noted that it was established in international law that no 

government was responsible for the acts of rebels where it itself was guilty of no breach 

of good faith or negligence in suppressing the revolt. It should, therefore, be noted that 

the view expressed in this case is concerned with a specific area of the law, namely the 

question of state responsibility for the acts of rebels. Whether one can analogize from this 

generally is open to doubt.  

 

In the Corfu Channel case, the International Court appeared to lean towards the fault 

theory by saying that: 

 

It can not be concluded from the mere fact of the control exercised by a state over its 

territory and waters that state necessarily knew, or ought to have known, of any unlawful 

act perpetrated therein, nor yet that it necessarily knew, or should have known, the 

authors. This fact, by itself and apart from other circumstances, neither involves prima 

facie responsibility nor shifts the burden of proof. 

 

On the other hand, the court emphasized that the fact of exclusive territorial control had a 

bearing upon the methods of proof available to establish the knowledge of that state as to 

the events in question. Because of the difficulties of presenting direct proof of facts 

giving rise to responsibility, the victim state should be allowed a more liberal recourse to 

inferences of fact and circumstantial evidence. 

 

How ever, it must be pointed out that the court was concerned with Albania‘s knowledge 

of the laying of mines, and the question of prima facie responsibility for any unlawful act 

committed within the territory of the state concerned, irrespective of attribution, raises 

different issues. It cannot be taken as proof of the acceptance of the fault theory. It may 

be concluded that doctrine and practice support the objective theory and that this is right, 
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particularly in view of the proliferation of state organs and agencies. The commentary to 

the ILC Articles  emphasized that the Articles did not take a definitive position on this 

controversy, but noted that standards as to objective or subjective approaches, fault, 

negligence or want of due diligence would vary from one context to another depending 

up on the terms of the primary obligation in question. 

According to the Draft Articles, an internationally wrongful act must: 

 be attributable to the state under international law; and  

 Constitute a breach of an international obligation of the state.   

"Breach of an international obligation" is defined as "an act ... not in conformity with 

what is required ... by that obligation."
 
 Furthermore, the state cannot avoid responsibility 

by declaring something legal under its own domestic law. 

Some older cases and commentaries discuss whether state responsibility is based on 

notions of fault or strict liability. It may be said that states are more "strictly liable" for 

the actions of their officials than for the actions of private individuals. In the latter case, it 

may be necessary to prove some "failure to control" the private individuals (i.e. "fault") 

before the state itself is held responsible. The articles leave it to the primary rules of 

obligation to determine whether the wrongfulness of an act depends on fault, intention, 

lack of diligence, or the like. 

6.4 Immutability/Attribution 

Before a state can be held responsible for any action, it is necessary to prove a causal 

connection between the injury and an official act or omission attributable to the state 

alleged to be in breach of its obligations. This has become an increasingly significant 

contemporary issue, as non-state actors such as Al Qaeda, multinational corporations, and 

non-governmental organizations play greater international roles, and as governments 

privatize some traditional functions. 
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The state is responsible for all actions of its officials and organs, even if the organ or 

official is formally independent
 
and even if the organ or official is acting ultra vires. A 

state may be held responsible for actions of "private" individuals that are, in fact, 

controlled by the state. 

Article 5  

Conduct of persons or entities exercising elements of governmental authority  

The conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State under article 4 but 

which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental 

authority shall be considered an act of the State under international law, provided the 

person or entity is acting in that capacity in the particular instance.  

 

Article 7  

Excess of authority or contravention of instructions  

 

The conduct of an organ of a State or of a person or entity empowered to exercise 

elements of the governmental authority shall be considered an act of the State under 

international law if the organ, person or entity acts in that capacity, even if it exceeds its 

authority or contravenes instructions.  

 

Article 8  

Conduct directed or controlled by a State  

 

The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under 

international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, 

or under the direction or control of that State in carrying out the conduct. 

Where there is a breakdown of normal governmental authority and control, such as in so-

called "failed states", the actions of those acting as the "government" in a de facto sense 

will be acts of the state. The acts of an "insurrectional or other movement that becomes 

the new government of an existing state or succeeds in establishing a new state" can also 
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be attributed to the state. This is also the case where a state acknowledges and adopts the 

conduct of private persons as its own.
 

Article 9  

Conduct carried out in the absence or default of the official authorities  

The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under 

international law if the person or group of persons is in fact exercising elements of the 

governmental authority in the absence or default of the official authorities and in 

circumstances such as to call for the exercise of those elements of authority.  

 

Article 10  

Conduct of an insurrectional or other movement  

1. The conduct of an insurrectional movement which becomes the new Government of a  

    State shall be considered an act of that State under international law.  

2. The conduct of a movement, insurrectional or other, which succeeds in establishing a  

    new State in part of the territory of a pre-existing State or in a territory under its    

    administration, shall be considered an act of the new State under international law.  

3. This article is without prejudice to the attribution to a State of any conduct, however  

     related to that of the movement concerned, which is to be considered an act of that  

     State by virtue of articles 4 to 9.  

 

Article 11  

Conduct acknowledged and adopted by a State as its own  

Conduct which is not attributable to a State under the preceding articles shall nevertheless 

be considered an act of that State under international law if and to the extent that the State 

acknowledges and adopts the conduct in question as its own. 

Despite their apparent concreteness, the standards stated in some rules involve important 

ambiguities, and their application will often require significant fact-finding and judgment. 

Most rules state responsibility involving private acts already arise under primary rules. 

For example, environmental and human rights agreements require states to prevent 

abuses by private parties. 
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Imposing upon the state absolute liability wherever an official is involved encourages that 

state to exercise greater control over its various departments and representatives. It also 

stimulates moves towards complying with objective standards of conduct in international 

relations. 

 

State responsibility covers many fields. It includes unlawful acts or omissions directly 

committed by the state and directly affecting other states: for instance, the breach of a 

treaty, the violation of the territory of another state, or damage to state property. An 

example of the latter heading is provided by the incident in 1955 when Bulgarian fighter 

planes shot down an Israeli civil aircraft of its state airline. Another example of state 

responsibility is illustrated by the Nicaragua case, where the international court of Justice 

found that acts imputable to the US included the laying of mines in Nicaraguan internal 

or territorial waters and certain attacks on Nicaraguan ports, oil installations and a naval 

base by its agents.  

 

In the Corfu Channel case, Albania was held responsible for the consequences of mine-

laying in its territorial waters on the basis of knowledge possessed by that state as to the 

presence of such mines, even though there was no finding as to who had actually laid the 

mines. In the Rainbow Warrior incident, the UN secretary-General mediated a settlement 

in which New Zealand received inter alia a sum of $7 million for the violation of its 

sovereignty which occurred when that vessel was destroyed by French agents in New 

Zealand. The state may also incur responsibility with regard to the activity of its officials 

in injuring a national of another state, and this activity need not be one authorized by the 

authorities of the state.  

 

The doctrine depends on the link that exists between the state and the person or persons 

actually committing the unlawful act or omission. The state as an abstract legal entity can 

not, of course, in reality ‗act‘ itself. It can only do so through authorized officials and 

representatives. The state is not responsible under international law for all acts performed 

by its nationals. Since the state is responsible only for acts of its servants that are 

imputable or attributable to it, it becomes necessary to examine the concept of 
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Imputability (also termed attribution). Imputability is the legal fiction which assimilates 

the actions or omissions of state officials to the state itself and which renders the state 

liable for damage resulting to the property or person of an alien.  

 

Article 4 of the ILC Draft Articles provides that the conduct of any state organ (including 

any person or entity having that status in accordance with the internal law of the state) 

shall be considered as an act of the state concerned under international law where the 

organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial or any other function, what ever position it 

holds in the organization of the state and whatever its character as an organ of the central 

government or of a territorial unit of the state.  

Article 5 of the Draft Article provides: 

 

The conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of the State under article 4 but 

which is empowered by the law of that State to exercise elements of the governmental 

authority shall be considered an act of the State under international law, provided the 

person or entity is acting in that capacity in the particular instance. This provision is 

intended inter alia to cover the situation of privatized corporation which retain certain 

public or regulatory functions. Examples of the application of this article might include 

the conduct of private security firms authorized to act as prison guards or where private 

or state-owned airlines exercise certain immigration controls or with regard to a rail way 

company to which certain police powers have been granted. 

 

Article 6 provides that the conduct of an organ placed at the disposal of a State by 

another State shall be considered an act of the former State under international law if the 

organ is acting in the exercise of elements of the governmental authority of the State at 

whose disposal it is placed. This would, for example, cover the UK Privy Council acting 

as the highest judicial body for certain common wealth countries.  
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6.5 Ultra vires acts 

 

The act of officials of a state may result in the responsibility of a state even when the 

former have acted beyond their authority. This was reaffirmed in the Moss case, where it 

was noted that:  

 

Even if it were admitted that….Officials… had acted…. Outside the statutory 

limits of the competence of their service, it should not be deducted, without 

further argument, that the claim is not well founded. It would still be 

necessary to consider a question of law. . namely whether in the international 

order the state should be acknowledged responsible for acts performed by 

officials within the apparent limits of their functions, in accordance with a 

line of conduct which was not entirely contrary to the instructions received. 

 

In Youman’s Claim case, a Mexican militia ordered to protect threatened American 

citizen in a Mexican town instead of doing in accordance to the authority empowered to 

do, have joined the riot. During this riot the Americans sought to be protected were 

killed. These unlawful acts by the militia were imputed to the state of Mexico, which was 

found responsible by the General Claims Commission. In the Union Bridge Company 

case, a British official of the cape government railway mistakenly appropriated neutral 

property during the Boer war. It was held that there was still liability despite the honest 

mistake and the lack of intention on the part of the authorities to appropriate the material 

in question. The key was that the action was within the general scope of duty of the 

official.  

 

 Article 7 of the ILC Articles provides: 

The conduct of an organ of a State or of a person or entity empowered to 

exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be considered an 

act of the State under international law if the organ, person or entity 

acts in that capacity, even if it exceeds its authority or contravenes 

instructions.  
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This article appears to lay down an absolute rule of liability, one not limited by reference 

to the apparent exercise of authority and, in the context of the general acceptance of the 

objective theory of responsibility, is probably the correct approach. 

 

Although private individuals are not regarded as state officials so that the state is not 

liable for their acts, the state may be responsible for failing to exercise the control 

necessary to prevent such acts. This was emphasized in the Zafiro Case between Britain 

and America in 1925. The Tribunal held the latter responsible for the damage caused by 

the civilian crew of a naval ship in the Philippines, since the naval officers had not 

adopted effective preventive measures. 

 

6.6 State Control and Responsibility  

 

Article 8 of Draft Article of the International Law Commission provides: 

The conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a State under 

international law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, 

or under the direction or control of that State in carrying out the conduct. 

 

The fact that the conduct of a person or group of persons shall be considered an act of a 

State under international law is not debatable, but difficulties have arisen in seeking to 

define the necessary direction or control required for the second proposition, “…if the 

person or group of persons is in fact acting on the instructions of, or under the direction 

or control of that State in carrying out the conduct” of the above article of The 

Commission. 

 The commentary to the article emphasizes that, ‗such conduct will be attributable to the 

state only if it directed or controlled the specific operation and the conduct complained of 

was an integral part of the state‘s operation. The issue is addressed by recent case laws. 

 

In the Nicaragua case, the international court declared that in order for the conduct contra 

guerrillas to have been attributable to the US, who financed and equipped the force, ‗it 
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would in principle have to be proved that state had effective control of the military or 

paramilitary operation in the course of which the alleged violations were committed.‘ In 

other words, general overall control would have been insufficient to ground 

responsibility. However, in the Tadic case, the Yugoslav war crimes tribunal adopted a 

more flexible approach, noting that the degree of control might vary according to the 

circumstances and a high threshold might not always be required. In this case, of course, 

the issue was of individual criminal responsibility. Further, the situation might be 

different where the state deemed responsible was in clear and uncontested effective 

control of the territory where the violation occurred. The International Court of Justice in 

the Namibia case stated that, ‗physical control of a territory and not sovereignty or 

legitimacy of title, is the basis of state liability for acts affecting other states.  

 

Article 9 of the ILC Articles provides that the conduct of a person or group of persons 

shall be considered an act of a State under international law if the person or group of 

persons is in fact exercising elements of the governmental authority in the absence or 

default of the official authorities and in circumstances such as to call for the exercise of 

those elements of authority. For example, where there is a breakdown of a governmental 

authority and control, such as in so-called "failed states", like the case of the recent 

Somalia, the actions of those acting as the "government" in a de facto sense will be acts 

of the state.  

 

Article 10 of the ICL articles provides that where an insurrectional movement is 

successful either in becoming the new government of a state or in establishing a new state 

in part of the territory of the pre-existing state, it will be held responsible for its activities 

prior to its assumption of authority. 

 

The issue of the responsibility of the authorities of a state for activities that occurred prior 

to its coming to power was raised before the Iran-Us Claims Tribunal. In short v. the 

Islamic republic of Iran, the tribunal noted that the international responsibility of a state 

can be engaged where the circumstances or events causing the departure of an alien are 

attributable to it, but that not all departures of aliens from a country in a period of 
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political turmoil would as such be attributable to that state.  It was emphasized that at the 

relevant time the revolutionary movement had not yet been able to establish control over 

any part of Iranian territory and the government had demonstrated its loss of control.  

 

Where a state subsequently acknowledges and adopts conduct as its own, then it will be 

considered as an act of state under international law entailing responsibility, even though 

such conduct was not attributable to the state before hand. In the Iranian Hostages‘ case, 

for example, the international court noted that the initial attack on the US Embassy by 

militants could not be imputable to Iran since they were clearly not agents or organs of 

the state. How ever, the subsequent approval of the Ayatollah Khomeini and other organs 

of Iran to the attack and the decision to maintain the occupation of the Embassy 

translated that action into a state act. The militants thus became agents of the Iranian state 

for whose acts the state bore international responsibility. 

6.7 Consequences of Breach and Reparation 

The breach of an international obligation entails two types of legal consequences. Firstly, 

it creates new obligations for the breaching state, principally, duties of cessation and non-

repetition (Article 30), and a duty to make full reparation (Article 31). Article 33(1) 

characterizes these secondary obligations as being owed to other states or to the 

international community as a whole. Articles indirectly acknowledge in a savings clause 

also that states may owe secondary obligations to non-state actors such as individuals or 

international organizations. 

Second, the articles create new rights for injured states, principally, the right to invoke 

responsibility (Articles 42 and 48) and a limited right to take countermeasures (Articles 

49-53). These rights, however, are heavily state-centered and do not deal with how state 

responsibility is to be implemented if the holder of the right is an individual or an 

organization. The principal element of progressive development in this area is Article 48, 

which provides that certain violations of international obligations can affect the 

international community as a whole such that state responsibility can be invoked by states 

on behalf of the larger community. This provision picks up on the ICJ's celebrated 
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suggestion in Barcelona Traction that some obligations are owed erga omnes, toward the 

international community as a whole. 

If illegal actions are continuing, the state has a duty to cease. [Art. 30] The state also has 

duties to make reparation, which could involve restitution, compensation, or satisfaction. 

Remedies will be dependent on the particular forum, such as the United Nations, 

International Court of Justice, World Trade Organization, International Tribunal for the 

Law of the Sea, International Criminal Court. 

Questions for Discussion 

1. Discuss the conditions for an act or omission to qualify as international wrong. 

2. Discuss circumstances under which actions of officials, private individuals and 

other entities may be attributed to the state. 

3. What are the consequences of liability? 

 

Here you are presented with one case appreciated by the ICJ over responsibility of 

States. This case raises many issues of state responsibility. Read it exhaustively. 
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Rainbow Warrior Case 
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CHAPTER 7: War and the Prohibition on the Threat or Use of Force 
 

Introduction 

 

The rule governing resort to force form a central element within international law and 

together with other principles such as territorial sovereignty and the independence and 

equality of states provide the frame work for international order. While domestic systems 

have, on the whole, managed to prescribe a virtual monopoly on the use of force for the 

governmental institutions, reinforcing the hierarchical structure of authority and control 

international law is in a different situation. It must seek to minimize and regulate the 

resort to force by states, without itself being able to enforce its will. Reliance has to be 

placed on consent, consensus, reciprocity and good faith. The role and manifestation of 

force in the world community is, of course, dependent upon political and other non-legal 

factors as well as upon the current state of the law, but the law must seek to provide 

mechanisms to restrain and punish the resort to violence. This chapter addresses the 

principles under the use of force by states. Hence, it will assess the emergence of use of 

force from just War to the United Nations, the principles as to use of Force under the 

United Nations, Self defense and Collective Self defense under international Law…. 

 

Objectives  

In this chapter students are expected to apprehend the following points: 

 Meaning and nature of use of force under international law; 

 Exceptions to the use of prohibition of use of force; 

 Meaning and categories of force; 

 The right of self-defense 

 Terrorism and self defense; 

 Anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defense; and 

 Collective security 
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7.1 History of use of force: from the „Just War‟ to the United Nations 

 

Christianization of the Roman Empire and the ensuring abandonment by Christians of 

pacificism give rise to the doctrine of just war. In those days the doctrine was force could 

be used provided it complied with the Divine Will. The concept of the just war embodied 

of Greek and Roman philosophy and was employed as the ultimate sanction for the 

maintenance of an ordered society. St Augustine (354-430) defined the just war in terms 

of avenging of injuries suffered where the guilty party has refused to make reparation. 

War was to be embarked upon to punish wrongs and restore the peaceful status quo but 

no further. Aggression was unjust and the recourse to violence had to be strictly 

controlled. St Thomas Aquinas in the thirteenth Century took the definition of the just 

war a stage further by declaring that it was the subjective guilt of the wrongdoer that had 

to be punished rather than the objective wrong activity. He wrote that war could be 

justified provided it was waged by the sovereign authority, it was accompanied by a just 

cause (i.e. the punishment of wrongdoers) and it was supported by the right intentions on 

the par of the belligerents. 

 

With the rise of the European nation-state, the doctrine began to change. It became linked 

with the sovereignty of states and faced the paradox of wars between Christian states, 

each side being convinced of the justice of its cause. This situation tended to modify the 

approach to the just war. The requirement that serious attempts at a peaceful resolution of 

the dispute were necessary before turning to force began to appear. This reflected the new 

state of international affairs, since there now existed a series of independent states. The 

use of force against other states, in addition to strengthening the order, posed serious 

challenges to it and threatened to undermine it. Thus the emphasis in legal doctrine 

moved from the application of force to suppress wrongdoers to a concern to maintain the 

order by peaceful means. The great Spanish writer of the sixteenth century, Vitoria, 

emphasized that not every kind and degree of wrong can suffice for commencing war, 

while Suarez noted that states were obliged to call the attention of the opposing side to 

the existence of a just cause and request reparation before action was taken. The just war 
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was also implied in immunity of innocent persons from direct attack and the 

proportionate use of force to overcome the opposition. 

 

Gradually it began to be accepted that a certain degree of right might exist on both sides, 

although the situation was confused by references to subjective and objective justice. 

Grotius, in his systematizing fashion, tried to exclude ideological considerations as the 

basis of a just war, in the light of the destructive seventeenth-century religious conflicts, 

and attempted to redefine the just war in terms of self-defense, the protection of property 

and the punishment for wrongs suffered by the citizens of the particular state. Dear reader 

we will see the meaning and scope of self defense in the coming chapter. 

 

But with positive and the definitive establishment of the European balance of power 

system after the peace of Westphalia, 1648, the concept of the just war disappeared from 

international law as such. State were sovereign and equal, and therefore no one state 

could presume to judge whether another‘s cause was just or not. States were bound to 

honor agreements and respect the independence and integrity of other countries, and had 

to try and resolve differences by peaceful methods. 

 

The doctrine of the just war arose with the increasing power of Christianity and declined 

with the outbreak of the inter-Christian religious wars and the establishment of an order 

of secular sovereign states. Although war became a legal state of affairs which permitted 

force to be used and in which a serious of regulatory conditions were recognized, there 

existed various other methods of employing force that fell short of war. Reprisals and 

pacific blockades were example of the use of force as ‗hostile measures short of war.‘ 

 

These activities were undertaken in order to enforce rights or to punish wrongdoers. 

There were many instances in the nineteenth century in particular of force being used in 

this manner against the weaker states of Latin America and Asia. There did exist 

limitations under international law of the right to resort to such measures but they are 

probably best understood in the context of the balance of power mechanism of 
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international relations that to a large extent did help minimize the resort to force in the 

nineteenth century, or at least restrict its application. 

 

The First World War marked the end of the balance of power system and raised afresh 

the question of unjust war. It also resulted in efforts to rebuild international affairs upon 

the basis of a general international institution which would oversee the conduct of the 

world community to ensure that aggression could not happen again. The creation of the 

League of Nations reflected a completely different attitude to the problems of force in the 

international order. 

 

The Covenant of the League declared that members should submit disputes likely to lead 

to a rupture to arbitration or judicial settlement or inquiry by the council of the League. In 

no circumstances were members to resort to war until three months after the arbitral 

award or judicial decision or report by the council. This was intended to provide a 

cooling off period for passions to subside and reflected the view that such a delay might 

well have broken the seemingly irreversible chain of tragedy that linked the assassination 

of the Austrian Archduke in Sarajevo with the outbreak of general war in Europe. League 

members agreed not to go to war with members complying with such an arbitral award or 

judicial decision or unanimous report by the council. 

 

The League system did not, it should be noted, prohibit war or the use of force, but it did 

set up a procedure designed to restrict it to tolerable levels. It was a constant challenge of 

the inter-war years to close the gaps in the covenant in an effort to achieve the total 

prohibition of war in international law and this resulted ultimately in the signing in 1928 

of the General Treaty for the Renunciation of War (the Kellogg-Briand Pact). The parties 

to this treaty condemned recourse to war and agreed to renounce it as an instrument of 

national policy in their relations with one another. 

 

In view of the fact that this treaty has never been terminated and in the light of its 

widespread acceptance, it is clear that prohibition of the resort to war is now a valid 

principle of international law. It is no longer possible to set up the legal relationship of 
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war in international society. However, this does not mean that the use of force in all 

circumstances is illegal. Reservations to the treaty by some states made it apparent that 

the right to resort to force in self-defense was still a recognized principle in international 

law. Whether in fact measures short of war such as reprisals were also prohibited or were 

left untouched by the treaty‘s ban on war was unclear and subject to conflicting 

interpretations.  

 

7.2 The UN Charter 

 

Article 2(4) of the Charter declares that:   

(a)All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force 

against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other 

manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. 

 

This provision is regarded now as a principle of customary international law and as such 

is binding upon all states in the world community. The reference to ‗force‘ rather than 

war is beneficial and thus covers situations in which violence is employed which fall 

short of the technical requirements of the state of war.  

 

Article 2(4) was elaborated as a principle of international law in the 1970 Declaration on 

Principles of International law and analyzed systematically:  

 First, wars of aggression constitute a crime against peace for which there is 

responsibility under international law; 

 Secondly, states must not threaten or use force to violate existing international 

frontiers (including demarcation or armistice lines) or to solve international 

disputes; 

 Thirdly, states are under a duty to refrain from acts of reprisal involving the use of 

force; 

 Fourthly, states must not use force to deprive peoples of their right to self-

determination and independence; 
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 And fifthly, states must refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or 

participating in acts of civil strife or terrorist acts in another state and must not 

encourage the formation of armed bands for incursion into another state‘s 

territory.  

Many of these items are crucial, but ambiguous. Although the Declaration is not of itself 

a binding legal document, it is important as an interpretation of the relevant Charter 

provisions. Important exceptions to article 2(4) exist in relation to collective measures 

taken by the United Nations and with regard to the right of self-defense. Whether such 

and exception exists with regard to humanitarian intervention is the subject of some 

controversy. 

 

Article2(6) of the Charter provides that the UN ―shall ensure that states which are not 

members of the United Nations acts in accordance with these principles so far as may be 

necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security‖. In fact, many of the 

resolutions adopted by the UN are addressed simply to ‗all states.‘ In particular, for 

example, Security Council Resolution 757 (1992) adopted under Chapter VII of the 

Charter, and therefore binding upon all member states imposed comprehensive sanctions 

upon the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). However, the 

invocation in that decision was to ‗all states‘ and not to ‗member states‘.  

 

7.3 Meaning of Force  

 

One point that was considered in the past and is now being reconsidered is whether the 

term ‗force ‗ in article 2(4) includes not only armed force but, for example, economic 

force. Does the imposition of boycotts or embargoes against particular states or groups of 

states come within article 2(4)? Although that provision is not modified in any way, the 

Preamble to the Charter does refer to the need to ensure that ‗armed force‘ should not be 

used except in the common interest, while article 51, dealing with the right to self-

defense, specifically refers to armed force, although that is not of itself conclusive as to 

the permissibility of other forms of coercion. 
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The 1970 Declaration on Principles of international Law recalled the ‗duty of states to 

refrain … from military, political, economic or any other form of coercion aimed against 

the political independence or territorial integrity of any state‘ and the international 

Covenants on Human Rights adopted in 1966 emphasized the right of all peoples freely 

to pursue their economic, social and cultural development. This approach was underlined 

in the Charter of economic rights and duties of states, approved by the General Assembly 

in 1974, which particularly specified that ‗no state may use or encourage the use of 

economic, political or any other type of measures to coerce another state in order to 

obtain from it the subordination of the exercise of its sovereign rights‘. The question of 

the legality of the use of economic pressures to induce a change of policy by states was 

examined with renewed interest in the light of the Arab Oil Weapon used in 1973-4 

against states deemed favorable to Israel. It does see that there is at least a case to be 

made out in support of the view that such actions are contrary to the United Nations 

Charter, as interpreted in numerous resolutions and declarations. But whether such action 

constitutes a violation of article 2(4) is uncertain.  

 

It is to be noted that article 2(4) covers the ―threats of force‖ as well as ―use of force‖. 

This issue was addressed by the international court in its Advisory Opinion to the General 

Assembly on the legality of the threat or use of Nuclear Weapons. The court stated that a 

‗signaled intention to use force if certain events occur‘ could constitute a threat under 

article 2(4) where the envisaged use of force would itself be unlawful. Example given 

included threats to secure territory from another state or causing it to ‗follow or not 

follow certain political or economic paths.‘ The court appeared to accept that the mere 

possession of nuclear weapons did not of it self constitute a threat. However, noting that 

the policy of nuclear deterrence functioned on the basis of the credibility of the 

possibility of resorting to those weapons in certain circumstances, it was stated that 

whether this amounted to a threat would depend upon whether the particular use of force 

envisaged would be directed against the territorial integrity or political independence of a 

state or against the purpose of the UN. If the projected use of weapons was intended as a 

means of defense and there would be a consequential and necessary breach of the 

principles of necessity and proportionality, this would suggest that a threat contrary to 
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article 2(4) existed. One key point here would be the definition of proportionality, in 

particular would it relate to the damage that might be caused or rather to the scope of the 

threat to which the response in self-defense is proposed? If the latter is the case, and logic 

suggests this then the threat to use nuclear weapons in response to the prior use of nuclear 

or possibly chemical or bacteriological weapons become less problematic. 

 

7.4 The Phrase „Against the territorial integrity or political 

independence of any state‟ 

 

Article 2(4) of the charter prohibits the use of force ‗against the territorial integrity or 

political independence of any state, or in any other manner in consistent with the 

purposes of the United Nations.‘ There is a debate as to whether these words should be 

interpreted restrictively, so as to permit force that would not contravene the clause, or as 

reinforcing the primary prohibition, but the weight of opinion probably suggests the latter 

position. The 1965 Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic 

Affairs of States emphasized that:  

 

No state has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason what so ever, in 

the internal or external affairs of any other state. Consequently, armed intervention and 

all other forms of interference or attempted threats against the personality of the state or 

against its political economic and cultural elements, are condemned. 

 

This was reaffirmed in the 1970 Declaration on Principles in international Law, with the 

proviso that not only were such manifestations condemned, but they were held to be in 

violation of international law. the International Court of Justice in the Corfu Channel 

case (see annexes) declared specifically, in response to a British claim to be acting in 

accordance with a right of intervention in minesweeping the channel to secure evidence 

for judicial proceeding, that: 
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The alleged right of intervention was the manifestation of a policy of force, such as has, 

in the past, given rise to most serious abuses and such as cannot… find a place in 

international law. 

 

The Court noted that to allow such a right in the present case as a derogation from 

Albania‘s territorial sovereignty would be even less admissible. 

 

For, from the nature of things it would be reserved for the most powerful states, and 

might easily lead to perverting the administration of international justice itself. 

 

7.5 Categories of Force 

 

Various measures of self-help ranging from economic retaliation to the use of violence 

pursuant to the right of self-defense have historically been used. Since the establishment 

of the charter regime there are basically three categories of compulsion open to states 

under international law. These are retorsion, reprisal and self-defense.  

 

Retorison  

 

Retorsion is the adoption by one state of an unfriendly and harmful act, which is 

nevertheless lawful, as a method of retaliation against the injurious legal activities of 

another state. Examples include the severance of diplomatic relations and the expulsion 

or restrictive control of aliens, as well as various economic and travel restrictions. 

Retorison is a legitimate method of showing displeasure in a way that hurts the other state 

while remaining within the bound of legality. The Hickenlooper amendments to the 

American foreign assistance act are often quoted as an instance of retorsion since they 

required the United States president to suspend foreign aid to any country nationalizing 

American property without proper compensation. This procedure was applied only once, 

as against Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) in 1963, and has now been effectively repealed by the 

American Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. Retorsion would also appear to cover the 

instance of a lawful act committed in retaliation to a prior unlawful activity.   
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Reprisals  

 

Reprisals are acts which are in themselves illegal and have been adopted by one state in 

retaliation for the commission of an earlier illegal act by another state. They are thus 

distinguishable from acts of retorsion, which are in themselves lawful acts; the classic 

case dealing with the law of reprisals is the Naulilaa dispute between Portugal and 

Germany in 1928. This concerned a German military raid on the colony of Angola, which 

destroyed property, in retaliation for the mistaken killing of three Germans lawfully in the 

Portuguese territory.  

 

The Tribunal, in discussing the Portuguese claim for compensation, emphasized that 

before reprisals could be undertaken, there had to be sufficient justification in the form of 

a previous act contrary to international law. In fact, the German claim that it had acted 

lawfully was rejected on all three grounds. Those general rules are still applicable but 

have now to be interpreted in the light of the prohibition on the use of force posited by 

article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter. Thus, reprisals short of force may still be 

undertaken legitimately, while reprisals involving armed force may be lawful if resorted 

to in conformity with the right of self-defense. Reprisals as such undertaken during 

peacetime are thus unlawful, unless they fall within the framework of the principle of 

self-defense. Sometimes regarded as an aspect of reprisal is the institution of pacific 

blockade. This developed during the nineteenth century and was extensively used as a 

forceful application of pressure against weaker states. In the absence of war or armed 

hostilities, the vessels of third states were probably exempt from such blockade, although 

this was disputed by some writers.  

 

Pacific blocked may be instituted by the United Nations Security Council, but cannot 

now be restored to by states since the coming in to force of the Charter of the United 

Nations. The legality of the so-called ‗quarantine‘ imposed by the United States upon 

Cuba in October 1962 to prevent certain weapons reaching the island appears 

questionable and should not be relied upon as an extension of the doctrine of pacific 

blockades. 
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7.6 The right of self-defense 

 

The traditional definition of the right of self-defense in customary international law 

occurs in the Caroline Case (see Annexes). This dispute revolved around an incident in 

1837 in which British subjects seized and destroyed a vessel in an American port. This 

had taken place because the Caroline had been supplying groups of American nationals, 

who had been conducting raids into Canadian territory. In the correspondence with the 

British authorities which followed the incident, the American Secretary of state laid down 

the essentials of self-defense. There had to exist ‗a necessity of self-defense, instant, 

overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation.‘ Not only 

were such conditions necessary before self-defense became legitimate, but the action 

taken in pursuance of it must not be unreasonable or excessive, ‗such act, justified by the 

necessity of self-defense, must be limited by that necessity, and kept clearly within it.‘ 

These principles were accepted by the British government at that time and are accepted as 

part of customary international law.  

 

Article 51 Provides: 

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or 

collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United 

Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measure necessary to maintain 

international peace and security. Measures taken by members in the exercise of 

this right of self-defense shall be immediately reported to the security council and 

shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the security council 

under the present Charter to take at any time such action at it deems necessary in 

order to maintain or restore international peace and security. 

 

There is extensive controversy as to the precise extent of the right of self-defense in light 

of Article 51. On the one hand, it is argued that article 51 in conjunction with article 2(4) 

now specifies the scope and limitations of the doctrine of use of force. In other words, 

self-defense can only be resorted to ‗if an armed attack occurs‘ and in no other 
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circumstances. On the other hand, there are writers who maintain that the opening phrase 

in Article 51 specifying that ‗nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right 

of…self –defense‘ means that there does exist in customary international law a right of 

self-defense over and above the specific provisions of article 51, which refer only to the 

situation where an armed attack has occurred. A number of academics and some states 

have regarded Article 51 as merely elaborating one kind of self-defense in the context of 

the primary responsibility of the Security Council for international peace and the 

enforcement techniques available under the Charter. 

The International Court of Justice in the Nicaragua case (see Annexes) has however, 

clearly established that the right of self-defense exists as an inherent right under 

customary international law as well as under the UN Charter. It was stressed that: 

Article 51 of the Charter is only meaningful on the basis that there is a ‗natural‘ or 

‗inherent‘ right of self-defense and it is hard to see how this can be other than of a 

customary nature, even if its present content has been confirmed and influenced 

by the Charter… it cannot, therefore, be held that Article 51 is a provision which 

include and supervenes‘ customary international law.  

Accordingly, customary law continued to exist alongside treaty law (i.e. the UN Charter) 

in this field. There was not an exact overlap and the rules did not have the same content. 

The Court also discussed the notion of an ‗armed attack ‗and noted that this included not 

only action by regular armed forces across an international border, but additionally the 

sending by or on behalf of a state of armed bands or groups which carry out acts of armed 

force of such gravity as to amount to an actual armed attack conducted by regular armed 

forces or its substantial involvement there in.  

The court did not accept, however, that this concept extended to assistance to rebels in 

the form of the provision of weapons or logistical or other support, although this form of 

assistance could constitute a threat or use of force, or amount to intervention in the 

internal or external affairs of the state. This lays open the problem that in certain 

circumstances a state under attack from groups supported by another state may not be 

able under this definition to respond militarily if the support given by that other state does 
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not reach the threshold laid down. Judge Jennings referred to this issue in his dissenting 

opinion, noting that, ‗it seems dangerous to define unnecessarily strictly the conditions 

for lawful self-defense, so as to leave a large area where both a forcible response to force 

is forbidden, and yet the United Nations employment of force, which was intended to full 

that gap, is absent. 

Another aspect of the problem as to what constitutes an armed attack is the difficulty of 

categorizing particular uses of force for these purposes. For example, would an attack 

upon an embassy or diplomats abroad constitute an armed attack legitimating action in 

self-defense?  On 7 August 1998, the US Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania were 

bombed, causing the loss of over 250 lives and appreciable damage to property. On 20 

August, the US launched a series of cruise missile attacks upon installations in 

Afghanistan and Sudan associated with the organization of Bin Laden deemed 

responsible for the attacks. In so doing, the US declared itself acting in accordance with 

Article 51 of the Charter and in exercise of its right of self-defense. Another argument 

that has been made is that, with regard to actions against aircraft, an armed attack begins 

at the moment that the radar guiding the anti-aircraft missile has ‗locked on‘. 

7.7 Terrorism 

Before we directly proceed to the relationship between use of force and terrorism lets 

look at some points on the concept.  

Terrorism is the systematic use of terror especially as a means of coercion." There is no 

internationally agreed definition of terrorism. Most common definitions of terrorism 

include only those acts which are intended to create fear (terror), are perpetrated for an 

ideological goal (as opposed to a lone attack), and deliberately target or disregard the 

safety of non-combatants. Some definitions also include acts of unlawful violence and 

war.  

 

Most government definitions outline the following key criteria: target, objective, motive, 

perpetrator, and legitimacy or legality of the act. Terrorism is also often recognizable by a 

following statement from the perpetrators. 
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Violence – According to Walter Laqueur of the Center for Strategic and International 

Studies, "the only general characteristic of terrorism generally agreed upon is that 

terrorism involves violence and the threat of violence." However, the criterion of 

violence alone does not produce a useful definition, as it includes many acts not usually 

considered terrorism: war, riot, organized crime, or even a simple assault.  

 

Psychological impact and fear – The attack was carried out in such a way as to 

maximize the severity and length of the psychological impact. Each act of terrorism is a 

―performance,‖ devised to have an impact on many large audiences. Terrorists also attack 

national symbols to show their power and to shake the foundation of the country or 

society they are opposed to. This may negatively affect a government's legitimacy, while 

increasing the legitimacy of the given terrorist organization and/or ideology behind a 

terrorist act. 

 

Perpetrated for a political goal – Something all terrorist attacks have in common is 

their perpetration for a political purpose. Terrorism is a political tactic, not unlike letter 

writing or protesting, that is used by activists when they believe no other means will 

effect the kind of change they desire. The change is desired so badly that failure is seen as 

a worse outcome than the deaths of civilians. This is often where the interrelationship 

between terrorism and religion occurs.  

 

Deliberate targeting of non-combatants – It is commonly held that the distinctive 

nature of terrorism lies in its intentional and specific selection of civilians as direct 

targets. Specifically, the criminal intent is shown when babies, children, mothers, and the 

elderly are murdered, or injured, and put in harm's way. 

 

Disguise – Terrorists almost invariably pretend to be non-combatants, hide among non-

combatants, fight from in the midst of non-combatants, and when they can, strive to 

mislead and provoke the government soldiers into attacking the wrong people, that the 

government may be blamed for it. When an enemy is identifiable as a combatant, the 

word terrorism is rarely used. 
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Unlawfulness or illegitimacy – Some official (notably government) definitions of 

terrorism add a criterion of illegitimacy or unlawfulness to distinguish between actions 

authorized by a government (and thus "lawful") and those of other actors, including 

individuals and small groups. Using this criterion, actions that would otherwise qualify as 

terrorism would not be considered terrorism if they were government sanctioned. For 

example, firebombing a city, which is designed to affect civilian support for a cause, 

would not be considered terrorism if it were authorized by a "legitimate" government.  

The question has been raised whether the right of self-defense in response to terrorism 

and, in particular, whether terrorist acts would constitute ‗armed attack‘ within the 

meaning of the Charter or customary law. The day after the September 11, 2001 attacks 

upon the World Trade Center in New York, the Security Council adopted Resolution 

1368 in which it specifically referred to ‗the inherent right of individual or collective self-

defense in accordance with the Charter‘. Resolution 1373 (2001) reaffirmed this and, 

acting under Chapter VII, adopted a series of binding decisions, including a provision 

that all states shall ‗take the necessary steps to prevent the commission of terrorist acts.‘  

On 7 October, the US notified the Security Council that it was exercising its right of self-

defense in taking action in Afghanistan against the Al Qaeda organization deemed 

responsible and the Taliban regime in that country which was accused of providing bases 

for the organization. The members of the NATO alliance invoked article 5 of NATO 

Treaty and the parties to the Inter-America treaty of reciprocal assistance, 1947 invoked a 

comparable provision. Both provisions refer specifically both to an ‗armed attack‘ and to 

Article 51 of the Charter. Accordingly, the members of both these alliances accepted that 

what had happened on 11 September constituted an armed attack within the meaning of 

Article 51 of the Charter.  In fact, neither treaty was activated as the US acted on its own 

initiative with specific allies (notably the UK), relying on the right self-defense with the 

support of acquiescence of the international community.  
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7.8 Anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defense 

A further issue is whether a right to anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defense exists. This 

would appear unlikely if one adopted the notion that self-defense is restricted to 

responses to actual armed attacks. The concept of anticipatory self-defense is of 

particular relevant in light of modern weaponry that can launch an attack with 

tremendous speed, which may allow the target state little time to react to the armed 

assault before its successful conclusion, particularly if that state is geographically small. 

States have employed pre-emptive strikes in self-defense. Today, war instruments are so 

sophisticated that they can destroy the target in a few moments.  Israel, in 1967, launched 

a strike upon its Arab neighbors, following the blocking of its Southern Port of Eilat and 

the conclusion of a military pact between Jordan and Egypt. It could, of course, also be 

argued that the Egyptian blockade itself constituted the use of force, thus legitimizing 

Israel actions without the need for ‗anticipatory‘ conceptions of self-defense, especially 

when taken together with the other events. It is noteworthy that the United Nations in its 

debates in the summer of 1967 apportioned no blame for the out break of fighting and did 

not condemn the exercise of self-defense by Israel. 

The International Court in the Nicaragua case expressed no view on the issue of the 

lawfulness of a response of an imminent threat of an armed attack since, on the facts of 

the case, that problem was not raised. The trouble, of course, with the concept of 

anticipatory self-defense is that it involves fine calculations of the various moves by the 

other party. A preemptive strike embarked upon too early might constitute an aggression. 

There is a difficult line to be drawn. The problem is that the nature of the international 

system is such as to leave such determinations to be made by the states themselves, and 

in the absence a modification of this. States generally are not at ease with the concept of 

anticipatory self-defense, however, and one possibility would be to concentrate upon the 

notion of ‗armed attack‘ so that this may be interpreted in a relatively flexible manner. 

One suggestion has been to distinguish anticipatory self-defense, where an armed attack 

is imminent and unavoidable so that the evidential problems and temptations of the 

former concept are avoided without dooming threatened states to making the choice 

between violating international law and suffering the actual assault. According to this 
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approach, self-defense is legitimate both under customary law and under Article 51 of the 

Charter where an armed attack is imminent. It would then be a question of evidence as to 

whether that was an accurate assessment of the situation in the light of the information 

available at the relevant time. This would be rather easier to demonstrate than the looser 

concept of anticipatory self-defense and it has the merit of being consistent with the view 

that the right to self-defense in customary law exists as expounded in the Caroline case. 

In any event, much will depend upon the characterization of the threat and the nature of 

the response, for this has to be proportionate.  

The concepts of necessity and proportionality are at the heart of self-defense in 

international law. the Court in the Nicaragua case stated that there was a ‗ specific rule 

where by self-defense would warrant only measures which are proportional to the armed 

attack and necessary to respond to it, a rule well established in customary international 

law.‘ And in the Advisory Opinion it gave to the General Assembly on the legality of the 

threat or use of Nuclear Weapons it was emphasized that ‗ the submission of the exercise 

of the right of self-defense to the conditions of necessity and proportionality is a rule of 

customary international law. But what will be necessary and proportionate will depend on 

the circumstances of the case. The necessity criterion raises important evidential as well 

as substantive issues. It is essential to demonstrate that, as a reasonable conclusion on the 

basis of facts reasonably known at the time, the armed attack that has occurred or is 

reasonably believed to be imminent requires the response that is proposed. 

Proportionality as a criterion of self-defense may also require consideration of the type of 

weaponry to be used, an investigation that necessitates an analysis of the principles of 

international humanitarian law. The International Court in the Legality of the Threat or 

Use of Nuclear Weapons case (see Annexes) took the view that the proportionality 

principle may ‗not in itself exclude the use of nuclear weapons in self-defense in all 

circumstances; but that ‗a use of force that is proportionate under the law of self-defense, 

must, in order to be lawful, also meet the requirements of the law applicable in armed 

conflict.‘ In particular, the nature of such weapons and the profound risks associated with 

them would be a relevant consideration for states ‗believing they can exercise a nuclear 

response in self-defense in accordance with the requirements of proportionality‘. Dear 
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reader below is an article assessing the case of the United States wagging war against 

Iraq: whether preemptive self defense is legitimate. This excerpt is very important to 

understand self defense under international law.   

7.9 Collective Security 

 

Collective Security, according to Inis Claude's Article "Collective Security as an 

Approach to Peace", is seen as a compromise between the concept of world government 

and a nation-state based balance of power system, where the latter is seen as destructive 

or not a good enough safeguard for peace, and the first is deemed unaccomplishable at 

the present time. And while collective security is possible, several prerequisites have to 

be met for it to work. 

 

Basic principles 

First: almost every state, especially all major states, has to be in the collective security 

arrangement and committed to it for it to work. The League of Nations faced major 

problems with this given that the United States, a leading international power, did not 

join nor give its support to the organization. Similarly, when Italy invaded Ethiopia, 

Britain's and France's governments were more committed to blocking the rise of 

Germany, and hence did not seriously chide Mussolini, who they saw as a potential ally 

against Hitler in 1935.  

Second: no one state can block the decision making process. This was a major issue with 

the League of Nations, as it gave every state veto power, as well as with the UN, which 

gives it to 5 powerful nations. Should vetoes be allowed, the collective security 

arrangement will be greatly weakened as one country can subvert a democratic decision.  

Third: for sanctions to work, the international economy has to be sufficiently 

interdependent such that sanctions harm the intended country enough, but do not harm 

the countries doing the sanctioning. And for sanctions to work, universality of their 

application is especially important for them to have an effect.  

The fourth prerequisite; that for countries to trust collective security, they have to know it 

works well enough to safeguard their security. But at the same time, unless countries trust 

it, it's less likely to work. And while it is possible for collective security to start off with a 
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small number of states and gradually have more adopt the idea, the first three issues need 

to be addressed in the first place, especially the second with regards to the UN's 

allocation of veto power and permanent seats.  

 

The lines between what is considered "collective defense" and "collective security" have 

been blurred. The concept of "collective security" forwarded by men such as Michael 

Joseph Savage, Martin Wight, Immanuel Kant, and Woodrow Wilson, are deemed to 

apply interests in security in a broad manner, to "avoid grouping powers into opposing 

camps, and refusing to draw dividing lines that would leave anyone out." Tenets of 

collective security continue to be behind many famous current and historical military 

alliances, most notably NATO. The term "collective security" has also been cited as a 

principle of the United Nations, and the League of Nations before that. By employing a 

system of collective security, the UN hopes to dissuade any member state from acting in 

a manner likely to threaten peace, thereby avoiding any conflict. 

 

Collective Security in the League of Nations 

Another example of the failure of the League of Nation's collective security is the 

Manchurian Crisis, when Japan occupied part of China (who was a League member). 

After the invasion, members of the League passed a resolution calling for Japan to 

withdraw or face severe penalties. Given that every nation on the League of Nations 

council had veto power, Japan promptly vetoed the resolution, severely limiting the LN's 

ability respond. After two years of deliberation, the League passed a resolution 

condemning the invasion without committing the League's members to any action against 

it. The Japanese replied by quitting the League of Nations. 

 

A similar process occurred in 1935, when Italy invaded Ethiopia. Sanctions were passed, 

but Italy would have vetoed any stronger resolution. Additionally, Britain and France 

sought to court Italy's government as a potential deterrent to Hitler, given that Mussolini 

was not in what would become the Axis alliance of WWII. Thus, neither enforced any 

serious sanctions against the Italian government. Additionally, in this case and with the 

Japanese invasion of Manchuria, the absence of the USA from the League of Nations 
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deprived the LN of another major power that could have used economic leverage against 

either of the aggressor states. Inaction by the League subjected it to criticisms that it was 

weak and concerned more with European issues (most leading members were European), 

and did not deter Hitler from his plans to dominate Europe.  

 

The most active and articulate exponent of collective security during the immediate pre-

war years was the Soviet foreign minister Maxim Litvinov, but after the Munich 

Agreement in September 1938 and Western passivity in the face of German occupation 

of the remainder of Czechoslovakia in March 1939 it was shown that the Western Powers 

were not prepared to engage in collective security against aggression by the Axis Powers 

together with the Soviet Union, Soviet foreign policy was revised and Litvinov was 

replaced as foreign minister in early May 1939, in order to facilitate the negotiations that 

led to the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact with Germany, signed by Litvinov's successor, 

Vyacheslav Molotov, on August 23 of that year. The war in Europe broke out a week 

later, with the German invasion of Poland on September 1. 

 

Conclusion 

Cited examples of the limitations of collective security include the Falklands War. When 

Argentina invaded the islands, which are overseas territories of the United Kingdom, 

many UN members stayed out of the issue, as it did not directly concern them. There was 

also a controversy about the United States role in that conflict due their obligations as a 

Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (the "Rio Pact") member. 

 

However, many politicians who view the system as having faults also believe it remains a 

useful tool for keeping international peace. 

 

The role of the UN and collective security in general is also evolving given the rise of 

internal state conflicts since the end of WWII, there have been 111 military conflicts 

world wide, but only 9 of which have involved two or more states going to war with one 

another. The remainder has either been internal civil wars or civil wars where other 

nations intervened in some manner. This means that collective security may have to 
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evolve towards providing a means to ensure stability and a fair international resolution to 

those internal conflicts. Whether this will involve more powerful peacekeeping forces or 

a larger role for the UN diplomatically will likely be judged from a case to case basis. 

 

7.10 International Law and the Preemptive Use of Force against Iraq 

By: David M. Ackerman 

Preemptive Military Attacks under Customary International Law 

 

Until recent decades customary international law deemed the right to use force and even 

to go to war to be an essential attribute of every state. As one scholar summarized:  

It always lies within the power of a State to endeavor to obtain redress for wrongs, or to 

gain political or other advantages over another, not merely by the employment of force, 

but also by direct recourse to war. Within that framework customary international law 

also consistently recognized self defense as a legitimate basis for the use of force: An act 

of self-defense is that form of self-protection which is directed against an aggressor or 

contemplated aggressor. No act can be so described which is not occasioned by attack or 

fear of attack. When acts of self-preservation on the part of a State are strictly acts of self 

defense, they are permitted by the law of nations, and are justified on principle, even 

though they may conflict with the ... rights of other states. 

 

Moreover, the recognized right of a state to use force for purposes of self-defense 

traditionally included the preemptive use of force, i.e., the use of force in anticipation of 

an attack. Hugo Grotius, the father of international law, stated in the seventeenth century 

that ―[i]t be lawful to kill him who is preparing to kill.‖ Emmerich de Vattel a century 

later similarly asserted: The safest plan is to prevent evil where that is possible. A Nation 

has the right to resist the injury another seeks to inflict upon it, and to use force ... against 

the aggressor. It may even anticipate the other‘s design, being careful, however, not to act 

upon vague and doubtful suspicions, lest it should run the risk of becoming itself the 

aggressor. The classic formulation of the right of preemptive attack was given by 

Secretary of State Daniel Webster in connection with the famous Caroline incident. In 

1837 British troops under the cover of night attacked and sank an American ship, the 
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Caroline, in U.S. waters because the ship was being used to provide supplies to 

insurrectionists against British rule in Canada headquartered on an island on the Canadian 

side of the Niagara River. The U.S. immediately protested this ―extraordinary outrage‖ 

and demanded an apology and reparations. The dispute dragged on for several years 

before the British conceded that they ought to have immediately offered ―some 

explanation and apology.‖ 

 

But in the course of the diplomatic exchanges Secretary of State Daniel Webster 

articulated the two conditions essential to the legitimacy of the preemptive use of force 

under customary international law. In one note he asserted that an intrusion into the 

territory of another state can be justified as an act of self-defense only in those ―cases in 

which the necessity of that self-defense is instant, overwhelming, and leaving no choice 

of means and no moment for deliberation.‖ In another note he asserted that the force used 

in such circumstances has to be proportional to the threat: It will be for [Her Majesty‘s 

Government] to show, also, that the local authorities of Canada, even supposing the 

necessity of the moment authorized them to enter the territories of the United States at all, 

did nothing unreasonable or excessive; since the act, justified by the necessity of self-

defense, must be limited by that necessity, and kept clearly within it. 

 

Both elements – necessity and proportionality – have been deemed essential to legitimate 

the preemptive use of force in customary international law.[ In its advisory opinion on the 

Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, the International Court of Justice 

stated that ―[t]he submission of the exercise of the right of self defense to the conditions 

of necessity and proportionality is a rule of customary international law.‖ 1996 I.C.J. 

Reports Para. 41.] 

 

Effect of the United Nations Charter 

 

However, with the founding of the United Nations, the right of individual states to use 

force was purportedly curbed. The Charter of the UN states in its Preamble that the UN 

was established ―to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war‖; and its 
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substantive provisions obligate Member States of the UN to ―settle their international 

disputes by peaceful means‖ (Article 2(3)) and to ―refrain in their international relations 

from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of 

any State, or in any manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations‖ 

(Article 2(4)). In place of the traditional right of states to use force, the Charter creates a 

system of collective security in which the Security Council is authorized to ―determine 

the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression‖ and to 

―decide what measures shall be taken ... to maintain international peace and security‖ 

(Article 39). Although nominally outlawing most uses of force in international relations 

by individual States, the UN Charter does recognize a right of nations to use force for the 

purpose of self-defense. Article 51 of the Charter provides: 

 

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective 

self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the 

Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and 

security. 

 

The exact scope of this right of self-defense, however, has been the subject of ongoing 

debate. Read literally, Article 51‘s articulation of the right seems to preclude the 

preemptive use of force by individual states or groupings of states and to reserve such 

uses of force exclusively to the Security Council. Measures in self-defense, in this 

understanding, are legitimate only after an armed attack has already occurred. [This 

reading of Article 51 finds support in the decision of the International Court of Justice in 

Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of 

America), 1986 I.C.J. Reports p. 14. The gravamen of the Court‘s ruling was that in customary 

international law as well as Article 51, the use of force in self-defense is justified only in response 

to an armed attack: 

 

... [F]or one State to use force against another ... is regarded as lawful, by way of 

exception, only when the wrongful act provoking the response was an armed attack .... In 

the view of the Court, under international law in force today – whether customary 
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international law or that of the United Nations system – States do not have a right of 

―collective‖ armed response to acts which do not constitute an ―armed attack‖] 

 

Others contend that Article 51 should not be construed so narrowly and that ―it would be 

a travesty of the purposes of the Charter to compel a defending state to allow its assailant 

to deliver the first, and perhaps fatal, blow ....‖ To read Article 51 literally, it is said, ―is 

to protect the aggressor‘s right to the first strike.‖ Consequently, to avoid this result, 

some assert that Article 51 recognizes the ―inherent right of individual or collective self-

defence‖ as it developed in customary international law prior to adoption of the Charter 

and preserves it intact. The reference to that right not being impaired ―if an armed attack 

occurs against a Member of the United Nations,‖ it is said, merely emphasizes one 

important situation where that right may be exercised but does not exclude or exhaust 

other possibilities. 

 

In further support of this view, it is argued that the literal construction of Article 51 

simply ignores the reality that the Cold War and other political considerations have often 

paralyzed the Security Council and that, in practice, states have continued to use force 

preemptively at times in the UN era and the international community has continued to 

evaluate the legitimacy of those uses under Article 51 by the traditional constraints of 

necessity and proportionality. The following examples illustrate several aspects of these 

contentions: 

 

In 1962 President Kennedy, in response to photographic evidence that the Soviet Union 

was installing medium range missiles in Cuba capable of hitting the United State, 

imposed a naval ―quarantine‖ on Cuba in order ―to interdict ... the delivery of offensive 

weapons and associated material.‖ Although President Kennedy said that the purpose of 

the quarantine was ―to defend the security of the United States,‖ the U.S. did not rely on 

the legal concept of self-defense either as articulated in Article 51 or otherwise as a 

justification for its actions. Abram Chayes, the Legal Adviser to the State Department at 

that time, later explained the decision not to rely on that justification as follows: 
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 In retrospect ... I think the central difficulty with the Article 51 argument was that 

it seemed to trivialize the whole effort at legal justification. No doubt the phrase 

―armed attack‖ must be construed broadly enough to permit some anticipatory 

response. But it is a very different matter to expand it to include threatening 

deployments or demonstrations that do not have imminent attack as their purpose 

or probable outcome. To accept that reading is to make the occasion for forceful 

response essentially a question for unilateral national decision that would not 

only be formally unreviewable, but not subject to intelligent criticism, either .... 

Whenever a nation believed that interests, which in the heat and pressure of a 

crisis it is prepared to characterize as vital, were threatened, its use of force in 

response would become permissible .... In this sense, I believe that an Article 51 

defense would have signaled that the United States did not take the legal issues 

involved very seriously, that in its view the situation was to be governed by 

national discretion, not international law. 

 

 In 1967 Israel launched a preemptive attack on Egypt and other Arab states after 

President Nasser had moved his army across the Sinai toward Israel, forced the 

UN to withdraw its peacekeeping force from the Sinai border, and closed the port 

of Aqaba to Israeli shipping, and after Syria, Iraq, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia all 

began moving troops to the borders of Israel. In six days it routed Egypt and its 

Arab allies and had occupied the Sinai Peninsula, the West Bank, and the Gaza 

Strip. Israel claimed its attack was defensive in nature and necessary to forestall 

an Arab invasion. Both the Security Council and the General Assembly rejected 

proposals to condemn Israel for its ―aggressive‖ actions. 

 

 On June 7, 1981, Israel bombed and destroyed a nuclear reactor under 

construction in Iraq. Asserting that Iraq considered itself to be in a state of war 

with Israel, that it had participated in the three wars with Israel in 1948, 1967, 

and 1973, that it continued to deny that Israel has a right to exist, and that its 

nuclear program was for the purpose of developing weapons capable of 

destroying Israel, Israel claimed that ―in removing this terrible nuclear threat to 
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its existence, Israel was only exercising its legitimate right of self-defense within 

the meaning of this term in international law and as preserved also under the 

United Nations Charter.‖ Nonetheless, the Security Council unanimously 

―condemn[ed] the military attack by Israel in clear violation of the Charter of the 

United Nations and the norms of international conduct‖ and urged the payment of 

―appropriate redress‖. 

 

Current Situation 

 

Thus, in both theory and practice the preemptive use of force appears to have a home in 

current international law. Its clearest legal foundation is in Chapter VII of the UN 

Charter. Under Article 39 the Security Council has the authority to determine the 

existence not only of breaches of the peace or acts of aggression that have already 

occurred but also of threats to the peace; and under Article 42 it has the authority to ―take 

such action by air, sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore 

international peace and security.‖ These authorities clearly seem to encompass the 

possibility of the preemptive use of force. Less clear is whether international law 

currently allows the preemptive use of force by a nation or group of nations without 

Security Council authorization. That would seem to be permissible only if Article 51 is 

read not literally but as preserving the use of force in self-defense as traditionally allowed 

in customary international law. As noted, the construction of Article 51 remains a matter 

of debate. But so construed, Article 51 would not preclude the preemptive use of force by 

the U.S. against Iraq or other sovereign nations. To be lawful, however, such uses of 

force would need to meet the traditional requirements of necessity and proportionality. 

As the examples listed above illustrate, the requirement of necessity is most easily met  

when an armed attack is clearly imminent, as in the case of the Arab-Israeli War of 1967. 

But beyond such obvious situations, as Abram Chayes argued, the judgment of necessity 

becomes increasingly subjective; and there is at present no consensus either in theory or 

practice about whether the possession or development of weapons of mass destruction 

(WMD) by a rogue state justifies the preemptive use of force. Most analysts recognize 

that if overwhelmingly lethal weaponry is possessed by a nation willing to use that 
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weaponry directly or through surrogates (such as terrorists), some kind of anticipatory 

self-defense may be a matter of national survival; and many – including the Bush 

Administration – contend that international law ought to allow, if it does not already do 

so, for the preemptive use of force in that situation. But many states and analysts are 

decidedly reluctant to legitimate the preemptive use of force against threats that are only 

potential and not actual on the grounds the justification can easily be abused. Moreover, it 

remains a fact that the international community judged Israel‘s destruction of Iraq‘s 

nuclear reactor site in 1981 to be an aggressive act rather than an act of self-defense. Iraq 

has become an occasion to revisit the issue. Iraq had not attacked the U.S., nor did it 

appear to pose an imminent threat of attack in traditional military terms. As a 

consequence, it seems doubtful that the use of force against Iraq could be deemed to meet 

the traditional legal tests justifying preemptive attack. But Iraq may have possessed 

WMD, and it may have had ties to terrorist groups that seek to use such weapons against 

the U.S. If evidence is forthcoming on both of those issues, then the situation necessarily 

raises the question that the Bush Administration articulated in its national security 

strategy, i.e., whether the traditional law of preemption ought to be recast in light of the 

realities of WMD, rogue states, and terrorism. Iraq likely will not resolve that question, 

but it is an occasion to crystallize the debate. 

The protection of nationals abroad 

In the nineteenth century, it was clearly regarded as lawful to use force to protect 

nationals and property situated abroad and many incidents occurred to demonstrate the 

acceptance of this position. Since the adoption of the UN Charter, however, it has 

become rather more controversial since the ‗territorial integrity and political 

independence‘ of the target state is infringed, while one interpretation of Article 51 would 

deny that ‗an armed attack‘ could occur against individuals abroad within the meaning of 

that provision since it is the state itself that must be under attack, not specific persons 

outside the jurisdiction. 

The issue has been raised in recent years in several cases. In 1964, Belgium and the 

United States sent forces to the Congo to rescue hostages (including nationals of the 

states in question) from the hands of rebels, with the permission of the Congolese 
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government, while in 1975 the US used force to rescue an American Cargo boat and its 

crew captured by Cambodia. The most famous incident, however, was the rescue by 

Israel of hostages held by Palestinian and other terrorists at Entebbe, following the hijack 

of an Air France airliner. The Security Council debate in that case was inconclusive. 

Some states supported Israel‘s view that it was acting lawfully in protecting its nationals 

abroad, where the local state concerned was aiding the hijackers, others adopted the 

approach that Israel had committed aggression against Uganda or used excessive force. 

The United States has in recent years justified armed action in other states on the grounds 

partly of the protection of American citizens abroad. It was one of the three grounds 

announced for the invasion of Grenada in 1984 and one of the four grounds put forward 

for the intervention in Panama in December 1989. However, in both cases the level of 

threat against the US citizens was such as to raise serious questions concerning the 

satisfaction of the requirement of proportionality.  

 

Humanitarian Intervention 

Using military force to save lives is difficult, dangerous, rarely politically rewarding—

and yet somehow here to stay. American presidents, UN Security Councils, and western 

publics will almost always want to do something when thousands or tens of thousands of 

innocent people are dying as a result of war. But dozens of civil wars are being waged 

around the world at any given time; demands being made on the U.S. armed forces 

already verge on being excessive; and conducting successful interventions is difficult. 

American policymakers must be judicious in deciding when and how to use force to save 

lives in conflicts that do not involve vital, strategic U.S. interests. 

 

Each such decision requires answering three crucial questions. When and where should 

we intervene? How should we do so? And who should do the intervening? By answering 

these questions carefully—and by trying to develop more global capacity for conducting 

peace and humanitarian operations—the international community can significantly 

reduce violence around the world in the years ahead.  

 

When and Where to Intervene? 
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Given the many conflicts in the world today, how can we possibly decide which ones to 

try to resolve by force? The answer is to focus on those where the scale of death and 

suffering is greatest, where intervention is unlikely to create great-power conflicts, and 

where a mission can be designed that promises many lives saved at low cost to 

intervening soldiers. 

 

But aren't civil and ethnic conflicts spinning out of control to the point that the problem is 

intractable? The short answer is no. Yahya Sadowski argued convincingly in a 1998 

Brookings book that contrary to what doomsayers have been prophesying for years, the 

prevalence and intensity of civil conflict are not increasing as a result of the end of the 

Cold War, globalization, or anything else. Of the many civil wars around the world, most 

are not especially violent. Their per capita death rates, for example, are not notably worse 

than murder rates in U.S. cities. That is not to say we should ignore these conflicts—only 

that the blunt, dangerous, and expensive instrument of forcible military intervention 

should not be applied in most instances. As Steve Solarz and I have argued, the United 

States and like-minded countries cannot be expected to try to make the rest of the world 

safer than U.S. society. 

 

In the 1990s, ten conflicts were extremely lethal: those in Sudan, Rwanda, Angola, 

Somalia, Burundi, Liberia, Iraq, Sierra Leone, Bosnia, and Chechnya. These should have 

been the prime candidates for humanitarian intervention, as should any future conflicts of 

comparable severity (Kosovo and Haiti were not on this list, but the Clinton 

administration's wise decisions to intervene in those places reflected the presence of 

strategic stakes alongside humanitarian concerns). But it would not have been wise to 

intervene in all ten, which brings us to the second criterion for intervention—that a 

mission not risk major-power war costing far more lives than could possibly be saved. 

Notably, intervening in Chechnya was and is simply out of the question, given Russia's 

size and nuclear weapons capability. (In North Korea, where not war but severe 

repression and misgovernment, joined with starvation, caused at least hundreds of 

thousands of deaths last decade, intervention was also impractical given the North's 

ability to retaliate and cause at least tens of thousands of casualties in South Korea. 
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Likewise, a hypothetical intervention in Kashmir would be unthinkable without the 

permission of India and Pakistan. And similar considerations rule out any forceful 

military mission to protect Tibet from Chinese oppression.) 

What about the other nine terrible wars of the 1990s? How could outside powers have 

used force to save lives without making the problems worse than they already were and 

costing many lives of intervening troops in the process? That is probably the hardest 

question of all. 

 

How to Intervene? 

 

Simply deciding to intervene is not enough. Using force the wrong way can exacerbate 

some conflicts and get a lot of people, including U.S. troops, killed as well. 

For this reason, it is often said that the United States needs an exit strategy before 

choosing to intervene. That is generally good advice—as long as the exit strategy is 

sound. Sometimes, however, as in Kosovo, insisting on a precise itinerary of intervention 

and a concrete political end-state for the region before becoming involved would be 

counterproductive. We do not, and probably cannot, know in advance how long outside 

forces might be needed; setting arbitrary deadlines risks creating unrealistic expectations 

at home and undesirable doubts abroad as to our commitment. Trying to determine now 

whether Kosovo will remain part of Yugoslavia, become independent, or be divided into 

two parts would do more to reignite the Serb-Albanian conflict than to resolve it. 

 

But at a minimum, the international community needs some sense of how it will apply 

military force before intervening. Should it simply do enough to feed starving people, 

should it create safe havens for individuals or groups at risk, should it impose a ceasefire 

line between warring parties—or might it even help one side to win a conflict? 

 

It all depends. Where tens of thousands are at risk from war—related famine, disease, or 

exposure, simply setting up protected humanitarian zones may make sense. That is 

particularly the case when, as in Somalia in the early 1990s, the conflict that has 

produced the problem seems severe and intractable. 
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Imposing ceasefire lines, or even permanently partitioning countries into two or more 

parts, can work well in some ethnic conflicts. We need not always create multiethnic, 

inclusive societies; sometimes saving lives is accomplishment enough. The international 

community's long-term goal in Bosnia remains recreating a multiethnic state, but in the 

short term, at least, allowing separate entities with separate armies is sound policy and 

represents a huge improvement over the state of war that prevailed there five years ago. 

In Sudan, if the war-related famine again becomes severe, dividing the country into an 

Arab north and a Christian south may save the vast majority of threatened Sudanese lives 

at the lowest cost in dollars—and in the blood of intervening troops. 

 

Finally, we should even be willing to take sides when one party to a conflict is clearly the 

better choice for its own country and when taking sides is likely to end a conflict. For 

example, the Bush administration was right to overthrow Manuel Noriega in Panama, 

clearing the way for a democratically elected successor; the Clinton administration was 

right to threaten to depose the Cedras regime in Haiti to allow the Aristide regime to take 

charge. Had the global community been willing to step up its involvement in Rwanda in 

1994, it would have been wisest to ally with the Tutsi-led Rwandan Patriotic Front 

against the Hutu-led armed forces that, in league with various militia groups, ultimately 

carried out that country's terrible genocide. 

 

What about the future? The world's most severe wars today include those in Sierra Leone, 

Congo, Angola, Algeria, Colombia, and Sri Lanka. Intervention in the last three would pit 

outside forces against battle-toughened, dedicated, and rather large insurgencies fighting 

on terrain advantageous for guerrilla-like warfare. Those are the situations U.S. and other 

outside forces should generally avoid, since they are likely to inflict substantial casualties 

on intervening troops. But the other conflicts in Africa, particularly the brutal war in 

small Sierra Leone, may be easier to contain. Any intervention there should take the side 

of the government against Liberia-financed mercenary rebels. It has been no credit to the 

international community that it did not address this conflict seriously—instead hoping for 
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the best while poorly armed peacekeepers interposed themselves in a civil war they were 

not able to contain. Things may be changing for the better, however, as of this writing. 

The war in Angola involves larger indigenous fighting forces over a much wider area. 

The government—the lesser of two evils in this case—has recently been making inroads 

against the rebel forces of former U.S. client Jonas Savimbi. Were outside countries to try 

to stop this extremely bloody, long, and pointless war, they would be wise to side with 

the government and help it win a decisive victory. But it could take many thousands of 

international troops—and most likely dozens of fatalities to them—to do so. Finally, in 

the huge country of Congo, the global community should be willing to deploy a force at 

least 10 times larger than the 5,500-person UN monitoring operation now proposed if a 

true ceasefire ever is accepted. The larger force would deploy along a ceasefire line 

running north-south through the center of the country, forcibly keeping hostile armies 

apart and denying sanctuary to the Hutu extremists who fled to Congo from Rwanda 

several years ago. But muscular interventions in wars like those in Angola and Congo 

will probably not happen until more countries develop the military capabilities for such 

operations—which brings us to the final question. 

 

Who Should Intervene? 

 

How much of the work in forcible humanitarian interventions should the United States be 

expected to do? It seems unreasonable—not to mention politically unsustainable-for U.S. 

troops to do most everything. Saving lives is not a uniquely American interest. And the 

United States, alone among the major western powers, already maintains high military 

vigilance in the Persian Gulf and the Korean peninsula. 

 

Unfortunately, other countries in general have neither the forcible entry capabilities nor 

the sustainable logistics to intervene in distant lands to save lives. Australia has done 

most of the work in East Timor, and our European allies have provided the vast majority 

of troops in Bosnia and Kosovo, of late. But U.S. capabilities are generally needed, at 

least initially, in the face of armed opposition. And the United States will need to 
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contribute troops to postwar missions in places like the Balkans if it wishes to influence 

their conduct. 

 

Although the United States need not create a specialized armed force for peace 

operations, it should modify its military force structure to lessen the strain of various 

types of limited missions around the world. Primary U.S. military attention must remain 

focused on those parts of the world where our economic interests are greatest, allies are at 

risk, and dangerous military competition could break out if local parties are not reassured 

or deterred. That means a continued emphasis on Europe, the Persian Gulf, and East Asia. 

But some military units—including special forces with particular language and political 

skills, military police, and support units that provide water, food, and medical care—

should be beefed up for peace operations. Some of these special units, many now in the 

reserve force structure because they do not require constant training and drilling to do 

their jobs in war, are being overused. Placing more of them in the active-duty force 

structure would allow them to be deployed without excessively disrupting the lives of 

reservists, many of whom do not expect such duty short of a national crisis. Some 10,000 

to 20,000 specialized troops should be added—at a cost of about $1 billion a year, less 

than half of 1 percent of the defense budget. That is not too high a price to pay. 

Other countries have much more work to do. The European allies, Canada, and even 

Japan should improve their ability to move troops to distant combat zones. The United 

States should overcome its ambivalence about its allies strengthening their military 

capabilities and enthusiastically endorse most any steps they take toward greater military 

burden sharing. 

 

Among the major western European nations, the model for improving peace operations 

and forcible intervention capabilities is clear. In a word, it is Britain. Its military is 

smaller than that of France or Germany but much more useful beyond its own borders. It 

can deploy perhaps 50,000 combat troops, with air support, well beyond its territory 

within three to four months and sustain them there for months. Britain is also planning to 

acquire more sealift and airlift to move its forces fairly rapidly. Smaller European 

countries cannot use Britain as an exact model, of course, but they can scale their efforts 
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to some extent proportionately or band together in subgroups, with each country 

developing certain specialties. Because the European Union cannot be expected in the 

near term to act as a single entity in matters of war and peace, the most realistic 

alternative is for several countries or subgroups of countries each to have the capacity for 

meaningful military action abroad on their own or as coalitions of the willing. 

What of budget constraints? Most European countries do not need to spend more—they 

need to spend differently. Large force structures are no longer needed, as Britain has 

already recognized and as Germany appears to be concluding as well. By cutting troops 

and buying lift and mobile logistics, NATO European countries can do far more than they 

do now with the $170 billion a year they spend on defense. 

 

Were Germany and Japan to follow the above prescriptions, their neighbors might be 

highly agitated, worrying about their capacity for autonomous power projection. The 

simplest way to defuse—or at least contain—such concerns is to begin with modest 

military ambitions for those two cases. Deploying troops only under multilateral, and 

preferably UN, auspices would further reassure nervous neighbors. 

 

What about non-Western countries? Expensive hardware such as airlift capabilities, 

helicopters, and fighter aircraft, especially in large numbers, will generally be beyond 

their means. It is more realistic to ask these countries to develop well-trained soldiers, 

proficient in basic combat and peacekeeping skills, and equipped with serviceable small 

arms, body armor, vehicles for transport, and logistics and communications support for 

sustained operations abroad. Even if such countries cannot be expected to lead forcible 

interventions, they can provide valuable combat forces that enable peacekeeping missions 

to uphold ceasefires and peace accords under challenge. As the world witnessed in 

Angola in the early 1990s, some of the worst and most deadly conflicts erupt in countries 

where peace accords are reached, but later disintegrate. The breakdown of the Sierra 

Leone peace accord in 2000 that left many African troops held hostage is another 

reminder of the need for better-prepared peacekeeping troops, particularly from regions 

such as Africa, where conflicts are most common. 
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The United States and other western countries can do a great deal to help in this regard by 

providing modest sums—perhaps a couple hundred million dollars a year in all—for 

improved training, equipment, and other basic military needs. Programs like the African 

Crisis Response Initiative (ACRI), created by the Clinton administration, should not only 

be continued, but expanded dramatically. At present the ACRI funds only occasional 

training rotations for a few thousand regional troops, to the tune of about $20 million 

annually. 

 

Again, the focus should be on improving individual countries' military capacities, so that 

they can deploy as ad hoc coalitions, rather than depending on unanimous participation 

from all members of regional security groups to carry out missions. Regional institutions 

are useful for negotiating peace accords and politically legitimating interventions, but not 

for owning or maintaining actual military forces-at least not yet. 

 

This agenda is not particularly demanding for the United States. It involves small changes 

in the U.S. armed forces, limited aid to certain poorer countries, and diplomatic efforts to 

promote the plan. But the actions outlined here can make a big difference in preparing the 

world to handle peace operations in war-ravaged lands like Angola and Congo-lands 

whose forsaken people are now being often forgotten. 

 
Questions for Discussion 

1. How do you describe meaning, of ―force‖, categories of force and the nature of 

force under international law? 

2. Discuss the exceptions to the use of prohibition of use of force. 

3. How would you characterize the right of self-defense under international law? 

4. How do you explain acts of terrorism and self defense? 

5. Anticipatory or pre-emptive self-defense; is it protected under the UN Charter, 

international law?  

6. What is collective security/defense? What is its place under international law? 

7. Is the attack on Iraq by the US led force justified on any of the grounds of 

International law? Discuss. 
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CHPATER 8: International Dispute Resolution 

 

Introduction 

 

International disputes are solved in two general methods: in the first category lie the 

International Court of Justice and Other International Tribunals and in the second 

category are Arbitration, Negotiation, and Mediation-diplomatic means of dispute 

resolution mechanisms. In this chapter we are going to look at the composition and 

function of the International Court of justice as the United Nations International Dispute 

resolution organ and other tribunals established by the UN for the Purposes of dispute 

resolution in different periods. Similarly other modes of dispute resolution mechanisms 

shall be treated.  

Objectives  

At the end of this chapter students will be able to comprehend: 

 Modest ways of dispute resolution mechanisms at the international level; 

 The scope and duties of the ICJ; 

 The varying jurisdictions of the ICJ; 

 basis of the Court's Jurisdiction; 

 Organs and agencies of the United Nations authorized to request advisory 

opinions; 

 The relationship between the ICJ and the Security Council; and 

 Other international tribunals (Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, International 

Criminal Court.) 

 

8.1 Negotiation, Arbitration, and Mediation 

 

Arbitration is a dispute resolution process where the opposing parties select or appoint an 

individual called an Arbitrator. Upon appointment, the Arbitrator will arrange the process 

to hear and consider the evidence, review arguments and afterwards will publish an 

award in which the items of dispute are decided.  
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In some cases the Arbitrator can conduct the arbitration on documents evidence only. 

When published the Arbitrator's decisions are final and binding on the parties. It is rare 

for an arbitration to be appealed to the courts. Arbitration may comprise a sole Arbitrator, 

or may be a panel of Arbitrators.  

Costs of the arbitration are disposed of in the Arbitrator's award, unless the parties have 

some agreement to the contrary. 

A dispute resolution process in which the parties freely choose to participate and any 

agreements reached to settle disputes is done solely by the parties, without interference. 

The Mediator is selected by the parties and once selected; the Mediator will arrange the 

mediation process. The Mediator makes no decisions; instead he/she acts as a facilitator 

only to assist the parties to understand the dispute, provide structured discussion and to 

help the parties reach a dispute settlement agreement.  

If the parties can't reach a settlement agreement, they are free to pursue other options. 

The parties generally decide in advance how they will contribute to the cost of the 

mediation. Mediation is a very important form of ADR, particularly if the parties wish to 

preserve their relationship. 

Conciliation is a less frequently used form of ADR, and can be described as similar to 

mediation. The Conciliator's role is to guide the parties to a settlement.  

The parties must decide in advance whether they will be bound by the Conciliator's 

recommendations for settlement.  

The parties generally share equally in the cost of the conciliation. 

Negotiation is a less structured form of ADR. The facilitator's role is to keep the parties 

talking and bargaining. The parties may be individuals or teams. The facilitator keeps 

record of party positions, and points of agreement they reach as discussions proceed.  

The process can be lengthy, as in labor or sports negotiation. The facilitator will prepare a 

memorandum of agreement containing all of the points agreed.  
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The parties can formalize the memorandum of agreement by inserting a condition that 

will be binding. The parties generally share equally in the cost. On any matters 

unresolved, the parties are free to pursue other options. 

8.2  The International Court of Justice/ICJ/ 

 

The International Court of Justice acts as a world court. The Court has a dual jurisdiction: 

it decides, in accordance with international law, disputes of a legal nature that are 

submitted to it by States (jurisdiction in contentious cases); in which the court produces 

binding rulings between states that agree, or have previously agreed, to submit to the 

ruling of the court; and it gives advisory opinions on legal questions at the request of the 

organs of the United Nations or specialized agencies authorized to make such a request 

(advisory jurisdiction). Advisory opinions do not have to concern particular controversies 

between states, though they often do. 

Contentious Jurisdiction 

 

In the exercise of its jurisdiction in contentious cases, the International Court of Justice 

has to decide, in accordance with international law, disputes of a legal nature that are 

submitted to it by States. An international legal dispute can be defined as a disagreement 

on a question of law or fact, a conflict, a clash of legal views or of interests. 

 

Only States may apply to and appear before the International Court of Justice. 

International organizations, other collectivities and private persons are not entitled to 

institute proceedings before the Court. 

 

Article 35 of the Statute defines the conditions of access for States to the Court. While 

paragraph 1 of that Article opens it to the State parties to the Statute, paragraph 2 is 

intended to regulate access to the Court by States which are not parties to the Statute. The 

conditions of access of such States are, subject to the special provisions contained in 

treaties in force at the date of the entry into force of the Statute, to be determined by the 
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Security Council, with the proviso that in no case shall such conditions place the parties 

in a position of inequality before the Court. 

 

The Court can only deal with a dispute when the States concerned have recognized its 

jurisdiction. No State can therefore be a party to proceedings before the Court unless it 

has in some manner or other consented thereto.  

 

Article 35, paragraph 1, of the Statute provides that the Court shall be open to the States 

parties to the Statute, and Article 93, paragraph 1, of the Charter of the United Nations 

provides that all Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute. 

Basis of the Court's Contentious Jurisdiction 

 

The jurisdiction of the Court in contentious proceedings is based on the consent of the 

States to which it is open. The form in which this consent is expressed determines the 

manner in which a case may be brought before the Court. 

 

(a) Special agreement 

Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute provides that the jurisdiction of the Court 

comprises all cases which the parties refer to it. Such cases normally come before the 

Court by notification to the Registry of an agreement known as a special agreement and 

concluded by the parties especially for this purpose. The subject of the dispute and the 

parties must be indicated (Statute, Art. 40, para. 1; Rules, Art. 39). 

 

(b) Cases provided for in treaties and conventions 

Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute provides also that the jurisdiction of the Court 

comprises all matters specially provided for in treaties and conventions in force. In such 

cases a matter is normally brought before the Court by means of a written application 

instituting proceedings; this is a unilateral document which must indicate the subject of 

the dispute and the parties (Statute, Art. 40, Para. 1) and, as far as possible, specify the 

provision on which the applicant founds the jurisdiction of the Court (Rules, Art. 38). 
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Article 37 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice stipulates that whenever a 

treaty or convention in force provides for reference of a matter to a tribunal to have been 

instituted by the League of Nations, or to the Permanent Court of International Justice, 

the matter shall, as between the parties to the Statute, be referred to the International 

Court of Justice.  

 

(c) Compulsory jurisdiction in legal disputes 

The Statute provides that a State may recognize as compulsory, in relation to any other 

State accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in legal disputes. These 

cases are brought before the Court by means of written applications. The conditions on 

which such compulsory jurisdiction may be recognized are stated in paragraphs 2-5 of 

Article 36 of the Statute, which read as follows: 

"2. The States parties to the present Statute may at any time declare that they 

recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation 

to any other State accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court 

in all legal disputes concerning: 

(a) the interpretation of a treaty; 

(b) any question of international law; 

(c) the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a breach of 

an international obligation; 

(d) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an 

international obligation. 

3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on 

condition of reciprocity on the part of several or certain States, or for a 

certain time. 

4. Such declarations shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to the parties to the 

Statute and to the Registrar of the Court. 

5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court 

of International Justice and which are still in force shall be deemed, as 

between the parties to the present Statute, to be acceptances of the 
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compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice for the period 

which they still have to run and in accordance with their terms." 

 

 (d) Forum prorogatum  

If a State has not recognized the jurisdiction of the Court at the time when an application 

instituting proceedings is filed against it, that State has the possibility of accepting such 

jurisdiction subsequently to enable the Court to entertain the case:  the Court thus has 

jurisdiction as of the date of acceptance in virtue of the rule of forum prorogatum. 

 

(e) The Court itself decides any questions as to its jurisdiction 

Article 36, paragraph 6, of the Statute provides that in the event of a dispute as to whether 

the Court has jurisdiction, the matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court. 

Article 79 of the Rules lays down the conditions which govern the filing of preliminary 

objections.  

(f) Interpretation of a judgment 

Article 60 of the Statute provides that in the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope 

of a judgment, the Court shall construe it upon the request of any party. The request for 

interpretation may be made either by means of a special agreement between the parties or 

of an application by one or more of the parties (Rules, Art. 98). 

 

The following case is a recent instance of the ICJ for the Interpretation of Judgment. 

Read it carefully.    

 

 

 16 JULY 2008  

ORDER REQUEST FOR INTERPRETATION OF THE JUDGMENT OF 31 MARCH 

2004 IN THE CASE CONCERNING AVENA AND OTHER MEXICAN NATIONALS 

(MEXICO v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

(MEXICO v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)  

REQUEST FOR THE INDICATION OF PROVISIONAL MEASURES  

___________  
 

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE  

YEAR 2008  
2008 16 July General List No. 139  

16 July 2008  
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REQUEST FOR INTERPRETATION OF THE JUDGMENT OF 31 MARCH 2004 IN 

THE CASE CONCERNING AVENA AND OTHER MEXICAN NATIONALS (MEXICO v. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)  

(MEXICO v. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)  

REQUEST FOR THE INDICATION OF PROVISIONAL MEASURES  

ORDER  
Present: President HIGGINS; Vice-President AL-KHASAWNEH; Judges RANJEVA, KOROMA, 

BUERGENTHAL, OWADA, TOMKA, ABRAHAM, KEITH, SEPÚLVEDA-AMOR, 

BENNOUNA, SKOTNIKOV; Registrar COUVREUR.  

The International Court of Justice,  

Composed as above,  

After deliberation,  

Having regard to Articles 41 and 48 of the Statute of the Court and to Articles 73 and 74 of the 

Rules of Court,  

Having regard to the Application instituting proceedings filed in the Registry of the Court on 5 

June 2008 by the Government of the United Mexican States (hereinafter ―Mexico‖), whereby, 

referring to Article 60 of the Statute and Articles 98 and 100 of the Rules of Court, Mexico

requested the Court to interpret paragraph 153 (9) of the Judgment delivered by the Court on 31 

March 2004 in the case concerning Avena and Other Mexican Nationals (Mexico v. United States 

of America) (hereinafter ―the Avena Judgment‖),  

Makes the following Order:  

1. Whereas in its Application Mexico states that in paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment the 

Court found ―that the appropriate reparation in this case consists in the obligation of the United 

States of America to provide, by means of its own choosing, review and reconsideration of the 

convictions and sentences of the Mexican nationals‖ mentioned in the Judgment, taking into 

account both the violation of the rights set forth in Article 36 of the Vienna Convention on 

Consular Relations (hereinafter ―the Vienna Convention‖) and paragraphs 138 to 141 of the 

Judgment; whereas it is alleged that ―requests by the Mexican nationals for the review and 

reconsideration mandated in their cases by the Avena Judgment have repeatedly been denied‖;  

2. Whereas Mexico claims that, since the Court delivered its Judgment in the Avena case, ―[o]nly 

one state court has provided the required review and consideration, in the case of Osvaldo Torres 

Aguilera‖, adding that, in the case of Rafael Camargo Ojeda, the State of Arkansas ―agreed to 

reduce Mr. Camargo‘s death sentence to life imprisonment in exchange for his agreement to 

waive his right to review and reconsideration under the Avena Judgment‖; and whereas, 

according to Mexico, ―[a]ll other efforts to enforce the Avena Judgment have failed‖;  

3. Whereas it is explained in the Application that, on 28 February 2005, the President of the 

United States of America (hereinafter the ―United States‖), George W. Bush, issued a 

Memorandum (also referred to by the Parties as a ―determination‖); whereas it is stated in the 

Application that the President‘s Memorandum determined that state courts must provide the 

required review and reconsideration to the 51 Mexican nationals named in the Avena Judgment, 

including Mr. Medellín, notwithstanding any state procedural rules that might otherwise bar 

review of their claims; whereas the President‘s Memorandum reads as follows:  
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―I have determined, pursuant to the authority vested in me as President by the 

Constitution and laws of the United States, that the United States will discharge its 

international obligations under the decision of the International Court of Justice in 

[Avena], by having State courts give effect to the decision in accordance with 

general principles of comity in cases filed by the 51 Mexican nationals addressed in 

that decision‖;  

and whereas a copy of that Memorandum was attached as an exhibit to the brief filed on behalf of 

the United States as amicus curiae in the case of Mr. José Ernesto Medellín Rojas against the 

State of Texas, brought before the Supreme Court of the United States;  

4. Whereas, according to Mexico, on 25 March 2008, in Mr. Medellín‘s case, the Supreme Court 

of the United States, while acknowledging that the Avena Judgment constitutes an obligation 

under international law on the part of the United States, ruled that ―the means chosen by the 

 

President of the United States to comply were unavailable under the US Constitution‖ and that 

―neither the Avena Judgment on its own, nor the Judgment in conjunction with the President‘s 

Memorandum, constituted directly enforceable federal law‖ precluding Texas from ―applying 

state procedural rules that barred all review and reconsideration of Mr. Medellín‘s Vienna 

Convention claim‖; and whereas Mexico adds that the Supreme Court did confirm, however, that 

there are alternative means by which the United States still can comply with its obligations under 

the Avena Judgment, in particular, by the passage of legislation by Congress making a ―non-self-

executing treaty domestically enforceable‖ or by ―voluntary compliance by the State of Texas‖;  

5. Whereas, in its Application, Mexico points out that, since the decision of the Supreme Court, a 

Texas court has declined the stay of execution requested by counsel for Mr. Medellín in order ―to 

allow Congress to pass legislation implementing the United States‘s international legal 

obligations to enforce this Court‘s Avena Judgment‖, and has scheduled Mr. Medellín‘s execution 

for 5 August 2008; whereas, according to Mexico, ―Texas has made clear that unless restrained, it 

will go forward with the execution without providing Mr. Medellín the mandated review and 

reconsideration‖; whereas Mexico asserts that the actions of the Texas court will thereby 

irreparably breach the United States obligations under the Avena Judgment;  

6. Whereas it is contended that at least four more Mexican nationals are also ―in imminent danger 

of having execution dates set by the State of Texas without any indication that the Mexican 

nationals facing execution will receive review and reconsideration‖; whereas Mexico states in its 

Application that, on 29 November 2007, the Supreme Court of California ―affirmed the 

conviction and sentence of Martín Mendoza García and simultaneously rejected his claim that he 

was entitled to review and reconsideration consistent with Avena on the basis of the record on 

direct appeal‖; whereas Mexico also states that, on 31 March 2008, following its decision in Mr. 

Medellín‘s case, the Supreme Court of the United States denied petitions for review and 

reconsideration under the Avena Judgment by seven other Mexican nationals in whose cases this 

Court had found violations of Article 36 of the Vienna Convention, namely Messrs. César 

Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, Ignacio Gómez, Félix 

Rocha Díaz, Virgilio Maldonado and Roberto Moreno Ramos; and whereas Mexico adds that, on 

27 May 2008, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit declined to grant Ignacio 

Gómez leave to appeal the dismissal of a federal petition for post-conviction relief that was 

premised in part on the Vienna Convention violation in his case;  
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7. Whereas Mexico explains that it has sought repeatedly to establish its rights and to secure 

appropriate relief for its nationals, both before and after the decision of the Supreme Court of the 

United States, but that its diplomatic démarches have been ineffective; whereas it contends that 

―all competent authorities of the United States Government at both the state and federal levels 

acknowledge that the United States is under an international law obligation under Article 94 (1) 

of the United Nations Charter to comply with the terms of the [Avena] Judgment‖, but have failed 

to take appropriate action or have taken affirmative steps in contravention of that obligation; 

 

8. Whereas, in its Application, Mexico refers to Article 60 of the Statute of the Court which 

provides that ―[i]n the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgment, the Court 

shall construe it upon the request of any party‖ and contends, citing the Court‘s case law, that the 

Court‘s jurisdiction to entertain a request for interpretation of its own judgment is based directly 

on this provision;  

9. Whereas Mexico asserts that it understands the language of paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena 

Judgment as establishing ―an obligation of result‖ which is complied with only when review and 

reconsideration of the convictions and sentences in question has been completed; whereas, 

according to Mexico, while the United States may use ―means of its own choosing‖, as stated in 

paragraph 153 (9), ―the obligation to provide review and reconsideration is not contingent on the 

success of any one means‖ and therefore the United States cannot ―rest on a single means 

chosen‖; and whereas Mexico considers that it flows from this paragraph of the Avena Judgment 

that the United States must ―prevent the execution of any Mexican national named in the 

Judgment unless and until that review and reconsideration is completed and it is determined that 

no prejudice resulted from the violation‖;  

10. Whereas Mexico, in its Application, submits that ―anything short of full compliance with the 

review and reconsideration ordered by this Court in the cases of the 48 Mexican nationals named 

in the Judgment who are still eligible for review and reconsideration would violate the obligation 

of result imposed by paragraph 153 (9)‖;  

11. Whereas Mexico points out that ―[h]aving chosen to issue the President‘s 2005 determination 

directing state courts to comply, the United States to date has taken no further action . . . despite 

the confirmation by its own Supreme Court that other means are available to ensure full 

compliance‖; and whereas, according to Mexico, it follows that the conduct of the United States 

confirms the latter‘s understanding that ―paragraph 153 (9) imposes only an obligation of means‖;  

12. Whereas Mexico thus contends that there is a dispute between the Parties as to the meaning 

and scope of the remedial obligation established in paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment;  

13. Whereas, at the end of its Application, Mexico asks the Court to adjudge and declare that  

―the obligation incumbent upon the United States under paragraph 153 (9) of the 

Avena Judgment constitutes an obligation of result as it is clearly stated in the 

Judgment by the indication that the United States must provide ‗review and 

reconsideration of the convictions and sentences‘ but leaving it the ‗means of its own 

choosing‘;  

and that, pursuant to the foregoing obligation of result,  
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1. the United States must take any and all steps necessary to provide the reparation of 

review and reconsideration mandated by the Avena Judgment; and 

 

2. the United States must take any and all steps necessary to ensure that no Mexican 

national entitled to review and reconsideration under the Avena Judgment is 

executed unless and until that review and reconsideration is completed and it is 

determined that no prejudice resulted from the violation‖;  

14. Whereas, on 5 June 2008, after filing its Application, Mexico, referring to Article 41 of the 

Statute of the Court and to Articles 73, 74 and 75 of the Rules of Court, also submitted a request 

for the indication of provisional measures in order ―to preserve the rights of Mexico and its 

nationals‖ pending the Court‘s judgment in the proceedings on the interpretation of the Avena 

Judgment;  

15. Whereas, in its request for the indication of provisional measures, Mexico refers to the basis 

of jurisdiction of the Court invoked in its Application, and to the facts set out and the submissions 

made therein;  

16. Whereas Mexico recalls that Mr. José Ernesto Medellín Rojas, a Mexican national, will 

certainly face execution on 5 August 2008, and that another Mexican national, Mr. César Roberto 

Fierro Reyna, shortly could receive an execution date on 30 days‘ notice, while three other 

Mexican nationals - Messrs. Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto 

Moreno Ramos - shortly could receive execution dates on 90 days‘ notice, in the State of Texas;  

17. Whereas Mexico contends that, under Article 41 of the Statute, the Court has the undoubted 

authority to indicate binding provisional measures ―to ensure the status quo pending resolution of 

the dispute before it‖;  

18. Whereas, in its request for the indication of provisional measures, Mexico notes that the Court 

indicated provisional measures to prevent executions in three prior cases involving claims 

brought under the Vienna Convention by States whose nationals were subject to execution in the 

United States as a result of criminal proceedings conducted in violation of the Convention; and 

whereas, according to Mexico, given that the Court indicated provisional measures in the Avena 

case concerning a dispute relating to the interpretation and application of the Vienna Convention, 

the Court similarly should act pursuant to Article 41 of the Statute where the dispute concerns the 

meaning and the scope of the obligations imposed by its own Judgment in this case;  

19. Whereas Mexico indicates that ―the paramount interest in human life is at stake‖ and that 

―that interest would be irreparably harmed if any of the Mexican nationals whose right to review 

and reconsideration was determined in the Avena Judgment were executed without having 

received that review and reconsideration‖; and whereas Mexico states in the following terms the 

grounds for its request and the possible consequences if it is denied:  
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―Unless the Court indicates provisional measures pending this Court‘s disposition of 

Mexico‘s Request for Interpretation, Mr. Medellín certainly will be executed, and 

Messrs. Fierro, Leal García, Moreno Ramos, and Ramírez Cárdenas will 

 

be at substantial risk of execution, before the Court has had the opportunity to 

consider the dispute before it. In that event, Mexico would forever be deprived of the 

opportunity to vindicate its rights and those of the nationals concerned‖;  

20. Whereas Mexico claims that, as far as the United States is concerned, any delay in an 

execution would not be prejudicial to the rights of the United States as all of the above-mentioned 

Mexican nationals would remain incarcerated and subject to execution once their right to review 

and reconsideration has been vindicated;  

21. Whereas Mexico adds in its request that ―[t]here also can be no question about the urgency of 

the need for provisional measures‖;  

22. Whereas it concludes that provisional measures are justified in order ―both to protect 

Mexico‘s paramount interest in the life of its nationals and to ensure the Court‘s ability to order 

the relief Mexico seeks‖;  

23. Whereas Mexico asks that, pending judgment on its Request for interpretation, the Court 

indicate:  

―(a) that the Government of the United States take all measures necessary to ensure 

that José Ernesto Medellín, César Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez 

Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto Moreno Ramos are not executed 

pending the conclusion of the proceedings instituted [on 5 June 2008];  

(b) that the Government of the United States inform the Court of all measures taken 

in implementation of subparagraph (a); and  

(c) that the Government of the United States ensure that no action is taken that might 

prejudice the rights of Mexico or its nationals with respect to any interpretation 

this Court may render with respect to paragraph 153 (9) of its Avena Judgment‖;  

and whereas Mexico further asks the Court to treat its request for the indication of provisional 

measures as a matter of the greatest urgency ―in view of the extreme gravity and immediacy of 

the threat that authorities in the United States will execute a Mexican national in violation of 

obligations the United States owes to Mexico‖;  

24. Whereas on 5 June 2008, the date on which the Application and the request for the indication 

of provisional measures were filed in the Registry, the Registrar advised the Government of the 

United States of the filing of those documents and forthwith sent it signed originals of them, in 

accordance with Article 40, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the Court and with Article 38, 

paragraph 4, and Article 73, paragraph 2, of the Rules of Court; and whereas the Registrar also 

notified the Secretary-General of the United Nations of that filing;  
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25. Whereas, on 5 June 2008, the Registrar also informed the Parties that the Court, in accordance 

with Article 74, paragraph 3, of the Rules of Court, had fixed 19 June 2008 as the date for the 

opening of the oral proceedings on the request for the indication of provisional measures; 

 

26. Whereas, by a letter of 12 June 2008, received in the Registry on the same day, the United 

States Government informed the Court of the appointment of an Agent and a Co-Agent for the 

case;  

27. Whereas, at the public hearings held on 19 and 20 June 2008 in accordance with Article 74, 

paragraph 3, of the Rules of Court, oral statements on the request for the indication of provisional 

measures were presented:  

On behalf of Mexico:  

by H.E. Mr. Juan Manuel Gómez-Robledo, H.E. Mr. Joel Antonio Hernández García, Ms Sandra 

Babcock, Ms Catherine Amirfar, Mr. Donald Francis Donovan, H.E. Mr. Jorge Lomónaco Tonda;  

On behalf of the United States:  

by Mr. John B. Bellinger, III, Mr. Stephen Mathias, Mr. James H. Thessin, Mr. Michael J. 

Mattler, Mr. Vaughan Lowe;  

and whereas at the hearings a question was put by a Member of the Court to the United States, to 

which an oral reply was given;  

*  

* *  

28. Whereas, in the first round of oral argument, Mexico restated the position set out in its 

Application and in its request for the indication of provisional measures, and affirmed that the 

requirements for the indication by the Court of the provisional measures requested had been met 

in the present case;  

29. Whereas Mexico stated that, while it recognized and welcomed the efforts undertaken by the 

Government of the United States to enforce the Avena Judgment in state courts, those efforts, in 

its view, had fallen short of what was required by the Judgment; whereas Mexico reiterated that 

―the Governments of Mexico and the United States [had] divergent views as to the meaning and 

scope of paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment, and that a clarification by [the] Court [was] 

necessary‖; and whereas it added that its request for the indication of provisional measures was 

limited to what was strictly necessary to preserve Mexico‘s rights pending the Court‘s final 

judgment on its Request for interpretation; 

 

30. Whereas Mexico insisted that there was an overwhelming risk that authorities of the United 

States imminently would act to execute Mexican nationals in violation of obligations incumbent 
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upon the United States under the Avena Judgment; whereas it specifies in particular that, unless 

provisional measures were indicated by the Court, one of its nationals, Mr. José Ernesto Medellín 

Rojas, would be executed on 5 August 2008 and that four other Mexican nationals, Messrs. César 

Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto Moreno 

Ramos could also be at risk of execution before the Court ruled on the Request for interpretation; 

and whereas Mexico accordingly stressed that the condition of urgency required for the indication 

of provisional measures was satisfied;  

31. Whereas at the end of the first round of oral observations Mexico thus requested the Court, 

―as a matter of utmost urgency‖, to issue an order indicating:  

―(a) that the United States, acting through all its competent organs and all its 

constituent subdivisions, including all branches of government and any official, 

state or federal, exercizing government authority, take all measures necessary to 

ensure that José Ernesto Medellín, César Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez 

Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto Moreno Ramos are not executed 

pending the conclusion of the proceedings instituted by Mexico on 5 June 2008; 

and  

(b) that the Government of the United States inform the Court of all measures taken in 

implementation of subparagraph (a)‖;  

32. Whereas, in its first round of oral observations, the United States asserted that Mexico had 

failed to demonstrate that there existed between the United States and Mexico any dispute as to 

―the meaning or scope of the Court‘s decision in Avena‖, as required by Article 60 of the Statute, 

because the United States ―entirely agree[d]‖ with Mexico‘s position that the Avena Judgment 

imposed an international legal obligation of ―result‖ and not merely of ―means‖; whereas, 

according to the United States, the Court was being ―requested by Mexico to engage in what 

[was] in substance the enforcement of its earlier judgments and the supervision of compliance 

with them‖; whereas the United States observed that, given the fact that it had withdrawn from 

the Optional Protocol to the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations on 7 March 2005, a 

proceeding on interpretation was ―potentially the only jurisdictional basis‖ for Mexico to seise the 

Court in matters involving the violation of that Convention; whereas the United States argued 

that, in the ―absence of a dispute, the Court lack[ed] prima facie jurisdiction to proceed‖ and thus 

provisional measures were ―inappropriate in this case‖; and whereas the United States further 

urged that, under its ―inherent powers‖, the Court should dismiss Mexico‘s Application on the 

basis that it constituted ―an abuse of process‖, being directed to the implementation of the Avena 

Judgment, which lay beyond the Court‘s judicial function;  

33. Whereas the United States explained that it has faced considerable ―domestic law constraints‖ 

in achieving the implementation of the Avena Judgment, due to its ―federal structure, in which the 

constituent states . . . retain[ed] a substantial degree of autonomy, particularly in matters relating 

to criminal justice‖, combined with its ―constitutional structure of divided 

 

executive, legislative, and judicial functions of government at the federal level‖; whereas the 

United States contended that, despite these constraints, since the Avena Judgment, it has 

undertaken a series of actions to achieve the implementation of the Court‘s Judgment;  
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34. Whereas the United States noted in particular that the President of the United States issued a 

Memorandum in early 2005 to the Attorney General of the United States (see paragraph 3 above) 

directing that the state courts give effect to the Avena Judgment; whereas, according to the United 

States, under the terms of the Memorandum, in order to provide the Mexican nationals named in 

the Avena Judgment with review and reconsideration in state courts of their claims under the 

Vienna Convention, ―state law procedural default rules were to be deemed inapplicable‖; whereas 

the United States added that ―in order to publicize the President‘s decision, the Attorney General 

of the United States sent a letter to each of the relevant state Attorneys General notifying them of 

the President‘s actions‖; whereas the United States pointed out that the United States Federal 

Department of Justice filed an amicus brief and appeared before the Texas Court of Criminal 

Appeals to support Mr. Medellín‘s argument that the President‘s Memorandum entitled him to the 

review and reconsideration required by the Avena Judgment; whereas the United States stated that 

―despite these unprecedented efforts, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals still declined to treat 

the President‘s determination as binding, and it refused to provide Mr. Medellín the review and 

reconsideration required by Avena‖, concluding that the President ―had acted unconstitutionally 

in seeking to pre-empt Texas state law, even in order to comply with an international law 

obligation‖; whereas, in addition, the United States referred to three filings it has made in support 

of the Presidential Memorandum, requiring review and reconsideration for ―the Avena 

defendants‖ in the United States Supreme Court;  

35. Whereas the United States indicated that the Supreme Court, in its recent decision, had 

―rejected the United States arguments and refused to treat the President‘s determination as 

binding on state courts‖, concluding that ―the President lacked the inherent authority under [the 

United States] Constitution‖ and that ―Congress had not given him the requisite additional 

authority to order states to comply with the decision of [the International] Court [of Justice]‖; 

whereas the United States asserted that the Supreme Court reaffirmed the obligation of the United 

States under international law to comply with the Avena decision; whereas the United States 

noted however that, in focussing on the status of that obligation in United States domestic law, 

i.e. ―whether the Avena decision was automatically enforceable in United States courts, or 

whether the President had the authority to direct state courts to comply with the decision‖, the 

Supreme Court concluded that the decisions of the International Court of Justice were not 

automatically and directly enforceable in United States courts; whereas, according to the United 

States, the Supreme Court ―effectively ruled that the President‘s actions to give effect to Avena 

were unconstitutional under United States domestic law‖ (emphasis in the original);  

36. Whereas the United States claimed that, having ―fallen short‖ in its initial efforts to ensure 

implementation of the Court‘s Judgment in the Avena case, ―the United States [was] now urgently 

considering its alternatives‖; whereas the United States submitted that, to that end, a few days 

before the opening of the hearings, 

 

―Secretary of State Rice and Attorney General Mukasey [had] jointly sent a letter to 

the Governor of Texas . . . calling attention to the United States continuing 

international law obligation and formally asking him to work with the federal 

government to provide the named Avena defendants the review and reconsideration 

required by the Avena decision‖;  

and whereas the United States maintained that, since the Avena Judgment, in connection with 

efforts by the United States federal government to persuade states to give effect to that Judgment, 
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several Mexican nationals named therein had already received review and reconsideration of their 

convictions and sentences;  

37. Whereas the United States argued that, contrary to Mexico‘s suggestion, the United States did 

not believe that it need make no further effort to implement this Court‘s Avena Judgment, and 

asserted that it would ―continue to work to give that Judgment full effect, including in the case of 

Mr. Medellín‖;  

38. Whereas the United States requested that the Court reject the request of Mexico for the 

indication of provisional measures of protection and not indicate any such measures, and that the 

Court dismiss Mexico‘s Application for interpretation on grounds of manifest lack of jurisdiction;  

39. Whereas in its second round of oral observations Mexico stated that, by scheduling Mr. 

Medellín‘s execution before being afforded the remedy provided for in the Avena Judgment, the 

State of Texas, a constituent part and a competent authority of the United States, ―has 

unmistakably communicated its disagreement with Mexico‘s interpretation of the Judgment‖ as 

establishing an international legal obligation of result and has thereby confirmed ―the existence of 

that dispute between Mexico and the competent organs and authorities in the state of Texas‖ 

(emphasis in the original); whereas Mexico added that nor ―[was] there any basis for the Court to 

conclude at this point that there [was] no difference in view at the federal level‖ and referred in 

that connection to the absence of any indication that ―the federal legislature [understood] itself 

bound by Avena to ensure that the nationals covered by the Judgment receive review and 

reconsideration‖;  

40. Whereas at the end of its second round of oral observations Mexico made the following 

request:  

―(a) that the United States, acting through all its competent organs and all its 

constituent subdivisions, including all branches of government and any official, 

state or federal, exercising government authority, take all measures necessary to 

ensure that José Ernesto Medellín, César Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez 

Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto Moreno Ramos are not executed 

pending the conclusion of the proceedings instituted by Mexico on 5 June 2008, 

unless and until the five Mexican nationals have received review and 

reconsideration consistent with paragraphs 138 through 141 of this Court‘s 

Avena Judgment; and  

(b) that the Government of the United States inform the Court of all measures taken in 

implementation of subparagraph (a)‖; 

 

41. Whereas, in its second round of oral observations, the United States stressed the fact that the 

United States agreed with the interpretation of paragraph 153 (9) requested by Mexico, ―in 

particular that the Avena Judgment impose[d] an ‗obligation of result‘ on the United States‖ and 

that accordingly, there was no dispute ―as to the meaning or scope‖ of that Judgment; whereas the 

United States again expressed its view that ―Mexico‘s real purpose in these proceedings [was] 

enforcement, rather than interpretation, of the Avena Judgment‖; whereas the United States 

reiterated that, ―since no dispute exist[ed] on the issues on which Mexico [sought] interpretation, 

there [were] no rights at issue that could be the subject of a dispute‖; whereas the United States 

asserted that, as Mexico had not identified a dispute, Article 60 of the Statute did not provide a 
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jurisdictional basis for its Request for interpretation and that, ―in the absence of such a 

jurisdictional basis, the Court should not proceed to consider the other factors identified by 

Mexico, and should instead dismiss its request for provisional measures‖; whereas, the United 

States reiterated that, ―even putting questions of prima facie jurisdiction aside, Mexico[‘s request] 

[did] not meet the other criteria for the indication of provisional measures‖ as there were no rights 

in dispute;  

42. Whereas the United States argued that its actions ―[were] consistent with its understanding 

that the Avena Judgment impose[d] an obligation of result‖; whereas it noted that under the 

United States Constitution, it was the executive branch, under the leadership of the President and 

the Secretary of State that spoke authoritatively for the United States internationally; whereas the 

United States explained that, although the acts of its political subdivisions could incur the 

international responsibility of the United States, that did not mean that these actions were those of 

the United States for purposes of determining whether there was a dispute with another State; 

whereas, according to the United States, it cannot be argued that ―particular alleged acts or 

omissions‖, such as an omission by the United States Congress to undertake legislation to 

implement the Avena Judgment or an omission by the State of Texas to implement such 

legislation, ―reflect[ed] a legal dispute as to the interpretation of the Avena Judgment‖ (emphasis 

in the original); whereas the United States expressed its regret that its full efforts thus far had not 

arrived at a full resolution of the matter and stated that it would continue to work with Mexico to 

provide review and reconsideration to the named Avena defendants;  

43. Whereas at the close of its second round of oral observations, the United States reiterated the 

request made in the first round (see paragraph 38 above);  

*  

* *  

44. Whereas the Court‘s jurisdiction on the basis of Article 60 of the Statute is not preconditioned 

by the existence of any other basis of jurisdiction as between the parties to the original case; and 

whereas it follows that, even if the basis of jurisdiction in the original case lapses, the Court, 

nevertheless, by virtue of Article 60 of the Statute, may entertain a request for interpretation; 

 

45. Whereas in the case of a request for the indication of provisional measures made in the 

context of a request for interpretation under Article 60 of the Statute, the Court has to consider 

whether the conditions laid down by that Article for the Court to entertain a request for 

interpretation appear to be satisfied; whereas Article 60 provides that: ―The judgment is final and 

without appeal. In the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgment, the Court shall 

construe it upon the request of any party‖; and whereas this provision is supplemented by Article 

98 of the Rules of Court, paragraph 1 of which reads: ―In the event of dispute as to the meaning 

or scope of a judgment any party may make a request for its interpretation . . .‖;  

46. Whereas, therefore, by virtue of the second sentence of Article 60, the Court may entertain a 

request for interpretation of any judgment rendered by it provided that there is a ―dispute as to the 

meaning or scope of [the said] judgment‖;  
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47. Whereas Mexico requests the Court to interpret paragraph 153 (9) of the operative part of the 

Judgment delivered by the Court on 31 March 2004 in the case concerning Avena and Other 

Mexican Nationals (Mexico v. United States of America); whereas a request for interpretation 

must relate to a dispute between the parties relating to the meaning or scope of the operative part 

of the judgment and cannot concern the reasons for the judgment except in so far as these are 

inseparable from the operative part (Interpretation of Judgments Nos. 7 and 8 (Factory at 

Chorzów), Judgment No. 11, 1927, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 13, p. 11; Request for Interpretation of 

the Judgment of 11 June 1998 in the Case concerning the Land and Maritime Boundary between 

Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nigeria), Preliminary Objections (Nigeria v. Cameroon), 

Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1999 (I), p. 35, para. 10);  

48. Whereas Mexico asks the Court to confirm its understanding that the language in that 

provision of the Avena Judgment establishes an obligation of result that obliges the United States, 

including all its component organs at all levels, to provide the requisite review and 

reconsideration irrespective of any domestic law impediment; whereas Mexico further submits 

that the  

―obligation imposed by the Avena Judgment requires the United States to prevent the 

execution of any Mexican national named in the Judgment unless and until that 

review and reconsideration has been completed and it has been determined whether 

any prejudice resulted from the Vienna Convention violations found by this Court‖ 

(see also paragraph 9 above);  

whereas, in Mexico‘s view, the fact that ―[n]either the Texas executive, nor the Texas legislature, 

nor the federal executive, nor the federal legislature has taken any legal steps at this point that 

would stop th[e] execution [of Mr. Medellín] from going forward . . . reflects a dispute over the 

meaning and scope of [the] Avena‖ Judgment;  

49. Whereas, according to Mexico, ―by its actions thus far, the United States understands the 

Judgment to constitute merely an obligation of means, not an obligation of result‖ despite the 

formal statements by the United States before the Court to the contrary; whereas Mexico contends 

that notwithstanding the Memorandum issued by President of the United States in 2005, whereby 

he directed state courts to provide review and reconsideration consistent with the Avena 

Judgment, 

 

―petitions by Mexican nationals for the review and reconsideration mandated in their cases have 

repeatedly been denied by domestic courts‖; whereas Mexico claims that the decision by the 

Supreme Court of the United States in Mr. Medellín‘s case on 25 March 2008 has rendered the 

President‘s Memorandum without force in state courts; and whereas  

―[a]part from having issued the President‘s 2005 Memorandum, a means that fell 

short of achieving its intended result, the United States to date has not taken the steps 

necessary to prevent the executions of Mexican nationals until the obligation of 

review and reconsideration is met‖ (emphasis in the original);  

50. Whereas the United States contends that Mexico‘s understanding of paragraph 153 (9) of the 

Avena Judgment as an ―obligation of result‖, i.e. that the United States is subject to a binding 

obligation to provide review and reconsideration of the convictions and sentences of the Mexican 

nationals named in the Judgment, ―is precisely the interpretation that the United States holds 
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concerning the paragraph in question‖ (emphasis in the original); and whereas, while admitting 

that, because of the structure of its Government and its domestic law, the United States faces 

substantial obstacles in implementing its obligation under the Avena Judgment, the United States 

confirmed that ―it has clearly accepted that the obligation to provide review and reconsideration is 

an obligation of result and it has sought to achieve that result‖;  

51. Whereas, in the view of the United States, in the absence of a dispute with respect to the 

meaning and scope of paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment, Mexico‘s ―claim is not capable 

of falling within the provisions of Article 60‖ and thus it would be ―inappropriate for the Court to 

grant relief, including provisional measures, in respect to that claim‖; whereas the United States 

contends that the Court lacks ―jurisdiction ratione materiae‖ to entertain Mexico‘s Application 

and accordingly lacks ―the prima facie jurisdiction required for the indication of provisional 

measures‖;  

52. Whereas the United States submits that, in light of the circumstances, the Court ―should give 

serious consideration to dismissing Mexico‘s Request for interpretation in its entirety at this stage 

of the proceedings‖;  

53. Whereas the French and English versions of Article 60 of the Statute are not in total harmony; 

whereas the French text uses the term ―contestation‖ while the English text refers to a ―dispute‖; 

whereas the term ―contestation‖ in the French text has a wider meaning than the term used in the 

English text; whereas Article 60 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice is identical to 

Article 60 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice; whereas the drafters of 

the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice chose to use in the French text of 

Article 60 a term (―contestation‖) which is different from the term (―différend‖) used notably in 

Article 36, paragraph 2, and in Article 38 of the Statute; whereas, although in their ordinary 

meaning, both terms in a general sense denote opposing views, the term ―contestation‖ is wider in 

scope than the term ―différend‖ and does not require the same degree of opposition; whereas, 

compared to the term ―différend‖, the concept underlying the term ―contestation‖ is more flexible 

in its application to a particular situation; and whereas a dispute (―contestation‖ in the French 

text) under Article 60 of the Statute, understood as a difference of opinion between the 

 

parties as to the meaning and scope of a judgment rendered by the Court, therefore does not need 

to satisfy the same criteria as would a dispute (―différend‖ in the French text) as referred to in 

Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute; whereas, in the present circumstances, a meaning shall be 

given that best reconciles the French and English texts of Article 60 of its Statute, bearing in mind 

its object; whereas this is so notwithstanding that the English texts of Article 36, paragraph 2, and 

Articles 38 and 60 of the Statute all employ the same word, ―dispute‖; and whereas the term 

―dispute‖ in English also may have a more flexible meaning than that generally accorded to it in 

Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute;  

54. Whereas the question of the meaning of the term ―dispute‖ (―contestation‖) as employed in 

Article 60 of the Statute has been addressed in the jurisprudence of the Court‘s predecessor; 

whereas ―the manifestation of the existence of the dispute in a specific manner, as for instance by 

diplomatic negotiations, is not required‖ for the purposes of Article 60, nor is it required that ―the 

dispute should have manifested itself in a formal way‖; whereas recourse could be had to the 

Permanent Court as soon as the interested States had in fact shown themselves as holding 

opposing views in regard to the meaning or scope of a judgment of the Court (Interpretation of 

Judgments Nos. 7 and 8 (Factory at Chorzów), Judgment No. 11, 1927, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 13, 
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pp. 10-11); and whereas this reading of Article 60 was confirmed by the present Court in the case 

concerning Application for Revision and Interpretation of the Judgment of 24 February 1982 in 

the Case concerning the Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) ((Tunisia v. Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1985, pp. 217-218, para. 46);  

55. Whereas the Court needs now to determine whether there appears to be a dispute between the 

Parties within the meaning of Article 60 of the Statute; whereas, according to the United States, 

its executive branch, which is the only authority entitled to represent the United States 

internationally, understands paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment as an obligation of result; 

whereas, in Mexico‘s view, the fact that other federal and state authorities have not taken any 

steps to prevent the execution of Mexican nationals before they have received review and 

reconsideration of their convictions and sentences reflects a dispute over the meaning and scope 

of the Avena Judgment; whereas, while it seems both Parties regard paragraph 153 (9) of the 

Avena Judgment as an international obligation of result, the Parties nonetheless apparently hold 

different views as to the meaning and scope of that obligation of result, namely, whether that 

understanding is shared by all United States federal and state authorities and whether that 

obligation falls upon those authorities;  

56. Whereas, in light of the positions taken by the Parties, there appears to be a difference of 

opinion between them as to the meaning and scope of the Court‘s finding in paragraph 153 (9) of 

the operative part of the Judgment and thus recourse could be had to the Court under Article 60 of 

the Statute;  

57. Whereas, in view of the foregoing, it appears that the Court may, under Article 60 of the 

Statute, deal with the Request for interpretation; whereas it follows that the submission of the 

United States, that the Application of Mexico be dismissed in limine ―on grounds of manifest lack 

of jurisdiction‖, can not be upheld; and whereas it follows also that the Court may address the 

present request for the indication of provisional measures;  

* * 

 

58. Whereas the Court, when considering a request for the indication of provisional measures, 

―must be concerned to preserve . . . the rights which may subsequently be adjudged by the Court 

to belong either to the Applicant or to the Respondent‖ (Land and Maritime Boundary between 

Cameroon and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nigeria), Provisional Measures, Order of 15 March 1996, 

I.C.J. Reports 1996 (I), p. 22, para. 35); whereas a link must therefore be established between the 

alleged rights the protection of which is the subject of the provisional measures being sought, and 

the subject of the principal request submitted to the Court;  

59. Whereas Mexico contends that its request for the indication of provisional measures is 

intended to preserve the rights that Mexico asserts in its Request for interpretation of paragraph 

153 (9) of the Avena Judgment; whereas, according to Mexico, the indication of provisional 

measures would be required to preserve the said rights during the pendency of the proceedings, as 

―in executing Mr. Medellín or others, the United States will forever deprive these nationals of the 

correct interpretation of the Judgment‖ (emphasis in the original); whereas, in Mexico‘s view, 

paragraph 153 (9) establishes an obligation of result incumbent upon the United States, namely it 
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―must not execute any Mexican national named in the Judgment unless and until review and 

reconsideration is completed and either no prejudice as a result of the treaty violation is found or 

any prejudice is remedied‖;  

60. Whereas Mexico argues that, given the dispute between the Parties as to the meaning and 

scope of paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena Judgment, ―there can be no doubt that the provisional 

relief requested arises from the rights that Mexico seeks to protect and preserve until this Court 

clarifies the obligation imposed by [that] paragraph‖;  

61. Whereas the United States submits that Mexico‘s request for the indication of provisional 

measures aims to prohibit the United States from carrying out sentences with regard to Mexican 

nationals named therein prior to the conclusion of the Court‘s proceedings on Mexico‘s Request 

for interpretation; whereas the United States contends that, in its Application, Mexico asks the 

Court to interpret the Avena Judgment to mean that the United States must not carry out sentences 

―unless the individual affected has received review and reconsideration and it is determined that 

no prejudice resulted from the violation of the Vienna Convention‖, rather than an absolute 

prohibition on the United States carrying out sentences in regard to each of the individuals 

mentioned in Avena; whereas the United States claims that, by focusing in the request for the 

indication of provisional measures on the carrying out of the sentence and not on its review and 

reconsideration, Mexico seeks to protect rights that are not asserted in its Application for 

interpretation;  

62. Whereas the United States asserts that, as is clear from the Court‘s case law, ―any provisional 

measures indicated must be designed to preserve [the] rights‖ which are the subject of the 

principal request submitted to the Court; and whereas it contends that the provisional measures 

requested by Mexico do not satisfy the Court‘s test because they go beyond the subject of the 

proceedings before the Court on the Request for interpretation;  

63. Whereas, in proceedings on interpretation, the Court is called upon to clarify the meaning and 

the scope of what the Court decided with binding force in a judgment (Request for Interpretation 

of the Judgment of 20 November 1950 in the Asylum Case (Colombia v. Peru), 

 

Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 402; Application for Revision and Interpretation of the 

Judgment of 24 February 1982 in the Case concerning the Continental Shelf (Tunisia/Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya) (Tunisia v. Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1985, p. 223, 

para. 56); whereas Mexico seeks clarification of the meaning and the scope of paragraph 153 (9) 

of the operative part of the 2004 Judgment in the Avena case, whereby the Court found that the 

United States is under an obligation to provide, by means of its own choosing, review and 

reconsideration of the convictions and sentences of the Mexican nationals, taking into account 

both the violation of the rights set forth in Article 36 of the Vienna Convention and paragraphs 

138 to 141 of the Judgment; whereas it is the interpretation of the meaning and scope of that 

obligation, and hence of the rights which Mexico and its nationals have on the basis of paragraph 

153 (9) that constitutes the subject of the present proceedings before the Court on the Request for 

interpretation; whereas Mexico filed a request for the indication of provisional measures in order 

to protect these rights pending the Court‘s final decision;  

64. Whereas, therefore, the rights which Mexico seeks to protect by its request for the indication 

of provisional measures (see paragraph 40 above) have a sufficient connection with the Request 

for interpretation;  
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* *  

65. Whereas the power of the Court to indicate provisional measures under Article 41 of its 

Statute ―presupposes that irreparable prejudice shall not be caused to rights which are the subject 

of a dispute in judicial proceedings‖ (LaGrand (Germany v. United States of America), 

Provisional Measures, Order of 3 March 1999, I.C.J. Reports 1999 (I), p. 15, para. 22);  

66. Whereas the power of the Court to indicate provisional measures will be exercised only if 

there is urgency in the sense that action prejudicial to the rights of either party is likely to be 

taken before the Court has given its final decision (see, for example, Passage through the Great 

Belt (Finland v. Denmark), Provisional Measures, Order of 29 July 1991, I.C.J. Reports 1991, p. 

17, para. 23; Certain Criminal Proceedings in France (Republic of the Congo v. France), 

Provisional Measure, Order of 17 June 2003, I.C.J. Reports 2003, p. 107, para. 22; Pulp Mills on 

the River Uruguay (Argentina v. Uruguay), Provisional Measures, Order of 23 January 2007, 

I.C.J. Reports 2007, p. 11, para. 32);  

67. Whereas Mexico‘s principal request is that the Court should order that the United States  

―take all measures necessary to ensure that José Ernesto Medellín, César Roberto 

Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto Leal García, and Roberto 

Moreno Ramos are not executed pending the conclusion of the proceedings 

[concerning the Request for the interpretation of paragraph 153 (9) of the Avena 

Judgment,] unless and until [these] five Mexican nationals have received review and 

reconsideration consistent with paragraphs 138 to 141 of [that] Judgment‖; 

 

68. Whereas Mexico asserts that it faces a real danger of irreparable prejudice and that the 

circumstances are sufficiently urgent as to justify the issuance of provisional measures; whereas 

Mexico, relying on the Court‘s previous case law, states that irreparable prejudice to the rights of 

Mexico would be caused by the execution of any persons named in the Avena Judgment pending 

this Court‘s resolution of the present Request for interpretation; whereas, according to Mexico,  

―[t]he execution of a Mexican national subject to the Avena Judgment, and hence 

entitled to review and reconsideration before the Court has had the opportunity to 

resolve the present Request for interpretation, would forever deprive Mexico of the 

opportunity to vindicate its rights and those of its nationals‖;  

69. Whereas Mexico claims that there indisputably is urgency in the present circumstances given 

that Mr. Medellín‘s execution is scheduled for 5 August 2008, another Mexican national named 

in the Avena Judgment shortly could receive an execution date on 30 days‘ notice and three more 

shortly could receive execution dates on 90 days‘ notice; and whereas Mexico states that it ―asks 

the Court to indicate provisional measures only in respect of those of its nationals who have 

exhausted all available remedies and face an imminent threat of execution‖ and reserves its right 

to ―return to this Court for protection for additional individuals if changing circumstances make 

that necessary‖;  

70. Whereas Mexico requests the Court to  
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―specify that the obligation to take all steps necessary to ensure that the execution 

not go forward applies to all competent organs of the United States and all its 

constituent subdivisions, including all branches of government and any official, state 

or federal, exercizing government authority‖ (emphasis in the original)  

and to order that the United States inform the Court of the measures taken;  

71. Whereas the United States argues that, as in the present case there are no rights in dispute, 

―none of the requirements for provisional measures are met‖ (emphasis in the original);  

72. Whereas the execution of a national, the meaning and scope of whose rights are in question, 

before the Court delivers its judgment on the Request for interpretation ―would render it 

impossible for the Court to order the relief that [his national State] seeks and thus cause 

irreparable harm to the rights it claims‖ (Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (Paraguay v. 

United States of America), Provisional Measures, Order of 9 April 1998, I.C.J. Reports 1998, p. 

257, para. 37);  

73. Whereas it is apparent from the information before the Court in this case that Mr. José 

Ernesto Medellín Rojas, a Mexican national, will face execution on 5 August 2008 and other 

Mexican nationals, Messrs. César Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto 

Leal García, and Roberto Moreno Ramos, are at risk of execution in the coming months;

 

whereas their execution would cause irreparable prejudice to any rights, the interpretation of the 

meaning and scope of which is in question; and whereas it could be that the said Mexican 

nationals will be executed before this Court has delivered its judgment on the Request for 

interpretation and therefore there undoubtedly is urgency;  

74. Whereas the Court accordingly concludes that the circumstances require that it indicate 

provisional measures to preserve the rights of Mexico, as Article 41 of its Statute provides;  

* *  

75. Whereas the Court is fully aware that the federal Government of the United States has been 

taking many diverse and insistent measures in order to fulfil the international obligations of the 

United States under the Avena Judgment;  

76. Whereas the Court notes that the United States has recognized that, were any of the Mexican 

nationals named in the request for the indication of provisional measures to be executed without 

the necessary review and reconsideration required under the Avena Judgment, that would 

constitute a violation of United States obligations under international law; whereas, in particular, 

the Agent of the United States declared before the Court that ―[t]o carry out Mr. Medellín‘s 

sentence without affording him the necessary review and reconsideration obviously would be 

inconsistent with the Avena Judgment‖;  

77. Whereas the Court further notes that the United States has recognized that ―it is responsible 

under international law for the actions of its political subdivisions‖, including ―federal, state, and 

local officials‖, and that its own international responsibility would be engaged if, as a result of 
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acts or omissions by any of those political subdivisions, the United States was unable to respect 

its international obligations under the Avena Judgment; whereas, in particular, the Agent of the 

United States acknowledged before the Court that ―the United States would be responsible, 

clearly, under the principle of State responsibility for the internationally wrongful actions of 

[state] officials‖;  

* *  

78. Whereas the Court regards it as in the interest of both Parties that any difference of opinion as 

to the interpretation of the meaning and scope of their rights and obligations under paragraph 153 

(9) of the Avena Judgment be resolved as early as possible; whereas it is therefore appropriate 

that the Court ensure that a judgment on the Request for interpretation be reached with all 

possible expedition;

 

79. Whereas the decision given in the present proceedings on the request for the indication of 

provisional measures in no way prejudges any question that the Court may have to deal with 

relating to the Request for interpretation;  

*  

* *  

80. For these reasons,  

THE COURT,  

I. By seven votes to five,  

Finds that the submission by the United States of America seeking the dismissal of the 

Application filed by the United Mexican States can not be upheld;  

IN FAVOUR: President Higgins; Vice-President Al-Khasawneh; Judges Ranjeva, Koroma, 

Abraham, Sepúlveda-Amor, Bennouna;  

AGAINST: Judges Buergenthal, Owada, Tomka, Keith, Skotnikov;  

II. Indicates the following provisional measures:  

(a) By seven votes to five,  

The United States of America shall take all measures necessary to ensure that Messrs. José 

Ernesto Medellín Rojas, César Roberto Fierro Reyna, Rubén Ramírez Cárdenas, Humberto Leal 

García, and Roberto Moreno Ramos are not executed pending judgment on the Request for 

interpretation submitted by the United Mexican States, unless and until these five Mexican 

nationals receive review and reconsideration consistent with paragraphs 138 to 141 of the Court‘s 
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Judgment delivered on 31 March 2004 in the case concerning Avena and Other Mexican 

Nationals (Mexico v. United States of America);  

IN FAVOUR: President Higgins; Vice-President Al-Khasawneh; Judges Ranjeva, Koroma, 

Abraham, Sepúlveda-Amor, Bennouna;  

AGAINST: Judges Buergenthal, Owada, Tomka, Keith, Skotnikov;  

(b) By eleven votes to one,  

The Government of the United States of America shall inform the Court of the measures taken in 

implementation of this Order;  

IN FAVOUR: President Higgins; Vice-President Al-Khasawneh; Judges Ranjeva, Koroma, 

Owada, Tomka, Abraham, Keith, Sepúlveda-Amor, Bennouna, Skotnikov;  

AGAINST: Judge Buergenthal;
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III. By eleven votes to one,  

Decides that, until the Court has rendered its judgment on the Request for interpretation, it shall remain 

seised of the matters which form the subject of this Order.  

IN FAVOUR: President Higgins; Vice-President Al-Khasawneh; Judges Ranjeva, Koroma, Owada, 

Tomka, Abraham, Keith, Sepúlveda-Amor, Bennouna, Skotnikov;  

AGAINST: Judge Buergenthal.  

 

(g) Revision of a judgment 

An application for revision of a judgment may be made only when it is based upon the discovery 

of some fact of such a nature as to be a decisive factor, which fact was, when the judgment was 

given, unknown to the Court and also to the party claiming revision, always provided that such 

party's ignorance was not due to negligence (Statute, Art. 61, Para. 1). A request for revision is 

made by means of an application (Rules, Art. 99). 

 

Advisory Jurisdiction 

 
Since States alone have capacity to appear before the Court, public (governmental) international 

organizations cannot as such be parties to any case before it. A special procedure, the advisory 

procedure, is, however, available to such organizations and to them alone. 

 

Though based on contentious proceedings, the procedure in advisory proceedings has distinctive 

features resulting from the special nature and purpose of the advisory function. Advisory 

proceedings begin with the filing of a written request for an advisory opinion addressed to the 

Registrar by the United-Nations Secretary-General or the director or secretary-general of the 

entity requesting the opinion. In urgent cases the Court may do whatever is necessary to speed up 

the proceedings. In order that it may be fully informed on the question submitted to it, the Court 

is empowered to hold written and oral proceedings. A few days after the filing of the request, the 

Court draws up a list of those States and international organizations likely to be able to furnish 

information on the question before the Court. In general, the States listed are the member States 

of the organization requesting the opinion, while sometimes the other states to which the Court is 

open in contentious proceedings are also included. As a rule, organizations and States authorized 
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to participate in the proceedings may submit written statements, followed, if the Court considers 

it necessary, by written comments on these statements. These written statements are generally 

made available to the public at the beginning of the oral proceedings, if the Court considers that 

such proceedings should take place. 

 

Contrary to judgments, and except in rare cases where it is stipulated beforehand that they shall 

have binding effect (for example, as in the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the 

United Nations, in the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the specialized agencies 

of the United Nations, and the Headquarters Agreement between the United Nations and the 

United States of America), the Court's advisory opinions have no binding effect. The requesting 

organ, agency or organization remains free to decide, by any means open to it, what effect to 

give to these opinions. 

 

Although without binding effect, the advisory opinions of the Court nevertheless carry great 

legal weight and moral authority. They are often an instrument of preventive diplomacy and have 

peace-keeping virtues. Advisory opinions also, in their way, contribute to the elucidation and 

development of international law and thereby to the strengthening of peaceful relations between 

States.  

 

Organs and Agencies of the United Nations Authorized to Request Advisory Opinions 

 

In accordance with the Article 96.1 of the Charter of the United Nations "the General Assembly 

or the Security Council may request the International Court of Justice to give an advisory 

opinion on any legal question". Article 96.2 of the Charter provides that "other organs of the 

United Nations and specialized agencies, which may at any time be so authorized by the General 

Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal questions arising within the 

scope of their activities". 

 

Hence, the following UN Organs are entitled to request for advisory opinion from the 

International Court of Justice. These are: the General Assembly, Security Council Economic and 

Social Council, Trusteeship Council, Interim Committee of the General Assembly. Also the 
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United Nations, Specialized Agencies: International Labor Organization (ILO), Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)  United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO), International Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), International Finance Corporation (IFC) , 

International Development Association (IDA), International Monetary Fund (IMF), International 

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), International Telecommunication Union (ITU) , 

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), World Meteorological Organization 

(WMO), International Maritime Organization (IMO), World Intellectual Property Organization 

(WIPO), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) are the beneficiaries of 

advisory opinion of the International Court. 

 

The ICJ and the Security Council 

 

The relationship between the ICJ and the Security Council, and the separation of their powers, 

was considered by the Court in 1992, in the Pan Am case. The Court had to consider an 

application from Libya for the order of provisional measures to protect its rights, which, it 

alleged, were being infringed by the threat of economic sanctions by the UK and USA. The 

problem was that these sanctions had been authorized by the Security Council, which resulted 

with a potential conflict between the Chapter VII functions of the Security Council and the 

judicial function of the Court. The Court decided, by eleven votes to five, that it could not order 

the requested provisional measures because the rights claimed by Libya, even if legitimate under 

the Montreal Convention, could no longer be upheld since the action was justified by the 

Security Council. In accordance with Article 103 of the UN Charter, obligations under the 

Charter took precedence over other treaty obligations. 

 

There was a marked reluctance on the part of a majority of the Court to become involved in a 

dispute in such a way as to bring it potentially into conflict with the Council. The Court stated in 

the Nicaragua case (Jurisdiction) that there is no necessary inconsistency between action by the 

Security Council and adjudication by the ICJ. However, where there is room for conflict, the 

balance appears to be in favor of the Security Council. Should either party fail "to perform the 

obligations incumbent upon it under a judgment rendered by the Court", the Security Council 
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may be called upon to "make recommendations or decide upon measures" if the Security Council 

deems such actions necessary. In practice, the Court's powers have been limited by the 

unwillingness of the losing party to abide by the Court's ruling, and by the Security Council's 

unwillingness to enforce consequences. However, in theory, "so far as the parties to the case are 

concerned, a judgment of the Court is binding, final and without appeal," and "by signing the 

Charter, a State Member of the United Nations undertakes to comply with any decision of the 

International Court of Justice in a case to which it is a party". 

 

For example, in Nicaragua v. United States the United States of America had previously 

accepted the Court's compulsory jurisdiction upon its creation in 1946 but withdrew its 

acceptance following the Court's judgment in 1984 that called on the United States to "cease and 

to refrain" from the "unlawful use of force" against the government of Nicaragua. In a split 

decision, the majority of the Court ruled the United States was "in breach of its obligation under 

customary international law not to use force against another state" and ordered the US pay 

reparations although it never did. 

 

8.3 Other International Tribunals 

 

In addition to the ICJ the international Community also establishes permanent and/ad hoc 

tribunals for the achievement of its objective. Below a brief look at is made to introduce some 

tribunals established by the United Nations General Assembly or the Security Council.  

International War Crimes Tribunals 

 

International war crimes tribunals are courts of law established to try individuals accused of war 

crimes and crimes against humanity. Despite the often terrible nature of the crimes that 

individuals commit during intractable conflicts, including genocide, torture, and rape, it has 

become common practice to offer the accused an opportunity to explain his or her actions in 

front of the victims and their families, as well as the media. Tribunals have almost entirely 

replaced retributive justice's summary executions. Based on generally agreed-upon international 
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standards of acceptable human behavior, they have introduced a new culture of liberal legalism 

for dealing with war crimes. 

Following a conflict, crimes that have exceeded the normal parameters of war behavior (jus in 

bello) must be dealt with before a society can begin the peace building process of reconciliation. 

War crimes tribunals do not offer the accused a chance for forgiveness as truth and reconciliation 

commissions do. Tribunals do, however, offer victims and their families the opportunity to 

confront those responsible for what happened to them, and hopefully to put the horrors of war 

behind them. A tribunal can be a forum for honoring the memory of those lost, as well as 

punishing those responsible.  

 

The war crimes tribunals of Nuremberg and Tokyo, in which legal justice was used to punish the 

upper echelons of the German and Japanese military following World War II, continue to be 

regarded as the most successful tribunals to date. The democratic, progressive success of both 

nations following these tribunals is often given as evidence of the effectiveness of war crimes 

tribunals in helping a society that has perpetrated war crimes to return to stable diplomatic 

relations and the road to peace.  

 

One of the arguments in support of war crimes tribunals is that they act as a deterrent to potential 

war criminals. In fact, this idea is one of the main arguments behind a push to construct a 

permanent international war crimes tribunal. Currently, tribunals have to be sponsored by an 

organization like the U.N. or a national government. Without a permanently-established war 

crimes court, military and government leaders may feel encouraged to commit crimes such as the 

mass murder of ethnic groups in East Timor in the 1980s and 1990s or in Rwanda in 1994.  

 

War crimes tribunals offer a rare chance for the world's leaders and citizens to scrutinize both the 

deplorable decisions made by particular leaders, and the atrocities committed by the soldiers and 

agents of those leaders. Without such a forum, there would be no method for assuring that the 

masterminds and perpetrators of genocide and other war crimes are justly punished.  
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Tribunals also give victims and their families an opportunity to regain a sense of power that may 

have been lost resulting from a war crime. It is empowering for victims to stand up in a court of 

law and identify those who wronged them. A war crimes tribunal can also force forgotten or 

hidden atrocities to be retold by survivors. In this way war criminals living free of judgment are 

finally forced to accept responsibility for their actions and be judged for what they have done.  

 

For a country attempting to make a transition from a repressive regime to a democracy, war 

crimes tribunals offer citizens and leaders the opportunity to put their faith in an equitable rule of 

law. Countries that truly wish to become modern democracies must accept the rule of democratic 

law and apply it to even their most powerful criminals. While this process takes an enormous 

effort of national will, nations that successfully conduct tribunals within the bounds of such laws 

prove they can function without reverting to the undesirable methods of repression and violence. 

Thus war crimes tribunals have the potential to help emerging democracies discover the benefits 

of a strong legal system while reconciling past atrocities. 

 

Finally, if all members of a society can agree upon what is unacceptable by trying its war 

criminals, then it is easier for the society to agree on what is acceptable. A successful war crimes 

tribunal allows the past to be laid to rest and a peaceful future forged from its results.  

 

Yet, many argue that war crimes tribunals offer no deterrent to potential criminals whatsoever. 

People with strong convictions against a certain religious or ethnic group will likely not feel any 

less hatred for that group just because a possible tribunal looms in the future. Both Hitler and Pol 

Pot believed they would be revered by future generations for the extreme measures they took to 

change the makeup of their societies. These leaders were inspired by their visions of the future 

and it is unlikely the prospect of a war crimes tribunal would have swayed either dictator.  

 

In fact, another argument against tribunals is that men like Hitler and Pol Pot, the leaders of 

violent movements, are never judged by tribunals for what they do. A war crimes tribunal that 

tries only middle ranking officers, soldiers, and politicians is not as effective as one that tries the 

mastermind behind the crimes. The trial of Slobodan Milosevic offers some hope for the future 

of tribunals. However, if Milosevic is acquitted, that will support another argument against 
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tribunals: often the legal system actually helps the accused avoid punishment. Insufficient 

evidence, unclear testimony, unsure witnesses, and the inability to directly link crimes with 

individuals due to chains of command are all factors that can lead to war criminals walking free, 

with full grace of the court.  

 

Another criticism of war crimes tribunals is that they do not alleviate the underlying causes of 

the conflict. In fact, tribunals can escalate conflict, especially in a multi-ethnic society. In cases 

of genocide, those accused of war crimes are usually all from one ethnic group. To this group, a 

war crimes tribunal can appear to be a trial against their ethnicity, not just an individual from 

their group. This is especially true when the judicial system fails to fairly represent the whole 

society. For example, Rwandan Hutus accused of killing Tutsis would doubt in the possibility of 

a fair trial if only Tutsis were running the tribunal. Other Hutus, including those not accused, 

would likely feel the same way. Thus the war crimes tribunal could act as a wedge driving the 

two groups further apart.  

 

This idea leads to another complaint about war crimes tribunals: that they are ineffective in 

transforming a fractured society into one of stability and peace. Following the end of apartheid in 

South Africa, the Rev. Desmond Tutu argued against a war crimes tribunal, pushing instead for a 

truth and reconciliation commission. He believed that no reconciliation or transformation was 

possible if the accused were not forgiven. War crimes tribunals necessarily demonize individuals 

and sometimes whole groups, further separating parties, instead of building peace.   

 

Possibly the most powerful argument against war crimes tribunals is that they offer only the 

victors justice. What was most obviously missing following World War II was not Hitler at 

Nuremberg, but a trial for Americans, French, British, and Russian individuals who committed 

acts that would have been considered war crimes had the Allies lost the war. The fire bombing of 

Dresden and the use of atomic weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki are clear examples of acts 

for which Allied leaders would have been tried had the war ended in favor of the Germans and 

Japanese. While it is easy and satisfying to put the enemy in prison for what he or she has done, 

it does not seem entirely fair if all those who participate in a war are not held to the same 

standards. In fact, one of the reasons that the United States has so far failed to support an 
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international war crimes tribunal, the International Criminal Court, is fear that U.S. officers 

would be found guilty by the court. The United States also fears that this Court could be used for 

political revenge against the world's only superpower.  

 

A. The Creation of an International Criminal Court  

 
The International Criminal Court (I.C.C.) was officially established on July 1, 2002, and is 

located in The Hague, The Netherlands. However, all of the world's nations have not ratified the 

Rome Statute of the I.C.C., the document outlining the purposes, capabilities, and restrictions of 

the I.C.C. In fact, the United States, Russia, and Japan are among the major industrialized states 

that have yet to ratify this document. However, a sufficient number of nations have ratified the 

Rome Statute, and in accordance with its rules, the court now officially exists.  

 

A key component of the I.C.C. is that only war crimes committed after the I.C.C.'s establishment 

can fall under its jurisdiction. Another aspect is that only those nations that ratify the document 

will fall under its jurisdiction. In general, the I.C.C. will have jurisdiction over crimes brought to 

its attention by outside parties or by its own investigators. The I.C.C. will not replace national 

tribunals, but will complement them by offering an arena for hearing claims that may be too 

complicated or extensive for a national court. 

 

One could argue that until all of the nations of the world ratify the Rome Statute, the Court 

cannot truly be considered an international criminal court. However, the establishment of the 

Court is a significant step toward the creation of an international system of war crimes justice.  

B. International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 

 

The International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of 

International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 

1991, more commonly referred to as the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia or ICTY, is a body of the United Nations (UN) established to prosecute serious 

crimes committed during the wars in the former Yugoslavia, and to try their alleged perpetrators. 

The tribunal is an ad-hoc court and is located in The Hague in the Netherlands. 
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It was originally proposed by German Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel and established by 

Resolution 827 of the United Nations Security Council, which was passed on May 25, 1993. It 

has jurisdiction over four clusters of crime committed on the territory of the former Yugoslavia 

since 1991: grave breaches of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, violations of the laws or customs of 

war, genocide, and crime against humanity. It can try only individuals, not organizations or 

governments. The maximum sentence it can impose is life imprisonment. Various countries have 

signed agreements with the UN to carry out custodial sentences. The last indictment was issued 

March 15, 2004. The Tribunal aims to complete all trials by the end of 2009 and all appeals by 

2010. There are achievements the tribunal has made since its establishment as criticisms and 

failures it has faced on the other features.  

 

Questions for Discussion 

1. Characterize the diplomatic means of dispute resolution mechanisms and identify their 

features. 

2. What is the ICJ established for and where does it find its mandate? What are its 

mandates? 

3. How would you explain the enforcement of the Decisions of the ICJ? The role of the 

Security Council? 

4. Discuss the role of the International Criminal Court in promoting the objectives of the 

UN/of the Former Yugoslavia, Rwanda? 
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CHAPTER 9:  National Courts and International Law Issues 

 

Introduction 

The international community is the sum total of the Sovereign states comprising the World. 

Traditionally the legal system of the states is more tangible than international law. However we 

have differing views on the existence or otherwise of two systems of laws in the globe: 

international and domestic laws there are issues that require us to address as to their co-existence.  

While a state member of the international community and narrowly member of the United 

Nations exists as a sovereign state, it has its domestic laws applicable in the domestic affairs of 

the state. On the other hand, there might arise international laws that have to be applicable 

against the same scenario. While the two laws are applicable with out one affecting the 

application of the other, we may not notice any problem. The problem could be when we 

encounter a conflict on their application to the same subject matter, perhaps. There are two main 

views on this matter: the Monist and Dualist views.   

Monism  

This theory characterizes international and municipal law as a single legal system with municipal 

law subordinate to international law. Hence, all treaties and the orders of international 

organizations are effective without any action being required to convert international into 

municipal law. This has an interesting consequence because treaties that limit or extend the 

powers of the particular government are automatically considered a part of their constitutional 

law, e.g. the African Charter on Human and Peoples‘ Rights and the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights. In states adopting this theory, the local courts automatically accept 

jurisdiction to adjudicate on lawsuits relying on international law principles.  

Dualism  

This theory regards international and municipal law as separate systems so that the municipal 

courts can only apply international law either when it has been incorporated into municipal law 

or when the courts incorporate international law on their own motion. In the United Kingdom, 

for example, a treaty is not effective until it has been incorporated at which time it becomes 
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enforceable in the courts by any private citizen, where appropriate, even against the UK 

Government. Otherwise the courts have a discretion to apply international law where it does not 

conflict with statute or the common law. The constitutional principle of parliamentary supremacy 

permits the legislature to enact any law inconsistent with any international treaty obligations 

even though the government is a signatory to those treaties.  

 

In the United States, the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution makes all treaties 

that have been ratified under the authority of the United States and customary international law 

…the "Supreme Law of the Land" (U.S. Constitution .art. VI Cl. 2) and, as such, the law of the 

land is binding on the federal government as well as on state and local governments.  

 

This chapter is aimed at therefore in addressing issues including international law (customs and 

treaties) as part or otherwise of the laws of Ethiopia; the basis of state jurisdiction over matters; 

immunity from jurisdiction and extradition.   

 

Objective 

This chapter has the following objectives to enable students: 

 seize the place of international law under the Ethiopian legal system; 

 identify the subjective and objective standards for basis of jurisdiction for states over 

matters; 

 grasp when and how immunity from jurisdiction will be observed under international 

law; 

 Achieve appreciate the concept and applicability of rules of extradition. 

 

9.1 Customs and Treaties as Part of the Law of Ethiopia 

 

Under the current arrangement of the legal system of The Federal Democratic Republic of 

Ethiopia, the Constitution makes itself the Supreme law of the land under Article 9. Article 9(1) 

provides ― (a)ny law, customary practice or decision of an organ of state or a public official 

which contravenes this constitution shall be of no effect.‖  Sub Article 4 of the constitution 
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provides on the other hand ―(a)ll international agreements ratified by Ethiopia are an integral part 

of the law of the land.‖  The problem that could be raised here is customary international law 

excluded in from being the integral part of the law of Ethiopia. This is because the constitution 

says ―….international agreements ratified by Ethiopia…‖ Hence any subordinate law or custom 

(‗does it include international custom?‘) contrary to the constitution is void. This invokes at least 

two questions: viz; first, what does the constitution say as to customary international laws; 

secondly what is the effect if an international treaty/declaration Ethiopia is a party or ratified 

contravenes the constitution or any other subordinate law?  So would Ethiopian Courts employ 

international law (customs and treaties) to solve disputes? 

 

On the other hand Article 13 (2) of the constitution provides that the fundamental rights and 

freedoms specified in this chapter shall be interpreted in a manner conforming to the principles 

of the UDHR, the International Covenants on Human rights and International instruments 

adopted by Ethiopia. However arguable it is, the Ethiopia constitution gives a first hand place for 

human rights instruments (ratified) for purposes of interpretation. Obviously human rights 

instruments are sources of international law as the Article 38 of the ICJ Statute provides. But not 

all instruments are related human rights. Therefore the question arises as to the status of 

International treaties not related to human rights but ratified by Ethiopia. What about customary 

rules of international law, jus cojens?  Dear readers refer to materials on the hierarchy of laws on 

introduction to law. Basically it is important to pose the questions: What is the place of 

customary international law under the Ethiopian legal system? What about Non human rights 

treaties/instruments? This would be of help for at least theoretical purposes. 

 

9.2 Bases of State Jurisdiction 

 

Public international law provides a framework within which nations and states can come into 

being and relate to each other. This is addressed by jurisdiction issues.  

 

Jurisdiction as a political issue 

A number of supranational organizations and bodies have been created which provide 

mechanisms whereby disputes between states may be avoided, discussed or resolved, e.g. 
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through arbitration or mediation. When a country is recognized as de jure, this is an 

acknowledgment by the other de jure nations that the new country has sovereignty and the right 

to exist. This is a political system that moves slowly, gathering consensus wherever possible and 

the extent to which any state will co-operate or participate is always at the discretion of each 

sovereign state. Necessarily, if any state does agree to participate in any of the activities of the 

supranational bodies and to accept decisions that might be made in the ordinary course of their 

business, that state is giving up a little of its sovereign authority and thereby allocating a little 

power to these bodies. Insofar as these bodies or nominated individuals may resolve disputes in a 

judicial or quasi-judicial fashion, or promote treaty obligations in the nature of laws, the power 

ceded to these bodies cumulatively represents each body's own jurisdiction. But no matter how 

powerful each body may appear to become, the extent to which any of the judgments may be 

enforced, or proposed treaties and conventions may become or remain effective within the 

territorial boundaries of each nation is a political matter under the sovereign control of the 

relevant representative government(s) which, in a democratic context, will have electorates to 

satisfy. 

 

International versus municipal jurisdiction 

 

The fact that international organizations, courts and tribunals have been created raises the 

difficult question of how to co-ordinate their activities with those of national courts. If the two 

sets of bodies do not have concurrent jurisdiction but, as in the case of the International Criminal 

Court (ICC), the relationship is expressly based on the principle of complementarity, i.e. the 

international court is subsidiary or complementary to national courts, the difficulty is avoided. 

But if the jurisdiction claimed is concurrent, or as in the case of International Criminal Tribunal 

for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the international tribunal is to prevail over national courts, the 

problems are more difficult to resolve. 

 

The concept of universal jurisdiction is fundamental to the operation of global organizations such 

as the United Nations and the International Court of Justice (ICJ), which jointly assert the benefit 

of maintaining legal entities with jurisdiction over a wide range of matters of significance to 

states which is an assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction that will fail to gain implementation in 
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any other state under the standard provisions of public policy. Under Article 34 Statute of the ICJ 

only states may be parties in cases before the Court and, under Article 36, the jurisdiction 

comprises all cases which the parties refer to it and all matters specially provided for in the 

Charter of the United Nations or in treaties and conventions in force. But, to invoke the 

jurisdiction in any given case, all the parties have to accept the prospective judgment as binding. 

This reduces the risk of wasting the Court's time. 

 

Despite the safeguards built into the constitutions of most of these organizations, courts and 

tribunals, the concept of universal jurisdiction is controversial among those states which prefer 

unilateral to multilateral solutions through the use of executive or military authority. 

 

Within other international contexts, there are intergovernmental organizations such as the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) that have socially and economically significant dispute resolution 

functions but, again, even though their jurisdiction may be invoked to hear the cases, the power 

to enforce their decisions is at the will of the states affected, save that the WTO is permitted to 

allow retaliatory action by successful states against those states found to be in breach of 

international trade law. At a regional level, groups of states can create political and legal bodies 

with sometimes complicated patchworks of overlapping provisions detailing the jurisdictional 

relationships between the member states and providing for some degree of harmonization 

between their national legislative and judicial functions, e.g. the European Union and African 

Union both have the potential to become federated states although the political barriers to such 

unification in the face of entrenched nationalism will be very difficult to overcome. Each such 

group may form transnational institutions with declared legislative or judicial powers. For 

example, in Europe, the European Court of Justice has been given jurisdiction as the ultimate 

appellate court to the Member States on issues of European law. This jurisdiction is entrenched 

and its authority could only be denied by a Member State if that Member State asserts its 

sovereignty and withdraws from the Union. 
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9.3 Extradition 

 

Extradition is the official process by which one nation or state requests and obtains from 

another nation or state the surrender of a suspected or convicted criminal. Between nation states, 

extradition is regulated by treaties.  

Extradition Treaties/Agreements 

 

The consensus in international law is that a state does not have any obligation to surrender an 

alleged criminal to a foreign state, as one principle of sovereignty is that every state has legal 

authority over the people within its borders. Such absence of international obligation and desire 

of the right to demand such criminals of other countries has caused a web of extradition treaties 

or agreements to evolve; most countries in the world have signed bilateral extradition treaties 

with most other countries. No country in the world has an extradition treaty with all other 

countries; for example, the United States lacks extradition treaties with over fifty nations, 

including the People's Republic of China, Namibia, and North Korea. 

 

There are two types of extradition treaties: list and dual criminality treaties. The most common 

and traditional is the list treaty, which contains a list of crimes for which a suspect will be 

extradited. Dual criminality treaties, used since the 1980s, generally allow for extradition of a 

criminal suspect if the punishment is more than one year imprisonment in both countries. 

Occasionally the amount of the time of the sentence agreed upon between the two countries is 

varied. Under both types of treaties, if the conduct is not a crime in both countries then it will not 

be an extraditable offense. 

 

Generally, an extradition treaty requires that a country seeking extradition be able to show that: 

 The relevant crime is sufficiently serious.  

 There exists a prima facie case against the individual sought.  

 The event in question qualifies as a crime in both countries.  

 The extradited person can reasonably expect a fair trial in the recipient country.  

 The likely penalty will be proportionate to the crime.  
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Restrictions 

 

Most countries require themselves to deny extradition requests if, in the government's opinion, 

the suspect is sought for a political crime. Many countries, such as Mexico, Canada and most 

European nations, will not allow extradition if the death penalty may be imposed on the suspect 

unless they are assured that the death sentence will not subsequently be passed or carried out. In 

the case of Soering v. United Kingdom, the European Court of Human Rights held that it would 

violate Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights to extradite a person to the 

United States from the United Kingdom in a capital case. This was due to the harsh conditions on 

death row and the uncertain timescale within which the sentence would be executed. Parties to 

the European Convention also cannot extradite persons where they would be at significant risk of 

being tortured or inhumanely or degradingly treated or punished. 

 

These restrictions are normally clearly spelled out in the extradition treaties that a government 

has agreed upon. They are, however, controversial in the United States, where the death penalty 

is practiced in some U.S. states, as it is seen by many as an attempt by foreign nations to interfere 

with the U.S. criminal justice system. In contrast, pressures by the U.S. government on these 

countries to change their laws, or even sometimes to ignore their laws, is perceived by many in 

those nations as an attempt by the United States to interfere in their sovereign right to manage 

justice within their own borders. Famous examples include the extradition dispute with Canada 

on Charles Ng. 

 

Countries with a rule of law typically make extradition subject to review by that country's courts. 

These courts may impose certain restrictions on extradition, or prevent it altogether, if for 

instance they deem the accusations to be based on dubious evidence, or evidence obtained from 

torture, or if they believe that the defendant will not be granted a fair trial on arrival, or will be 

subject to cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment if extradited. 

 

Some countries, such as France, Russian Federation, Germany, Austria, China and Japan, have 

laws that forbid extraditing their respective citizens. Others, such as Iraq, prohibit extradition of 

their own citizens in their constitutions. Some others stipulate such prohibition on extradition 
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agreements rather than their laws. Such restrictions are occasionally controversial in other 

countries when, for example, a French citizen commits a crime abroad and then returns to their 

home country, perceived as to avoid prosecution. These countries, however, make their criminal 

laws applicable to citizens abroad, and they try citizens suspected of crimes committed abroad 

under their own laws. Such suspects are typically prosecuted as if the crime had occurred within 

the country's borders. 

 

Controversies: International strains 

 

The refusal of a country to extradite suspects or criminals to another may lead to international 

relations being strained. Often, the country to which extradition is refused will accuse the other 

country of refusing extradition for political reasons (regardless of whether this is justified). As 

examples, Some U.S. political observers and officials of the state of Pennsylvania accused the 

government of France, including Jacques Chirac in particular, of wanting to make a point about 

justice in the United States and the death penalty by refusing to extradite Ira Einhorn despite the 

facts that an independent court (rather than the French president or prime minister) decides 

extradition cases in France and that French executives cannot intervene. Einhorn was extradited 

after three years.  

 

The matters are often complex when the country from which suspects are to be extradited is a 

democratic country with a rule of law. Typically, in such countries, the final decision of 

extradition lies with the national executive (prime minister, president or equivalent). However, 

such countries typically allow extradition defendants recourse to the law, with multiple appeals. 

These may significantly slow down the procedures. On the one hand, this may lead to 

unwarranted international difficulties, as the public, politicians and journalists from the 

requesting country will ask their executive to put pressure on the executive of the country from 

which extradition is to take place, while that executive may not in fact have the authority to 

deport the suspect or criminal on their own. On the other hand, certain delays, or the 

unwillingness of the 
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Questions for Discussion 

1.  How are you to explain the dualism and Monism in looking the relationship between 

International law and domestic Law? 

2. Explain the place of International law under the Ethiopian Legal system. 

3. Explain the subjective and objective standards for basis of jurisdiction for matters to 

states. 
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